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INTRODUCTION 

Traditionally jyotib,sastra is divided into three skandhas: sarphita (omens), 
gariita (astronomy), and hora (astrology) (see BS 1, 9); and, according to the 
medieval muhurta treatises, was originally promulgated by the eighteen sages 
Brahmacarya, Vasi~tha, Atri, Manu, Paulastya, Romasa, Marici, Ailgiras, 
Vyasa, Narada, Saunaka, Bhrgu, Cyavana, Yavana, Garga, Kasyapa, Para
sara, and Surya. The validity of the first tradition was maintained only by 
artificially including new forms of scientific writing-e.g., treatises on math
ematics, on muhurta, or on prasna-in one or another of the three skandhas, 
while there was never any validity to the second. In this volume an attempt 
has been made to establish a more accurate classification of the areas of 
jyotib,sastra actually made the subject of independent works, and to survey 
the literature in each area (but omitting the sectarian Jaina contributions) in 
order to establish a correct historical origin (often from outside of India) and 
development of each. To have included discussions of the technical aspects of 
these sciences, however, would both have duplicated much that has already 
been done (though in some areas it desperately needs to be done better) and 
have extended the length of this volume far beyond reasonable bounds. 

Nor has any attempt been made to deal with the literary qualities of the 
works discussed. The primary texts are certainly all in metrical form, but are 
generally written in a very crabbed and obscure style designed to stimulate 
the student's memory of the procedures to be followed, but frequently not 
even pretending to provide the full algorithm for solving a particular problem; 
that was to be found, if not in the repetitiousness of the science, in the guru's 
oral tradition or in the prose commentary. Thus, while cleverness and impre
cision both abound in this poetry, the normal canons of alankara are simply 
not applicable; only rarely, as in the rtuvarriana in Bhaskara's SSB, is any 
poetic feeling made manifest. 

Two of the difficulties generated by the use of a poetic form were the neces
sity of expressing numbers metrically, and the difficulty of maintaining a 
fixed technical vocabulary. The latter impediment led to the invention of 
many synonyms, and the use of single terms in several different, if related, 
senses; this, of course, increased the ambiguity and imprecision inherent in a 
system where the texts' purpose is to jog the memory rather than to teach the 
complete course. The former problem was solved in two ways: by using com
mon objects that appear or are understood to appear in the world in fixed 
quantities as synonyms for those quantities (e.g., "eyes" are "two," "fires" 
are "three," "Vedas" are "four"), and by using ak~aras to refer to numbers. 
The former system, called the bhutasankhya, already appears in the third 
century in Sphujidhvaja's Yavanajataka. Sphujidhvaja also seems to be the 
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first to use a symbol for zero (bindu) in the decimal place-value system (YJ 
79, 6 and 7), though, of course, a dot or a circle had been used previously by 
both Babylonians and Greeks in the sexagesimal place-value system to rep
resent a place with no other number in it. Aryabhata invented a different 
way of expressing numerals, in which the consonants of the Sanskrit alphabet 
are used to indicate the numbers and the vowels their places (up to eighteen); 
unfortunately, the "words" formed thus were often unpronounceable and in 
any case had no meaning other than the numerical one. A different system 
was invented in South India that obviated this difficulty. The lcafapayadi 
system (in which k, t, p, and y equal 1 regardless of the vowel they are followed 
by) uses the consonants as equivalents of the numbers 1 to 9 and O; four 
varieties of this system are known. A clever jyotifi, then, can construct verses 
that are superficially on one subject while each sequence of consonants can be 
read as a significant number; a good example of this is Paramesvara's Hari
carita. 

The following pages will show that our knowledge of Indian jyotib,sastra is 
rather spotty. This is due both to the accidents that cause the preservation 
(and availability) of one text rather than another, and to the lack of reliable 
and accurate descriptions of the many unpublished manuscripts. The second 
disability is being slmvly alleviated as CESS progresses; I have generally 
referred the reader to it, when available, for information about an author, his 
works, and what modern scholars may have said about them, though I have 
attempted in all cases to give reasonably complete listings of published 
editions as they are a useful guide to modern interests. Those modern interests 
lie overwhelmingly in jataka, tajika, muhurta, prasna, and various forms of 
divination; classical astronomy and mathematics had virtually ceased to be 
studied or taught by the end of the nineteenth century. A new group of Indian 
and foreign scholars has, however, begun to work in these areas since World 
War II; and, while much is still unfortunately published that is of little or no 
value, some progress toward an understanding of the origins and developments 
of these sciences has been made. I hope that this volume will stimulate more 
serious interest in this field. 



CIIAPTEB I 

SULBAS-0TRAS 

In the performance of Vedic srauta rituals an essential prerequisite is the 
piling up of the fire altar ( agnicayana). These altars ( citis) take the form of 
various objects; the forms mentioned in Taittiriyasaqihita 5, 4, 11 (after 
the chandasciti1 or "meter altar") and the sacrificers who should erect them 
are: 

1. syenaciti or "hawk altar" 2 by one desiring heaven (suvarga); 
2. kankaciti or "heron altar" by one desiring a head in the other world; 
3. alajaciti or "alaja-bird altar" with four furrows by one desiring support; 
4. praiigaciti or "triangle altar" by one desiring to repel his foes; 
5. ubhayatalt, praiigaciti or "triangle on both sides altar" by one desiring to 

repel both present and future foes; 
6. rathacakraciti or "chariot-wheel altar" by one wishing to defeat his foes; 
7. dro?Z,aciti or "trough altar" by one desiring food; 
8. sarnuhyaciti3 or "things to be gathered together altar" by one desiring 

cattle; 
9. paricayyaciti4 or "circle altar" by one desiring a village; 
10. srnasanaciti4 or "cemetery altar" by one desiring the world of the fathers 

( pitrloka). 

A few other altar-shapes are described in other Brahmal}.as, where also are 
prescribed the rituals to be performed at these altars. The Srautasiitras be
longing to the Y ajurveda often include as appendices treatises that give rules 
concerning the geometry involved in the construction of these altars. These 
treatises are known as the Sulbasiitras. 5 

1 An imaginary altar constructed in the sacrificer's mind, but with the recitation 
of the appropriate mantras. 

2 Called suparriaciti in SB. 6, 7, 2, 8. This is the principle altar shape of which 
the others were regarded as derivatives. 

3 Called the samuhyapuri{!aciti in SB. 
4 Omitted by SB. 
s See B. DATTA, The Science of the Sulba, Calcutta 1932; A. MICHAELS, Beweis

verfahren in der vedischen Sakra.lgeometrie, Wiesbaden 1978; and T. A. SARASVATI 
AMMA, Geometry in Ancient and Medieval India, Delhi-Varanasi-Patna 1979, 
pp. 14-60. Still informative is G. THIBAUT, "On the Sulvasutras," JASB, NS 44 
(1875), 227-275. 
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The 8rautasutras containing Sulbasutras are those of Baudhayana,6 in which 
the Sulbasiitra is prasna 30; 7 of Apastamba, 8 in which the Sulbasiitra is also 
prasna 30 ;9 of Vadhiila, 10 whose Sulbasiitra is said to survive in a manuscript 
at Madras; 11 of Manava, 12 in which the Sulbasiitra is adhyaya 1013 (a recension 
of this is entitled the Maitrayai;iiyasulbasiitra14); of Varaha, 15 whose Sulbasiitra 
survives in a manuscript at Mysore; 16 and of Katyayana, 17 in which the Sul
basiitra is parisi§{a 7. 18 The last of these belongs to the Suklayajurveda (the 
Vajasaneyisarphita), the first five to the Kr~i;iayajurveda (Baudhayana, 
Apastamba, and Vadhiila to the Taittiriyasarphita, and Manava and Vara.ha 
to the Maitrayai;iiyasarphita). 

Precise dating of any of these texts is impossible. The earliest, that of 
Baudhayana, was perhaps written before 500 B. C., and the remainder presum
ably antedate the Christian era. It was, indeed, during this period also, prob
ably in the second century B. C., that the most striking syenaciti of which 
remains survive was built in Kausambi. 19 The Apastamba appears to be the 
second oldest of the major Sulbasiitras, and the Katyayana, which consists of 

6 J. GONDA, Tho Ritual Siltras, Wiesbaden 1977, pp. 514-518. 
7 Edited with the commentary, Sulbadipika, of Dvarakanatha Yajvan by G. F. 

THIBAUT, "The Sulvasutra of Baudhayana with the Commentary of Dvarakana
thayajvan," The Pandit 9-10 and NS I (1874/75-1876/77); by W. CALAND, BI 163, 
vol. 3, Calcutta 1913, pp. 389ff.; and by S. PRAKASH and R. S. SHARMAN, New 
Delhi 1968. 

8 GONDA, pp. 520-521. 
9 CESS Al, 50a. Edited with a German translation and a commentary by A. 

BtraK, "Das Apastamba-Sulba-Siltra," ZDMG 55 (1901), 543-591, and 56 (1902), 
327-391; and, with the commentaries of Kapardisvamin, Karavinda, and Sundara
raja, by D. SRINIVASACHAR and S. NARASIMHACAR, MSS 73, Mysore 1931, and by 
S. PRAKASH and R. S. SHARMA, New Delhi 1968. 

10 GONDA, pp. 522-524. The Apastamba is closely related to a section (pra§na 
25) of the Satyal?ac;lhasrautasiltra; see MICHAELS, pp. 173-180. 

11 N. K. MAJUMDAR, "On the Different Sulba Siitras," PAIOC 2 (1923), pp. 561 
to 564. 

12 GONDA, pp. 525-526. 
13 Edited and translated by J.M. VAN GELDER, The Manava Srautasiltra, 2 vols., 

New Delhi 1961-1963. See also N. K. MAZUMDAR, "Manava Sulba Siitram," 
JDL/U Calcutta 8 (1922), 327-342. 

u DATTA, p. 6. 
u; GONDA, p. 527. 
1 6 DATTA, pp. 6 and 230. 
1 7 GONDA, p. 528-529. 
18 An incomplete edition with the Sulbasiitravrtti of Rama was published by 

G. F. THIBAUT, "Katyayana Sulbaparisishta, with the commentary of Rama, son 
of Suryadasa," The Pandit, NS 4 (1882); edited with the commentaries of Karka 
and of Mahidhara by G. S. NENE and A. S. DOGRE, KSS 120, Benares 1936; and 
by S. D. Khadilkar, Poona 1974. 

19 G. R. SHARMA, The Excavations at Kausambi (1957-59), Allahabad 1960, 
pp. 87-126; on the interpretation of this monument see D. SCHLINGLOFF, "Men
schenopfer in Kausambi ?," IIJ 11 (1969), 175-189. 
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a sfltra section (to a large extent repeating sutras of the Apastamba verbatim), 
followed by a verse section, is among the latest; the Manava has apparently 
copied some verses from the Katyayana. 

Each of the basic altars must be constructed with five layers of bricks, and 
there must be a fixed number of bricks in each layer; moreover, the bricks in 
the second and fourth layers must not be directly above or below those in the 
first, third, and fifth layers. And the surface covered by the altar, regardless 
of its shape, must cover an area of seven and one half square puru/}as or, for 
certain purposes, that area increased by specified numbers of square puru§as, 
or it must be multiplied by a given factor. Finally, the altar must be correctly 
oriented with respect to the cardinal directions. The task faced by the authors 
of the Sulbasiitras was to prescribe rules for laying out these altars with only 
a rope ( rajju or sulba) of determined length and posts or gnomons ( sanku). 20 

The geometrical problems that were solved by these altar-builders are indeed 
impressive, but it would be a mistake to see in their works the unique origin of 
geometry; 21 others in India and elsmvhere, whether in response to practical or 
theoretical problems, may well have advanced as far without their solutions 
having been committed to memory or eventually transcribed in manuscripts. 

The solutions utilized by the sutrakiiras involve the knowledge of a number 
of specific right-angled triangles ( e.g., 3, 4, 5; 5, 12, 13; 7, 24, 25; 8, 15, 17; 
12, 35, 37; and 15, 36, 39) as well as the general rule that the square on the 
diagonal of a rectangle (square or oblong) is equal to the sum of the squares 
on two sides; of the approximation 

I I 1 v~r~ 1 +----+ - ---- · 
3 3 X 4 3 X 4 X 34 ' 

and the radius, r, of a circle whose area is approximately equal to a square 
of side x: 

X X 
-·V~--x 2 2 

r = -- + ~--~---- . 
2 3 

They also give particular solutions to certain indeterminate equations, though 
without any hint at the method by which they arrived at them. 22 

The Baudhayanasulbasiitra in the edition by Prakash and Sharman contains 
ten adhyayas divided into 21 khari<!n,s (4, 3, 2, and 6 khari<!n,s in the first four 

20 A. K. BAG, "The knowledge of Geometrical Figures, Instruments, and Units 
in the Sulbasutras," EW 21 (1971), 111-119. 

21 A. SEIDENBERG, "The Origin of Mathematics," ARES 18 (1978), 301-342. 
22 For specific aspects of the geometry of the Sulbasutras one should consult, in 

addition to the books and articles previously cited, those listed in the article on 
Apastamba in CESS Al, 50a, as well as R. C. GUPTA, "Baudhayana's Value of 
1r2," ME 6 (1972), B 77-79, and R. P. KULKARNI, "The Value of 1t Known to 
Sulbasutrakaras," IJHS 13 (1978), 32-41. 
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adhyayas respectively, 1 khari<Jn, in each of the remaining six adhyayas); these 
correspond to three adhyayas in Thibaut's edition: 

Thibaut 
adhyaya I 
adhyaya 2 
adhyaya 3 

Prakash and Sharman 
adhyaya 1 = kharir!,as 1-4. 
adhyaya 2 = kharyijas 5-7. 
adhyayas 3-10 = khari<!n,s 8-21. 

The total number of siltras is 519. The work begins with definitions of the 
measures used in the constructions and the geometrical propositions employed 
in designing them; there follows a description of the spatial relations in dif
ferent altars; and finally there come the rules for constructing the garhapa
tyaciti and chandasci'.ti (kharir!,a 7), the syenacit (khari<!n,s 8-9), the vakrapakJa 
vyastapuccha (khari,rj,as 10-11), the kankacit (kharir!,a 12), the ajalacit (lcharir!,a 
13), the praiigacit (khari~a 14), the ubhayata"/J praiiga (kharirJ,a 15), the rathaca
kracit (kharir!,a 16), the droriacit (khari<!n,s 17-18), the smasanacit (lchary,rj,a 19), 
and the kurrnacit (khari<Jas 20-21 ). The Baudhayana, was commented on by 
Dvarakanatha Yajvan, 23 whose Sulbadipika was composed after .Aryabhata, 
and by Venkatesvara Diki:;ita, who wrote his Sulbamimarµsa in the Vijayana
gara kingdom in about 1600. 

The Apastamba, which is divided into six pa{al,as and twenty-one adhyiiyas 
(3 adhyiiyas in pata/as 1, 3, and 5, 4 in pa{alas 2, 4, and 6), presents essentially 
the same material as does the Baudhayana, though with fewer variations on 
the basic forms of the altars, in 223 siltras. It was commented on by Kapardi
svamin, 24 who apparently lived before 1150 (Kapardibhai:;ya); by Karavinda
svamin,25 who has followed Kapardisvamin (Sulbapradipika) and quotes from 
the Aryabhatiya; by Gopala26 (Rahasyaprakasa); and by Sundararaja, the 
famous Kerala astronomer of the end of the fifteenth century (Sundararajiya). 

The first section of the Katyayana, which consists of ninety siltras, is divided 
into six karir!,ikas. It teaches, in language often identical with or similar to the 
Apastamba's, the geometrical propositions (including the first detailed instruc
tions for determining the cardinal directions from the shadows cast by a gnomon), 
the measures employed in constructing the altars, and their spatial relation
ships. The second section, which consists of more than 40 verses, repeats some 
of the material given in the siltra section, and adds to it descriptions of the rope, 
the gnomon, and the expert builder of altars. There are commentaries on the 
Katyayana by Karka, 27 who wrote before 1260/1270 (Karkabhai:;ya); by Rama 
Vajapeyin, who composed three of them28 (the Sulbavarttika, a metrical gloss 

23 CESS A3, 123a. 
24 CESS A2, 19b. 
25 CESS A2, 24a. 
26 CESS A2, 130b. 
27 CESS A 2, 24a. 
28 S. L. KATRE, "Three Works by Rama Vajapeyin Pertaining to Katyayana's 

Sulbasf1tra," PAIOC 13 (1946), 72-78. 
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on the Katyayana and on the Karkabha~ya, in 1434; the Sulbavarttikatika, 
a commentary on the preceding; and the Sulbasiitravrtti, a prose commentary 
based on the Sulbavarttika) at Naimi~a in Uttarapradesa; and by Mahidhara29 
at Varal).asi in 1590 (Sulbasutravivaral).a). 

Finally, the JHanava, which is divided into seven kharu]as, describes the rope 
and the gnomon, the measures, the spatial relations of altars, the sacrificial 
fees, and the method of constructing the suparriadti. The closely related 
Maitrayal).iya, which is divided into four khariiJas, arranges this material in a 
different fashion. The Manava was commented on by Sivadasa at Varal).asi, the 
Maitrayal).iya by his younger brother, Sankarabhatt.a; the two brothers both 
quote from Rama Vajapeyin, and therefore lived after 1450. 

29 CESS A4. 



CHAPTER II 

ASTRONOMY1 

Many Vedic sacrifices are to be performed at specific times determined by 
the position of the Sun relative to its northern ( uttariiyana) or southern 
( dalc§ir}iiyana) path, the synodic month and the night within it, or the position 
of the Moon with respect to the nak§atras. The first attempt in India to describe 
the motions of the Sun and the Moon relative to the ayanas, the nak§atras, and 
each other was the Jyoti~avedanga composed by Lagadha. He clearly states 
his purpose (JV ~k 36; repeated at the end of Paitamahasiddhanta 9, 8): 

For the Vedas have come forth for the sake of sacrifice, and sacrifices are 
established in the orderly succession of times. Therefore, he who knows this 
jyauti§a, the science of determining times, knows the sacrifices. 

This purpose shifted somewhat later on when it was no longer as important 
to decide when Vedic sacrifices should take place as it was to fix the proper 
moments (muhurta) for performing the sarµskaras and to compute the calendar 
( pancanga) which indicated festivals, auspicious and inauspicious times (tithis, 
yogas, or kararias), entries of the Sun into zodiacal signs ( sankriintis), eclipses 
( graharias), and the like. Another motive for the development of astronomy in 
India, at least after the second century A. D., was the need to compute with 
reasonable accuracy the positions of the planets for the purpose of casting 
horoscopes. And a final goal of the astronomers, though only to a slight degree 
realized, was the application of this science to geographical problems. Such 
practical aims, of course, must often have been secondary to individuals whose 
primary motivation was intellectual curiosity. 

The history of Indian astronomy can be divided into five main periods, 
depending in most cases on the foreign origin: 

1. Vedic (ca. 1000 B.C.-400 B.C.), in which some of the basic Indian 
calendaric terms were introduced, 2 but in which only a crude and rudimentary 
mathematical structure is evident. As there is no astronomical literature as 
such from this period it shall not be considered further in this book. 

2. Babylonian (ca. 400 B.C.-200 A.D.). 

1 A detailed survey of this field is given in D. PINGREE, "History of Mathe
TI1atical Astronomy in India," DSB, vol. 15, New York 1978, pp. 533-633 (hence
forth cited as "History"). 

11 "History," pp. 534-536. 
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3. Greco-Babylonian (ca. 200-400). 
4. Greek (ca. 400-1600). 
5. Islamic (ca. 1600-1800). 

Though the fundamental approach and many of the models and parameters of 
each period were determined by the foreign sources, the basic traditions of 
Indian astronomy imposed on these external systems its peculiar stamp, and 
transformed the science of Mesopotamia, Greece, or Iran into something unique 
to India. 

Babylonian3 

The literature on astronomy in Sanskrit is headed by the Jyoti~avedanga, 
which has come down to us in two recensions: that of the B,gveda in 36 verses, 
ascribed to Lagadha (or to Suci following Lagadha), and that of the Yajurveda 
in 43 or 45 verses, of which 29 occur also in the B,gveda recension. 4 The earlier 
of these two recensions is clearly the shorter, that of the B,gveda, as it alone 
preserved the original period relation of Lagadha's intercalation cycle: 

5 solar years = 1830 sidereal days = 62 synodic months= 1860 tithis 
(JV, B,k 32 = Yajus 5; B,k 4 = Yajus 13; B,k 18 = Yajus 39; 
B,k 8 = Yajus 9; and B,k 12 = Yajus 27). 5 

The Yajus has introduced two verses (28-29) that misinterpret this relation by 
taJdng the 366 sidereal days ( = 365 civil days) in each year to be themselves 
civil days. 

3 "History," pp. 536-538. 
4 The Y ajus recension with variants from the l;tk and the generally unrewarding 

commentary by Somakara Se~anaga was edited by A. WEBER, Uber den Vedaka
lender N amens J yotisham, Berlin 1862; the text of the Y ajus recension along 
with the non-Yajus verses of the I;tk recension were edited by G. THIBAUT, "Con
tributions to the Explanation of the Jyotisha-Vedanga," JAS Bengal 46 (1877), 
411-437; the I;tk recension with a Marathi translation was published by J. B. 
MOJ?AKA of Thana in 1885; both recensions were edited and commented on by 
BXRHASPATYA (LALA CHO'.fELAL) in the Hindustan Review for 1907 (reprinted 
Allahabad, 1960) and again, with Somakara's Bhai;;ya on the Yajus, by S. Dv1vE
DIN (Benares, 1908). The Y ajus recension was published with his own Sanskrit 
commentary and an English version by R. SHAMASASTRY (Mysore, 1936). 

6 The fundamental interpretation of the JV is D. PINGREE, "The Mesopotamian 
Origin of Early Indian Mathematical Astronomy," JHA 4, 1973, 1-12. It has 
recently been most unconvincingly argued that the two Mesopotamian instruments 
for measuring time used in this period-the outflowing water-clock (gha!ika) and 
the gnomon (sanlcu)-were indigenous to India; see S.S. LISHK and S. D. SHARMA, 
"Season Determination through the Science of Sciatherics in Jaina School of 
Astronomy," IJHS 12 ( 1977), 33-44, and "Length of the Day in J aina Astronomy," 
Centaurus 22 (1978), 165-176. 
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The age of Lagadha's work can be fixed from the following considerations. 
Its language is post-Vedic, and it imitates Pin.gala's Chandabsiitra in using the 
final or first syllables of the names of the nak~atras as their designations ;6 its 
period relation is copied in the oldest Paitamahasiddhanta, whose epoch is 
11 January 80 ;7 and its astronomy reflects that of Mesopotamia in the Achae
menid period. It is likely, therefore, that it was composed not very many years 
before or after 400 B. C., when the Achaemenids controlled Gandhara. 

Lagadha has retained the Vedic list of twenty-seven nak?atras beginning 
with Krttika, but treats them not as constellations, but as measurements of 
arcs on the ecliptic of 13 ;20° each beginning with the vernal equinox. ThiR 
adaptation means, of course, that the actual position of the equinoctial and 
solsticial colures with respect to the fixed stars can not be used for dating the 
JV. He introduced into Indian astronomy the Mesopotamian concepts of the 
possibility of describing mathematically the periodicity of celestial motions; 
their use of linear zig-zag functions to describe periodic deviations from the 
mean (B,k 7 = Yajus 8 and ~k 22 = Yajus 40); and their artificial time-unit, 
a thirtieth of a mean synodic month (named tithi in Sanskrit). He gives rules 
for computing the mean longitudes of the Sun and the Moon in terms or 
nak~atras, but mentions neither the planets nor the zodiacal signs. Other texts 
that reflect this level of astronomy are Kautilya's Arthasastra (2, 20) and the 
Buddhist Sardiilakarl}.avadana (Divyavadana 33). The revised system of the 
Yajus recension is used in the Jaina Siiriyapannatti and Ca:rpdapannatti and in 
the verses ascribed to Garga in Somakara's Bha~ya. 

Greco-Babylonian 8 

Planetary astronomy was introduced into India from Greece in conjunction 
with astrology as it was essential to possess some means of determining plane
tary positions in order to be able to cast horoscopes. The form of planetary 
astronomy originally transmitted represented Greek adaptations of the Baby
lonian astronomy of the Seleucid period; this was supplemented by other 
elements of early Greek astronomy, especially elements associated with Hip
parchus. 9 Some of the calendaric and other timekeeping conventions of the JV 
were also adopted by the practitioners of this type of astronomy in India. 

Two Sanskrit texts have preserved for us what remains of Greco-Babylonian 
astronomy in India. Sphujidhvaja (269/70) describes some aspects of it in the 
last chapter (79) of the Yavanajataka, 10 a text based in large part on the 

6 WEBER, pp. 5-7. 
7 PS 12. 
8 "History," pp. 538-554. 
9 D. PINGREE, "The Recovery of Early Greek Astronomy from India," JHA 7 

(1976), 109-123, esp. 111-115. 
10 D. PINGREE, The Yavanajataka of Sphujidhvaja, 2 vols., Cambridge, Mass. 

1978. 
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translation of a Greek text from Alexandria made by Ya vanesvara in 149 /150; 
Sphujidhvaja (YJ 79, 3) refers to a siddhanta by Vasi1?tha. Varahamihira in the 
sixth century summarized in his Paiicasiddhantika11 a Vasi1?thasiddhanta whose 
epoch is 3 December 499 (PS 2; and, probably, 17, 1-60), a Romakasiddhanta 
(siddhanta of the Romans) of the third or fourth century (PS 1, 9-10 and 15; 
and 8), and a Paulisasiddhanta (si'.ddhanta of Paulus?) of the same period (PS 1, 
11-13; 3; and 17, 64-80). The last two siddhantas were known to Varahamihira 
in recensions produced by Latadeva; his epoch for them was 21 March 505. 
The original version of the Romakasiddhanta was probably the one used by 
Bhaskara (629) in his Bhai?ya on A (pp. 183, 186 and 202). 

The Babylonian component of the astronomy expounded in these works is 
especially noticeable in the planetary theory which is based on the well known 
period relations for the planets, and the divisions of the synodic periods at the 
Greek-letter phenomena (YJ 79, 35-36, and PS 17), and in the elaborate lunar 
theory of the Vasi1?thasiddhanta (PS 2, 2-6) and the Paulisasiddhanta (PS 3, 
4-9). It would not have been possible to compute planetary positions with only 
the information in the texts as extant; their original forms were presumably 
more complete. The Hipparchan elements include the year-length 6,5 ;14,48 
civil days (probably YJ 79, 34), which is combined with the Metonic cycle in 
the Romakasiddhanta (PS 1, 9-10 and 15); values close to his maximum solar 
and one of his maximum lunar equations, also in the Romakasiddhanta (PS 8); 
and the use of analemmata to solve problems in spherical trigonometry in the 
Paulisasiddhanta (PS 3). Also from Hipparchus came the concept of the preces
sion and trepidation of the equinoxes, 12 and, most likely, the polar coordinate 
system for fixing the positions of the fixed stars and the value 3438 for the 
Radius in tables of Sines. 13 This value of R first appears in India in the early 
fifth century (Pait. 3, 12); Varahamihira uses R = 120 (PS 4, 6-15). 

The other main topics dealt with in these texts, in so far as we know them, 
were the computations of lunar (PS 6: Paulisasiddhanta) and solar (PS 7: 
Paulisasiddhanta; and 8: Romakasiddhanta) eclipses. Both seem to reflect 
Hellenistic astronomy as it was influenced by Mesopotamia, though no extant 
Greek texts can be pointed to as sources. It is likely that the formulas for 
solving problems in spherical trigonometry and the analemmata that lie behind 
them in PS 4 also were originally transmitted to India from the Roman Empire. 

11 0. NEUGEBAUER and D. PINGREE, The Paiicasiddhantika of Varahamihira, 
2 vols., Copenhagen 1970-71. See also K. S. SHUKLA, "The Paficasiddhantika of 
Varahamihira (I)," Gal).ita 24 (1973), 59-73, and IJHS 9 (1974), 62-76, and T. S. 
KuPPANA SASTRI, "Some Misinterpretations and Omissions by Thibaut and Su
dhakara Dvivedin in the Paficasiddhantika of Varahamihira," VIJ 11 (1973), 107 to 
118. 

12 D. PINGREE, "Precession and Trepidation in Indian Astronomy before A.D. 
1200," JHA 3 ( 1972), 27-35. 

13 G. J. TOOMER, "The Chord Table of Hipparchus and the Early History of 
Greek Trigonometry," Centaurus 18 (1973), 6-28. 
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Greek14 

By the early fifth century when the Brahmapaki;:;a began there had been 
introduced into India a more sophisticated form of Greek astronomy charac
terized by planetary models comprising the combination of an eccentric 
deferent with an epicycle (but without Ptolemy's equant or special model for 
Mercury), or a Peripatetic model with two independent epicycles whose centers 
are carried by a concentric deferent, 15 or one in which each inequality is 
accounted for by a concentric circle with an equant. 16 The inequalities in the 
motions of the Sun and the Moon are computed by means of an eccentric, a 
-concentric deferent with an epicycle (the preferred model), or a concentric 
-circle with an equant; in the earlier part of the Greek period Ptolemy's second 
lunar inequality vms not known, though it was introduced into India from 
Islamic sources in the tenth century. 

As these geometric models of planetary motion based on the idea of the 
,circularity of their orbits were introduced into India, it became necessary to 
modify the traditional Indian cosmology as expressed in the Purai;ias and other 
texts. This was done by transforming the disc of Jambudvipa into a sphere and 
Meru into the terrestrial North Pole; along the equator at 90° distance from 
-each other lie Lanka on the prime meridian, Romakavii::;aya, Siddhapura, and 
Yamakoti; opposite Meru at the South Pole is Vaq.avamukha. The axis of the 
-universe passes through Meru and Vaq._avamukha and the poles of the spheres 
of the planets and of the nak~atras; the spheres of the planets rotate from West 
-to East at a uniform velocity, driven by bonds of wind, while they and the 
sphere of the nalcfatras rotate diurnally from East to West. The deviations of 
the planets from their mean motions are caused by demons stationed at their 
manda (accounting for the equation of the center) and lighra (accounting for 
the equation of the anomaly) uccas pulling them towards themselves by cords 
of wind. The relative distance of each planet's sphere from the center of the 
system-that is, the center of the earth-can be computed by comparing their 
sidereal periods since they move equal spatial distances (but unequal angular 
-distances) in equal times. Absolute values for planetary distances depend on 
the assumption of an arbitrary number of yojanas in the orbit of one of them 
(that of the Moon was normally chosen). In order to retain the Greek order of 
the planets in which the Sun is further distant from the earth than Venus, the 
Indians operated with the motion of Venus' (and then, by analogy, Mercury's) 
.sighra; in Ptolemaic terms the sighra for an inferior planet is the sum of its 
(i.e., the Sun's) mean motion and its anomalistic motion. 

In order to compute the mean longitudes of the planets the Indians adapted 
the Greek idea of a "great year" which begins and ends with a mean planetary 

u "History," pp. 555-625. 
u D. PINGREE, "On the Greek Origin of the Indian Planetary Model Employing 

. .a Double Epicycle," JHA 2 (1971), 80-85. 
16 D. PINGREE, "Concentric with Equant," AIRS 24 (1974), 26-29. 
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conjunction to the already existing theory of the Kalpa.17 The choice of the 
subdivisions of the Kalpa (see Table 1) and of the number of rotations of each 
of the planets within it (see Table 2) are two of the main fea,tures that distinguish 
one pak~a or school of astronomy from another, the others being the geometrical 
models for planetary motion and their parameters (see Table 3). It was demon
strated by R. Billard that the mean longitudes computed by the two systems of 
.Aryabhata converge in accuracy on about 500, and this led him to suggest that 
.Aryabhata founded Indian astronomy in the form which we have called 
"Greek" on the basis of his own extraordinarily precise observations. 18 How
ever, the same phenomenon is explained in a way that fits better into the known 
facts of the history of Indian astronomy: that "Greek" astronomy existed in 
India before .Aryabhata; that the geometrical models solve problems faced by 
Greeks rather than by Indians, and must have been accompanied by means of 
computing mean longitudes when they were transmitted to India; and that all 
of the Indian evidence is against the theory of their being able to make accurate 
observations. This alternate explanation assumes that two procedures were 
used. 19 One, utilized by the Brahmapak~a, consists of an expansion of Baby
lonian-type period relations to numbers of rotations of the planets in a Kalpa 
by assuming a fixed time between the beginning of the Kalpa and the beginning 
of the current Kaliyuga on 18 February- 3101, and a close proximity to a mean 
conjunction of the planets on the latter date. This problem results in a series 
of indeterminate equations that can be solved by the kut{aka . .Aryabhata could 
have arrived at his surprising accuracy by using a reasonably accurate set of 
Greek astronomical tables to compute the mean longitudes of the planets on 
21 March 499, and by assuming a true mean conjunction of the planets 3600 
years earlier, on 18 February-3101. 

The five main 'J)a!Cfas that developed in India are the Brahma,20 the .Arya,21 

the .Ardharatrika,22 the Saura, 23 and the GaJ.].esa;u the Brahma and the Saura 
both were revised in the medieval period. There are, as well, some texts which 
belong to no 'J)(J,k~a, 25 and some derived from Islam. 26 These find their expre;::;sion 
in various literary forms, which were classified under three main headings from 
the seventh century on. Siddhtintas are comprehensive treatises deducing mean 
motions from the beginning of the Kalpa or the current Kaliyuga; kara?ias are 

17 D. PINGREE, "Astronomy and Astrology in India and Iran," Isis 54 (1963), 
229-246. 

1s R. BILLARD, L'astronomie indienne, Paris 1971. 
10 D. PINGREE in JHA 7 (1976), 116-121. 
20 "History," pp. 555-589. 
21 "History," pp. 590-602. 
22 "History," pp. 602-608. 
23 "History," pp. 608-618. 
24 "History," pp. 624-625. 
2a "History," pp. 618-624. 
2s "History," pp. 625-629, and D. PINGREE, "Islamic Astronomy in Sanskrit," 

JHAS 2 (1978), 315-330. 
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more concise expositions of astronomy in which the mean longitudes for a time 
close to the date of composition are given, and the mean longitudes at later 
times are computed therefrom; and ko§[hakas are sets of astronomical tables, 
for determining planetary positions or for solving other problems in astronomy. 
There are as well many specialized works on aspects of astronomy, of which the 
most important group is on observational instruments (yantra). 

Brahma: 

Kalpa 
Kalpa 

Kalpa 

= 4,320,000,000 years 
= 14 Manvantaras 

Table I 

(Manvantara = 71 Mahayugas = 306,720,000 years) 
+ 15 Sandhis (Sandhi = Krtayuga = 1,728,000 years) 
= 1000 Mahayugas or Caturyugas 

(Mahayuga = 4,320,000 years) 
Mahayuga = Krtayuga (1,728,000 = 432,000 · 4 years) 

+ Tretayuga (1,296,000 = 432,000 · 3 years) 
+ Dvaparayuga (864,000 = 432,000 · 2 years) 
+ Kaliyuga (432,000 years) 

Beginning of Kalpa to beginning of current Kaliyuga: 
1,972,944,000 = 432,000 · 4567 years 

Arya = Ardharatrika: 

Kalpa 
Kalpa 

= 4,354,560,000 yean; 
= 14 Manvantaras 

(Manvantara = 72 Mahayugas = 311,040,000 years) 
Kalpa = 1008 Mahayugas (Mahayuga = 4,320,000 years) 
Mahayuga = Krtayuga (1,080,000 years) 

+ Tretayuga (1,080,000 years) 
+ Dvaparayuga (1,080,000 years) 
+ Kaliyuga (1,080,000 years) 

Saura: same as Brahma, but with an initial period of non-motion at the 
beginning of the Kalpa amounting to 17,064,000 years. 
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Table 2[1l 

Rotations of the planets in a Mahayuga 

Brahma Arya Ardhara- Saura Adjusted 
trika Saura 

Saturn 146,567.298 146,564 146,564 146,568 146,580 
Jupiter 364,226.455 364,224 364,220 364,220 364,212 
Mars 2,296,828.522 2,296,824 2,296,824 2,296,832 2,296,832 
Venus' 
sighra 7,022,389.492 7,022,388 7,022,388 7,022,376 7,022,364 
Mercury'i-; 
sighra 17,936,998.984 17,937,020 17,937,000 17,937,060 17,937,076 
Moon 57,753,300.000 57,753,336 57,753,336 57,753,336 57,753,336 
Luna,r 
node -232,311.168 -232,226 -232,226 -232,238 -232,246 

[ 1l The revised Brahmapa~a and the Gal}.esapak~a do not express their mean 
motions in terms of integer numbers of rotations in a Kalpa or a Mahayuga. 

Table 3 

A. Mandoccas and patas[1J 

Brahma Arya Ardharatrika Saura Gal}.esa 

Saturn 
ucca 260;55° 236° 240° 236;37° 240° (8 . 30) 
pata 103;12° 100° 100;24° 

Jupiter 
ucca 172;32° 180° 160° 171 ;18° 180° (6 . 30) 
pata 82;1° 80° 79 ;41 ° 

Mars 
ucca 128;24° 118° 110° 130;2° 1200 (4 · 30) 
pata 31 ;54° 40° 40;4° 

Sun 
ucca 77;55° 78° 80° 77;17° 78° 

Venus 
ucca 81 ;15° 90° 80° 79;50° 90° (3. 30) 
pata 59;47° 60° 59;43° 

l\Iercury 
ucca 224;54° 210° 220° 220;27° 210° (7 . 30) 
pata 21 ;11° 20° 20;43° 

l1l These rotate slowly in the Brahma and Saura pakf!as; the parameters given 
are for 628 and 850 respectively. 
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Saturn 
Jupiter 
Mars 
Sun 
Venus 
Mercury 
Moon 

Brahma 

4;46,47° 
5;15,35° 

11 ;12,41 ° 
2;10,30° 
1 ;45,3° 
6;3,33° 
5;2,7° 

David Pingree· Jyotil}.sastra 

B. Maximum Equations[1l 

I. Manda 

Arya Ardharatrika 

9;32° 9 ;36,55, ... 0 

5;43° 5;6° 
13;7° 11 ;13° 
2;9° 2;14° 
1 ;26° 2;14° 
3;35° 4;28° 
5;1 ° 4;56° 

Saura GaI).esa 

7;40° 9 ;18° 
5;6° 5;42° 

11 ;32° 13;0° 
2;10,32° 2 ;10,45° 
1 ;45° 1 ;30° 
4;28° 3;36° 
5 ;2,48° 5;1,40° 

[ 11 Deviations from these basic parameters occur in some texts of each paktJa. 

II. Sighra 

Brahma Arya Ardharatrika Saura Ga.r;i.esa 

Saturn 5;34,46° 5;44° 6;20° 6;22° 5;42° 
Jupiter 10;53,19° 10;53° 11;30° 11;31° 10 ;48° 
Mars 42;37,39° 44;53° 40;30° 40 ;16° 40;0° 
Venus 46;22,54° 53;37° 46;15° 46;24° 46;6° 
Mercury 21 ;31,30° 21 ;57° 21 ;30° 21 ;31 ° 21 ;12° 

C. Maximum Latitudes 

Brahma Arya= Ardharatrika = Saura 

Saturn 2;26° 2;15° 
Jupiter 1 ;34° 1;15° 
Mars 5;38° 4;26° 
Venus so 7;37° 
Mercury 40 1 ;36° 
Moon 4;30° 4;30° 
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Siddhantas 

The earliest siddhanta that has come down to us is a Paitamahasiddhanta27 

of the early fifth century. This is preserved because of its incorporation into the 
Vi~:n:mdharmottarapura9-a28 (2, 166-174), though it also (or at least the astro
nomical section, chapters 168-17 4) has been copied as an independent treatise. 29 

Its position as the source of the Brahmapak~a is made evident by Brahmagupta's 
dependence on it in composing the first ten chapters (Dasadhyayi) of the BSS, 
and was explicitly recognized by Kamalakara (Siddhantatattvaviveka 1, 62). 
Its chronological position is fixed by the fact that Sassanian astronomers in 
about 450 knew one of its characteristic parameters ;30 this makes it more than 
likely that Pitamaha is the Svayambhu referred to by Aryabhata (A Gola 50), 
whose Kalpa-system is a modification of the Brahmapak~a's (he even accepts 
the Brahma's rotation of the uccas and patas [A Dasagitika 7 and Gola 2] 
despite the fact that in his system that is unnecessary), whose table of Sines 
(A Dasagitika 10 and Gar:iitapada 12) is derived from the Pait. (3, 12), and who 
copies various other formulae from the same source. 

The Pait. is cast in the form of a lecture by Brahma to Bhrgu. Its first two 
chapters deal with astrology. Chapter three discusses time-measurements, the 
parameters of the planetary system, Sines and Versines, the declina,tion of the 
Sun and lat,i tu des of the planets, gnomon-problems, right and oblique ascensions, 
a star catalogue, the Greek-letter phenomena of the planets, and the calendar; 
this confused congeries is also indicative of the age of the Pait. as later siddhantas 
are arranged far more systematically. Chapter four covers the computation of 
the ahargaria (number of days lapsed since epoch), the astrological lords of the 
years, days, and parvans, the computation of the mean and true longitudes of 
the planets and of their latitudes, and the times of the occurrences of the 
planets' first and second stations. Chapter five deals with the earth's shadow 
(for lunar eclipses), sankrantis, tithis, kara1Jas, yogas, and the vaidhrta and 
vyatipata patas. Chapter six covers some problems in spherical trigonometry 
and their solution by means of analemmata. Chapter seven is devoted to the 
computation of the ascendant and of the time lapsed since sunrise. Chapter 
eight presents the method of computing the times and longitudes of the first 
and last, visibilities of the planets and fixed stars. And chapter nine gives rules 
for computing the illumination of the Moon and longitudinal and latitudinal 
parallax (for solar eclipses). Several of these rules are incomplete or wrong as 
presented in the two editions, and only the preliminaries for computing lunar 

27 CESS A4. 
2s Bombay, 1912. 
29 Ed. byV. P. DvIVEDiinJyautii;iasiddhantasangraha, BSS 39, 2, Benares, 1912; 

trans. by D. PINGREE, "The Paitamahasiddhanta of the Vii,I).udharmottarapuraI).a," 
Brahmavidya 31-32 (1967-68), 472-510. 

30 D. PINGREE, "The Persian 'Observation' of the Solar Apogee in ca. A.D. 450," 
JNES 24 (1965), 334-336. 
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and solar eclipses are given. One suspects that the original Pait. was a more 
competent work than what we now possess of it. 

Aryabhata31 was 23 years old in 3600 Kali= A.D. 499 (A Kalakriya 10) and 
wrote his Aryabhatiya32 at Kusumapura (A GaI).itapada 1), which is identified 
by Bhaskara in his commentary on this verse with Pataliputra (p. 45). The 
same Bhaskara, in a series of examples relating to the ku(taka, refers to the 
Asmakasya gariita (p. 138), or Asmakiya (pp. 140, 146, 147, and 148), or Asmaka 
as an authority on the subject, and he applies to the Aryabhatiya the epithet 
Asmaka (e.g., in MB 1, 3). Scholars, beginning at least with NilakaJJ.tha (on A 
Gar.iitapada 1), have contended on this basis that Aryabhata was born in the 
Asmaka country between the Godavari and the Narmada; but the epithet may 
only reflect Bhaskara's own origin and training in Asmaka. 

The Aryabhatiya, which is the basic text of the Aryapaki;la, is not, strictly 
speaking, a siddhanta since it combines, in extreme conciseness, the fundamen
tals of both astronomy and mathematics. It is divided into four padas. The 
Dasagitika gives the planetary parameters, the divisions of the Kalpa, and a 
table of the first order differences of the Sines; at one point Aryabhata refers 
to the diurnal rotation as a rotation of the earth (A Dasagitika 3; see also 
Golapada 9-10) but elsewhere (A Golapada 16) he mentions the mathematically 
equivalent theory of the rotation of the fixed stars (bhagola). The theory of the 
diurnal rotation of the earth was fiercely attacked by many later Indian 
astronomers, beginning with Varahamihira (PS 13, 6-7). The GaJJ.itapada, on 
mathematics, will be briefly discussed in chapter III. The Kalakriyapada defines 
time units, describes two geometrical models of planetary motion (eccentric 
with epicycle and concentric with two epicycles), and gives rules for computing 
the true longitudes of the planets. Finally, the Golapada expounds Aryabhata's 
cosmology and geography, explains the apparent motions of the heavenly 
bodies, and gives solutions for problems in spherical trigonometry and rules for 
computing eclipses. The AryapakE;!a which evolved from the A was for most of 
its history popular mainly in South India, though the earliest extant com
mentaries were composed in Gujarat-the Aryabhatiyabhaf;!ya of Bhaskara33 at 

31 CESS Al, 50b-53b; A2, 15b; A3, 16b; and A4. 
32 Edited with the Bhatadipaka of Paramesvara by H. KERN, Leiden 1875, 

reprinted (with a Hindi translation by UDAYA NARAYANA SINGH), Madhurapur, 
Etawah, 1906, and Osnabriick 1973; with tho Bha~ya of Nilakal).tha (omitting the 
Dasagitika) by K. SAMBASIVA SASTRI (2 vols., TSS 101 and 110) and s. K. PILLAI 
(TSS 185), Trivandrum 1930-1957; with Sanskrit and Hindi commentaries by 
B. MISHRA, Patna [1966]; with an English translation by K. S. SHUKLA and K. V. 
SARMA, New Delhi 1976; with the commentaries of Bhaskara (to Golapada 6) and 
Somesvara (Golapada 6-50) by K. S. SHUKLA, New Delhi 1976; and with the 
commentary of Siiryadeva Y ajvan by K. V. SARMA, New Delhi 197 6. The Gal).itapada 
was published with a German translation and commentary by K. ELFERING, Die 
Mathematik des Aryabhata I, Miinchen 1975. There are English translations of the 
whole work by P. C. SENGUPTA, JDL/UC 16 (1927), art. 6, and by W. E. CLARK, 
Chicago 1930. 

33 CESS A4. 
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Valabhi in 629 and that of Somesvara in the eleventh or twelfth century; 
equally attesting to its popularity in Western India in the eighth and early ninth 
centuries is its use by Arabic astronomers of the period, who call Aryabhata 
Arjabhar. 34 Al-Biriini, however, while he possessed a copy of the A in the 
Panjab in the 1020's, was confused about its identity.35 The later Indian com
mentators on the A, almost all of its manuscripts, and most of the texts following 
the Aryapaki;;a36 come from South India. The Sanskrit commentaries in addition 
to those named above were composed by Siiryadeva Y ajvan, who was born in 
1191, at Gangapura in Cola country; by Paramesvara37 in about 1450 at 
Asvatthagrama in Kerala; by Y allaya at Skandasomesvara in Andhrapradesa 
in 1480; by Nilakal)tha38 in Kerala shortly after 1501; by Raghunatha Raja at 
Ahobila in Andhrapradesa in 1597; by Bhiitivii;;l)u, 39 probably near Kafici in 
Tamilnadu; and by Ghatigopa40 in Kerala in about 1800. There are also com
mentaries in Telugu and Malayalam and a translation into Marathi. 

Aryabhata wrote a second work that formed the basis of the Ardharatrika
paki;;a, apparently entitled Aryabhatasiddhanta. This is now lost, though a 
number of astronomers have mentioned its views, and some commentators
especially on the Suryasiddhanta-have quoted its verses.41 Especially prevalent 
in these quotations are verses describing Aryabhata's simple and crude 
observational instruments (e.g., by Mallikarjuna Siiri42 and by Tammayajvan43 ) 

and his clepsydras (by Tammayajvan and by Ramakri;;l)a). The first treatise to 
follow the Ardharatrikapak:;;a of the Aryabhatasiddhanta was a revised version 
of the Siiryasiddhanta. This was composed by a pupil of Aryabhata named 
Latadeva44 according to the information available to al-Biriini; and there is no 
good reason to doubt this attribution. As summarized by Varahamihira in the 
PS it is a karar:ia rather than a siddhiinta; its epoch is midnight 20/21 March 505. 
It is nuclear whether this form is that of Latadeva's original, or was imposed 
on it by Varahamihira. 

34 D. PINGREE, ''The Greek Influence on Early Islamic Mathematical Astronomy,'' 
JAOS 93 (1973), 32-43, esp. 37-38. 

36 D. PINGREE, "Al-Biruni's Knowledge of Sanskrit Astronomical Texts," The 
Scholar and the Saint, New York 1975, pp. 67-81, esp. 68-69. 

36 K. V. SARMA, "Tradition of Aryabhatiya in Kerala: Revision of Planetary 
Parameters," IJHS 12 (1977), 194-199. 

37 CESS A4. 
38 CESS A3, 175b-177b, and A4. 
39 CESS A4. 
4° CESS A2, 147a-147b, and A4. 
41 See especially K. S. SHUKLA, "Aryabhata I's Astronomy with Midnight Day

reckoning," Ga:Q.ita 18 (1967), 83-105,and "Glimpses from the Aryabhatasiddhanta," 
IJHS 12 (1977), 181-186. 

42 CESS A4. 
43 CESS A3, 85a-86a. 
44 PS ed. NEUGEBAUER-PINGREE, vol. l, pp. 12-15; A with the commentary of 

. Bhaskara ed. SHUKLA, pp. lxi-lxiv. 
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The earliest extant siddhantas to adhere to something approaching the 
classical form belong to the Aryapak~a. They were composed by that Bhaskara 
who commented on the A at Valabhi in 629; of these the Mahabhaskariya45 was 
written before the Aryabhatiyabha~ya which quotes from it under the title 
Karmanibandha (pp. 33, 40, 131, 179, 203, 204, 205, and 225-226), while the 
Laghubhaskariya46 summarizes the MB, and probably postdates the Arya
bhatiyabha~ya (and the BSS). 

An arrangement less rigid than that of the classical siddhanta is evident in 
the contents of the MB's eight chapters: 

1. aharga'IJ,a; mean longitudes; planetary kut{aka. 
2. desantara correction. 
3. spherical trigonometry; catalogue of stars. 
4. planetary equations (including the model involving a concentric with 

equant); tithis, karar,,as, nak~atras, piitas, and yogas. 
5. solar and lunar eclipses. 
6. first visibility and illumination of the Moon; first and last visibilities of 

the planets; planetary conjunctions. 
7. parameters of the Aryapak~a and of the Ardharatrikapak~a. 
8. examples. 

The arrangement of the eight chapters of the LB, which is probably influenced 
by that of the Dasadhyayi of the BSS, represents the first stage of the fully 
developed form: 

1. ahargaria; mean longitudes; desiintara correction ( madhyama). 
2. planetary equations; nak~atras, tithis, kararias, and piitas (spa~ta). 
3. spherical trigonometry (triprasna). 
4. lunar eclipses ( candragraharia). 
5. solar eclipses ( suryagraharia). 
6. first visibility and illumination of the Moon ( srngonnati). 
7. first and last visibilities and conjunctions of the planets (udayiista and 

yrahayuti). 
8. catalogue of stars; conjunctions of planets with stars (bhagrahayuti). 

Both of these siddhantas were, Jike most Aryapak~a works, popular only in 
South India; it is there that most of their manuscripts were copied, and their 
commentaries written. These commentaries include that composed by Govin-

45 Edited with tho commentary, Karmadipika, of Paran.1.esvara by B. D. APATE, 
ASS 126, Poona 1945; with the Bha$ya of Govindasvamin and the super-com
mentary, Siddhantadipika, of Paramesvara by T. S. KuPPANNA SASTRI, Madras 
GOS 130, Madras 1957; and with an English translation and commentary by K. S. 
SHUKLA, Lucknow 1960. 

46 Edited with the commentary, Paramesvara, of Paramesvara by B. D. APA.TE, 
ASS 128, Poona 1946; with the Vivarai:ia of Sarikaranarayai:ia by S. VENKATA
SUBRAMONIA IYER and S. KocrrUKANJU AsARr, TSS 162, Trivandrum 1949; and 
with an English translation and commentary by K. S. SHUKLA, Lucknow 1963. 
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dasvamin47 (ca. 800-850) in Kerala on the MB, that written by his pupil, 
SankaranarayaI).a, at Kollapuri, Kerala, in 869 on the LB, that composed by 
Udayadivakara48 in 1073 on the LB, and those composed by Paramesvara 
(ca. 1380-1460) in 1408 on the LB and after 1443 on the MB; Paramesvara also 
wrote after 1432 a super-commentary on the l\fahabhaskariyabha1?ya of 
Govindasvamin. 

Bhaskara's contemporary rival as an astronomer was Brahmagupta, 49 who 
,vas born in 598 and completed his Brahmasphutasiddhanta50 in 628 at Bhilla
mala in Rajasthana during the reign of the Capa (Cavotaka) monarch Vyaghra
mukha. The BSS, which belongs to the Brahmapak1?a, was enormously in
fluential on later Indian astronomy as well as on Islamic51 and Western 
European. 52 It consists of twenty-four chapters, to which a twenty-fifth-a 
kara'i}a-is appended in many manuscripts. These begin with a Dasadhyayi 
(chapters 1-10), which summarizes and expands the teachings of the Pait. The 
relation to (and possible influence on) the LB will be clear from Table 4. This 
is followed by a chapter (11) in which Brahmagupta criticizes his predecessors 
and praises the Brahmapak1?a (tantraparikfa) and another (12) on mathematics 
(ga'i}ita). Subject to the tantraparikfa's animadversions are Aryabhata, the 
Jainas, Pradyumna, Latadeva, Varahamihira, Vijayanandin, Vi::;1).ucandra's 
Vasi::;thasiddhanta, Sri::;m;ia's Romakasiddhanta, and Sirp.ha. Additional in
formation concerning those of these authors whose works are lost can be found 
in the PS, in the Aryabhatiyabha1?ya of Bhaskara, and in several later com
mentaries (e.g., those of Bhattotpala on the Brhatsarp.hita and of Prthiidaka
svamin on the BSS). The next five chapters of the BSS contain additions and 
corrections to the Dasad.hyayi: chapter thirteen to chapter one, fourteen to 
two, fifteen to three, sixteen to four and five, and seventeen to seven. Brahma
gupta followed this practice of providing supplementary chapters ( uttara) in 

47 CESS A2, 143b-144a, and A3, 35b. 
48 CESS Al, 56b-57a. 
49 CESS A4. 
50 Edited with his own Sanskrit /ika by S. DvrVEDIN, Benares 1902, and with his 

own Sanskrit and Hindi /ikas and excerpts from those of Prthudakasvamin and 
DvrvEDIN by R. SARMAN, 4 vols., New Delhi 1966. A new critical edition with the 
commentary of Prthudakasvamin, an English translation, and a commentary is 
being prepared by D. PINGREE. 

51 Based on it was a Mahasiddhanta which was translated into Arabic as Al-Zij al
Sindhind al-kabir in 771 or 773 by MuJ::iammad ibn Ibrahim al-Fazari; see D. 
PINGREE, "The fragments of the Works of al-Fazari," JNES 29 (1970), 103-123. 
This tradition was also followed by al-Fazari's contemporary, Ya'qub ibn ':fariq; 
see D. PINGREE, "The Fragments of the Works of Ya'qub ibn ':fariq," JNES 27 
(1968), 97-125. See also D. PINGREE, The Thousands of Abu Ma'shar, London 1968. 

52 Concerning the relation of the Sindhind tradition-particularly in the form of 
the Latin version of al-Khwarizmi's Al-Zij al-Sindhind and its commentaries-to 
the BSS and other Sanskrit works see D. PINGREE, "The Indian and Pseudo-Indian 
Passages in Greek and Latin Astronomical and Astrological Texts," Viator 7 (1976), 
141-195, esp. 151-169. 
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his Kh also. The last seven chapters of the BSS are more heterogeneous: 
eighteen is on the kut{aka, nineteen on gnomon problems (sanku), twenty on 
prosody ( cliandas), twenty-one on cosmology ( gola), twenty-two on instruments 
(yantra), twenty-three on measurements (mana), and twenty-four on the 
contents of the BSS and on its author ( sar[tjna). The BSS was particularly 
popular in North and West India; the scholar who brought its derivative, the 
Mahasiddhanta, to Baghdad in 771 or 773 came from Sind, and the two com
mentaries known to have been written on it were composed in the North. 
Balabhadra53 wrote his at Kanyakubja, probably under Yasovarman (ca. 
725-750); it is now lost except for fragments preserved by P:rthiidakasvamin, 
Bhattotpala, and al-Biriini. P:rthiidakasvamin54 wTOte his monumental Vasa
nabhai;,ya on the BSS at Sthanesvara (Sthai;ivisvara) in Kuruki;,etra in the 
860's; the commentary on chapters sixteen to twenty, on most of twenty-two, 
and on twenty-three and twenty-four is lost. 

Earlier another astronomer had apparently lived at Sthanesvara, where, 
in the eighth century, someone wrote a new Paulisasiddhanta. 55 This astron
omer, while accepting the planetary parameters of the Ardharatrikapaki;,a 
and the main division of the Kalpa according to the Aryapaki;,a, compromised 
with smrti (and the Brahmapaki;,a) to the extent of accepting the traditional 
division of a Mahayuga. In order to achieve a mean conjunction at the begin
ning of the current Kaliyuga (which he placed 3,888,000 years after the begin
ning of the current l\fahayuga), he delayed the beginning of celestial motion 
648,000 years so that there would remain 3,240,000 years (three of Arya
bhata's yugas) before the beginning of the current Kaliyuga. The Paulisasid
dhanta is not extant in its entirety, but many fragments remain in the works 
of P:rthiidakasvamin, Bhattotpala, al-Biriini, and Amaraja. 56 

Probably also in the eighth century, though perhaps in the early ninth, 
Lalla composed his Sii;,yadhiv:rddhidatantra57 following the Aryapaki;,a, but 
with bijas for periods of 250 years subsequent to 498 (the numerators of some 
of these bijas are borrowed from Haridatta, who wrote in 683). Lalla may have 
lived in Dasapura in Maiava, which he mentions (SDV 2, 9, 10). His approx
imate date is indicated by his initial bija-period, which ends in 748; by his 
sharing with the Paulisasiddhanta and the Siiryasiddhanta the Brahmapaki;,a's 
divisions of a Mahayuga while retaining Aryabhata's parameters; and by the 
new organization of the siddhanta that he introduced and that was imitated 
by Vatesvara, who wrote his VS in 904, and, in part, by Sripati58 when he 
wrote his SS8 toward the middle of the eleventh century. This new organiza
tion of the siddhanta retained essentially the contents of the BSS's Dasadhyayi 

53 CESS A4. 
H CESS A4. 
55 CESS A4. 
56 D. PINGREE, "The Later Paulisasiddhanta," Centaurus 14 (1969), 172-241. 
57 Edited by S. DVIVEDIN, Benares 1886. 
58 Sripati also modelled his J yoti~aratnamala on Lalla's J yoti~aratnakosa. 
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in a first section on computation ( grahaga't},ita), while gathering theoretical 
and cosmological material in a second section (gola). The SDV was commented 
on by Bhaskara59 (b. 1114) and by Mallikarjuna Siiri60-probably he who 
commented on the Siiryasiddhanta in 1178 in Sanskrit, and previously in 
Telugu. Thus Lalla's work, as is to be expected of one belonging to the Arya
pak~a, was popular in the South; but the presence of manuscripts in Western 
India and the references to Lalla in, for instance, Amaraja's commentary on 
the Kh, show that it was also studied in Gujarat and Rajasthana. 

The Saurapak~a was initiated in about 800 by the unknown author of the 
"modern" Siiryasiddhanta, 61 who has modified many of the planetary para
meters of the Ardharatrikapak~a (and thereby of Latadeva's Siiryasiddhanta) 
while retaining others along with the midnight epoch, and who has taken over 
from the Brahmapak~a the traditional divisions of both the Kalpa and the 
Mahayuga, but delayed the beginning of the motions of the planets by 
17,064,000 years so that the rotations of each within the remainder of the 
Kalpa are divisible by four. Other elements in the SS indicate its author's 
kno,vledge of Brahmagupta's BSS. The popularity of the work was enormous 
in all parts of India, but especially in the South and Northeast. Virtually 
every commentator, however, has rearranged the text, adding and subtracting 
verses ad libitum; the manuscript traditions of these many recensions, espe
cially the earlier ones, will have to be fully investigated before a clear idea of 
the exact contents of the original can emerge. The most important of the 
extant Sanskrit commentators are: l\fallikarjuna Siiri,62 who wrote a commen
tary in Telugu before composing his Sanskrit Siiryasiddhantatika in 1178; 
Cai;i.q.esvara,63 a l\faithila Brahmai;i.a whose Siiryasiddhantabha~ya was written 
in 1185; Madanapala,64 a Maharajadhiraja of the 1-'aka family, who wrote his 

59 CESS A4. 
6° CESS A4. 
61 Edited with the commentary of Rariganatha by F. HALL and BAPii DEVA 

SXsTRIN, BI 25, Calcutta 1859, repr. Amsterdam [1974]; edited with the same 
commentary by JivANANDA VrnY.XK:i..GARA, 2nd ed., Calcutta 1891; edited with a 
Hindi translation by UDAYA NARAIN SINGH, Biddoopur, Meerut, 1903; edited with 
his own commentary, Sudhavarl;li:r;ii, by SunHAKARA DvIVEDIN, BI 173, Calcutta 
1911, 2nd ed. Calcutta 1925; edited with his own bhal}ya, Tattvamrta, by KAPILES
VARA S.ASTRIN, KSS 144, Banarasa 1936; edited with his own Malayalam com
mentary by PULIYOOR PURUSHOTTAMAN NAMPUTIRI, Trivandram 1950; edited 
with the commentary of Rariganatha and a Hindi translation by B. P. MrsRA, 
Bombay 1956; and edited with the commentary of Paramesvara by K. S. SHUKLA, 
Lucknow 1957. The madhyama was edited with his own fika, Sudhadhavala, by 
UM.A.DATTA Josi, Hadiyavada [ND]. The Siiryasiddhanta was translated into 
English by E. BURGESS with the assistance of W. D. WHITNEY, JAOS 6, 2 (1860), 
141--498, reprinted New Haven 1860 and palcutta 1935, and by BA.PU DEVA 
SASTRIN, BI 32, Calcutta 1861, reprinted Amsterdam [1974]. 

62 CESS A4. 
63 CESS A3, 40b-4la. 
64 CESS A4. 
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Vasanari;1.ava between 1375 and 1400; Paramesvara,65 who composed his 
Siiryasiddhantavivaral).a in Kerala in 1432; Yallaya, who wrote his Kalpa
valli in .Andhrapradesa in 1472; Ramak:p?l).a .Aradhya, whose Subodhini wai;; 
also composed in 1472; Bhiidhara,66 who wrote his Siiryasiddhantavivaral).a 
at Kampilya in 1572; Tamma Yajvan,67 who composed his Kamadogdhri at 
Paragipuri in 1599; Ranganatha, whose Gii<;lharthaprakasaka was completed 
in Kasi in 1603; N:rsirp.ha, 68 who wrote his immense Saurabhal?ya in the same 
city in 1611; Visvanatha, also of Kasi, who composed his Gahanarthaprakasa 
in about 1628; Kamalakara, 69 another astronomer of Kasi, whose Sauravasana 
on SS 1-10 was written after 1658; and Dadabhai, 70 a Cittapavana Brahmai)-a, 
who composed his Kira:r;i.avali in 1719. The dates of three other commentators, 
all of whom lived in South India, are unknown; they are Kamabhatta71 

(Suryasiddhantatika), Cola Vipascit72 (Gal).akopakaril).i), and Bhutivil?l)-U73 

( Guruka takl?a). 
A siddhanta in which the influence of both the .Aryapakl?a and the Saura

pakl?a as well as that of Brahmagupta's BSS are apparent is the Vatesvara
siddhanta74 composed by Vatesvara at Anandapura in Gujarat in 904; the 
arrangement of the chapters follows that of Lalla's SDV. One of the more 
interesting sections is that (VS 1, 1, 10) in which Vatesvara criticizes Brahma
gupta as Brahmagupta had criticized his predecessors, and especially .Arya
bha ta (BSS 11). 

In about 950-1000 a second Aryabhata75 wrote a Mahasiddhanta76 in large 
part based on the Brahmapakl?a, but beginning the planets' rotations 3,024,000 
years after the beginning of the Kalpa in the fashion of the Saurapakl?a and 
substituting a new set of planetary parameters. He also reports another set 
of new parameters which he found in a treatise ascribed to Parasara (MS 1, 2). 
And, while following Lalla in dividing his work into a grahagar:i,ita and a gola 

65 CESS A4. 
66 CESS A4. 
67 CESS A3, 85a-86a. 
68 CESS A3, 204a-205a. 
69 CESS A2, 23a. 
7° CESS A3, 97a-97b. 
71 CESS A2, 31 b. 
1 2 CESS A 3, 52 b-53 a. 
73 CESS A 4; a fragment was edited by K. M. K. SARMA, "The Siiryasid

dhantavyakhya of Bhutivi~r;iu," Brahmavidya 5 (1941), 77-83. 
74 Adhikaras I-3 are edited in an unsatisfactory manner by R. S. SHARMA and 

M. MISHRA, New Delhi 1962; see also T. S. KUPPANNA SHASTRI, "The System of the 
Vatosvara Siddhanta," IJHS 4 (1969), 135-143, and K. S. SHUKLA, "Hindu 
Astronomer Vatesvara and His Works," Ga:r:iita 23 (1972), 65-74. 

75 CESS A 1, 53b-54a; A2, 15b-16a; and A4. 
76 Edited with his own Sanskrit commentary by SUDHAKARA DvIVEDIN, BSS 36, 

Benares 1910; the grahagar:i,ita was edited with an English translation by S. R. 
SARMA, 2 vols., Marburg 1966. 
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section, he follows Brahmagupta's BSS in including chapters on arithmetic 
and geometry (2, 2 = 15) and on the kuttaka (2, 5 = 18) in his siddhanta. 

Sripati, who wrote various works at Rohi-9-ikha.Q-9-a (about 150 miles south 
of Ujjayini) between 1039 and 1056, followed the Brahmapaki;;a when he 
composed the Siddhantasekhara, 77 though he adds the bTjas to the planetary 
mean motions that characterize the later history of this school. He also adds 
to Brahmagupta's astronomy rules for computing the second component 
(udayantara) of the equation of time (SSS 3, 46) and the evection of the 
Moon (sphutacaraphala) (SSS 11, 2-4); the latter rule, which has ultimately 
an Islamic Ptolemaic origin, had previously been given by Mufijala. Sripati 
arranged the twenty chapters of the SSS in much the same order as Lalla's 
SDV, though without the latter's division into two sections and with the 
addition of two chapters (13 and 14) on arithmetic and geometry (vyakta
ga1;,ita) and on algebra (avyaktaga1;,ita) respectively. The commentary, Ga-9-ita
bhur:;a.Q-a, composed by Makkibhatta78 in 1377, is preserved only up to 4, 75. 

But the most notable siddhanta produced in India is the Siddhantasiroma.Q-i79 

77 Edited with the commentary on 1-4 of Makkibhatta and with his own 
commentary on 5-20 by BABU.A.JI MISRA, 2 vols., Calcutta 1932-1947. 

78 CESS A4. 
79 The ga'(l,itadhyaya with Bhaskara's own Mitiiki;;ara was edited by L. WILKIN

SON, Calcutta 1842, reprinted Calcutta 1855; the goladhyaya with the Mitaki;mra by 
L. WILKINSON, Calcutta 1842, reprinted Calcutta 1856; edited with the Mitaki;;ara 
by BAPUDEVA SASTRIN, Benares 1866, revised ed. by CANDRADEVA, Benares 1891, 
revised ed. by GA~APATIDEVA SXsTRIN, KSS 72, Banarasa 1929; the goladhyaya with 
the Mitaki;;ara edited by JiVANANDA VrnYASAGARA, Calcutta 1880, 2nd ed. Calcutta 
1899; the ga'(l,itadhyaya with the Mitaki;;ara edited by Jiv.ANANDA VIDYASAGARA, 
Calcutta 1881, revised ed. by ASUBODHA VrnYABHU~A~A and NITYABODHA VIDYA
RATNA, Kalikata 1915; the goladhyaya with the Mitaki;;ara and a Bengali translation 
edited by RASIKAMOHANA CHA'-f'-fOPADHYAYA, Calcutta 1887; the goladhyaya with 
the Mitaki;;ara and a Bengali translation published in Arul).odaya 1 (1890), pt. 6; 
the goladhyaya published in Brhaspati 1 (1896/97); edited with the Mitaki;;ara and 
a Hindi translation by UDAI NARAIN SINGH, Bombay 1905; adhyayas 1-8 of the 
goladhyaya with Marathi translation and commentary edited by V. P. KHANAPUR· 
KAR, Murp.bai 1911; the goladhyaya with the Mitaki;;ara and a Hindi commentary 
edited by GrnIJAPRASADA DvIVEDIN, Lucknow 1911, reprinted Ahmadabad 1936; 
the ga1J,itadhytiya with Marathi translation and commentary edited by V. P. 
KHANAPURKAR, Pm;ierp. 1913; adhyaya 1 of the ga'(l,itadhyaya with the Mitaki;;ara 
and the commentaries of Nrsirp.ha and Munisvara edited by MuRALiDHARA JHA, 
Benares 1917; the goladhyaya with the Mitaki;;ara and a Bengali translation edited 
by RADHAVALLABHA, Calcutta 1921; the ga'(l,itadhyaya with the Mitak:;;ara and the 
commentary of Gal).esa edited by DATTATREYA APA'-fE, ASS 110, 2 vols., Poona 
1939-41; the goladhyaya with the Mitaki;;ara and the commentary of Munisvara 
edited by DATTATREYA APA'-fE, ASS 122, 2 vols., Poona 1943-52; adhyayas 1-2 of 
the ga'(l,itadhyaya with the Mitaki;;ara edited by MuRALiDHARA 'J_'HAKKURA, KSS 149, 
Banarasa 1950; and the ga'(l,itadhyaya with th~ Mitakf;)ara and the commentary of 
Munisvara (the latter not on adhyaya 1) edited by KEDARADATTA Josi, 3 vols., 
Varal).asi 1961-64. The ga'(l,itadhyaya was translated into Latin by E. Ro1m, JAS 
Bengal 13 (1844), 53-66; the goladhyaya was translated into English by L. WILKIN
SON, revised by BAPUDEVA SASTRIN, BI 32, Calcutta 1861. 
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written by Bhaskara80 at Vijjaq.aviq.a (?) probably in his native Sahyadri 
north of Devagiri in 1150. Modelled in form on Lal1a's SDV (though with the 
addition of a chapter on the trigonometrical functions, jyotpatti and of another 
describing the seasons) the SSB is the foremost text of the Brahmapaki;;a after 
the BSS. Bhaskara changes a few parameters minutely, repeats some of the 
improvements introduced by earlier astronomy such as the equation of time, 
and presents for the first time the formula for finding Sin (ex + ~),81 but the 
most impressive quality of the SSB is its comprehensiveness. Commentaries 
on the SSB were composed by, among others, Bhaskara himself (Mitaki;iara); 
by Lak1?midasa in 1501 (GaI).itatattvacintamaI).i); by Gal).esa82 at Nandipura 
in Gujarat in the early seventeenth century (Siromal).iprakasa); by Nrsirpha83 

at Kasi in 1621 (Vasanavarttika) and by Munisvara84 at Kasi before 1638 
(Marici). 

For approximately 350 years after the composition of the SSB no important 
siddhanta was written; the learning of astronomers was rather concentrated 
in commentaries, their ingenuity in ko§thakas. It was, however, probably 
during this period that a group of minor siddhantas belonging to the Saura
pak1?a, but attributed to deities or sages, ,vere written. These are the Soma
siddhanta, 85 on which a commentary, Giiq.harthadipika, was composed by 
N:rsirpha86 at K0I).9-avi9-u in Andhrapradesa in about 1400; a Vasi1?thasid
dhanta87 which claims to be based on that of Vi1?1).Ucandra; a V:rddhavasi1?tha
siddhanta,88 which is influenced by the Brahmapak1?a in its planetary equa
tions; and the Brahmasiddhanta89 alleged to be part of a Sakalyasarphita. 

8° CESS A4. 
81 R. C. GUPTA, "Addition and Subtraction Theorems for the Sine and Cosine in 

Medieval India," IJHS 9 (1974), 164-177. 
82 CESS A2, 106b-107a. 
83 CESS A 3, 205 a-206 a. 
84 CESS A4. 
85 Edited V. P. DvIVEDIN, BSS 39, 1, Benares 1912, pp. 1-36. 
86 CESS A3, 201a. 
87 Edited V. P. DvIVEDIN, Benares 1907. 
88 Edited V. P. DVIVEDIN, BSS 39, 2, Benares 1912, pp. 25-78. 
89 Edited V. P. DvIVEDIN, BSS 39, 1, Benares 1912, pt. 2. See CESS A4. 
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Table 4 

BSS ~DV 

I grahagal).ita 
1. madhyama 1. madhyama 
2. spaf?ta 2. spal?ta 
3. triprasna 3. triprasna 
4. candragrahal).a 4. candragrahal).a 
5. siiryagrahal).a 5. siiryagrahal).a 
6. udayasta 6. parvasam bhava 
7. candras:p1gonnati 7. grahodayasta 
8. candracchaya 8. candracchaya 
9. grahayuti 9. candrasp1gonna ti 

10. bhagrahayuti 10. grahayuti 
11. bhagrahayuti 

11. tantraparik~a 12. mahapata 
12. gal).ita 13. uttara 

13. madhyamagatyuttara II gola 
14. sphutagatyuttara 1. chedyaka 
15. triprasnottara 2. gola bandhaf11 

16. grahal).ottara 3. madhyagativasana 
17. srngonnatyuttara 4. bhiigola 

5. grahabhramasa:rpstha. 
18. kuttaka 6. bhuvanakosa 
19. sankucchayadijfiana 7. mithyajfiana 
20. chandascittyuttara 8. yantra 
21. gola 9. prasna 
22. yantra 
23. mana 
24. sa:rpjfia 

[ 11 Divided into khagolabandha, bhagolaband.ha, grahagolaband.ha, and se.mA
nyagolaband.ha. 
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(Table 4 cont.) 

SSl11 vs MS 

I grahagal}.ita I grahagal).ita 
1. madhyama 1. madhyagati 1. madhyama 
2. spa~ta 2. sphutagati 2. parasarama ta 
3. triprasna 3. triprasna 3. spa~ta 
4. candragrahal}.a 4. candragrahal).a 4. triprasna 
5. siiryagrahal}.a 5. ra vigrahaI).a 5. candragrahaI).a 
6. chedyaka 6. udayastamaya 6. siiryagrahal}.a 
7. grahayuti 7. s:pi.gonna ti 7. s:pi.gonnati 
8. bhagrahayuti 8. samagama 8. chedyaka 
9. udayasta 9. udayasta 

10. candras:pi.gonnati II gola 10. grahacchaya 
11. pata 1. golaprasa:q:isa 11. grahayuti 
12. bhiigola 2. gola bandha 12. bhagrahayuti 
13. jyauti~opanil?ad 3. chedyakal21 13. pata 
14. mana 

II gola 
14. prasna 
15. patI 
16. bhuvanakosa 
17. prasnottara 
18. kuHaka 

I11 Adhikaras 1-11 are sometimes regarded as the purvardha, 12-14 as the 
aparardha. 

(aJ What follows this is unclear. 

(Table 4 cont.) 

sss SSBl1J SSJ 

I grahagal).ita I grahagaI).ita 
1. sadhana 1. madhyama 1. madhyama 
2. madhyama 2. spal?ta 2. spasitikaraI).a 
3. sphutagati 3. triprasna 3. triprasna 
4. triprasna 4. parvasam bhava 4. parvasam bh iiti 
5. candragrahal}.a 5. candragrahaJ).a 5. candragrahal}.a 
6. siiryagrahar)-a 6. siiryagrahal).a 6. siiryagrahal).a 

7. parvasam bha va 7. grahacchaya 7. grahodayasta 

8. pata 8. grahodayasta 8. nak~a tracchaya 

9. udayasta 9. spi.gonnati 9. s:pigonnati 

10. candra 10. grahayuti 10. grahayoga 
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sss SSJ 

11. grahayuddha 11. bhagrahayuti 11. bhadhruva 
12. bhagrahayoga 12. pata 12. pata 

13. vyaktagal}.ita 
14. a vyaktagal}.ita 

II gola II gola 
15. golavasana 1. gola prasarp.sa 1. bhuvanakosa 
16. gola varl}.ana 2. golasvariipa 2. madhyabhukti 
17. rahunirakaral}.a 3. bhuvanakosa 3. chedyaka 
18. grahopapattivarl}.ana 4. madhyagati 4. mal}.q.alavarl}.ana 
19. yantra 5. sphutagati 5. yantra 
20. prasna 6. golabandha 6. rtuvarl}.ana 

7. triprasna 
8. grahal}.a 
9. drkkarma 

10. sp'l.gonnati 
11. yantra 
12. rtuvarl}.ana 
13. prasna 

[ 11 The jyotpatti is variously placed in various editions. 

(Table 4 cont.) 

SR SSBM STV 

I gal}.ita I piirvardha 
1. mimarp.sa 1. madhyama I. mana 
2. madhyama 2. spa~ta 2. madhyama 
3. spa~ta 3. triprasna 3. spa~ta 
4. triprasna 4. grahacchaya 4. triprasna 
5. candragrahal}.a 5. srngonnati 5. bimba 
6. s iiryagrahal}.a 6. gr aha bhastodaya 6. chaya 
7. srngonnati 7. grahayoga 7. srngonnati 
8. bhagrahayuti 8. grahal).ad vaya 8. udayasta 
9. bhagraha:r:iam 9. krantisamya 9. parvasambhava 

unnatarp.sa 10. candragrahal}.a 
11. siiryagrahal}.a 

II gala II uttarardha 12. bhagrahayuti 
1. bhuvanakosa 1. avanigolaja 13. pata 
2. gola bandha 2. yantra 14. mahaprasna 
3. yantra 3. prasna 15. granthopasarp.hara 
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Brahma, Surya, Soma, Vasif?tha, and Pulastya are mentioned as agreeing 
with his Saurapaki;;a parameters in the Siddhantasundara90 (1, 1, 25) by 
Jiianaraja,91 who wrote this work at Parthapura on the Godavari in 1503; 
that by Brahma he means the siddhanta belonging to the Sakalyasarp.hita is 
clear from SSJ 2, 1, 3. This work basically follows Lalla's arrangement, but 
like the S~B it adds an rtuvarriana (SSJ 2, 6). A commentary, GrahagaI).ita
cintamaI).i, was written by Jfianaraja's son, CintamaJ).i, 92 in about 1530. 

The influence of Islamic Ptolemaic theory upon Indian astronomy can be 
traced back to Muiijala in the tenth century, but the translation of Persian 
astronomical treatises in some number into Sanskrit began only in the six
teenth and seventeenth centuries. The works selected for translation were for 
the most part the products of the School of Maragha and its descendant at_ 
Samarqand; among the treatises so translated were the Zij of Ulugh Beg93 

(Jica Ulugbegi) and al-Qiishji's94 Risalah dar hay'at (Hayatagrantha95). The 
earliest Sanskrit siddhantas to reflect this Islamic influence were composed at 
the Mughal court at Delhi by Nityananda96 during the reign of Shah Jahan; 
he wrote the Siddhantasindhu for Asaf Khan in 1628, and the Siddhantaraja97 

in 1639. While accepting Islamic parameters and models, Nityananda presents 
his material in traditional form and puts forth the claim ( copied from the 
J:fianabhaskara) that this astronomy had originally been revealed to the 
Yavana (Muslim) by the Sun, who was temporarily incarnate as Romaka (a 
Roman, or perhaps Qa<Ji Zadah al-Riimi). This Indianized presentation failed 
to convey to Sanskrit scholars the real superiority of Islamic over Indian 
astronomy, that is its methodology involving both a reliance on carefully 
planned and executed observations and a concern with the cinematics of the 
planetary models. Nityananda's efforts produced no discernible effects. 

His contemporaries in Kasi, however, did not ignore Islamic astronomy, 
though some were more receptive than others. The two siddhantas written 
there in the middle of the century follow the Saurapaki;;a with some influence 
from Bhaskara's SSE. Munisvara,98 who had earlier composed the gigantic 
Marici on the S~B, completed his Siddhantasarvabhauma99 in 1646. While 
-willingly accepting some Islamic trigonometry and rather indifferently refer-

00 Unpublished. I have consulted the manuscripts IO 2002; BM Add. 14, 365p; 
and Oxford CS d. 805 (5). 

91 CESS A3, 75a-76a, and A4. 
92 CESS A 3, 49 b. 
93 CESS A4. 
94 CESS A4. 
95 Edited by V. BHA'!''!'ACARYA, SBG 96, Varai;iasi 1967; see PINGREE in JHAS 2 

(1978), 326-328. 
96 CESS A3, 173b-174a, and A4. 
97 PINGREE in JHAS 2 ( 1978), 323-326. 
98 CESS A4. 
99 I 1, 1-3, 133 with Muuisvara's own commentary were edited by GoPiNXTHA 

KAVIR.AJA, PWSWT 41, 2 vols., Benares 1932-35. 
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ring to certain doctrines of the Parasikas (Persians), Munisvara vigorously 
attacks the theory of precession,1 0° thereby beginning a heated controversy 
carried on by Ranganatha, the brother of his rival, Kamalakara, in his Loha
golakha1Jgana, to which Munisvara's cousin, Gadadhara, 101 replied in his 
Lohagolasamarthana.102 Muni'svara wTote his own commentary, the Asaya
prakasini, on the SSBM. 

Kamalakara, 103 ·who wrote the Sauravasana on the SS and completed the 
Siddhantatattvaviveka101 in 1658, while accepting the Saurapalq;a's planetary 
parameters, was far more receptive to Muslim astronomy as represented by 
Ulugh Beg and the School of Samarqand.105 He was, in particular, prone to 
agree with Muslim (Ptolemaic) notions of the structure of the planetary sys
tem, and he presents what is, apparently, the only Sanskrit treatise on geo
metrical optics (STV 1, 5). 

This process of transmitting Islamic astronomy to India was carried much 
further by the translation of Na~ir al-Din's Arabic version of Ptolemy's ~ov
't'ct~~c; µrx&"f)µ(XT~x~ into Sanskrit by Jagannatha106 at Jayapura in 1732 under 
the patronage of Savai Jayasirp.ha. 107 The Siddhantasamrat108 continues after 
the thirteenth book of Ptolemy with supplements describing the instruments 
that J ayasirp.ha had set up in his observatories in imitation of those installed 
by Dlugh Beg at Samarqand, and an exposition of Ulugh Beg's and al-Kashi's 
derivations of sines, followed by remarks on the traditional aspects of Indian 
astronomy that were not touched upon by Ptolemy.109 This last effort to 
expound Ptolemaic astronomy in Sanskrit was also doomed to fail; a century 
later, modern European astronomy was being taught in Sanskrit at Sihore by 
Somanatha Vyasa110 and other pal).gits of the Sihore High Schoolrn in the 
1830's and 1840's under the influence of Englishmen such as Lancelot Wilkin
son. The process of Westernization was practically complete by the time 
Premavallabha112 wrote his Paramasiddhanta113 at Jayapura in 1882. 

100 PINGREE in JHAS 2 (1978), 321-322. 
101 CESS A2, 115a. 
102 Both works were edited by M. H. 0JHA, LG 15, Benares 1961. 
103 CESS A2, 2la-23a, A3, 18a; and A4. 
104 Edited with Kamalakara's Se~avasanfi by S. DvIVEDIN, BSS 1, Benares 

1885; 2nd ed. by MuRALiDHARA JHX, Benares 1924-35; also edited by GANG.ADHARA 
M1sRA, Lucknow 1929. 

10s PINGREE in JHAS 2 (1978), 322-323. 
106 CESS A 3, 56 a-58 a, and A 4. 
101 CESS A 3, 63 a-64 b, and A 4. 
10s Edited by R. S. SARMAN, 3 vols., New Delhi 1967-69. 
100 PINGREE in JHAS 2 (1978), 328-329. 
110 N. V. ATHALEY, "Kalandika-Prakasa of Somanatha Vyasa," A Volume of 

Studies in Indology Presented to Prof. P. V. J\ANE, POS 75, Poona 1941, pp. 39-48. 
111 Cf. CP, Kielhorn XXIII 104: the Bhiibhramavadakha:r:u;Iananirasa of the 

Sihoragramasthasabha, a manuscript dated Saka 1761 = A.D. 1839. 
112 CESS A4. 
m Published at Mumbai in 1896. 
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Kararias 

K arari,as outside of South India are distinguished from siddhfintas by their 
emphasis on pragmatic rules for computing and their avoidance of astro
nomical theory. One way in which this practical bent is most obviously 
manifested is by the elimination of reliance on the theory of the Kalpa or of 
the Mahayuga in determining the mean motions of the planets; their mean 
longitudes are rather computed from their positions at a given epoch close in 
time to the date of the composition of the kararia, and the longitudes of the 
planets' apogees and nodes (except for the Moon's) are considered to be fixed. 
Before the Kh, of course, both kararias and siddhfintas bore the latter desig
nation. 

The earliest kararia that we know of, as mentioned previously, is the Surya, 
siddhanta of Latadeva, an Ardharatrika text summarized in the Pafi.casid
dhantika; its epoch was 21 March 505, as were also those of Latadeva's re, 
censions of the Romaka and Paulisa siddhtintas epitomized in the PS.114 Vara
hamihira, the author of the PS, was a Maga Brahmal).a from Avanti who 
resided in a village named Kapitthaka (probably Kayatha near Ujjayini115). 

It has further been suggested that he was connected with the Aulikara court 
at Dasapura, and in particular with Yasodharman who was ruling there in 
532. In the PS, besides the summaries of the five siddhfintas of Pitamaha, 
Vasi~tha, Romaka, Paulisa, and Surya that we have previously discussed, 
Varahamihira includes chapters on spherical trigonometry (PS 4; entitled 
kararia), on the first visibility of the Moon (PS 5), on cosmology (PS 13), on 
instruments and observations (PS 14), and on differences in observed pheno
mena and time measurements due to such causes as local latitude or longitude 
and various conventions (PS 15). The PS was one source of the Chinese Chiu
chih li116 written at the T'ang court by Ch'ii-t'an Hsi-ta (Gautama Siddhartha) 
in 718. 

An abbreviated kararia, dealing almost exclusively with calendaric matters, 
spherical trigonometry, and the computation of the positions of the planets, 
is the Dhyanagrahopadhyaya, preserved in some manuscripts of Brahma
gupta's BSS as its last chapter (BSS 25). Its epoch is 21 March 628. Like the 

114 The views of T. S. KuPPANA SHASTRI, "The Epoch of the Romaka Siddhanta 
in the Paiicasiddhantika, and the Epoch Longitudes of the Sun and Moon in the 
Vasi~tha-Paulisa," IJHS 13 (1978), 151-158, are too involved to be argued against 
here. In general, his solution violates the principles that a lectio difficilior which 
makes sense is preferable to the lectio facilior that smells of being a learned emenda
tion, and that modern astronomical computations must not be used to revise a 
manuscript tradition unless there is some substantial reason to believe that that 
tradition has misrepresented the author's original and that the original must have 
been in agreement with the modern computations. 

115 D. G. DHAVALE, "The Kapitthaka of Varahamihira," IJHS 9 (1974), 77-78. 
116 K. Y ABUUTI, "Researches in the Chiu-chih Ii-Indian Astronomy under the 

T'ang Dynasty," Acta Asiatica 36 (1979), 7-48. 
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BSS itself it follows the Brahmapak:;:;a, though a new method of approximating 
all linear and sine-wave functions by multiplying one of each by various simple 
coefficients is introduced. This and other approximative devices alter the 
parameters somewhat from those standard to the pakfa. 

But the kara'(la that set the pattern for this genre was the Kha:r:iq.akhadyaka117 

of Brahmagupta, whose epoch is 23 March 665. The first nine adhikaras present 
the astronomy of the Ardharatrikapak:;:;a. The mean motion of each of the 
planets is presented as on integer number of rotations in a given number of 
days increased or decreased by a small corrective factor in another, larger 
number of days; this method was popular in later kara'(las. The last six adhi
karas form the Uttarakha:r:iq.akhadyaka; they provide correctives to the first, 
usually changing the Ardharatrika into Brahma parameters. The influence of 
the Kh was enormous; it remained the standard kara'(la of Kasmira, Nepala, 
and Assam till modern times, but in the medieval period was popular through
out North and West India. In 735 a Zij al-Arkand118 based on it was composed 
in Sind, and, like the BSS, it was available to al-Biriini119 in the Panjab in 
the 1020's. There are extant commentaries written by P:rthiidakasvamin 
(Vivara:r:ia) at Sthanesvara in 864; by Bhattotpala120 (Cintama:r:ii) in Kasmira 
in 969; by Amaraja121 (Vasanabha:;,ya) at Anandapura in Saura:;:;tra in about 
1200; and by Yamata, Varu:r:ia, and Sridatta. As is normally the case with 
such practical texts as karaflaS and koJthakas, virtually every manuscript 
represents a different recension. Also, as frequently occurs with kara'(las, there 
is a koJthaka based on the Kha:r:iq.akhadyaka, the Kha:r:iq.akhadyakasari:r:ii. 12 2 

There is nothing known of kara'(las written in the eighth and ninth centuries, 
though presumably the genre did not totally disappear. Nor do we possess 
any portion in Sanskrit of the Kara:r:iasara written by Vatesvara at Ananda
pura in 899; that is preserved only in some quotations in the India, Transits, 
and Al-Qaniin al-Mas'iidi of al-Biriini. 

Al-Biriini also refers in the India to two kara'(laS by Mufijala. 123 The B:rhan-

117 Edited with the commentary of Amaraja by B. MISRA, Calcutta 1925; with 
the commentary of Prthf1dakasvamin by P. C. SENGUPTA, Calcutta 1941; and with 
the commentary of Bhattotpala and an English translation by B. CHATTERJEE, 
2 vols., Calcutta 1970; for the missing portion of the first edition see CHATTERJEE's 
edition, vol. 1, pp. 170-174, and for the missing portion of the last edition see 
D. PINGREE, "The Beginning of Utpala's Commentary on the Khai;i9akhadyaka," 
JAOS 93 (1973), 469-481. There is an English translation by P. C. SENGUPTA, 
Calcutta 1934. 

us F. I. HADDAD, E. S. KENNEDY, and D. PINGREE, The Book of the Reasons 
behind Astronomical Tables, Aleppo, sec. 4, and D. PINGREE, The Scholar and the 
Saint, p. 79, fn. 13. 

ll9 D. PINGREE, Tho Scholar and the Saint,, p. 79, fn. 14. 
120 CESS A4. 
121 CESS A 1, 50a-50b, and A2, 15a-15b. 
122 SATE 175-176. 
12a CESS A4. 
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manasa, whose epoch is 9 March 932, is now lost except for some fragments; 
but we still possess the Laghumanasa,m which Mufijala composed later at 
Prakasa on the Tapi in Mahara~tra. This small kararia has drawn elements 
from both the .Aryapak~a (as corrected by Lalla) and the .Ardharatrikapaki;;a; 
it has also, apparently, derived the notion of the second inequality in lunar 
motion from an Islamic Ptolemaic source. Though it is a kararia, the LM does 
not give epoch positions (apparently one ,vas expected to use those of the 
Brhanmanasa), and its contents are arranged in the form of a siddhanta. There 
are commentaries on the LM written by Prasastadhara (or Prasastidhara)12:; 
(Vivrti) in Kasmira in 958; by Siiryadeva Yajvan (Grahajfianavasana) in 
1248 at Gangapura in Cola country;126 by Paramesvara (Paramesvara) at 
Asvatthagrama in Kerala in 1409; and by Yallaya (Kalpalata) at Skandaso
mesvara in .Andhrapradesa in 1482. 

Like the KS of Vatesvara, the KaraI).atilaka composed by Vijayananda ( or 
Vijayanandin) in Varai:iasi is known to us only through al-Biriini, for ·whom 
it ·was incompetently translated into Arabic in 1026 as the Ghurrat al-zijat. 127 

The epoch of this, the first kararia of the Saurapak~a, is 23/24 March 966. 
In the early eleventh century the court of Bhojaraja,12s the Paramara 

Maharaja of Dhara,, produced numerous works of Sanskrit literature. Among 
them is a kara~ia of the Brahmapak~a, containing (as does the more or less 
contemporary SSS) the bijas that were utilized by most of the succeeding 
adherents of this pak~a. The Rajamrga:rika, whose epoch is 21 February 1042, 
is not preserved for us in its original form, as most of the verses quoted from 
it by, for example, .Amaraja in his Vasanabha~ya on the Kh, are not found in 
the manuscripts. 129 A version by one Rama130 contains many verses in common 
with two manuscripts at Baroda, 131 though each of the three versions also 
contains a number of verses not in the other two. Moreover, all three versions 
comprise only the first two adhikaras: madhyamagrahanayana and spa~fi,kararia. 
The RM is sometimes accompanied by tables (sararii), but these have yet to 
be investigated. 

124 Edited with the commentary of Paramesvara by B. D . .APA'fE, ASS 123, 
Poona 1944, 2nd ed. Poona 1952, and with an English translation and notes by 
N. K. MAJUMDAR, Calcutta 1951. 

125 CESS A4. 
126 An edition is being prepared by K. V. SARMA; see his edition of the .Aryabhatiya 

with Suryadeva's commentary, pp. xxxix-xli. 
12 7 S. S. H. Rrzvr, "A Unique and Unknown Book of al-Biriini: Ghurrat-uz-Zijat 

or Karai:ia 'l'ilaka," IC 37 (1963), 112-130, 167-187, and 223-245: 38 (1964), 47-74 
and 195-212; and 39 (1965), 1-26 and 137-180 (incomplete). 

12s CESS A4. 
129 K. S. SHUKLA, "A Note on the Raja-mrganka of Bhoja Published by the 

Adyar Library," Gai:iita 5 (1954), 149-151. 
1 3 0 K. M. K. SARi.\IA, "The Rajamrganka of Bhoja." Brahmavidya 4 (1940), 

95-105. 
131 Baroda 3273 and 94 76. 
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A popular kararia belonging to the Aryapakf;,a is the Karal}.aprakasal32 
composed by Brahmadeva1a3 at Mathura (probably Madurai in South India); 
its epoch is 11 March 1092. There is a commentary (Vrtti) by Damodara,m 
who also wrote in West India an Aryatulya based on the A in 1417 and a 
Siiryatulya based on the SS; and there are undated commentaries by Amaresa1a5 
(Vyakhyana) in Karl}.ataki; by Govinda136 (Vivaral}.a or Vivrti) on the first 
two adhikaras; by Srinivasa Yajvan (Karal}.aprakasaprabha); and by Sampat
kumara (Vyakhya). Both the manuscripts of the KP and its commentators 
come predominantly from South and West India, and especially from Mysore 
and Mahara1?tra. 

Satananda composed the Bhasvati,137 a kararia following the Ardharatri
kapakf;,a, allegedly at Puruf;,ottama (Puri in Orissa), in 1099. He claims to 
follow the SS as taught by (Varaha)mihira, but offers far more than is found 
in the PS; the B is sometimes entitled Paficasiddhantika after its source. As 
is the case with many of these kararias, there are numerous recensions of the 
B; some manuscripts add an Uttarabhasvati. The principle commentaries are 
those composed by Aniruddha138 (Sisubodhini} at Benares in 1495; by Gal}.a
pati139 (Vivrti) in Bengal in about 1500; by Madhava140 (Madhavi) at Kanya
kubja in 1525; by Acyuta141 (Ratnamala) in the 1530's, probably in Bengal; 
by Balabhadra142 (Balabodhini) at Umanagara in Jumiladesa, Nepa.la, in 1543; 
by Kuvera :Misra143 ('.fika) in 1685; by Gailgadhara144 (Udahrti) in 1685; by 
Ramakr~I}.a (Tattvaprakasika) in 1739; by Kamalanayana145 in about 1740( ?}, 
probably in Mithila; and by Yogindra in 1742, apparently also in Mithila. 
The distribution of the B's manuscripts and its commentators demonstrates 
its popularity in North and Northeast India and in Nepal. 

But a more popular kararia in West and Northwest India is the Karal}.akutii
halaH6 composed by Bhaskara in the Sahyadri in accordance with the Brahma-

1 32 Edited with his own commentary by S. DVIVEDIN, CSS 23, Benares 1899. 
13s CESS A4. 
m CESS A3, lOOb-lOla. 
136 CESS Al, 45b. 
136 CESS A2, 135b-136a. 
131 Published at Benares in 1854; with the commentary of Madhava in Aru:r:iodaya 

1 (1890-91); with his own Sanskrit and Hindi commentaries by MA~PRASADA 

PANDEY A, Benaros 191 7 ; and with his own commentary by TiKARAMA DHAN ANJA YA, 

va;a~asi [ND]. · 
13s °CESS A 1, 43b. 
139 CESS A2, 89a-80b. 
uo CESS A4. 
u1 CESS A 1, 36 a-36 b. 
142 CESS A4. 
143 CESS A2, 47b. 
w CESS A 2, 85 a. 
m CESS A2, 20a. 
146 Edited with the conunentary of Sumatihar~a by M. S. PUROHITA, Mmnbai 

1901. 
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pak~a.,; its epoch is 23 February 1183. There are commentaries composed by 
Ekanatha147 (Brahmatulyabha~ya) at MahaJ.19-anagara, apparently in West 
India, in about 1370; by Padmanabha148 (Narmad.i), probably also in West 
India, in about 1400; by Visvanatha (Brahmatulyodahara:Q.a) at Benares in 
1612; and by Sumatihar~a Gai:ii (GaI)akakumudakaumudi) near the Vindhyadri 
in 1621. The Kara:Q.akutiihala~ika of 809-hala was composed before 1462, the 
date of its unique manuscript copy, 149 and that of Cai:iq.idasa150 before 1658. 
There is a set of planetary tables, the Brahmatulyasari:Q.i,1s1 based on the KK. 

As in the case of Bhaskara's SSB, the KK of Bhaskara was followed by 
several centuries during which no new member of the genre was produced. 
Ho,vever, in the early sixteenth century Ga:Q.esa152 at Nandigrama in Gujarat 
wrote the Grahalaghava153 or Siddhantarahasya, apparently based on the 
Grahakautuka composed in 1496 by his father, Kesava ;1s4 the epoch of the 
GL is 18 March 1520. A commentator on the GL, Mallari, states that Ga:Q.esa 
observed the planets and chose the correct parameters from the Brahmapak~a, 
the Aryapak~a, and the Saurapak~a; this story obviously conflicts with the 
alleged relation of the GL to Kesava's Grahakautuka. In fact, the mean 
motions of the planets (given for dhruvankas of 4,016 days) and their equations 
are unique to the GaI)esapak~a, of which the GL is the first text as yet avail
able (I have not been able to consult any manuscript of the Grahakautuka). 
The Ga:Q.esapaksia soon competed with the Brahmapak~a in West and North
\vest India. Commentaries on it were composed by GaI)esa's nephew and pupil 

w CESS A 1, 60a. 
m CESS A4. 
149 BORI 296 of 1882/83. 
150 CESS A3, 40a-40b. 
151 SATIUS 36a-37a. 
152 CESS A2, 94a-100a; A3, 27b-28a; and A4. 
153 Edited with the commentary of Mallari by L. WILKINSON, Calcutta 1843; 

edited with the commentaries of Mallari and Visvanatha by BHALACANDRA, Kasi 
1865; edited with the commentary of Visvanatha and a Marathi translation by 
K. S. Gm;:>ABOLE and V. K. J. GADRE, 2nd ed., Bombay 1873, 5th ed., Poona 1914, 
and 6th ed., Poona 1926; edited with the commentary of Mallari, Mumbai 1875, 
Benares 1877, Dilli 1877, Bombay 1882, Mumbai 1883, Calcutta 1886; edited with 
the commentary of Visvanatha and a Bengali translation by RASIKAMOHANA 
CA'!-''.J'OP.ADHYAYA, Calcutta 1887; edited with the Hindi translation of JIYARAMA 
SASTRi by RXMESVARA BHA'!-''!-'A, Kalyai;ia-Bombay 1889; edited with the com
mentary of Mallari by HARIPRASADA SARMAN, Bombay 1901; edited with the 
commentaries of Mallari and Visvanatha by SUDHAKARA DvIVEDIN, Benares 1904, 
reprinted Bombay 1925; edited with the commentary of Mallari and the Telugu 
commentary of MANGIPUJ?I ViRAYY A SIDDHANTIGAR, Musalipatam 1915; edited 
with his own Sanskrit commentary and Hindi translation by SiTARAMA JR.A, MM 
142, Benares 1932, reprinted Benares 1941 and Dilli 1975; edited with the com
mentaries of Visvanatha and YuGESVARA JR.A and a Hindi commentary by KArI
LESV.ARA S.ASTRIN, KSS 142, Benares 1946; and edited with the commentary of 
Mallari and his own Hindi /ika by RXMACANDRA PX1:<J?EYA, Jambu 1976. 

154 CESS A2, 65b-74a; A3, 24a; and A4. 
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Nrsi:rp.ha,m who was born at Nandigrama in 1548 (Har~akaumudi); by Mal
lari,156 the son of Gal}.esa's pupil, Divakara, at Golagrama on the Godavari 
between 1575 and 1600 ('J'ika); by Ga:rigadhara157 in 1586, probably at 'J'apara 
north of Devagiri, his father Narayal}.a's residence (Manorama); by Visvanatha 
at Kasi in 1612 (Siddhantarahasyodaharal}.a); by Narayal).a158 at Kasi before 
1635 (Udahrti); and by Kamalakara159 before 1662 (Manorama). There are 
many tables based on the GL, many using the ends of the\ various dhruvankas 
as their epochs.1eo ' 

At Akbar's court a kararia belonging to the Saurapaki?a, the Ramavinoda,161 

was composed by Rama (or Ramacandra) for a bhilpala also named Rama 
(or Ramadasa). Its epoch is 11 March 1590, which is stated to be thirty-five 
years after the era of Akbar; the epoch of Akbar's "Divine Era," which was 
introduced on Nawriiz of 1584, was indeed 11 March 1556. A commentary, 
Ramavinodadipika, was written by Visvanatha at Kampilya shortly after 1602. 
There is also a lco§thaka written by Rama and bearing the same name as the RV. 

A far more obscure kararia is the Laghukaral}.a162 by Bhavasadasiva.163 Its 
epoch is 27 March 1598; it follows the Brahmapaki;,a; and its unique manuscript 
copy came to London from Gujarat in 1809. 

Somewhat better known is a Saura kararia, the Siiryapaki?asaral}.a164 or 
Khacaragama composed by Vi1?I}.U; its epoch is 7 March 1608. A commentary, 
Udaharal}.a, was written on it by Visvanatha already in 1612. The fact that the 
kararia belongs to the Saurapaki?a and that it was known to Visvanatha within 
four years of its composition makes it likely that Vi~I}.U lived in Benares, in 
which case he was probably the Vi1?I}.U who instructed Kri;il}.a, 165 who wrote the 
B'ijankura in about 1600, and was himself the pupil of Gal}.esa's nephew, 
Nrsirpha. 

Another K:ri;,I}.a166 wrote a Karal}.akaustubha167 following the Gal}.esapaki?a 

155 CESS A3, 202b-204a, and A4. 
15s CESS A4. 
1s1 CESS A2, 82a-82b. 
15s CESS A3, 165b-166a, and A4. 
159 CESS A2, 21a. 
160 SATIUS 46b-47b (Anonymous of 1520: epoch 18 March 1520); SATE 98-100 

(Grahalaghavasarir;ii IA: epoch 18 March 1520); SATIUS 50b (Grahalaghaviyama
dhyarnaspa~tarkasari-9-i: epoch 22 March 1525); SATE 93-98 (Grahalaghavasarll).i I: 
epochs 17 March 1531 = dhruvaiika 1; 13 March 1553 = dhruvanka 3; and 27 Febru
ary J641 = dhruvanka 11); and SATIUS 69a-70a (Grahalaghavasarll).i II: epoch 
2 April 1754). 

161 I have consulted WHMRL Enfield 123, which contains both the ko?fhaka RV, 
and a longer version of the kara7Ja, and Oxford Sanskrit d. 805, which contains 
Visvanatha's commentary on the kara7Ja. 

162 I have used IO 2494d. 
1ss CESS A4. 
164 I have used WHMRL V 33. 
16s CESS A 2, 53 a-55 b, and A 4. 
16s CESS A 2, 55 b-56 a, and A 4. 
161 Edited by V. G. A.PA'.fE, ASS 96, Poona 1927. 
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at Tataka in the KonkaI).a under the Maratha monarch Sivaji; its epoch is 1653. 
A comparison of their respective chapter titles will demonstrate how closely 
the KKK follows the GL, whose system of astronomy it attempted to introduce 
into Maharai?tra. The paucity of manuscripts suggests that it met with little 
enthusiasm. 

The last karana to which allusion must be made is the Karanavaisnava168 of 
Sankara, which 

0

belongs to the Brahmapak~a; its epoch is 8 Ma~ l 766~ Sankara 
otherwise, in the incomplete manuscript a.vailable to me, 169 informs us only that 
his teacher's name was Nandabhatta. It is possible that this is the Nandarama 
Misra170 who wrote various works on astronomy and astrology at Kamyavana 
in Rajasthana between 1763 and 1778; in favor of this tentative identification 
is the fact that Rajasthana was one of the places in which the Brahmapak~a 
was popular. 

Table 5 

Kh LM KP 

1. tithinak~atra 1. madhyama 1. madhyama 
2. taragrahasphuta 2. sphutagati 2. tithyadi 
3. triprasna 3. prakirI).aka 3. spa~ta 
4. candragrahaI).a 4. triprasna 4. triprasna 
5. adityagrahaI).a 5. grahaI).a[11 5. candragrahaI).a 
6. udayastamaya 6. sankir:q.a[21 6. suryagrahal}-a 
7. sp1gonnati 7. udayasta 
8. samagama 8. srngonnati 
9. tar a vik~epa 9. grahayuti 

U ttarakhaI).q.akhadyaka 

10. tithinaki?atrottara 
11. grahagatyuttara 
12. tithiprasnottara 
13. grahal).ottara 
14. udayastamayottara 
15. samagamottara 

( 11 Grahayuti in Majumdar's edition. 
[ 2J Divided into a pata and a candracchaya with srngonnati in Majumdar's 

edition. 

1as D. PINGREE, "The KaraJ).avaii;;J).ava of Sankara," Charudeva Shastri :Felicita
tion Volume, Delhi 1974, pp. 588-600. 

1a9 Columbia, Smith Indic 144. 
170 CESS A3, 128b-130b, and A4. 
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B KK 

1. tithidhruva 1. nabhogamadhya 
2. grahadhru va 2. sphutakriya 
3. paficanga 3. tripra.sna 
4. grahasphuta 4. sasai'1ka parva 
5. triprasna 5. ravigraha 
6. candragrahar.ia 6. grahodayasta 
7. siiryagrahal}.a 7. srngonnati 
8. parilekha 8. grahotthayoga 

9. pata 
10. ra vinduparvasam bha va 
11. niradarkavicara 

GL RV 

1. madhyama 1. madhyama 
2. ra vicandraspai?ta 2. spai?ta 
3. pafi.cataraspa1?tikarar.ia 3. triprasna 
4. triprasna 4. candragrahal}.a 
5. candragrahaJ}.a 5. siiryagrahal}.a 
6. siiryagrahal}.a 6. parilekha 
7. masagal}.a 7. udayasta 
8. grahal}.advaya 8. grahayuddha 
9. udayasta 9. grahanaki?atrayuti 

10. grahacchaya 10. srngonnati 
11. naki?a tracchaya 11. pata 
12. spigonnati 
13. grahayuti 
14. pata 
15. paiicangacandragrahal}.a 
16. upasar:p.hara 
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LK SPS KKK 

1. madhyama 1. madhyagraha 1. madhyamagraha 
2. spaf?ta 2. spaf?tagraha 2. siiryacandraspaf?tikara:r;i.a 
3. lagna 3. prasnatraya 3. pafica taraspaf?tikara:r;i.a 
4. candragraha:r;i.a 4. candragraha 2. triprasna 
5. siiryagraha:r;i.a 5. siiryagraha 5. candragraha:r;i.a 
6. udayasta 6. graha ( = parva) 6. siiryagraha:r;i.a 
7. grahayuti 7. candrekf?a:r;i.a 7. graha:r;i.ad vaya 
8. s:pigonnati 8. astodaya 8. udayasta 
9. pata 9. khetaprabha 9. grahacchaya 

10. s:pigonnati IO. candrasp:igonna ti 
11. khetaikyata 11. grahayuti 
12. :rkf?aprabha 12. nakf?atracchaya 
13. pata 13. pata 
14. ghati 14. granthalan.kara 

KV 

I. madhyama 
2. grahaspaf?ta 
n triprasna .-,. 

4. candragraha:r;i.a 
5. siiryagraha:r;i.a 
6. parilekha 
7. udayasta 
8. candraspigonnati 
9. grahayuti 

10. nakf?atracchaya 
11. mahapata 
12. siikf?manakf?atra 
13. madhyamagraha 
14. sighraphala 
15. udayasta 
16. misrika 
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Closely associated with kararias in North and West India since at least the 
twelfth century were astronomical tables (ko~thakas or sarariis) which were 
intended to facilitate the computation of planetary positions and the cusps of 
the astrological places for those who cast horoscopes, or that of various calen
daric functions such as tithis, nak~atras, and yogas for the makers of almanacs 
( pancangas). Tables had much earlier been an integral part of astronomical 
writings, in which they were versified along with the mathematical formulae. 
:But the composing of tables using numerical symbols arranged in columns was 
apparently introduced into India as an imitation of Islamic zijes. The Indian 
genius for mathematical computation led them to develop many ingenious 
ways to present the complex elements of their planetary and calendaric models 
in tabular forms very different from those in use in Islam, but the ultimate 
derivation of the idea from the West seems unquestionable. 

In fact, the earliest such ko~thaka concerning which we have any information 
is apparently the zij composed by Durlabha172 at Multan in Sind; its epoch 
is 932. Our only source of knowledge of this zij, however, is al-Biruni's India; 
and he quotes from the instructions rather than from the tables, which pre
sumably accompanied those instructions if the work was indeed a zij. 

Planetary tables in India can be classified into three categories. "Mean 
linear" arrangements tabulate the increments in the mean longitudes of the 
planets in successively smaller units of time; the manda and sighra equations 
are tabulated separately. This is the form of planetary table employed by 
Ptolemy and by most of his eastern and western successors. The "true linear" 
arrangement tabulates the true longitudes of the planets in ideal years at given 
intervals ( avadhis). The ideal years assume initial mean longitudes of the planet 
at equal distances around the zodiac while the initial mean longitude of the Sun 
is always at Aries 0°; the intervals between the initial mean longitudes that are 
attested are 3°, 6°, 12°, 13 ;20° (a nak§atra), and 30°. Mean motion tables in 
terms of these intervals allow one to locate the planet within this system for 
any given year. The avadhis are normally periods of fourteen days. The "true 
linear" arrangement seems to be an Indian invention. Finally, the "cyclic" 
arrangement utilizes the Babylonian goal-year periods (that of Venus is changed 
from 8 to 227 years). The planet's true longitude for the beginning of each avadhi 
in each year of its goal-year period is entered in the table; after one period the 
cycle is repeated. The goal-year periods themselves were introduced into Indian 
astronomy from Islamic in the early seventeenth century ;173 the "cyclic" tables 

171 On astronomical tables see D. PINGREE, SATIUS, SATE, and "On the 
Classification of Indian Planetary Tables," JHA 1 (1970), 95-108. 

172 CESS A 3, 116b. 
173 D. PINGREE in JHAS 2 (1978), 319-320. 
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produced in that century and the succeeding two in West and Northwest India 
combined these goal-year periods with the native tradition of true linear tables. 

The planetary tables that have been studied heretofore are as follows.m 
1. The Grahajfiana175 by .Asadhara, 176 belonging to the Brahmapak~a. Its 

epoch is 20 March 1132; it is true linear. Apparently written in Gujarat. 
Expanding the instructions for using these tables is the Gar:iitacuq.amal).i 
composed by Harihara in Gujarat in about 1580. 

2. The Laghukhecarasiddhi177 of Sridhara, also belonging to the Brahmapak~a. 
Its epoch is 20 March 1227; it is mean linear. Probably written in Khandesa. 

3. The Mahadevi178 of Mahadeva, 179 again belonging to the Brahmapak1?a. 
Its epoch is 28 March 1316; it is true linear. Written on the banks of the 
Godavari, most probably in Mahara1?tra. 

4. The Makaranda180 of Makaranda,181 belonging to the Saurapaksla and 
including tithi, nak§atra, yoga, and eclipse as well as planetary tables. Its epoch 
is 27 March 14 78; it is mean linear, and the only set of mean motion tables that 
is entirely sexagesimal. Written at Kasi. 

5. The Khetamuktavali182 of Nrsirpha, 183 belonging to the Gar:iesapaksl"L. Its 
epoch is 31 March 1566; it is true linear. Written at Nandigrama in Gujarat. 

6. The Candrarki184 and the Khetasiddhi 185 of Dinakara, 186 belonging to the 
Brahmapak1?a. The former deals with the Sun and Moon, the latter with the 
other planets. Their epoch is 31 March 1578; they are true linear. Written at 
Barejya in Gujarat. 

7. The Grahakaumudi187 of Nrsirpha, the author of the Khetamuktavali to 
whose Gar:iesapaksla the Grahakaumudi also adheres. Its epochs are 31 March 
1588 and 31 March 1603; it also is true linear. Written at Nandigrama in 
Gujarat. 

8. The Ramavinoda188 of Rama, who wrote the Saura karar},a of the same 
name. Its epoch is 11 March 1590; it is true linear. Written at the Mughal court. 

11, The texts that accompany them are edited by D. PINGREE in a collection 
entitled Minor Astronomical Texts in Sanskrit, shortly to be published in the GOS. 

115 SATE 69-72. 
110 CESS AI, 54b; A2, 16a; A3, 16a; and A4. 
111 SATE 73-76; and D. PINGREE, Sridhara's Laghukhecarasiddhi, Baroda 1976. 
11s SATIUS 37a-39a; SATE 82; and 0. NEUGEBAUER and D. PINGREE, "The 

Astronomical Tables of Mahiideva," PAPhS Ill (1967), 69-92. 
119 CESS A4. 
180 SATIUS 39 b-46 b, and SATE 92. 
181 CESS A4. 
182 D. PINGREE, "The Khetamuktavali of Nrsirµha," Sanskrit and Indian 

Studies, Essays in Honour of D. H. H. Ingalls, Dordrecht 1980, pp. 143-157·. 
183 CESS A3, 202b-204a, and A4. 
m SATIUS 51 b-53a, and SATE 101. 
186 SATE 101-112. 
18a CESS A3, 102b-104b, and A4. 
181 SATE 118-123 and D. PINGREE in Sanskrit and Indian Studies, pp. 149-156. 
19s SATE 114-118. 
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9. The Ravisiddhantamafijarps9 of Mathuranatha,190 belonging to the Saura
pakf?a. Its epoch is 29 March 1609; it is mean linear. It includes parallax-tables 
for use in computing solar eclipses. Probably composed in Bengal. 

10. The Grahaprabodha191 of Nagesa,192 which follows the Ga9esapakf?a. Its 
epoch is 5 March 1619, the beginning of dhruvanka 9; it is mean linear. Written 
in Gujarat. There is an udahararia by Yadava, in which the example is for 
9 December 1663. 

11. The Khecarasighrasiddhi or Grahasara9i193 ofGangadhara,m also belong
ing to the Ga9esapaki:;a. Its epoch is 1 March 1630, the beginning of dhruvii:lika 10; 
it is mean linear. It includes tables for computing eclipses. Written at Kasi. 

12. The Grahavidyadhara195 of Vidyadhara. The tables themselves are not 
preserved, but Vidyadhara states that they belonged to the Brahmapaki:;a. Its 
epoch is about 29 March 1638; it is mean linear. Written at Rajakota in 
Saurai:;tra. 

13. The Jagadbhiii:;a9a196 of Haridatta, belonging to the Brahmapak1;5a. Its 
epoch is 31 March 1638; it is the first set of cyclic planetary tables. Written in 
Mewar, Rajasthan. 

14. The Khecaradipika,197 of Kalya9a,19s also following the Brahmapaki:;a. 
Its epoch is 31 March 1649; it is true linear, being an adaptation of the Mahadevi. 
The fact that two of its verses are derived from the Candrarki of Dinakara 
support the impression that it was composed in Gujarat or Rajasthan. 

15. The Grahaprakasa199 of Devadatta, 200 belonging to the Adjusted Saura
pakf?a. Its epoch is 28 March 1662; it is mean linear. As his nephew Murari 
traveled to Kasi in order to bathe at Ma9ikar9ika, Devadatta probably did not 
live in that city; but nothing positive is known concerning his locale. 

16. The Khetatarangi9i201 of Apadeva,202 belonging to the Ga9esapak1;5a. Its 
epoch is 18 March 1702; it is mean linear. Written at Janasthana in Maharai:;tra. 

17. The Grahasiddhi and Bhrama9asara9i of Trivikrama, 203 the tables of 
which are probably those of the Anonymous of 1704,m which belong to the 

189 Edited by VisvAMBHARA JYOTil;,AR~AVA, BI 198, Calcutta 1911: see SATE 
128-134. 

190 CESS A4. 
101 SATIUS 63a-64b. 
192 CESS A3, 145b-146b, and A4. 
103 SATE 134-141. 
194 CESS A 2, 82b-85a, and A4. 
19s I have used IO 2083c. 
106 SATIUS 55b-59b, and SATE 141-142. 
191 SATIUS 61 b-62b. 
198 CESS A 2, 25 b. 
199 SATE 142-149. 
200 CESS A3, 118b-119a. 
201 I have used Baroda 3095. 
202 CESS A I, 49b-50a; A3, I5b; and A4. 
203 CESS A 3, 92 b-93 b, and A 4. 
204 SATIUS 64 b-66 a. 
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Brahmapak~a. Its epoch is 1 April 1704; it is cyclic. Composed at Nalinapura, 
presumably a locality in Rajasthan. 

18. The Gal).itaraja20 & of Kevalarama Paiicanana2os contains eclipse tables and 
tithi, nakl}atra, and yoga tables as well as planetary tables; it follows the 
Adjusted Saurapak~a. Its epoch is 30 March 1728; it is mean linear. The 
equations are normed so as to be always positive; this feature was probably 
borrowed from Islamic tables. ·written in Navadvipa, Bengal. 

19. The Grahagama207 of Govindasiinu,2os belonging to the Gal).esapak~a. Its 
epoch is 6 February 1773 Julian, which is the beginning of dhruviiitka 23; it is 
mean linear. Composed at Siposi, which is presumably a locality in Rajasthan. 

A second category of ko§thakas that were popular in India provides tables 
for computing the beginnings (and ends) of tithis (periods during which the 
elongation of the Moon from the Sun increases by 12°), nakl}atras (periods during 
which the longitude of the Moon increases by 13; 20°), and yogas (periods during 
which the combined motion of the Sun and the Moon equals 13 ;20°). The 
computations of the true instances of the beginnings of tithis and yogas is made 
complex by the fact that both of the luminaries have varying velocities, the 
Sun's dependent on the distance of its mean longitude from a more or less fixed 
sidereal point (its mandocca) and the Moon's on the distance of its mean 
longitude from a constantly moving point (its mandocca). The solutions adopted 
by various Indian ko§(hakakiiras are not yet understood in their totality by the 
present writer. The tithis, nakl}atras, and yogas themselves needed to be tabu
lated for the convenience of astrologers computing muhilrtas and of the con
structors of panciiitgas which informed the populace of the details of the 
calendar and the proper times for festivals and the performance of sarµskaras. 

Several of the planetary tables contain also tables of tithis, nalc§atras, and 
yogas; these are the Makaranda of Makaranda, the Candrarki of Dinakara, and 
the Gal).itaraja of Kevalarama Paficanana discussed above. Independent 
kol}(hakas on this subject include the following: 

1. The Sighrasiddhi209 of Lak~midhara, which tabulates functions according 
to both the Aryapak~a and the Brahmapakf?a. Its epoch is 1278, and it was 
probably composed in the territory of the Yadavas of Devagiri. The Sighrasiddhi 
was expanded in 1618-1628 by Janardana210 at Sailgamanera in Maharal;!tra; 
it was also used by Vidyadhara in 1643 at Rajakota in Saura~tra. 

2. The Tithikamadhenu211 of Mahadeva, 212 following the Aryapak~a. Its 
epoch is 1357, and it was composed at Tryambaka in Mahara~tra. 

zos SATE 158-168. 
20a CESS A 2, 63 a, and A 4. 
201 SATE 168-169. 
20s CESS A2, 143b, and A4. 
200 SATE 76-82. 
210 CESS A3, 59a, and A4. 
211 SATE 82-89. 
212 CESS A4. 
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3. The Daivajfiavallabha21a of Sumisra, belonging to the Ardharatrikapak~a 
(the Kha:Ifq.akhadyaka). Its epoch is 1447, and it was written in Nepala. 

4. The Tithicintama:Ifi214 of Ga:Ifesa, the author of the Grahalaghava; natu
rally it follows his Galfesapak~a. Its epoch is 1525, and it was written at 
Nandigrama in Gujarat. There are commentaries by Nrsirp.ha, who wrote the 
Saurabha1?ya on the SS in 1611 and the Vasanavarttika on the SSB in 1621, 
both in Kas'i; by Visvanatha, who wrote in Kas'i in 1634; by Vyenkata alias 
Bapu Ca:Ifq.ika, who also wrote in Kas'i; and by Y ajfiesvara. 

5. The Brhattithicintama:Ifi,215 also by Gal}-esa and belonging to the Ga:Ifesa
pakl?a, Its epoch is 1552, and it also was composed at Nandigrama in Gujarat. 
There is a commentary, SubodhinI, composed by Vi1?IfU, the uncle of the 
Nrsirµha who commented on the Tithicintama:Ifi, in about 1575. 

6. The Tithisara:Ifi216 of Dinakara, the author of the CandrarkI and the 
Khetasiddhi; this work belongs to the Brahmapakl?a, Its epoch is 31 March 1583 ; 
and Dinakara wrote it at Barejya in Gujarat. 

7. The Tithyadicintama1fi2I 7 of Dinakara. 218 Its epoch is 1586, and it wa.s 

composed at Unnatadurga (Junagaq.h in Saura1?tra). 
8. The Tithikalpadruma219 of Kalya:Ifa, 220 also following the Brahmapak~a. 

Its epoch is 31 March 1605, and it was composed at Mangalapura in Saura~tra. 
9. The Camatkarasiddhi221 of V'irasirµha, 222 one of the astronomers working 

for Anupasirµha, 223 the Maharaja of Bikaner from 1674 to 1698. Its epoch 
is 1627. 

10. The Paficangavidyadhari221 by Vidyadhara, the author of the Graha
vidyadhara; like Lakl?m'idhara's Sighrasiddhi, much of which it copies, it 
tabulates functions according to the parameters of both the Aryapakl?a and the 
Brahmapak~a. Its epoch is 1643; it. ·was composed for V'ira.bhadra, the riija of 
Rajakota in Saurai;;tra. 

11. The Candrark'i225 of Acalajit, 226 which transforms the tables of Dinakara 

21s I have used IO 3283e, the apparently unique manuscript. 
m SATIUS 47b-50b and SATE 100-101. The Tithicintamal}-i was edited with 

his own Hindi pika, Vijayalakf;lmi, by MX~PRASADA PX~:r;>EYA, HSS 76, Benares 
1938; and with the udahara'(la of Visvanatha by DATTATREYA APA'J'E, ASS 120, 
Poona 1942, pt. 1. 

21s SATIUS 50b-51 a and SATE 101. The Brhattithicintamani with the tika, 
Subodhini, of Vi~J}.U, but without the tables, wa~ edited by DAT~ATREYA AP~'J'E, 
ASS 120, Poona 1942, pt. 2. 

210 SATE 112--114. 
211 SATIUS 5la-51 b. 
21s CESS A3, 104b-105a. 
m SATE 123-128. 
220 CESS A2, 24 b-25a, and A4. 
221 I have used Oxford CS d. 791 (9). 
222 See K. M. K. SARMA, "Virasirp.hagaJ}.aka,',' Brahmavidya 9 (1945), 7-12. 
22s CESS A 1, 43 b-44 a. 
m SATIUS 60b-61 b and SATE 142. 
225 I have used Baroda 3120 and 3121. 
220 CESS A4. 
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from the Brahmapakl?a to the Saurapak~a. Its epoch is 1655; Acalajit wrote at 
Muraripupura in Gujarat. 

12. and 13. The Tithidarpal).au1 and Laghutithidarpal).a22s of Murari.m The 
former cannot be dated, but the latter, based on the Makaranda of Makaranda, 
a text belonging to the Saurapak1?a, has as its epoch 1665, and was composed 
in Kasi. 

14. The Jayavinodasaral).i230 ascribed to Savai Jayasiqiha, the Maharaja of 
.Jayapura who sponsored Jagannatha's Siddhantasamrat in 1732. Its epoch iH 
1735. 

15. The Pattraprakasa23 1 of Visramasukla, belonging to the Adjusted 
Saurapak1?a. Its epoch is 1750, but it seems to have been composed in 1777, in 
Kasi. It appends true-linear planetary tables to those for tithis, nak!}atras, 
and yogas. 

A final class of astronomical tables includes those designed for use in com
puting lunar and solar eclipses. Such tables are embedded in the Grahasaril)i 
of Gangadhara and the Gal).itaraja of Kevalarama, which have already been 
described. The only set of tables devoted exclusively to the subject of eclipses 
would seem to be the Karal).akesari232 of Bhaskara.233 Its epoch is 1681, and it 
was composed at Saudamika, evidently a locality in Gujarat. However, spe
cialized treatises on eclipse computations-e.g., the Parvadvayasadhana of 
Mallari-frequently include versified tables; such texts are described more fully 
below. 

The ko§thakas described in the preceding pages come mostly from western 
India with a few representatives of a tradition in Kasi and Bengal. This bias 
reflects a real situation in the history of Indian astronomy to which we have 
previously referred-that is, the influence of the Islamic zij on the Indian 
ko§!haka. However, other parts of India were not without such tables, though 
those known to me tend to be late.234 Moreover, the next section of this chapter 
will describe texts containing versified tables used in South India in imitation 
of those found in siddhiintas and kararias. It was generally in this form that 
astronomical functions were tabulated in those parts of India not suhject to a 
direct and profound Islamic influence. 

m SATE 149-150. 
2Z8 SATE 151-153. 
m CESS A4. 
230 SATIUS 66b-67a. 
m SATE 170-175. 
232 SATIUS 70b-72b; for the text I have referred to Baroda 11268. 
233 CESS A4. 
2a4 E.g., SATE 178-182, and CESS A 1, 38b. 
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South Indian Astronomers236 

The Dravidian speaking areas of the Indian peninsula-Andhrapradesa, 
KarI).ataka, Tamilnadu, and Kerala-developed traditions of astronomy (and 
mathematics) based on the Arya and Saura paklJas, but largely independent of 
the traditions in the rest of India; this insularity was particularly true of 
Kerala, where some of the most brilliant work ever to be done in India in 
mathematics ,vas produced in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries without 
having any effect whatsoever on the north. In the south in particular developed 
three interrelated systems: the Parahita and Vakya following the Aryapak~a, 
and the DrggaI,1-ita following the Saurapak~a. Further, a genre of literature 
called tantra or kararia evolved in which the author could deal with selected 
topics in astronomy rather than giving a complete system as a siddhiinta or 
northern kararia would. Alongside these texts, which are collections of problems, 
there were written short essays dealing with single facets of astronomy. To 
some extent, as we shall see, such essays were also composed in the north, but 
never in the numbers in which they were written in Kerala. 

The Parahita system was first embodied in the Grahacaranibandhana236 of 
Haridatta. Traditionally the date of the inception of the system was 683; since 
Haridatta is already quoted as an authority of Govindasvamin in his Praka
tarthadipika, written in the first half of the ninth century, 683 is not an un
reasonable date for Haridatta. The GCN versifies the mean daily motions of 
the planets according to the Aryapak~a, the sines of their equations at intervals 
in the argument of 3 ;45° (he calls these tables viikyas), the sighra anomalies 
necessary for first and last stations, and the mean longitudes of the planets on 
20 March 355; all of the numbers are expressed by the katapayadi system. In 
another work-probably the lost Mahamarganibandhana-Haridatta gave bija 
corrections to the mean yearly motions of the planets, to be applied to the 
years following 522. 

Following the Parahita system, and thereby the Aryapak~a, are the vtikyas. 
These are based on the synodic periods of the five planets and cycles based on 
those periods, and, in the case of the Moon, on cycles of its anomalistic period; 
within each synodic period true longitudes at regular time intervals are given, 
and in the smallest lunar cycle daily longitudes of the Moon are given. 

The earliest attested epoch of the lunar vakyas is 1184. The vakyas themselves, 
called Candravakyani237 and attributed to Vararuci, use the relation: 9 anoma
listic months = 248 days. The larger cycles of the system are: 110 anomalistic 
months = 3031 days, and 449 anomalistic months = 12,372 days. The two 

23 s The most recent general treatment of South Indian astronomers, astrologers, 
and mathematicians is K. V. SARMA, A His'tory of the Kerala School of Hindu 
Astronomy, VIS 55, Hoshiarpur 1972. 

2aG Edited by K. V. SARMA, Madras 1954. 
2a1 Edited by C. KuNHAN RAJA, Madras 1948. 
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smaller cycles had already been given by the Vasi~thasiddhanta known to 
Varahamihira (PS 3, 8-9); the first is ultimately Babylonian. Several Sanskrit 
poems composed in Kerala contain, embedded in their verses by means of the 
kafapayadi system, Vararuci's lunar vakyas; the most notable of these is the 
Haricarita238 composed by Paramesvara239 in the fifteenth century, in which 
the life of Kr~r.ia provides the surface meaning for the versified astronomical 
tables. These vakyas were still in use in south India in modern times. They were 
described by John Warren in 1825240 as part of a discussion of the pancanga
computation.s; in this form, and misnamed "Tamil," they generated some 
interest among non-Indian historians of science in the 1950's and 1960's.241 

The planetary valcyas are given in an anonymous text entitled Vakyakarar.ia, 2 4 2 

in which the epoch of the lunar vakyas is 22 May 1282; the text seems to have 
been composed in about 1300, probably near Kafici. There is a commentary 
composed by Sundararaja, who was a native ofViprasadgrama (Andal).a-nal-lur 
near Trichinopoly), in the late fifteenth or early sixteenth century; Sundararaja 
studied under Padmagarbha during the reign of (Gopendra) Tipparaja, 243 who 
ruled Kol).qaviqu in the Guntur District for the Vijayanagara king, K:r~r.iadeva 
Raya, from about 1515 till 1520, and he corresponded with the well-known 
astronomer, Gargyakerala Nilakar.itha Somayajin, whom we shall presently 
discuss in more detail. 

Before turning to the most important school of Kerala astronomers, I should 
mention the first text in a genre, the tantra, cultivated exclusively in south 
India. A tantra is like a kara~ia in its emphasis on pragmatic solutions to partic
ular astronomical problems-sometimes only to those that were regarded as 
needing a special treatment. But since it follows the Aryapak~a, in which there 
is a mean conjunction of all the planets at the beginning of the current Kaliyuga 
(6 A.M. at Lanka on 18 February-3101), a tantra uses that date as its epoch 
rather than a date closer in time to the author's. 

The earliest such tantra is the Var~ikatantra244 written by Viq.q.aJ.].a or Viddar.ia. 
His own name and that of his father, l\fallaya, indicate a Dravidian origin, 
probably in Mysore whence most of the manuscripts of his work come. The 

2as Edited by V. KRISHNAMACHARYA, ALS 63, Madras 1948. 
2a9 CESS A4. 
240 J. WARREN, Kala Sankalita, Madras 1825, pp. 118-146. 
20 0. NEUGEBAUER, "Tamil Astronomy," Osiris 10 (1952), 252-276; I. V. M. 

KRISHNA RAV, "The Motion of the Moon in Tamil Astronomy," Centaurus 4 (1956), 
198-220; B. L. VAN DER WAERDEN, "Tamil Astronomy," Centaurus 4 (1956), 
221-234; and G. J. TooMER, "A Note on Tamil Astronomical Tables," Centaurus 9 
(1963-1964), ll-15, and "A Further Note on Tamil Astronomical Tables," 
Centaurus 9 (1963-1964), 254-256. 

242 Edited with the commentary, Laghuprakasika, of Sundararaja by T. S. 
KuPPANNA SASTRI and K. V. SARl\'l:A, Madras 1962. 

243 CESS A2, 133b. 
20 I have used the manuscript Harvard 1113 (Poleman 4391), in which II 5-III IO 

are rnissing. 
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Var1?ikatantra was ,vritten before 1370 since it is quoted by Ekanatha in his 
commentary on Bhaskara's KK. It consists of eleven adhyayas in a somewhat 
unusual order: dhruvamadhya ( = madhyama), grahagatinin;iaya ( = sphuta), 
cha ya ( = triprasna), candragraharia, silryagraharia, valilekhana ( = parilekha), 
mahapata, udayastamaya, grahayuti, bhagrahayuti, and srngonnati. A manuscript 
was acquired in the Kari;iataka and brought to Bikaner in Rajasthan by the 
l\faharaja Anupasirp.ha245 in about 1675; there the work was revised by the 
court astronomer, Virasirp.ha, in 1678, and a set of lco§thakas calculated for it. 

But the most important school of astronomers from south India was founded 
by its most brilliant member, Madhava246 of Sangamagrama (near Cochin in 
Kerala), in the late fourteenth century. His most ingenious work was done in 
the investigation of the series that express the value of 1t and of other trigono
metrical functions used in astronomy; this achievement is discussed more fully 
in the chapter on mathematics. The surviving astronomical works of Madhava 
are for the most part concerned with refinements of the vakya system. They 
include, on the lunar vakyas, the Sphutacandrapti ;247 its elaboration, the 
Vei;ivaroha, 248 whose epoch is 1403; and a new set of Candravakyani249 giving 
daily longitudes of the Moon correct to the second sexagesimal place instead 
of to the first as in the Candravakyani of Vararuci. The idea of the Sphutacan
drapti and the Vei;ivaroha is to utilize the cyclic nature of the lunar valcyas, in 
which nine anomalistic months equal 248 days, to determine easily the lunar 
longitude at nine equally distant times in one day. A Malayalam commentary 
was written on the Vel).varoha by Acyuta Pi1?araW50 in the early seventeenth 
century. On the computation of the longitudes of the planets Madhava wrote 
a Madhyamanayanaprakara and an Agal).itagrahacara, the latter apparently in 
1418. He also composed a Lagnaprakarai;ia on computing the ascendant. None 
of these has yet been published. 

Madhava's most distinguished pupil was that Paramesvara of Asvatthagrama 
in Kerala whom we have already encountered as a commentator on .Aryabhata's 
A; on Bhaskara's MB and LB (the latter in 1408); on the SS in 1432; on 
Govindasvamin's l\fahabhaskariyabhai;;ya in 1432; and on Mufijala's Ll\rl in 
1409. He made a series of observations of eclipses of the Sun and the Moon 
between 1393 and 1432. 251 These should have influenced his Graha1Jamal).9-ana, 252 

24s CESS Al, 43b-44a. 
24a CESS A 4. A colection of short texts produced by Madhava's school was 

edited byK. V. Sarma under the litle Gai::iitayuktayal.1 as PUIS 24, Hoshiarpur 1979. 
247 Edited by K. V. SARMA, VIS 62, Hoshiarpur 1973. 
24s Edited with the Malayalam ftka of Acyuta Pii;;arati by K. V. SARMA, RSG 7, 

Tripunithura 1956. 
240 Edited by K. V. SARlVIA as appendices to his editions of the Sphutacandrftpti 

and to the VoI.J.varoha. 
2so CESS Al, 36b-38b; A2, Ila; and A4. 
251 At the end of adhyii,ya 5 of his Siddhantadipikii; see D. PINGREE in J AOS 87 

(1967), 337-339. 
252 The two recensions were edited by K. V. SARMA, VIS 34, Hoshiarpur 1965. 
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,i;·hose epoch is 15 July 1411; his Grahal}.anyayadipika ;2:;s and his Grahal}.a-
1?taka.2?1, Such an influence, however, is not clearly discernible. Paramesvara's 
main importance in planetary astronomy in south India was through his 
drggariita system, expounded in the Drggal}.ita255 of 1431. In this the mean 
motions (with slight modifications in the cases of the lunar mandocca and node) 
were taken from the Saurapak:;;a, though the mean planets were assumed not 
all to be at Aries 0° at the beginning of the Kaliyuga; the longitudes of the 
rnandoccas (except for Saturn's) are derived from Mufijala's LM; and the 
dimensions of the manda and sighra epicycles are new. Paramesvara also wrote 
two Goladipikas in which he discusses general astronomical and geographical 
theories; the first 256 of these was written in 1443 and is accompanied by a 
commentary composed by the author himself, the second257 was composed 
toward the end of his life, probably in the 1450's. 

A student of Paramesvara's son and student, Damodara, was Gargyakerala 
Nilakai:itha Somayajin, one of the commentators on Aryabhata's A. Nilakal}.tha 
was born on about 14 June 1444 at Kui:iq..apura near Tirur in Kerala; in the 
Aryabhatiyabha:;;ya (on Kalakriya 12-15) he refers to his observation of solar 
eclipses in 1467 and 1501. Nilakal}.tha made several efforts to establish new 
parameters for the mean motions of the planets (most of his parameters for the 
other elements of the planetary models are taken from the Aryapak:;;a or the 
Saurapak:;;a). The first set of new parameters is found in the Tantrasangraha258 

composed in 1501, and in abbreviated form in the Golasara ;259 the commen
taries on the Tantrasangraha-the Yuktidipika and the Laghuvrtti, both 
written by Nilakal}.tha's student, Sankara, in about 1550-are important for 
the transmission ofMadhava's work on power series. The second set is presented 
in the Siddhantadarpal}.a, 260 on which Nilakavtha composed his own com
mentary. Nilakal}.tha also wrote a small work, the Candracchayagal).ita, 261 on 
computing the Moon's shadow; it also is accompanied by a commentary from 
the author's own hand. But his most fascinating work, and one that is apparently 
unique in the history of Indian astronomy, is the Jyotirmimarµsa 262 that he 
wrote in 1504. In this treatise Nilakal}.tha vigorously defends the necessity 

253 Edited by K. V. SARMA, VIS 35, Hoshiarpur 1966. 
254 K. V. SARMA, "The Grahaval?taka of Pararnesvara. A Short Manual on Eclipses: 

Edition and Translation," JOR Madras 28 (1958-59), 47-60. 
255 Edited by K. V. SAmIA, VIS 30, Hoshiarpur 1963. 
256 Edited with Paramesvara's own vivrti by K. V. SARMA, ALPS 32, Madras 1957. 
257 Edited by T. GANAPATI S..:isTRi, TSS 49, Trivandrum 1916. 
25s Edited with the Laghuvrtti of Sankara by S. K. PILLAI, TSS 188, Trivandrum 

1958; and with the Yukti<lipika as well as Sankara's Laghuvrtti by K. V. SARMA, 
Hoshiarpur 1977. 

m Edited by K. V. SARMA, VIS 47, Hoshiarpur 1970. 
2so Edited byK.V. SARMA, ALPS 30, Madras 1956; and re-edited withNilakavtha's 

mvn tika by the same scholar, PUIS 7, Hoshiarpur 19 7 6. 
m· Edited with NilakaI).tha's ownfika by K. V. SARMA, PUIS 6, Hoshiarpur 1976. 
m Edited by K. V. SARMA, PUIS 11, Hoshiarpur 1977. 
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constantly to correct astronomical parameters on the basis of observation, 
especially with regard to eclipses, but also with regard to the planets other than 
the Sun and the Moon; this defense is clearly aimed at the efforts in this direc
tion made not only by Nilakal).tha himself, but also by his pararnaguru, 
Paramesvara. 

Another pupil of Paramesvara's son, Damodara, wa.s the famous author of 
the Malayalam Yuktibha~a, Jye~thadeva ;263 and among his pupils was Acyuta 
Pi~arati of Kul).9-apura in Kerala, the author of the Malayalam commentary on 
Madhava's Vel).varoha whom we have previously mentioned. Acyuta, who died 
on 7 July 1621 at the age of about seventy, was a prolific author on astronomy. 
On planetary theory, eclipses, and the patas of the Sun and the Moon he wrote 
before 1596 a Karal).ottama with a vivararia. 264 His Sphutanirl).ayatantra265 

deals not only with the computation of the positions of the planets, but also 
with the constellations and with the celestial and terrestrial spheres; on this 
also Acyuta wrote his own commentary. On eclipses he composed in 1593 an 
Uparagakriyakrama (a work of the same title was written by a contemporary 
Kerala astronomer, Narayal).a, 266 ) and an Uparagavirp.sati, 267 and on the Moon's 
shadow a Chaya~taka, 268 which attempts to compress the material expressed by 
Nilakal).tha in thirty-two verses in the Candracchayagal).ita into the compass of 
a poem of a quarter of that length. But Acyuta's most unusual work is the 
Rasigolasphutaniti269 in which he expounds a method for reducing the Moon's 
longitude in its orbit to an ecliptic longitude in accordance with an Islamic 
tradition initiated by Yabya ibn Abi Man~u.r in the 820's. 21

0 

More than a century after Acyuta's death (if the interpretation of his ahargar,.,a 
as ca. 22 March 1733 is correct) a Somayajin belonging to the Putumana family 
(Niitanag:rha) ofSivapura in Kerala wrote a Karal).apaddhati,271 which discusses 
the basis for many astronomical and mathematical parameters and computa
tions, including Madhava's power series and their developments. This Putumana 
,,Tote several other astronomical works also, of which the most important is 
the Nyayaratna; none of these has been published. This tradition of astronomy 
in Kerala continued well into the nineteenth century, but the author of the 
Kara:r:iapaddhati is the last major figure. 

263 CESS A3, 76b-77a, and A4. 
2s 4 Both edited by K. R. PILLAI, TSS 213, Trivandrum 1964. 
265 Edited with the author's vivara'(l,Q, by K. V. SARMA, PUIS 3, Hoshiarpur 1974. 
26a CESS A3, 150b-15la, and A4. 
261 Edited with a Malayalam commentary by RAMA VARMA MARU TAMPURAN, 

RSG 5, Tripunithura [1954]. 
2ss Edited by K. V. SARMA in his edition of the Sphutanirl).ayatantra, pp. 69-71. 
269 Edited by K. V. SARMA, "The Rasigolasphutaniti of Acyuta," Brahmavidya 

18 (1954), 306-335; rev. ed. as PUIS 8, Hosh,iarpur 1977. 
210 D. PINGREE in JHAS 2 (1978), 319. 
211 Edited by K. SAMBASIVA SASTRI, TSS 126, Trivandrum 1937; by P. K. KoRU, 

Cherp 1953; and, with two Malayalam pikas, by S. K. NAYAR, Madras GOS 98, 
Madras 1956. 
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Yantra 

The earliest observational instrument in use in India was the sanku or 
gnomon, employed to find the cardinal directions in the Sulbasutras. Since the 
fourth century B. C. both the sanku and the naijika or outflowing water-clock 
have been used (with linear zig-zag functions) to determine time within the 
solar year and within any period of daylight. More elaborate uses of the sanku 
as an instrument for measuring local time and terrestrial latitude are given in 
every siddhc7nta and kararia in the chapter on triprasna; eventually the noon 
equinoctial shadow cast by the sanku was used to characterize the latitude of 
localities mentioned in late medieval geographical lists. 272 

Besides the simple sanku vertical to the plane of the horizon, Varahamihira 
(PS 14)273 describes a hemispherical sun dial, a perforated ring, and a perforated 
sphere (in each of the last two instrumentR perforations 180° apart serve as a 
diopter). Other instruments mentioned in the siddhantas are basically illustra
tive, or are elaborate toys; illustrative are the rotating wooden model of the 
celestial sphere mentioned by Aryabhata (A. Gola 22-23) or the three-dimen
sional scale models of the Sines of the planets' azimuths and altitudes described 
also by the same astronomer, 274 while his clepsydras in fanciful shapes are 
examples of toys. 275 Many later authors of s-iddhantas describe these or similar 
instruments, sometimes in the middle ofthe text (e.g., MB 3, 56-50), but more 
often in separate chapters on yantras (e.g., BSS 22; SDV II 8; SSS 19; and 
SSB II 11). The most significant new instrument introduced in these texts 
composed before the introduction of the astrolabe into India seems to be the 
phalaka or board of Bhaskara (SSB II, 16-27), which is basically a dial with a 

gnomon suspended vertically in the plane of the Sun's altitude circle. 
The first text to describe the construction and use of the yantraraja or 

astrolabe in Sanskrit was the Yantraraja276 composed by Mahendra Suri, 277 

a Jaina from Bhrgupura, for Firuz Shah in 1370. A commentary -..vas composed 
by Mahendra's pupil, Malayendu Suri, 278 in about 1382, and another, the 
Vilasavati, by Gopiraja2 79 in 1540. Mahendra has taken from an unidentified 
Arabic source not only the rules relating directly to the construction and use of 
the astrolabe (including a Ptolemaic star-catalogue adjusted for precession), 
but also a Sine table in which R = 3600 or 1, 0, 0 sexagesimally; a declination 

272 SATIUS 73a-75b and SATE 53-55. 
273 See also Aryabhata in K. S. SHUKLA in Gar.iita 18 (1967), 97-100, and in 

IJHS 12 (1977), 185. 
274 IJHS 12 (1977), 183-184. 
275 Gar.iita 18 (1967), 100-101, and IJHS 12 (HJ77), 185-186. 
276 Edited with the fika of Mala.yendu by S. Dv1vEDIN and L. SARMA, Benares 

1882, and by K. K. RAIKVA, Mumbayi 1936. 
2;7 CESS A4. 
27s CESS A4. 
279 CESS A2, 133a-133b; cf. Gopinatha in CESS A2, 132b. 
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table in which e = 23 ;35°; a list of cities (including a number in Islamic lands 
outside of India) with their latitudes expressed in degrees; and shadow tables 
for twelve and seven digit gnomons. 

After Mahendra a number of other texts describing traditional Indian instru
ments were composed in Sanskrit, almost all of them in Gujarat and Rajasthan, 
but the astrolabe was generally neglected. The earliest of these is the Y antra
ratnavali composed in about 1400 by Padmanabha, whom we have mentioned 
earlier as the author of a commentary of Brahmagupta's Kh. The Yantra
ratnavali contains two chapters, each of which describes the construction and 
use of a single instrument. The first, on the diksadhana, is not available to me, 
but I have been able to consult a manuscript of the second, the dhruvabhra
mari,a,280 on which Padmanabha himself wrote a commentary. This instrument 
appears to be an elaboration of Bhaskara's phalaka, and is not derived from the 
Islamic tradition. 

A treatise describing a semicircular instrument also derived from the native 
Indian tradition is the Y antracintama:r;ri 281 com posed by Cakradhara, 282 prob
ably in the late fifteenth or early sixteenth century; Cakradhara himself wrote 
a commentary on this, as did also Rama (Yantradipika) in 1625. In the same 
Indian tradition are the works on yantras composed in the sixteenth century by 
Gal}.esa, the author of the GL, at Nandigrama in Gujarat; these are the 
Cabukayantra, of which no copy is available to me, and the Pratodayantra,283 

which is a special form of Sun dial. · 
Interest in the astrolabe was reawakened in north India in the Mughal 

period. The Risalat al-usturlab of the great thirteenth century Persian poly
math, Nai;lir al-Din Muhammad al-i'iisi, 284 was translated into Sanskrit at some 
time during this period. In 1615 at Jambiisara in Gujarat Visrama wrote a 
Yantracintamal}.i285 in which he describes the astrolabe, the gnomon, the water
clock, the quadrant, and several other instruments. Incidentally, he presents 
several elements borrowed from Islamic astronomy in addition to the astrolabe: 
tables of the Sine and Cosine functions at intervals of 1 ° with R = 120; a 
declination table with e = 23 ;35°; and the goal year periods of the planets. 286 

A more significant adaptation of Islamic instruments was that by Savai 
Jayasirpha in the l 720's and l 730's, the Maharaja and founder of Jayapura 

280 BM Add. 14,3651. 
291 I have used BM Add. 14,365k and Bodleian Library, CS d. 751 (5) and d. 774 

(3); I have not seen the editions with Cakradhara's own vivrti and Rama's Yantra
dipika by B. SARMAN, Benares 1883, nor that with Hindi and Sarµskrta Jikas by 
S. SARMAN, Mathura 1898. 

282 CESS A3, 36b-37b, and A4. 
29a I have used ff. 15-16 of IO 1989. 
284 CESS A3, 145a, and A4. 
28b Edited by K. K. RAIKVA on pp. 83-117 of his edition of Mahendra's Yantra

raja. 
28& D. PINGREE in JHAS 2 (1978), 319-320. 
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whom we have previously mentioned as the author of a ko§thaka. His monumen
tal stone observatories erected at Jayapura, Ujjayini, Delhi, Mathura, and 
Varal).asi in imitation of Ulugh Beg's at Samarqand have often been described, 
though first by his learned pari,<!,ita, Jagannatha. 287 He also wrote a prose 
treatise on the construction and use of the astrolabe, the Y antrarajaracana ;288 

there is a versification of this, the Yantraprabha.289 of Srinatha. Though a 
number of Sanskrit astrolabes made in north India in the eighteenth and nine
teenth centuries survive, the only other extant Sanskrit texts on instruments 
written after 1500 are the yantradkyayas of the SSJ (II 5), the SR (II 3), and 
the SSBM (II 2). The topic of the development of Indian astronomical instru
ments is one worthy of much fuller scholarly investigation than has hitherto 
been devoted to it. 

Misraka 

In this section I intend to discuss briefly some minor Sanskrit texts on 
astronomy that do not fall into any of the normal categories. Most of these deal 
with one or several aspects of solar and lunar theory, and are related directly or 
indirectly to the production of panca:ngas or calendars. 

The earliest of these texts is the Dhikotida200 composed by Sripati, the 
author of the Siddhantasekhara, in 1039; in it are succinctly described the 
computations of lunar and solar eclipses. There are commentaries written by 
Dinakara291 in 1608 and by Harik:p;,1).a in ca. 1715. 

A younger contemporary of Sripati was Dasabala,292 a Buddhist who com
posed a Cintamal).isaral).ika293 in 1055 during the reign of the Paramara Bhoja. 
This treatise deals with the various elements-tithis, nakfatras, yogas, etc.-of a 
pancanga. A commentary was written by Mahadeva294 in 1258. 

Several centuries later, in 1522, Ga1Jesa, the author of the GL, wrote a brief 
Patasadhana295 accompanied by tables that allow one to compute the times of 

287 See his Yantradhyaya in R. S. SHARMA's edition of the Siddhantasamrat, 
vol. 2, pp. 1031-1048. 

288 Edited by KEDARNATH, "Srimanmahiirajadhirajasrijayasi:q:ihaviracita Yan
trarajakarika," The Pandit (Jaipur) 1, 1924, art. 2, with, as art. 3, the English 
translation published originally by A.H. GARRETT and C. GuLERI in their The 
Jaipur Observatory and its Builder, Allahabad 1902; and edited with the Yantra
prabha of Srinatha by KEDARANATHA, RPG 5, Jayapura 1953. 

289 Edited by KEDARANATHA on pp. 17-19 of his edition of the Yantrarajaracana. 
290 Edited by N. K. MAZUMDAR, "Dhikotikara:r:ia of Sripati," Calcutta Oriental 

Journal 1 (1934), 286-299, and by K. S. SHUKLA, Lucknow 1969. 
291 CESS A 3, I 02 a. 
292 CESS A 3, 96 b-97 a. 
293 Edited by D. D. KosAMBI, "The Cintama:r:iisara:r:iika of Dasabala," JOR 

Madras 19 (1952) suppl. 
294 CESS A4. 
29s I have used University of Pennsylvania 657 and 697. 
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occurrence of the two patas of the Sun and the Moon, vaidhrta and vyatipata. 
Commentaries on the Patasadhana were composed by the Divakara who also 
commented on the Makaranda in the early seventeenth century, by Divakara's 
cousin, Visvanatha, and by Dinakara296 at Poona in 1839. 

A work on solar and lunar eclipses, the Parvadvayasadhana, 297 was written 
by Mallari298 in about 1588; this makes plausible his identification with the 
commentator on Ga:r;iesa's GL. To a large extent the Parvadvayasadhana 
consists of versified tables of variables necessary for the computation of the 
phases, durations, and magnitudes of eclipses. Commentaries ,vere composed 
on it by Visvanatha in the early seventeenth century, and by Kr~:r;ianatha 
Dvivedin 299 at Vara:r;iasi in 1787. 300 

In about 1600 one Baba,301 the son of Rama and the younger brother of 8iva, 
wrote a Pa:ficai:lgasiddhi302 in which he gives annual increments for tithis, 
nak!jatras, yogas, and the week-days on which sidereal years begin for a period 
of 90 years. 

Vi~Q.usirpha wrote inNepala a work on solar and lunar computations, entitled 
Siddhantasara, of which parts survive in both Sanskrit and Nevari ;303 its epoch 
is Friday H} March 1624. The same manuscript contains the. chapters on solar 
and lunar eclipses from his Jyotihsaranga. 

Perhaps the most interesting of these miscellaneous works is the Bhangivi
bhangikara:r;ia304 composed by Ranganatha at Kasi in about 1650 in defernie of 
his brother, Munisvara's, SSBM. In this brief treatise Ranganatha discusses in 
detail planetary models and computations, with critical comments on various 
aspects of the theories of the Paitamahasiddhanta, Brahmagupta, the Surya
siddhanta, Ehask:ara's SSE, the Romasasiddhanta, the Vasi~thasiddhanta, the 
Somasiddhanta, J:fianaraja, the Yavanas, and Lak~midasa's and Nrsirpha's 
commentaries on the SSE. 

Finally, in this section mention should be made of the Grahalaghavacan
drarki305 composed by Prajaramaso6 in Gujarat in 1738. This work gives rules 
for computing the positions of the Sun and the Moon according to the Ga9-esa
pak~a without resorting to tables. 

29s CESS A3, 105b-106a. 
291 I have used Oxford, CS cl. 751 (10). 
29s CESS A4. 
299 CESS A4. 
300 I have used Oxford, CS e.149 (10). 
301 CESS A4. 
302 I have used University of Pennsylvania -1800. 
303 I have used IO 3283f. 
ao4 Edited by M. H. 0JHA, Varal).asi 1959. 
aos I have used Baroda 3113. 
306 CESS A4. 



CHAPTER III 

MATHEMATICS 

Mathematics1 is useful to a number of sastras in India as elsewhere-the 
sulbasutras, astronomy, and astrology, which are discussed in this volume, as 
well as such subjects as alchemy, medicine, prosody, and philosophy (partic
ularly Jaina). But there also exists a literature directly concerned with mathe
matics, in particular with arithmetic (especially its commercial and other 
practical applications), algebra, and geometry. There was never in India a jiiti 
of mathematicians, and rarely anything that could be called a school; most 
mathematicians were jyoti§'is (astronomers or astrologers). Therefore, the 
mathematical literature consists either in the form of chapters of astronomical 
siddhiintas or of treatises composed, with a few exceptions, by scholars who were 
also authors of astronomical texts. Moreover, several important branches of 
Indian mathematics-analemmata and trigonometry, for instance-rarely if 
ever are treated outside of the astronomical context that endowed them with 
significance. 

Gm;iita 

The earliest text of this genre that we have is the first chapter of .Aryabhata's 
A entitled Ga:r.iitapada. 2 In thirty-two verses he deals succinctly with a number 
of selected topics: the decimal place-value system of numbers; squares and 
cubes; square-roots and cube-roots; the areas of triangles, rectangles, trapezia, 
and circles, and the volume of a pyramid ;3 chords and sines of arcs of a circle; 7t; 

1 Among general works on Indian mathematics, the most useful are: B. DATTA 
and A. N. SrNGH, History of Hindu Mathematics, 2 vols., Lahore 1935-1938, 
reprinted Bombay 1962 (not always reliable); C. N. SRINIVASIENGAR, The History 
of Ancient Indian Mathematics, Calcutta 1967; T. A. SARASVATI AMMA, Geometry 
in Ancient and Medieval India, Delhi 1979; and A. K. BAG, Mathematics in Ancient 
and Medieval India, Varanasi 1979. 

2 The most recent treatment of the Gai:iitapada is K. ELFERING, Die Mathematik 
des Aryabhata I, Munchen 1975; see also R. C. GUPTA, "On Some Mathematical 
Rules from the Aryabhatiya," IJHS 12 (1977), 200-206; and A. VoLODARSKY, 
"Mathematical Achievements of Aryabhata," ibid., 167-172. 

3 K. ELFERING, "The Area of a Triangle and the Volume of a Pyramid as well 
as the Area of a Circle and the Surface of the Hemisphere in the Mathematics of 
A.ryabhata I," IJHS 12 (1977), 232-236. 
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shadow-problems; intersecting circles; sums of various series ;4 solutions to 
quadratic equations; proportions; and the solution of indeterminate equations 
of the first degree. 5 Thus he includes in this chapter on gariita not only arith
metic, geometry, and algebra, but several topics of primary interest to astrono
mers-i.e., trigonometry, intersecting circles (for eclipse calculations), and in
determinate equations (for deriving the numbers of rotations of the planets in 
a Mahayuga). The solution to the indeterminate equations utilizes continued 
fractions; continued fractions had been investigated by Euclid, though not 
applied to the problem of indeterminate equations, so far as we know, by the 
Greeks. Many useful illustrations to Aryabhata's rules were given by his early 
commentator, Bhaskara. 6 

This same Bhaskara, in his MB (1, 41), appears to be the first to name the 
continued fraction method of solving indeterminate equations the "pulverizer" 
(kuftakara); he applies the "pulverizer" to problems of the planets' mean 
motions in MB 1, 41-52. In MB 8, 7-25 he sets the student various mathe
matical problems that arise in astronomy, most of which are intended to 
exercise his facility in applying the "pulverizer." 

Bhaskara's contemporary, Brahmagupta, devotes two adhyayas of his BSS 
to mathematics. Chapter 127 is the earliest extant formal treatise on arithmetic 
in Sanskrit. In it he gives succinct rules for twenty arithmetical operations 
( parikarma) and eight determinations ( vyavahara). These are listed by 
Prthudakasvamin; the parikarmarii are: addition ( sankalita), subtraction 
( vyavakalita), multiplication ( pratyutpanna), division (bhiigahara), square 
(varga), square-root (vargamula), cube (ghana), cube-root (ghanamula), five 8 

rules for operating with fractions ( pancajataya}J,), the rule of three ( trairasika), 
. the inverse rule of three (vyastatrairasika), the rules of five, seven, nine, and 
eleven terms, and barter (bharir!,apratibharir!,a), while the vyavaharab, are: 
mixtures ( misraka), series ( srer!,hi), plane geometry (k.Jetra), (solid geometry, 
subdivided into) excavations (khiita), stacks (citi), sawn lumber (krakacika), 
and mounds of grain (rasi), and shadow-problems (chaya). Of special interest 

4 On the history of series in India see also G. CHAKRAVARTI, "Growth and 
Development of Progressive Series in India," JDL/UC 24 (1934), art. 6; and T. A. 
SARASVATI, "Sre<;lhik~etras or Diagrammatical Representations of Mathematical 
Series," JOR Madras 28 (1958-59), 74-85, and "The Development of Mathematical 
Series in India after Bhaskara II," BNISI 21 (1963), 320-343. 

5 A. K. BAG, "The Method of Integral Solution of Indeterminate Equations of 
the Type: BY= AX ± C in Ancient and Medieval India," IJHS 12 ( 1977), 1-16. 

6 K. S. SHUKLA, "Hindu Mathematics in the Seventh Century as Found in 
Bhaskara I's Commentary on the Aryabhatiya, Ga:r;i.ita 22 (1971), 1, 115-130, and 2, 
61-78; and 23 (1972), 1, 57-79, and 2, 41-50. 

7 Translated with excerpts from Prthiidakasvamin's commentary by H. T. 
CoLEBROOKE, Algebra with Arithmetic and Mensuration from the Sanscrit, London 
1817, repr. Walluf bei Wiesbaden 1973, pp. 277-324. 

8 Five only are given by Brahmagupta; a sixth is said by Prthudaka to have been 
doscribed by Skandasena. 
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is his exhaustive investigation of triangles and quadrilaterals-mostly right 
triangles and cyclic quadrilaterals (BSS 12, 21-39). Chapter 18 is devoted to 
algebra, here denominated kut[aka after the pulverizer ;9 it is illustrated by 
exemplary problems (udiihararia). Among the topics discussed, in addition 
to the pulverizer itself, are the mathematics of zero and of surds, quadratic 
equations, equations with several unknowns, and indeterminate equations of 
the second degree (vargaprakrti). Brahmagupta's method for solving varga
prakrti equations is not universally applicable. There is no convincing evidence 
to support the theory that Brahmagupta had a Greek source. 10 

Sridhara evidently wrote his four works on mathematics between the time 
of Brahmagupta, whom he gently criticizes without naming, 11 and before 
Govindasvamin, who quotes a verse from Sridhara's Trisatika in the Praka
tarthadipika that he wrote in ca. 850. 12 Thus Sridhara flourished most 
probably in the eighth century. Though his work on algebra that was known 
to Bhaskara13 is now lost, there still survive three of his writings on arithmetic; 
all seem to be epitomes of a longer, lost work entitled Patigal}.ita, Brhatpati, 
or Navasati.14 The first of the three works is the incomplete Patigai;i.ita, 15 of 
which we have some 251 verses (118 are siltras in iirya meter, and 133 are 
udiiharariani mostly in aryii). Following BSS 12 it divides arithmetic into 
parikarmarii (Sridhara adds nine to Brahmagupta's twenty) and vyavaharcib, 
(Sridhara adds the mathematics of zero, which was treated in BSS 18, to 
Brahmagupta's eight). The work begins with verses on mensuration (pari
bhii§a). Unfortunately, the unique manuscript breaks off in the middle of the 
third vyavahiira (k§etra). Sharing many verses with this Patigal}.ita is the 
Patigai;i.itasara or Trisatika. 16 .Despite its second title, this work contains only 

9 A rearrangement of this chapter with excerpts from an anonymous commentary 
as found in an India Office Library manuscript, 596A, was translated by COLEBROOKE, 
ibid., pp. 325-378. 

10 Most recently supported by B. L. VAN DER \VAERDEN, "Pell's Equation in 
Greek and Hindu Mathematics," Russian Mathematical Surveys 31: 5 (1976), 
210-225. 

11 K. S. SHUKLA, The Patiganita of Sridharacarya, Lucknow 1959, pp. xix-xx. 
12 On uttarabhaga 14, 97 of Parasara's Horasastra. 
13 Bijagal)-ita 116 and granthasamilpti 2; in the latter verse Bhaskara also names 

as his predecessors Brahma(gupta) and Padmanabha. 
u In Sridhara's works occur the earliest instances of the technical term pa,!i for 

arithmetic. Various authors have claimed that it refers to the calculating board 
(see, e.g., B. DATTA, "The Science of Calculation by the Board," AMM 35 (1928), 
520-529), though others, with good reason, have questioned this meaning (e.g., 
R. VENKATACHALAM: IYER, "Patigal)-ita and the Hindu Abacus," MS 18 (1950), 
79-82). 

15 Edited with an anonymous commentary and an English translation by K. S. 
SHUKLA, Lucknow 1959. There is a Russian translation and commentary by 
A. VoLODARSKII (and 0. F. VoLKOVOI) in Fiziko-matematiceskie Nauki v Stranakh 
Vostoka, l\foskva 1966, pp. 141-246. 

16 Edited by S. DvrvEDIN, Benares 1899; partial English translation by N. 
RAMANUJACHARIA and G. R. KAYE, BM 3, 13 (1912-13), 203-217. 
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some 180 iirya verses, of which 73 are sutras and 107 udiihara1_1,ani. It follows 
the order of the Patigal).ita and thereby provides some idea of the contents of 
vyavahiiriib, 4-8; but it fails to discuss the mathematics of zero. The third of 
Sridhara's works is entitled Gal).itapaficavirpsi, of which a fragment of two 
folia has recently been discovered.17 Of this work, written almost exclusively 
in slokas, there survive 53 verses, of which 20 are udiihara'l},iini; the section 
between the inverse rule of three ( vyastatrairiisika) and the discussion of 
quadrilaterals in the section on plane geometry (k§etra) is missing. 

Perhaps contemporary with Sridhara is the work on mathematics preserved 
in the Bakhshali manuscript ;18 though some scholars would date it as early 
as 200 A.D. on the basis of its symbols, its language, its meter, and its refer
ences, none of their arguments is very persuasive. The work is earlier than the 
manuscript, which is written in "early" Sarada and may therefore have been 
copied in the eighth, ninth, or tenth century. Arguments based on its relation 
to extant Sanskrit texts on ga1_1,ita appear to me rather unreliable since we 
have so little from an early period to compare it with, and since it is clearly 
not in the main tradition of these texts. However, the fact that it is composed 
of siUrii1_1,i and udiihara1_1,iini in verse with symbolic statements and prose 
solutions of the examples as are the works of Sridhara makes me believe that 
it follows the same model as does he. Aside from Aryabhata and Brahmagupta, 
who did not follow this model, the only mathematicians earlier than Sridhara 
that \Ve know of are l\faskari, Piiral).a, Piitana, and Mudgala whom the earlier 
Bhaskara mentions, 19 and Narmada whom Sridhara himself mentions, 20 while 
Lalla was probably contemporary with Sridhara. 21 The tradition, then, of 
works on ga1_1,ita based on the classification into parikarmii1_1,i and vyavahiiral,,, 
(the latter are specifically ascribed to Maskari, Piira:r;ia, and Mudgala by 
Bhaskara) was not a very long one; the treatment of rules and examples 
offered by Sridhara and the Bakhshali manuscript was probably even shorter, 
though no certain terminus post quem can be attached to it. The subjects 
treated in the Bakhshali manuscript include the rule of three, series, square
roots, mixtures (misraka), simultaneous equations, and quadratic equations; 
presumably the rest of the traditional contents of a work on ga1_1,ita once were
present when the manuscript was complete. 

The earliest influence of Indian mathematics upon Islam presumably was 
contemporaneous with the earliest translations of Sanskrit astronomical texts 

17 I have used ff. 1 and 3 of G. 11 lf. in the Wellcome Institute for the History of 
Medicine. 

18 Edited by G. R. KAYE as ASI, NIS 43, 2 vols., Calcutta 1927-1933. See also~ 
against KAYE, B. DATTA, "The Bakhshali Mathematics," BCMS 21 (1929), 1-60~ 
and A. A. KRISHNASWAMI AYYANGAR, "The Bakshali Manuscript," MS 7 (1939), 
1-16. 

19 Maskari, Piiral).a, and Mudgala on A Dasagitika 1 (pp. 6-7 SHUKLA); and 
Maskari, Piiral).a, and Putana on A Gal}.ita 9 (p. 67 SHUKLA). 

20 Ga:r:iitapaficavirpsi, sutra 23. 
21 SHUKLA, Patiga:t;1ita, p. ix. 
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into Arabic in the eighth century. The first concrete evidence that survives 
for that transmission is the work on performing arithmetical operations with 
the ten Indian number symbols written by al-Khwarizmi, probably at Baghdad, 
in the early ninth century; this is preserved in several recensions of a Latin 
translation of the early twelfth century. 22 A large group of Arabic arithmetics 
characterized by the use of the Indian number symbols (for both integers and 
fractions) and the dust board (takht) were denominated al-b,isab al-hindi 
("Indian calculation") by their authors. The oldest of these is the Kitab 
al-fu1?iil fi al-hisab al-hindi, composed by al-Uqlidisi at Damascus in 952/3. 23 

The precise relationship of such mathematical works to Indian texts on gar.iita 
iR not as yet established. 

l\!Iahavira, 24 the most famous of the Jaina mathematicians, wrote his Gal,l.i
tasarasailgraha25 during the reign of the Ral?trakiita Amoghavarl?a, who ruled 
parts of Kaq1ataka and Maharal?tra between ca. 814/15 and ca. 880. In this 
work he has divided the traditional contents of gar.iitasiistra into an opening 
sarpjiiadhikara (paribha§a, mathematics of zero, and addition and subtraction) 
and eight vyavaharas. The parikarma is concerned with multiplication, division, 
squares, square-roots, cubes, cube-roots, and series; the kg,lasavarria and 
prakirriaka with fractions; the trairiisika with the rules of three, five, seven, 
and nine; the misraka with mixtures, the pulverizer, and sums of series; the 
k§etragariita with plane geometry ;26 the khata with solid geometry; and the 
chaya with shadow problems. The GSS was commented on in Kannaq.a by 
Daiva.jfiavallabha27 (Balabodha) and in Sanskrit by Varadaraja. Furthermore, 
it ,vas translated into Telugu by Pavuliiri Mallana28 in the eleventh century 
and into Rajasthani by Amicandra29 in about 1850. 

The second Aryabhata included two chapters on mathematics in the MS 
that he wrote in about 950-1000. Adhyaya 15, the pii,tyadhyiiya, deals with 

22 A facsimile of the unique manuscript of the earliest of these versions with an 
inaccurate transcription is given by K. VoGEL, Mohammed ibn Musa Alchwarizmi's 
Algorismus, Aalen 1963. 

23 A. S. SAIDAN, The Arithmetic of al-Uqlidisi, Dordrecht-Boston 1978. Further 
information on the Indian influence on Islamic arithmetic will be found in H. 
HERMELINK, "Arabic Recreational Mathematics as a Mirror of Age-old Cultural 
Relations between Eastern and Western Civilizations," Proceedings of the First 
International Symposium for the History of Arabic Science, vol. 2, Aleppo 1978, 
pp. 44-54. 

24 CESS A4. 
25 Edited with an English translation by M. RANG.AC.ARYA, Madras 1912; and 

with a Hindi version by L. JAINA as JJG 12, Solapura 1963. 
26 B. DATTA, "On Mahavira's Solution of Rational Triangles and Quadrilaterals," 

BCMS 20 (1930), 267-294; E. T. BELL, "Mahavira's Diophantine System," 
BCMS 38 (1946), 121-122; and R. C. GUPTA, "Mahaviracarya on the Perimeter and 
Area of an Ellipse," ME 8, I (1974), B 17-19, and "Mahaviracarya's Rule for the 
Surface-area of a Spherical Segment," Tulasi prajfia 2 (1975), 63-66. 

27 CESS A4. 
28 CESS A4. 
29 CESS Al, 45b-46a; A2, 13b; and A4. 
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the traditional topics of arithmetic and geometry in 120 verses, while adhyaya 
18, the kut{akadhyaya, discusses the pulverizer, of whose use it gives many 
examples, in 70 verses. This treatment is clearly modelled on the BSS. 

More closely based on the same prototype, though of shorter extent, are the 
two adhyayas devoted to mathematics in the SSS composed by Sripati in 
about 1040: adhyaya 13, vyaktagar,,ita, on pafi in 55 verses, and adhyaya 14, 
avyaktagar,,ita, on algebra in 37 verses. Many of the verses of SSS 13 appear 
as sutras in Sripati's Gai;iitati1aka30 to which many examples (some taken from 
Sridhara) have been added. Unfortunately, however, the Gai;iitatilaka does 
not survive in its entirety. After a paribhatJi'i modelled on Mahavira's, it proceeds 
in the normal order, though inserting the mathematics of zero in verse 45, in 
the middle of its treatment of fractions; this mathematics of zero differs from 
that in SSS 14, 6. The text breaks off in the middle of the misrakavyavahara. 
A commentary on the Gai;iitatilaka was written by Sirp.hatilaka Suri, the pupil 
of Vibudhacandra; this Sirp.hatilaka wrote a vrtti on the Bhuvanadipaka of 
Padmaprabha Suri at Vijapura in 1269. 

Perhaps contemporary with Sripati was the mathematician Jayadeva.31 

Though none of his works are now extant, a quotation in the Sundari composed 
by Udayadivakara in 1073 proves that he knew the cyclic solution (cakravala) 
of Pell's equation-that is, of indeterminate equations of the second degree 
( vargaprakrti) for which Brahmagupta possessed a partial solution. J aya
deva's solution was independently discovered in the West in the seventeenth 
century. 

The second Bhaskara, to whom this cakravala has sometimes been errone
ously attributed, wrote two works on mathematics in the middle of the twelfth 
century. The Lilavati, 32 on pafi, after the usual paribha§a section on measure-

30 Edited with the commentary of Si:rµhatilaka Suri from a single, incomplete 
manuscript by H. R. KAPADIA as GOS 78, Baroda 1937. The following table 
illustrates the relationship between SSS 13 and GT: 

SSS 13 GT SSS 13 GT 

2 15 7 30 
5 23 9 38 
6 29 13 83 

3 1 CESS A 3, 60 b, and A 4. 

sss 
14 
15 
16 

GT 

86 
97 

108 

sss 
17 
18 

GT 

111 
113 

32 The Lilavati was published at Calcutta in 1832; edited by TARAN ATHA SARMAN, 
Kalikata 1846; published at Calcutta in 1846, 2nd ed. Calcutta 1876; published at 
Calcutta in 1852; edited with the vtvarat1,a of Mahidhara and the Telugu fika of 
TAJ?AKAMALLA VE~KA'.fA K:1;t~~ARAVA by V. :8,AMASVAMIN SA.STRIN, Madras 1863; 
edited by JivANANDA VrnYASAGARA, Calcutta 1876, 4th ed. Calcutta 1909; edited 
by Sun HA.KARA Dv1vEDIN, Benares 1878; edited with his own Sanskrit fika by 
BAPUDEVA SA.STRIN, Benares 1883; edited by BHUVANACANDRA BASAK, Calcutta 
1885; as an appendix to BANERJI's edition of CoLEBROOK's translation, Calcutta 
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ment, contains the usual JXJ,rikarmas (adding the mathematics of zero after 
the discussion of fractions) and vyavaharas (adding at the end a section on the 
pulverizer and one on ankapiisa or combinations and permutations). This 
became the standard textbook on arithmetic in India, as is easily seen from 
the hundreds of manuscript copies, many editions, various translations, and 
numerous commentaries. For it was translated into Kannaq..a by Rajaditya, 33 

who is said to have been a Jaina from Pavinabage at the court at Dorasamudra 
of the Hoysa!a Ballala-presumably Ballala II (1173-1220); into Persian by 
Abii al-Fayq.. Fayq..i34 for the Mughal Akbar (1556-1605) in 1587, by Medini
malla35 in 1663/4, and by Muhammad Amin, 36 who flourished between 1661 
and 1678; and into Hindi by Amicandra at Jayapura in 1842. Commentaries 
on the Lilavati were composed by Paramesvara at Asvatthagrama, Kerala, 
before 1432 (vivararw,); by Gangadhara37 at Jambiisaras, Gujarat, in 1420 
(Gal).itamrtasagari); by Mo~adeva38 before 1472; by the Lak~midasa who 
commented on the SSB in 1501; by Siiryadasa39 at Parthapura on the Godavari 
in 1541 (Ga1_1itamrtakiipika); by the well known Gal).esa at Nandigrama in 
1545 (Buddhivilasini); by Narayal).a40 in Kerala in about 1550 (Karmapradi
pika); by Sankara, but completed by the above mentioned Narayar.ia, in 
Kerala in about 1556 (Kriyakramakari); by Mahidhara at Varal).asi in 1587; 
by Munisvara, the author of the SSBM, at Kasi in the early seventeenth 
century (Nisr~tarthadiiti); by his contemporary, Ranganatha, also at Varal).asi 

1893, 2nd ed. Calcutta 1927; edited with a Marathi filca by V. P. KHANAPURKAR, 
Poona 1897; edited with a Hindi fika by R. S. SARMA, Bombay 1907; edited by 
SuDRAKARA DVIVEDIN as B8S 39, Benares 1912; edited by R.ADRAVALLABHA, 
Calcutta 1913; edited with his own Sanskrit fika by MURALiDHARA '!-'HA.KURA as 
HNM 3, Benares 1928, 2nd ed. Benares 1938; edited with the tikas of Ganesa and 
Mahidhara by D. APA'!'E as ASS 107, 2 vols., Poona 1937; edited with th~ fika of 
Damodara Misra by D. JR.A. as MSVG 8, Darbhanga 1959; edited with the Sanskrit 
and Hindi fikas of LA~AI:TA LA.LA JR.A. by S. SARMAN as VSG 62, Benares 1961; 
edited with his own Sanskrit and Hindi pika by SiTARAMA JR.A., 4th ed., Benares 
1970; and edited with the pika of Sankara and Naraya:r:ia by K. V. SARMA as VIS 66, 
Hm;hiarpur 1975. An English translation by J. TAYLOR was published at Bombay 
in 1816, and another by H. T. CoLEBROOKE in his Algebra, with Arithmetric and 
Mensuration, London 1817, pp. 1-127; the latter was reprinted by H. C. BANERJI, 
Colebrooke's Translation of tho Lilavati, Calcutta 1893, 2nd ed. Calcutta 1927. 

33 See M. M. BHAT, "Mathematics in Karnataka of the Middle Ages," Bharata
Kaumudi, vol. l, Allahabad 1945, pp. 127-136. His Vyavaharagal)-ita in Kannac;la 
was edited by M. l\L BHAT, Madras 1955. 

34 CESS A 1, 44 b. 
36 CESS A4. 
36 CESS A4. 
37 CESS A2, 8la-82a; A3, 26b; and ...L\..4. 
38 CESS A4. 
39 K. M. K. SARMA, "Tho Bhaskara Bhu$a.:9.a of Surya Pan<.Iita", PO 11 (1946), 

54--66, and "Siddhanta-sar:µhitasara-samuccaya of Surya Pa:r:irj.ita," Siddha
Bharati, pt. 2, VIS 2, Hoshiarpur 1950, pp. 222-225. 

40 CESS A3, 151a, and A4. 
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(Mitabha~i:r;ti); by Parasuramau before 1659; by Ramakr~:r;ia42 at Jalapura in 
the Sahyadri in 1687 (Ga:r;iitamrtalahari); by Sridhara Mahapatra at Dalapura 
north of Nilagiri in Orissa in 1717 (Sarvabodhini); by Krparama 43 at Ahma
dabad in about 1790; and by Nilambara Jha, 44 probably at Alavara in Rajas
than where he was the court astrologer in the middle of the nineteenth century. 
To this impressive list of explicators of the Lilavati could be added many more 
whose dates are uncertain, or whose names are unknown. 

Less popular than the Lilavati because it is more difficult was Bhaskara's 
Bijaga:r;iita.45 This, the standard Sanskrit textbook on algebra, describes arith
metical operations involving positive and negative numbers and zero; irrational 
numbers; the pulverizer (virtually identical with the section on this subject 
in the Lilavati); "Pell's equation" (the vargaprakrti); the cyclic solution 
(cakravala) thereof; various kinds of linear and quadratic equations with one 
or more unknowns; and equations involving the product of different unknowns 
(bhavita). The Bijaga:r;iita was translated into Persian by 'Ata' Allah Rushdi46 

for the Mughal Shah Jahan (1628-1659) in 1634/5. It was commented on by 
Siiryadasa at Parthapura in 1538 (Siiryaprakasa); by Kr~:r;ia47 at Vara:r;iasi in 
about 1600 (Bijankura = Navankura = Bijapallava = Kalpalatavatara); by 
Bhaskara48 at Rajagiri in 1652 (Sisubodhana); by Ramakr~:r;ia49 at Jalapura 
in the Sahyadri in 1687 (Bijaprabodha); by Haridasa before 1725 (Vasana-

41 CESSA4. 
42 P. K. GODE, "Date of Gal}.itamrtalahari of Ramalq~:r:i-a," ABORI 11 (1930), 

94-95. 
43 CESS A2, 48b-49a. 
u CESS A3, 193a-195a. 
45 Published Calcutta 1834, rev. ed. Calcutta 1834; published Calcutta 1838 and 

Calcutta 1846; partial edition with German translation in H. BROCKHAUS, "Uber 
die Algebra des Bhaskara," BVKSGWL, Phil.-hist. Kl. 4 (1852), 1-46; published 
Calcutta 1853; edited by G. PX'J'HAKA, Benares 1864; edited by JivXNANDA 
VIDYASAGARA, Calcutta 1878; edited with his own Sanskrit fika by JiVANATHA 
JHX, Benares 1885; edited with his own Sanskrit filca by SuDHAKARA Dv1vEDIN, 
Benares 1888; edited with a Marathi translation and {ika by V. P. KHANAP-0-RKAR, 
Poona 1913; edited with his own Sanskrit fika by RXDHAVALLABHA, Calcutta 1917; 
edited with S. DvIVEDIN's and his own Sanskrit fikas by MURALiDHARA JHX as BSS 
40, Benares 1927; edited with the fika of Knn:ia by D. A.PA'.J;E as ASS 99, Poona 1930; 
edited with his own Sanskrit and Hindifikas by DuRGAPRASADA Dv1VEDIN, 3rd ed., 
Laki;;ma:r:i-apura 1941; edited with J. JnX's Sanskrit and his own Sanskrit and Hindi 
{ikas by AcYUTANANDA JHX as KSS 148, Benares 1949; and edited with the fika of 
Kr:;;:r:i-a by T. V. RXDHAK~1;l~A SXsTRIN as TSMS 78, Tanjore 1958. An English 
translation was published in H. T. COLEBROOKE, Algebra, ·with Arithmetic and 
Mensuration, London 1817, pp. 129-276; the section on the pulverizer wa,g 
translated in D. M. MEHTA, Theory of Simple Continued Fractions, Bhavnagar 
[1931 ?], pp. 26-71. 

46 CESS A 1, 39b. An English translation of this Persian version by E. STRACHEY 
with notes bys. DAVIS was published at London in 1813. 

47 CESS A2, 53a-55b, and A4. 
48 CESS A4. 
49 P. K. GODE, "Date of Bijaprabodha," ABORI 10 (1929), 160-161. 
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bha~ya); by Krparama at Ahmadabad in 1792 (Balabodhini); and by an 
obscure Nijananda50 (Bijalavala). 

After Bhaskara the next major authority on mathematics was Narayal).a, 51 

who completed his Gal).itakaumudi52 in 1356. The GK contains the traditional 
paribha?a, parikarmas, and vyavaharas, followed by the pulverizer, "Pell's 
equation," factors, 53 combinations, and magic squares. Before writing the 
GK Narayal).a had written a work on algebra, the Bijagal).itavata1p.sa. 51 This 
work covers arithmetical operations involving positive and negative numbers 
and zero; irrational numbers; the pulverizer and "Pell's equation" (these two 
were drawn upon for the corresponding section in the GK); various kinds of 
linear and quadratic equations with one or more unknowns (the text is not 
extant beyond the beginning of the section on linear equations); and equations 
involving the product of different unknowns. Thus it is modeled directly on 
the BG. 

Sometime after Bhaskara one Devaraja55 composed a Kuttakarasiromai:ii, 56 

on which he wrote his own fika, entitled Mahalak~mimuktavali. His objective 
was to expand upon the pulverizer as propounded by Aryabhata. Also subse
quent to Bhaskara Ramacandra wrote a Kautukalilavati. 57 In this work, after 
the paribhii?a, come problems of plane and solid geometry and estimates of 
the quantities of various substances in differently shaped containers; involved 
are, among other things, specific gravities. Traditional mathematics was con
tinued in the sixteenth century by the Bijadhyaya of Jfianaraja, who wrote 
the SSJ in 1503 and was the father of Siiryadasa, the commentator on Bhas
kara's L and BG; and by the Gaq.itamafijari of Jfianaraja's great nephew, 
Gal).esa. 58 Neither of these works has been published. 

Except for commentaries, no significant traditional Sanskrit works on 
mathematics were written after the sixteenth century. At Jayasi1p.ha's court 
at Jayapura, however, in the l 720's and l 730's, an effort was made to translate 
Arabic and Persian versions of Greek mathematical treatises into Sanskrit. 
The two leading translators were Nayanasukhopadhyaya59 and Jagannatha; 
the former translated, at the dictation of Muhammad Abida, the ::EcpixLpLxoc of 

5° CESS A3, 173a. 
51 CESS A3, 156b-157a. 
52 Edited by PADMAKARA DvIVEDIN as PWSBT 57, 2 vols., Benares 1936-1942. 
53 See R. C. GUPTA, "Narayai:ia's Method for Evaluating Quadratic Surds," 

ME 7 ( 1973), B 93-96. 
54 The fragment in the Benares manuscript was edited by K. S. SHUKLA, Lucknow 

1970. 
55 CESS A 3, 120b-121 a. 
56 Edited with the !ilea by B. D. APA'fE as ASS 125, Poona 1944. 
57 I have used Leipzig 986; Oxford, CS d. 796 (6); and University of Pennsylvania 

1861. 
58 CESS A2, 107a-110a; A3, 28b; and A4. 
59 CESS A3, 132a, and A4. 
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Theodosius under the title Ukara (Arabic Ukarr) or Katara (Arabic qu[r), the 
latter Euclid's ~-rmx.e~Cl under the title Rekhaga:r:iita. 60 

111 athematics in astronomy 

The mathematics utilized in astronomical texts is most developed in the 
areas of analemmata and of trigonometry-as well as, of course, the application 
of the pulverizer to astronomical problems that we have already considered. 
Some of the most significant mathematical work undertaken in India ·was in 
connection with trigonometry. 61 Briefly, after the initial success in constructing 
tables of Sines and Versines and in inventing a rule for finding the approximate 
Sine of any angle in the fifth through seventh centuries, the next advance was 
the discovery by the second Bhaskara of the formula for the addition of Sines. 
The more advanced trigonometry of the seventeenth and eighteenth century 
astronomers of northern India seems to be due to the influence of al-Kashi 
and Ulugh Beg. 

But in Kerala truly extraordinary advances were made by a school of 
astronomer-mathematicians building on the pioneering work of Madhava of 
Sangamagrama in the late fourteenth and early fifteenth century. He evidently 
discovered what is called "Gregory's Series" for it and the power series for 
sines and cosines associated with Newton and Leibniz. 62 Madhava's work was; 

60 Edited by H. DHRUVA and K. 'l'RIVEDIN as Bombay SS 61-62, 2 vols., 
Bombay 1901-1902. 

61 See, for example, A. N. SINGH, "Hindu Trigonometry," PBMS, NS 1 (1939), 
77-92; and the following articles, among others, by R. C. GUPTA: "Early Indians 
on Second Order Sine Differences," IJHS 7 (1972), 81-86; "Bhaskara I's Ap
proximation to Sine," IJHS 2 (1967), 121-136; "Addition and Subtraction 
Theorems for the Sine and the Cosine in Medieval India," IJHS 9 (1974), 164-177; 
"Sine of Eighteen Degrees in India up to the Eighteenth Century," IJHS 11 (1976), 
1-10; and "Sines of Submultiple Arcs as found in the Siddhanta-tattvavi voka," 
RUMJ 5 (1974), 21-27. 

62 After the work of C. M. WHISH, "On the Hindu Quadrature of the Circle and 
the Infinite Series of the Proportion of the Circumference to the Diameter in Four 
Sastras, the Tantrasangraham, Yucti Bhasha, Carana Paddhati, and Sadratnamala,'' 
TRAS 3 (1830), 509-523, the investigation of this topic was revived by C. T. 
RAJAGOPAL; see K. M. MARAR and C. T. RAJAGOPAL, "On the Hindu Quadrature of 
the Circle," JBBRAS, NS 20 ( 1944), 65-82, and "Gregory's Series in the Mathemati
cal Literature of Kerala," MS 13 (1945), 92-98; C. T. RAJAGOPAL and A. VENKA
TARA111AN, "The Sine and Cosine Po,ver-series in Hindu Mathematics," JRASB/S 15 
(1949), 1-13; C. T. RAJAGOPAL, "A Neglected Chapter of Hindu Mathematics," 
SM 15 (1949), 201-209; C. T. RAJAGOPAL and T. V. V. AIYAR, "In the Hindu Proof 
of Gregory's Series," SM 17 (1951), 65-74, and "A Hindu Approximation to Pi," 
SM 18 (1952), 25-30; and C. T. RAJAGOPAL and M. s. RANGACHARI, "On an Un
tapped Source of Medieval Keralese Mathematics," AHES 18 (1978), 89-102. His 
investigations have been continued by T. A. SARASWATHI, "The Development of 
Mathematical Series in India after Bhaskara II," BNISI 21 ( 1963), 320-343; by 
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continued by, and is largely known from the works of, Nilaka~tha, Jyefjltha
deva, and Sankara in the sixteenth century, and Putumana in the eighteenth. 

A. K. BAG, "Trigonometrical Series in tho Karal).apaddhati and the Probable Date 
of the Text," IJHS I (1966), 98-106, and "Madhava's Sine and Cosine Series," 
IJHS 11 (1976), 54-57; and by R. C. GUPTA, "The Madhava-Gregory Series," 
ME 7 (1973), B 67-70, "An Indian Form of Third Order Taylor Series Approxima
tion of the Sine," HM I (1974), 287-289, and "Madhava's and Other Medieval 
Indian Values of Pi," ME 9 (1975), B 45-48. 



CHAPTER IV 

DIVINATION 

Omens (adbhuta, utpata, nimitta) have probably always been regarded by 
Indians, as by others, as a means of knowing the future. There are, for instance, 
various references in the ~gveda (II 42-43 and X 165) and in the Atharvaveda 
(VI 27-29 and VII 64) to an ominous bird (sakuna). But the earliest attempts1 

to list and classify omens and to provide their ritual countermeasures ( santi) 
occur in the Kausikasiitra2 (XIII = karii!,ikas 93-136) of the Atharvaveda 
and the common source3 of the Adbhutabrahma:ry_a, which is adhyaya VI or V 
of the ~aq.virpsabrahmal}.a, 4 the Asvalayanag:rhyaparisi1:3ta5 (IV 11-22), and 
the Adbhutasanti6 of the Atharvavedaparisi1:3ta. The omens in this latter 
source were associated with the seven deities Indra, Varul}.a, Y ama, Agni, 
Vaisraval}.a, Vif;ll}.U, and Vayu, and involve phenomena occurring on the earth, 
in the atmosphere, and in the heavens. One cannot but be struck by the 
similarity of these omens with their santi rituals to the Babylonian omens 
with their namburbi rituals, though no exact parallels exist since the Indian 
omens are without apodoses. It is possible, however, though not demonstrable, 
that the original of these three Sanskrit texts was at least in part dependent 
on a Mesopotamian prototype that reached India slightly before or after the 
.Achaemenid occupation of Gandhara in the sixth century B. C. 7 

:Much clearer is the transmission of Mesopotamian omen texts-both protases 
and apodoses-to India in the fifth and fourth centuries B. C., for the con
temporary Sanskrit and Prakrit literature is replete with references to and 

1 A. WEBER, "Zwei vedische Texte iiber Omina und Portenta," AA WB, Phil.
hist. Kl. (1858), 313-413. 

2 Edited by M. BLOOMFIELD, "The Kaw;ika-siitra of the Atharva-veda," JAOS 14 
(1890), i-]xviii and 1-416. 

3 N. TsuJI, "On the Formation of the Adbhuta-Brahmm;ia," ABORI 48-49 
(1968), 173-178; at the end of this article Tsuji gives a list of passages on omens in 
the Grhyasiitras and Smrtisiitras. 

4 Edited with the VedarthaprakMa of Sayar:ia by B. RAMACHANDRA SHARMA, 
KSVS 9, Tirupati 1967; English translation by W. B. BOLLEE, Thesis Utrecht 1956. 

5 Edited as ASS 105, Poona 1937. 
6 Parisii;;ta LXVII in G. M. BOLLING and J. VON NEGELEIN, The Parisif;!tas of the 

Atharvaveda, 2 vols., Leipzig 1909-1910; see also D. J. KOHLBRUGGE, Atharvaveda
Parisif?ta iiber Ornina, Thesis Utrecht 1938. 

7 D. PINGREE, "Mesopotamian Astronomy and Astral Omens in Other Civiliza. 
tions," Rencontre Assyriologique. 
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examples of such omens. 8 They are related mainly to two cuneiform series: 
Summa alu, 9 which deals with terrestrial omens affecting individuals, and 
Eniima Anu Enlil, 10 which deals with atmospheric and celestial omens affecting 
countries or their rulers. The Buddha was represented in the Dighanikaya 
(I l, 24) as condemning the Brahma:r:i-as who earn their living from the useless 
knowledge of omens, but, in a later Buddhist story, the Sardiilakar:r:i-avadana,11 
written probably in the first century A. D., the display by an outcaste of a 
knowledge of astral omens similar to those of Eniima Anu Enlil and of the 
mathematical astronomy adapted from Babylonia by Lagadha is used to 
establish the outcaste's equality with a Brahma:r:i-a. The earliest version of this 
avadana includes sections on the characteristics of the native born when the 
Moon is in each nak§atra (61-62); the character and/or fate of an individual 
or people if a city is entered when the Moon is in each nak§atra (pp. 62-67; 
in verse); a list of the countries and regions of India dominat~d by each nak
§atra (pp. 67-68); the affect on the country if the first rainfall in the last 
month of gri§ma (summer) occurs as the Moon is in each nak§atra (pp. 68-79); 
what a lunar eclipse in each nak§atra portends (pp. 79-81); actions to be 
accomplished when the Moon is in each nak§atra (pp. 81-98; in verse); a 
similar description of actions to be undertaken when the Moon is in one of 
seven categories of nak§atras12 (pp. 98-99; mixed prose and verse); prognos
tications from the nak§atra occupied by the Moon on the occasion of an earth
quake and from other phenomena associated with earthquakes (pp. 108-123; 
in verse) ; the course of a disease that begins when the Moon is in each nak§atra 
(pp. 123-128; in verse); in how long a period of time a prisoner will be released 
if he is bound when the Moon is in each nak§atra (pp. 128-129); and the fate 
of a woman depending on the part of her body that bears a tilaka (pp. 129-132; 
in verse). All of this material was translated into Chinese by Chu Liih-yen and 
Che K'ien in the Kingdom of Wu in about 250, and most of it by Dharmarak~a 
at Lo-yan in about 300.13 Before the Sardiilakar:r:i-avadana had been translated 
into Tibetan by Ajitasribhadra and Sakyaprabha in about 864 there had been 

8 Many references to omens and their santis in the literatW'e of this and later 
periods are collected by P. V. KANE, History of Dharmasastra, vol. 5, pt. 2, Poona, 
1962, pp. 719-814. 

9 The most recent treatment is the thesis by S. M. MOREN, The Omen Series 
Summa Alu: A Preliminary Investigation, University of Pennsylvania 1978. 

10 E. F. ·WEIDNER, "Die astrologische Serie Enuma Anu Enlil," AfO 14 (1941/44), 
172-195 and 308-318; 17 (1954/56), 71-89; and 22 (1968/69), 65-75. See alsc the 
new edition of the stellar omens being prepared by E. REINER and D. PINGREE, 
Babylonian Planetary Omens, of which two fascicles have appeared (Malibu 1975 
and 1981). 

11 Edited by S. MuKHOPADHYAYA, Santiniketan 1954. 
12 As it stands the text discusses only the categories dhruva (fixed), kfipra 

(swift), and daru'(l,a (sharp); the rest can be supplied from such texts as the Para.
saratantra (see D. PINGREE in Viator 7 (1976), 175). 

13 The translation into Chinese made by An Shi-kao in about 150 contains only 
a brief summary of the story without the elaborate astronomical and omen sections. 
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added to it a second chapter on the native born as the Moon is in each nak~atra 
(nak~atrajanmagur:ia) (pp. 132-135; in verse). At an even later date the 
Sanskrit text was expanded by the addition of a number of chapters on omens, 
most of which are in verse. Their subjects include utpiitas-primarily celestial 
or atmospheric phenomena affecting or associated with the Sun or the Moon 
in specific nak~atras and/or months or pak§as (pp. 136-147); birth-marks 
( pin ya?) resulting from the nak§atra occupied by the Moon at the time of the 
native's birth (pp. 147-151); boils or pimples (pifaka) as omens (pp. 151-154); 
two chapters on oneiromancy (pp. 154-164); astral and atmospheric omens 
in each month (pp. 164-166; in prose); omens from the wagtail (khanjarifaka) 
(pp. 166-167); from the howling of the jackal ( sivaruta) (pp. 167-171; in 
prose); palmistry ( paJJ,ilekka) (pp. 172-17 5); omens from the cawing of crows 
(vayasaruta) (pp. 175-180); omens from the shape and appearance of a house 
(dvaralak§aJJ,a) (pp. 180-182); determining the thought of the client from his 
touching by chance one of twelve circles drawn by the astrologer (pp. 183-187); 
the qualities of a maiden having various physical features (kanyalak§ar:ia) 
(pp. 187-191); garments as the Moon is in each nak§afra (p. 192); the omens 
used for agriculture (pp. 193-197); supernatural beings (pp. 197-200; very 
corrupt); omens from smoke (dhumika) (p. 201); and actions to be undertaken 
on each tithi of a pak~c;a (tithikarma) (pp. 201-203). Thus, to the original 
contents of the omen sections of the text, which depend almost exclusively on 
the nak~atra occupied by the Moon, have been appended the most heterogene
ous material relating to dreams, physiognomy, the cries of animals and birds, 
and so on. All of these forms of omens, of course, occur in other texts. 

The earliest extant such text is the first version of the Gargasarp.hita, 14 a 
work probably ·written in the first century B.C. or A.D. and taking the form 
of a dialogue between Krau1?tuki (~t;,iputra) and Garga. This vast, unpublished 
text originally contained some sixty-two angas. The first three utilize the Moon 
and the nak§atras, and are related to the omens of the original Sardiilakarl).a
vadana; karmagur:ia ( on actions undertaken at specified times), candram{ina, 
and nak~atrakendrabha. The next nine (angas 4-12) deal with the motion of 
celestial bodies-the Moon's node (Rahu), Jupiter, Venus, comets (Ketu), 
Saturn, Mars, Mercury, the Sun, and Canopus (Agastya). There follow four 
( angas 13-16) on the circles ( cakra) of intermediate directions ( antara), deer 
(mrga), dogs (sva), and winds (vata). Then come three (angas 17-19) sciences 
(vidya)-of houses (vastu), of limbs (anga), and of crows (vayasa)-and three 
(angas 20-22) conjunctions of the Moon with the nak~atras Svati, A:;;a9-ha, 
and Rohi:z:i.L Anga 23 lists the countries dominated by each nak§atra, and anga 
24 gives prognostications involving rainfall. The following seven (anJas 25-31) 
are devoted to the planets-the things they influence ( kosa), their conjunctions 

u CESS A2, 116a-117b; A3, 29b; and A4. I am also deeply indebted to JOHN 

MITCHINER for his full account of the contents of the Gargasarµ.hita and of some of 
its imitators. 
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(samagama), their amradak,Jiriya (is this abhradarsana, "obscuration by 
clouds" 1), their conflicts (yuddha), their configurations beginning with the 
"triangle" yoga ( srnga{aka)' their "traditions" ( puraria)' and the ripening 
('piika) of their effects. Then come three (angas 32-34) on military omens; 
they are expeditions ( yatra), fire omens ( agni), and the array of the army 
(senavyuha). The next two (angas 35 and 36) are entitled "variegation of the 
peacock" ( mayuracitra) and "lotus of the world" (bhuvanapu,Jkara). There 
follow two (angas 37 and 38) on rituals: the offering of oblations (balyupahara) 
and the performance of santi rites. Anga 39 is a collection of various omens 
( utpata) portending disaster to countries; and anga 40 is entitled "the treasure 
on the scales" (tuliikosa). Anga 41 is the well known historical prophecy, the 
YugapuraJ]a. 15 In anga 42 are collected omens based on the cries (ruta) of 
various birds and animals: crows (vayasa), woodpeckers (satapattra), bluejays 
( cii,Ja), cranes ( siirasa), pe8amas or pesamas ( ? ) , cows ( sakkarika), peacocks 
(mayura), vispho{is ( ?), ciririi-crows, skylarks (bharadvaja), doves (kapoti), 
cuckoos (kokila), vultures (sakuni), owls (uluka), pingala-owls, peahens 
(nartaka), sundarikas ( ?), partridges (tittiri), cats (bi<Jlila), hares (sasaka), 
asses ( gardabha), vixens (lomasa), bulls ( vr.Jabha), lopa-birds, and spotted 
antelopes (pr.Jata). There follows a section (anga 43) on tears in garments. The 
next (anga 44) is entitled "the tradition (puraria) of Brhaspati (or of Jupiter)." 
Anga 45 presents omens involving "Indra's banner" (indradhvaja). The next 
five (angas 46-50) employ as omens the characteristics of several kinds of 
animals-rams, tortoises, women, elephants, and cows. Anga 51 is entitled 
"the appearance (sa'f(l8thana) of Venus." There follows a section (anga 52) on 
the "pregnancy" ( garbha) of the clouds before the beginning of the rainy 
season, and then comes one (anga 53) on water divining (dakargala). The next 
group of five chapters (anga8 54-58) deals with "atmospheric" phenomena: 
violent storms ( nirghata), earthquakes (bhumikampa), halos ( parive§a) around 
the Sun and the Moon, meteors ( ulka), and halos again. A nga 59 is on the 
nature of the seasons (rtusvabhiiva), but the next (anga 60) is devoted to 
omens occurring at dawn or evening (sandhya). Anga 61 is a second chapter 
on meteors. And finally, anga 62 describes the nakfatra melothesia of the 
celestial purufa. A mayuracitraka on various utpatas is appended to the text. 

This vast panoply of omens, a very large number of which can be paralleled 
in cuneiform texts, has been extraordinarily influential on Indian life and 

15 See K. P. JAYASWAL, "Historical Data in the Garga-Sarµhita and the Brahmin 
Empire," JBORS 14 (1928), 397-421, and "The Paris Manuscript of the Garga 
Sarµhita," JBORS 15 (1929), 129-133; K. H. DHRUVA, "Historical Contents of 
the Yugapura1:ia," JBORS 16 (1930), 18-66; D.R. MANKAD, "A Critically Edited 
Text of the Yuga-Pural)-a," JUPHS 20 (1947), 32-64, reprinted Vallabhvidyanagar 
1951; A. K. NARAIN, The Indo-Greeks, Oxford 1957, pp. 174-179; and D. C. 
SIRCAR, "The Account of the Yavanas in the Yuga-Pural)-a," JRAS (1963), 7-20; 
"The Yavanas and Mathura," JAIH 6 (1972-73), 168-173; and "Problems of the 
Yugapurfil)-a," in his Studies in the Yugapural)-a and Other Texts, Delhi 1974, 
pp. 1-16. A new edition by J. MITCHINER should appear shortly. 
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literature. Parts have been used by the authors of the Mahabharata and of 
some of the purazias; and omens in general have become as important an 
aspect of life in India as they were in Mesopotamia. The technical texts on 
divination (usually entitled sarµhita) are to a large extent dependent on the 
Gargasarphita; of these the most important is the Brhatsarphita of Varahami
hira, which will be described below. It was also used with other texts by the 
composer of several of the Parisi~tas of the Atharvaveda; these are: Lon lunar 
omens (candrapriitipadika; cf. GS 2-3), LI on planetary conflicts (grahayuddha; 
cf. GS 28), LII on planetary conjunctions (grahasangraha; cf. GS 26), LIII on 
the motion of the Moon's node (riihucara; cf. GS 4), LIV on the motion of 
comets (ketuciira; ascribed to Bhargava, but cf. GS 7), LV on seasonal comets 
( rtulcetulak§aria), L VI on the distribution of the countries on the back of the 
"tortoise" earth among the nak§atras (kilrmavibhiiga; cf. GS 23), LVII on the 
"circles" among the nak.Jatras of Agni, Vayu, Varul).a, and Mahendra ( marir!,a
lani), L VIII on the "burning of the directions" ( digdiiha), L VIII b on meteors 
and falling stars (ulkii; cf. GS 57 and 61), LIX on lightning (vidyut), LX on 
violent storms (nirghata; cf. GS 54), LXI on omens occurring at dawn or 
evening ( (sandhya); cf. GS 60), LXII on earthquakes (bhumikampa; cf. GS 
55), LXIII on halos ( (parive§a); cf. GS 56 and 58), LXIV on utpatas (cf. GS 
39), LXV on sudden rainstorms (sadyovr§{i), and LXVIII on oneiromancy 
(svapna). 

There are several other works entitled Gargasarphita, 1 J.t of these only 
one-the second GS16-deals with omens. It belongs to a class of sarµhitiis 
attributed to T§is that lie intermediate between omen texts and texts on 
1nuhilrtasiistra. They will be described in a later section. 

Several of the works associated with Garga contain sections on meteorolog
ical predictions, and particularly on the prediction of the rains. A separate 
·work on that subject attributed to Garga, the Meghamala, 17 has also been 
preserved. The phenomena utilized include winds, clouds, mock Suns ( prati
surya), halos, violent storms, and eclipses. Another Meghamala is ascribed to 
Siva. To Garga is also attributed a work on a form of divination also known 
in Mesopotamia, that from falling lizards. It bears several titles, all variations 
on Pallisaratapatanavidhana. 18 Similar texts are ascribed to other T§is such 
as 8aunaka. 

In the early fourth century Garga was named as an authority on omens 
along with Parasara19 by Minaraja in his Vrddhayavanajataka (67, 5). This 
Parasara is undoubtedly the one cited by V arahamihira concerning the motion 
of Mercury (BS 7, 8); as an authority on comets along with Garga, Asita, 20 and 

16 CESS A2, ll 7b-118a. 
17 CESS A2, 120a. 
18 CESS A2, 120b; A3, 30a; and A4. 
19 CESS A4. 
2° CESS A 1, 47b. 
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Devala21 (BS 11, 1); concerning planetary conflicts (BS 17, 3); as an authority, 
together with Garga, Kasyapa, 22 and Vajra, on the "pregnancy" of clouds 
(BS 21, 2); as agreeing with Garga and Vasi~tha on the extent of the area on 
which a predicted rain will fall (BS 23, 4); as one of the experts, along with 
Brhaspati, 23 Garga, Kasyapa, and Maya 24 on the Moon's conjunction with 
Rohil).i (BS 24, 2); and as addressing his discussion of the characteristics of 
cmvs to Brhadratha (BS 60, 1). The work of Parasara on omens is probably 
the lost prose and verse Parasaratantra cited frequently by Bhattotpala in 
his commentary on the BS. The omen section of Minaraja's VYJ comprises 
adhyayas 64-71, which are respectively on signs of death, on counter-omens 
to evil portents, on oneiromancy, on various omens, on the cawing of crows, 
on the cuckoo laying eggs ( syamaceftita), on the activities of dogs ( svace:ptita), 
and on the activities of cows ( goce§tita). Other early authorities on omens 
mentioned by Varahamihira, and therefore antedating the middle of the sixth 
century, include25 Atri26 on utpiitas, which was used by Garga (BS 45, 1); 
~:;;abha, 27 who summarized the views of Sakra (Indra28 }, Sukra (Bhrgu), Vagisa 
(Brhaspati}, Kapi:;;thala, 29 Garutman,30 Bhaguri,31 and Devala on sakuna 
(BS 85, 1); the Maharajadhiraja of Avanti, Dravyavardhana, 32 who was an 
authority on sakuna (he was probably an Aulikara monarch ruling in about 500) 
(BS 85, 2); Narada on comets (BS 11, 5) and as Brhaspati's student regarding 
the Moon's conjunction with Rohir)-i (BS 24, 2) (this Narada is different from 
the author of the currently available Naradasarphita, but Varahamihira may 
have in mind Narada's Mayiiracitraka); Badarayal).a33 on the ripening of grain 
(BS 39, 1); Bhrgu34 on sakuna (BS 85, 43); Manu35 on water divining (BS 53, 99); 
and Sarasvata, also on water-divining (BS 53, 99). 

The Brhatsarp.hita3a itself is the classical work on sarµhitii. It is divided in 

21 CESS A4. 
22 CESS A2, 30b, and A4. I regret that no copy of his Kasyapasa:rµ.hita is avail-

able to me. 
23 CESS A4. 
24 CESS A4. 
26 P. V. KANE, "Varahamihira and Utpala: their Works and Predecessors," 

JBBRAS, NS 24-25 (1948-49), 1-31. 
26 CESS A 1, 39b-40a. 
27 CESS A 1, 59a. 
28 CESS A 1, 55a. 
29 CESS A2, 19b. 
3° CESS A2, 115b. 
31 CESS A4. 
32 CESS A3, 123b. 
33 CESS A4. 
34 CESS A4. 
35 CESS A4. 
36 Edited by H. KERN as BI 48, Calcutta 1865; published with a Marathi trans

lation, Ratnagiri 1873; edited with his own Hindi pika by B. PRABHU, Benares 
1880; edited by JiVANANDA VIDYASA.GARA, Calcutta 1880; edited by PANCANANA 
TARKARATNA, Calcutta 1882; edited with his own Hindi translation by DuRGA-
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different editions into 106 or 107 adhyayas, 37 which cover most of the topics of 
the GS. 38 The remaining topics include: the moral, physical, and intellectual 
attributes of an astrologer (BS 2; cf. YJ 51, 12-20); the motion of Ursa Maior 
(Saptar~is) (BS 13); the characteristics of the years belonging to each of the 
planets (BS 19; see YJ 78, 11-17); on sudden rainstorms (BS 28); on flowers 
and creepers (BS 29); on the "burning of the directions" (BS 31; see Parisi~ta 
LVIII); on rainbows (irulrayudha; BS 35); on the Gandharva cities formed by 
clouds (BS 36); on mock Suns (BS 37); on the ripening of grain (BS 39); on the 
objects associated with each zodiacal sign (BS 40; see YJ 4); on the fluctuation 
of prices (arghakii?u/,a; BS 41); on the lustration of arms (niriijana; BS 43); on 
wagtails (BS 44; see Sardiilakari:iavadana, pp. 166-167); on the Pu~ya ablution 
(BS 4 7); on honorary turbans (patta; BS 48); on swords (khar/,ga; BS 49); on 
boils or pimples (BS 51; see Sardiilakarr;tavadana, pp. 151-154); on arbori-

PRASADA, Lucknow 1884; published with a Bengali translation in Aru:r;iodaya 1 
(1890), no. 4; edited with Utpala's vivrti by SunHAKARA Dv1vEDIN as VSS 10, 
2 vols., Benares 1895-1897, reprinted by A. TRIPA'.fHi as SBG 97, 2 vols., Vara:r;iasi 
1968; edited with his own Hindi translation by BALADEVAPRASADA MISRA, Bombay 
1897, reprinted Bombay 1918, Bombay 1952, and Bombay 1955; edited with the 
Bengali translation of DHiRANANDA KAVYANIDHI by PANO.A.NANA TARKARATNA, 
2nd ed., Calcutta 1910; edited with an English translation by V. SuBRAHMANYA 
SASTRI and M. R. BHAT, 2 vols., Bangalore 1947; and edited with his own Hindi 
pika by AcYUTANANDA JHX as VSG 41, Vara:r;iasi 1959. The beginning of an edition 
with a Kanna<;la translation appeared in Atmananda (1910), pts. 1-4. Adhyaya 
53, on water divination, was edited with a Marathi translation by V. N. GORE, 
Bombay 1911. There are English translations by H. KERN, "The Brhat-Sarihita; 
or, Complete System of Natural Astrology of Varahamihira. Translated from 
Sanskrit into English," JRAS (1870), 430-479; (1871), 45-90 and 231-288; 
(1873), 36-91 and 279-338; and (1875), 81-134, reprinted in his Verspreide Ge
schriften, 16 vols., 's-Gravenhage 1913-1929, vol. 1, pp. 169-319, and vol. 2, 
pp. 1-154; and by N. CHIDAMBARAM IYER, 3 vols., Madura 1884-1885. 

37 Utpala's version, to which I here refer, omits the other editions' adhyaya 38 
(rajolak~ati,a; on haze); it is also omitted from Varahamihira's own list of adhyayas 
(BS 106, 5). 

38 

BS GS BS GS BS GS BS GS 

3 11 16 25 33 57, 61 69 48 
4 2 17 28 34 56, 58 70 43 
5 4 18 26 38 54 86 13 
6 9 20 29 42 45 87 42 

7 IO 21-22 52 45 39 88 15 

8 5 23 24 46 35 94 19 

9 6 24 22 50 18 96 31( ?) 

8 25 20 52 17 97-99 1 
IO 

21 53 53 104 62 
11 7 26 

16 60 50 
12 12 27 

30 60 63 47 
14 23 

55 66 49 

15 3( ?) 32 
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culture (vrk§uyurveda; BS 54); on temples (prasada; BS 55); on adamantine 
glue (vajralepa; BS 56); on images (pratimii; BS 57); on entering the forest to 
find the appropriate trees for making images (BS 58); on installing the images 
(BS 59); on dogs (BS 61; see VYJ 70); on cocks (kukku{a; BS 62); on goats 
(chiiga; BS 64); on horses (asva; BS 65); on men (puru§a; BS 67); on the five 
mahiipuru§aS (BS 68); on fly-whisks (ciimara; BS 71); on umbrellas (chatra; 
BS 72); in praise of women (str'iprasarp,sa; BS 73); on causing affection (saubhii
gyakararia; BS 74); on aphrodisiacs (kiindarpika; BS 75); on perfumes (gandha
yukti; BS 76); on the union of women and men (BS 77); on beds and seats 
(sayyiisana; BS 78); the examination of jewels39 (ratnapar'ik,c;ii; BS 79); on 
pearls (mukta; BS 80); on rubies (padmaraga; BS 81); on emeralds (rnaraka{a; 
BS 82); on lamps (d'ipa; BS 83); on sticks for cleaning the teeth (dantakii§{ha; 
BS 84); animal and bird omens (sakuna; BS 85); on the howling of the jackal 
(BS 89; see Sardiilakari:iavadana, pp. 167-171); on the activities of animals 
( mrgace§{ita; BS 90); on the movements of cows (BS 91 ; see VY J 71); on the 
movements of horses (asvengita; BS 92); on the activities of elephants (BS 93); 
further animal and bird omens (BS 95); on natives born when the Moon is in 
each nak§atra (BS 100; see Sardiilakaq1avadana, pp. 61-62 and 132-135); the 
correspondence of zodiacal signs to nak§atras (BS 101); on the horoscope of the 
wedding40 (vivahapatala; BS 102); on the planets' transits of the astrological 
places in the base-nativities (grahagocara, a topic appropriate to genethlialogy 
rather than divination; BS 103; see YJ 43). The wealth of information on the 
material, social, and religious life of India both in Varahamihira's own time and 
in earlier periods (the latter can be assessed only by comparing the BS with the 
GS and their Babylonian sources) contained in the BS is obviously enormous. 41 

The popularity of the BS was great, though the vastness of the text precluded 
much commentarial work. The chief effort in that direction that we possess is 
the extremely valuable vivrti completed by Bhattotpala in Kasmira in 967; based 
on Bhattotpa]a's work is the Utpalaparimala composed by Bhaskararya Yogin42 

at Sriranga on the Kaveri in 1235. The BS with Bhattotpala's vivrti was read 
by al-Biriini in the Panjab in preparation for writing his India in 1030/1031. It 
was translated into Persian by 'Abd al- 'Aziz Dihlawi43 for Firiiz Shah Tughluq 
in about 1375; adhyayas 66 and 68 were translated into Tamil anonymously; 41 

39 Adhyayas 79-82 are edited with a French translation by L. FrNOT, Les lapi
daires indiens, Paris 1896, pp. 59-75. 

40 Utpala claims that this adhyaya is based on the work of an otherwise unknown 
Vindhyavasin. See below for Varahamihira's independent treatise entitled Vivaha
patala. 

41 Not entirely satisfactory is A. l\L SHASTRI, India as Seen in the Brhatsarµhita 
of Varaharnihira, Delhi-Patna-Varanasi 1969. 

42 CESS A4. 
43 CESS A2, 13a-13b. 
44 Edited by T. N. SuBRAMANIAM, Sarnudrika lak~ai:ia, Madras GOS 126, Madras 

1959, pp. 109-126. 
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and there seems to exist a paraphrase in Si:rp.halese. 45 Varahamihira himself 
·wrote an abridgement, the Samasasarphita,46 of which only quotations, 
notably in Bhattotpala's vivrti on the BS, now survive. 

Probably not far in time from Varahamihira an unnamed Jaina composed 
an immense work in Prakrit on omens entitled Angavijja, 47 which classifies 
every perceptible object in the world as a ominous entity. It remains an in
adequately explored treasure of the material aspects of Indian culture. Another 
Jaina, claiming to be Bhadrabahu, 48 the last srutakevalin, composed on mainly 
celestial omens a Bhadrabahusarphita or Nimitta49 in the period between the 
BS, on which much of the work is based, 50 and BhaHotpala, who cites BBS 15, 
92-95, on BS 9, 37. The subjects not directly corresponding to Varahamihira's 
that Bhadrabahu takes up are lightning (BBS 5; cf. Parisi~ta LIX); clouds 
(BBS 6 and 8; cf. second GS 14); military expeditions (BSS 13; cf. GS 32); 
planetary omens (BBS 25); and oneiromancy (BBS 26; cf. VY J 66). A third 
Jaina text (though some manuscripts make it Saiva) written in this period is 
by Garga, 51 who is usually identified with the gum named by Siddhar~i in 905; 
this is variously titled Pasakevali, 52 Marutajfianaprasna, etc. It is an elaborate 
treatise on divination by means of dice, giving the interpretation of each of the 
combinations of three of the numbers 1, 2, 3, and 4, in all possible orders. 

45 H. M. GuNASEKERA, Catalogue of P1:i.li, Sil).halese, and Sanskrit Manuscripts 
in the Colombo Museum Library, Colombo 1901, p. 34. 

46 A. M. SHASTRI, "Contribution towards the Reconstruction of the Samasa-
Sarµhita of Varahamihira," Bharatiya Vidya 23 ( 1963), 22-39. 

47 Edited by MUNI Pu:i~<YAVIJAYA as PTSS 1, Banaras 1957. 
48 CESS A4. 
49 Edited by A. S. GOPA~i as SJS 26, Bombay 1949, and with a Hindi translation 

by N. SHASTRY as JMJSG 25, Kasi 1959. The additional material in the latter 
edition is not justified by BBS 1, 15-17. 

50 GoPA~i, prastavana pp. 6-19, has demonstrated the following relationships 
between the BBS and the BS. 

BBS BS BBS BS 

2-3 (meteors) 33 16 (Saturn's motions) 10 
4 (halos) 34 17 (Jupiter's motions) 8 
7 (dmvn and twilight omens) 30 18 (Mercury's motions) 7 
9 (winds) 27 19 (Mars' motions) 6 

10 (rains) 23 20 (Rahu's motions) 5 
11 (Gandharva cities) 36 21 (comets) 11 
12 (pregnancy of clouds) 22 22 (Sun's motions) 3 
14 ( utpatas) 45, 46 23 (Moon's motions) 4 
15 (Venus' motions) 9 24 (planetary conflicts) 17 

51 CESS A2, 122b-126a; A3, 30b-3la; and A4. 
52 Edited by A. WEBER, "Uber ein indisches Wurfel-Orakel," MPAWB (1859), 

158-180; see also his Indische Streifen, vol. 1, Berlin 1868, pp. 274-307; published, 
at Kasi in 1884; publishod with a Telugu translation, Madras 1890; edited by 
A. F. R. HOERNLE, The Bower Manuscript, Calcutta 1893, pp. 203-221; and edited 
by J. E. ScHROTER, Borna 1900. 
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Though BhaHotpala quotes from both Narada (on BS 11, 5) and Vasi~tha 
(on BS 5, 3; 32, 2; and 57, 8) in his vivrti on the BS, none of these citations 
occurs in the currently available Naradasarphita and Vasi~thasarphita; the 
relation of his citations of verses of Brhaspati (on BS 35, 3; 52, 2-3; and 52, 
87-88) to the extant Brhaspatisarphita53 cannot as yet be determined. Other 
authorities on omens whom Bhattotpala was able to quote in 967 include 
Nandin, 54 Bhanubhatta,55 and Salihotra, as well as the authority, Samudra, 
after whom the science of physiognomy was later named siimudrika (on BS 67 
and 69). 

Al-Biriini, in his India (14), lists the names of seven authors of sar(l,hitas: 
Ma.i:i-q.avya, 56 Parasara, Garga, Brahman, 57 Balabhadra, Divyatattva, 58 and 
Varahamihira. Of these authors, Balabhadra and Divyatattva are not known 
from Sanskrit sources to have composed sarµhitas, though there is an Adbhu
tatarangil).i on omens by a Balabhadra. 59 

Vasantaraja composed his Sakunarl).ava60 at or near Varal).asi in the 1090's 
since he dedicated it to the Gahaq.avala Candradeva (ca. 1089-ca. 1103). In a 
verse toward the beginning (1, 27) he names as his predecessors Atri, Garga, 
Guru (Brhaspati), Sukra (Bhrgu), Vasi~tha, Vyasa, Kautsa {perhaps Ailgiras61 ), 

Bhrgu, and Gautama. 62 Its twenty vargas give omens from the cries and 
movements of birds and animals. A fika was written by Bhanucandra Gal).i63 

of the Tapagaccha in about 1559 in the empire of Akbar (1556-1605); it was 
edited by Bhanucandra's pupil, Siddhicandra. 

In about 1160 Durlabharaja,64 a scion of the Pragvata family of Gujarat 
who was made a mahattara by the Caulukya Kumarapala (ca. 1143-1152), 
began a Samudrikatilaka65 that was finished by his son, Jagaddeva. 66 This is 
the earliest complete Sanskrit text on physiognomy and palmistry that we 
possess, though we have seen that the subject was earlier treated in the 
Sardiilakarl).avadana (pp. 129-132, 147-154, 172-175, and 187-191), the GS 
(18 and 48), the BS (50, 51, 67, and 69), and other texts. Durlabharaja adds 

63 CESS A4. 
54 CESS A3, 131 b. 
55 CESS A4. 
66 CESS A4. 
57 CESS A4. 
5s CESS A3, 112a. 
59 CESS A4. 
60 Edited with the fikii of Bhanucandra by SRiDHARA JA'fASANKARA, Bombay 

1883; see also E. HULTZSCH, Prolegomena zu des Vasantaraja Sakuna nebst Text
proben, Leipzig 1879. 

61 CESS A 1, 35a. 
62 CESS A2, 145b. 
63 CESS A4. 
64 CESS A3, 116b-117a, and A4. 
65 Edited with a Hindi translation by RADHAK~~~A MISRA, Bombay 1956. 
66 CESS A3, 54b-55a, and A4. 
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(in 1, 9) to the authors whose names we have already encountered Lak:;,aka and 
Sumanta, of whom nothing further is known, and the famous Paramara 
Bhojaraja of Dhara, whose work on samudrika has not survived. 

Durlabharaja's son, Jagaddeva, besides completing his father's Samudrikati
laka, wrote an important treatise on oneiromancy, the Svapnacintamai:ii, 67 

in about 1175. Again, though this is the earliest independent treatise on svapna 
that we possess, the interpretation of dreams goes back in Sanskrit literature to 
the B,gveda,68 and had been treated systematically since at least the time of 
Minaraja (VYJ 66). 69 Aside from some oneiromancies preserved in various 
purarias-e.g., Matsyapurai:ia 241 and Brahmavaivartapurai:ia, Kr:;;i:iajanma
khar:iq.a 77 and 82-the most common Sanskrit text on the interpretation of 
dreams is the Svapnadhyaya attributed to Brhaspati. 70 

Contemporary with Durlabharaja and Jagaddeva was Narapati, 71 who com
pleted his Narapatijayacarya or Svarodaya72 at Ai:iahilanagara in Saura:;,tra in 
1177. This work describes various arrangements ( cakras) of letters associated 
with time divisions and astrological entities, magical pictures of animals and 
objects (also called cakras), and arrangements of nakl}atras, months, and 
numbers relative to the directions (bhumis ), all of which promote the military 
victory of their user. Narapati names as his sources (1, 4-10) seven yamalas 
(of Brahma, Vi:;;i:iu, Rudra, Adi, Skanda, Kurma, and Devi), the Yuddhajayar
i:iava, the Svarabhairava, the Rai:iahvayatantra, the Jayapaddhati, and various 
other tantric texts. The NJ was commented on by Narahari73 during the reign 
of Bhairavendra, who ruled Mithila from ca. 1480 till ca. 1515 (Vyakhyaplava), 
and by Harivaip.sa Pathaka in ca. 1500 (Jayalak:;,mi); the latter was revised by 
Harivaip.:;,a's son, Mahadeva, 74 in 1520. Based on the NJ is the Balatantrama-

67 Published with a Marathi translation, Bombay 1848; edited with a Marathi 
fika by J. H. A'.fHALYE, Ratnagiri 1873; edited with a Telugu version by SE~ACALA 
SASTRI, Madras 1911; and edited with a German translation by J. VON NEGELEIN, 
Giessen 1912. 

68 See, for example, the references given by TSUJI in ABORI 48-49 (1968), 
177 fn. 5, and in VON NEGELEIN's edition of Jagaddeva, p. 378. 

69 Predictions of the substance of dreams on the basis of the zodiacal signs and 
planets are given by Sphujidhvaja (YJ 69-70). For other early oneiromancies see 
Sardulakarr:iavadana, pp. 154-164; Parisi:;;ta LXVIII; and BBS 26. See also R. G. 
HARSHE, "Two Illustrated Manuscripts on Dreams," Bharatiya Vidya 9 ( 1948), 
246-268. 

7° CESS A4. 
71 CESS A3, 137a-142a, and A4. 
72 Published with the Jayalak:;;mi of Harivarµsa, Benares 1882; at Lucknow in 

1896; at Meratha in [ 1900]; at Meerut in 1902; with the J ayalak:;;mi of Harivarpsa, 
Bombay 1906, reprinted Bombay 1934 and Bombay 1955; at Meerut in 1920; and 
edited with his own fika by G. PA'.fHAKA as KS_S 205, Varar:iasi 1971. The Ahibala
cakra section was edited with a Hindi fika by V. DVIVEDIN as VSG 19, Banarasa 
1955. 

73 CESS A3, 143a-143b, and A4. 
74. CESS A4. 
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harJ).ava of Adityadeva, 75 on which a ffkii in Telugu was written by Daivajfia
dasa, 76 and the Saroddhara composed by Sraddha ~l?i in about 1837. 

Contemporaneously with the three authors from Saurai?tra the Maharaja
dhiraja ofBengalfrom ca.1159till ll 78, Ballalasena, 77 beganhisAdbhutasagara78 

in 1168; it was completed by his son and successor, Laki?mal).asena, who ruled 
Bengal from ca. 1178 till 1200. It deals with most of the celestial, atmospheric, 
and terrestrial omens in a comprehensive fashion, and is the next most popular 
text in this field after the BS. A similar text, which is probably at least in part 
dependent on Ballalasena's, is the Adbhutadarpal).a of Madhava. 70 

Treatments of omens in the thirteenth century were rare except among the 
Jainas of Gujarat and Rajasthan. There are scattered references in the Trai
lokyaprakasa written by Hemaprabha Suri probably in 1248, a work which 
will be discussed more fully below. And in 1281 Mal).ikya Suri80 composed a 
Sakunasaroddhara. A Hindu, Laval).yasarman, was the author of a Sakuna
pradipa ;81 he himself copied a manuscript of it at Vijapura in 1344. 82 In some 
manuscripts of the gigantic Jyotirnibandha composed by Sivaraja between 
ca. 1475 and 1500 there is inserted a ciiriidhyiiya; 83 this is based almost entirely 
on Varahamihira's BS (3-13, 17-18, and 20) with a few quotations from the 
sarp,hitiis of Kasyapa, Narada, and Vasif'.'ltha. 

Slightly before Sivaraja, in about 1450, Ramacandra wrote at Naimil?a in 
Uttarapradesa a Samarasara84 similar in intent and contents to Narapati's NJ. 
There are commentaries composed by Ramacandra himself together with his 
brother, Bharata85 (Sarala), by Damodara86 (Sanketamafijari), and by Dik1?ita 
Sa:rp.vatsara. 87 Other works on svarasiistra include the Yuddh::t.jayotsava 
of Gangarama88 and the Pavanavijaya or Svarodaya attributed to Siva. Other 
cakras are used in interpreting nativities by Prajapatidasa,89 who wrote his 
PaficasvaranirJ).aya or Granthasangraha00 before 1625 (the earliest manuscript 

7s CESS A 1, 48a, and A3, 15a-15b. 
7 s CESS A3, 123a. 
77 CESS A4. 
78 Edited by MuRALiDHARA SARMAN, Benares 1905. 
7 0 CESS A4. 
8° CESS A4. 
81 Edited by P. Sr1''1IIA as RPG 89, Jodhpur 1968. 
82 LDI 7516 (8990). 
sa Pp. 4-24 of the ASS edition. 
84 Published with his own and Bharata's tika, Benares 1876; edited with the 

pika of HANUMAT SARMAN, Bombay 1911, repr
0

inted Bombay 1952; and edited with 
the Hindi version of V.XsuDEVA GUPTA by SiTARAMA SARMAN, Vara:r:iasi [ND]. 

Sb CESS A4. 
ss CESS A3, 99a-99b. 
87 CESS A 3. 112b. 
3s CESS A2, 86a-86b, and A3, 26b. 
89 CESS A4. 
90 Edited with the commentaries of Krf.'!I)adatta Jha and Govindasarman by 

R. P. SuKLA, 2nd ed., Benares 1941. 
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was copied in 1631). There are commentaries by Prajapatidasa himself as well 
as by Appaya Dik~ita91 and Gauqa BhaHacarya. 92 To Mahadeva93 is ascribed a 
Pa:ficapak~isakuna94 employing the five European vo-wels for divination; the 
oldest dated manuscript containing this work was copied in 1750. A related text 
is the Tattvarthacintamal).i95 composed together with a vrtti by Balakr~I.la 
Vedavrk~a96 at Kasi in the 1820's. 

But a more important author on omens had flourished a century and a half 
earlier. The Jaina scholar Mcghavijaya97 wrote a Var~aprabodha98 similar to 
the Meghamalas of Garga and Siva in 1675 and a Hastasa:fijivana99 on palmistry 
in 1680; in this same year he completed a commentary on the latter work. 
There are, of course, numerous other anonymous works on omens or works 
attributed to authors of whom nothing is known extant in Sanskrit and ver
nacular manuscripts. Nothing further can be said of them in the absence of 
editions and of critical historical studies. 

However, one important method of divination that we cannot fail to mention 
is geomancy (ramala, from the Arabic raml), which seems to have been in
troduced into Sanskrit from Persian sources in the early Mughal period. The 
principal texts on the subject are the Ramalavaicitrya or Ramalabhaskara100 

of Rama based on the teachings of the Yavanas (Muslims) (the oldest dated 
manuscript was copied in 1657); the Ramalenduprakasa composed by Rudra
mai:ii Tripathin in 1682; the Ramalarahasya101 written by Bhayabha:fijana 
Sarman 102 in about 1700; the Ramalotkar~a or Ramalacintama:9i of Cintamal).i 103 

(the earliest dated manuscript was copied in 1709); the Ramalasara composed 
by Sripati at Gokula (the oldest dated manuscript was copied in 1718); and the 
Ramalanavaratna104 composed by Paramasukha105 at Kasi in 1811. Finally, 

91 CESS A 1, 44a. 
92 CESS A2, 145a. 
93 CESS A4. 
14 Published with the /ika of Vamadeva, Calcutta 1842. 
95 I have used University of Pennsylvania 652. 
96 CESS A4. 
97 CESS A4. 
98 Published with the Hindi translation of JvXLAPRASADA MISRA, Bombay 1903; 

and edited with his own Hindi tika by BHAGAVANADASA JAINA, Bikanera 1926. A 
translation by P. S. SHAH was published at Ahmedabad in 1939. 

9 9 Published as MJG 4, Poona 1925; edited with his own pika and Gujarati 
translation by PRAT.APA MUNI as MJG 8, Indora 1930; and edited with Meghavi
jaya's own /ika on the first two adhikaras and a Hindi /ika by GA1:J"ESADATTA 
PXTHAKA, Kasi 1935. 

100 Published Bombay 1915. 
101 Published Bombay 1906. 
1oz CESS A4. 
103 CESS A3, 47b-49a, and A4. , 
104 Published Kasi 1869; Bombay 1882; with a Marathi translation, 2nd ed!,_ 

IleJagarp.va 1905; with the Hindi /ika of MAHiDHARA SARMAN, Bombay 1918; and 
with the Hindi f,ika of AcYUTANANDA JR.A as HSS 245, Banarasa 1954. 

10s CESS A4. 
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the court astrologer of Ranbir Singh, the Maharaja of Jammu and Kashmir, 
Visvesvara (who was still living in 1927), translated a Persian work on scap
ulomancy into Sanskrit for his royal patron under the title Skandhasthiprasna.1 oc 

106 R. KAK and H. SHASTRI, A Descriptive Catalogue of Sanskrit Manuscripts, 
Poona 1927, p. 15. 



CHAPTER V 

GENETHLIALOGY 

Jataka 

Though already as a part of divination Indians had for long predicted the 
characteristics of a native on the basis of the nak~atra occupied by the Moon at 
his birth (e.g., SardiilakarJ}.avadana, pp. 61-62), the prediction of the life of 
the native on the basis of the horoscope cast at his birth-a science that was 
developed in Hellenistic Egypt in the second century B. C.-was introduced into 
India only in the second century A. D. In 149/150, probably at the court of the 
Western K:;,atrapa Rudradaman in Ujjayini, a Greek manuscript of an astro
logical text composed in Egypt shortly after 100 A. D. was translated into 
Sanskrit prose by the head of the Greek community, who was entitled Yavane
svara. Already in this translation the Hellenistic system had begun to be 
Hinduized-for instance, the pictures of the Decans and Hours that adorned 
the Greek manuscript were interpreted by Yavanesvara in terms of the iconog
raphy of Siva and Parvati.1 Unfortunately, we no longer have Yavanesvara's 
translation, but we do possess a very substantial portion of a versification of it 
made by the <Yavana)raja Sphujidhvaja in 269/270, during the reign of the 
Western K:;,atrapa Rudrasena II. His Yavanajataka2 shows further signs of 
Hinduization; in particular one suspects that he was responsible for adding the 
chapter on reincarnation (YJ 43), the lists of minerals, plants, and animals 
that are influenced by ayurvedic materia medica (YJ 62), and the section on 
military astrology that is indebted to such sources as the GS (YJ 73-76). The 
original Greek system was of course further modified so that the predictions 
fit the social and economic expectations of people born in India, and Indian 
astrologers after Sphujidhvaja considerably developed genethlialogy by em
phasizing some aspects at the expense of others or by creating new and more 
complex techniques of interpreting horoscopes; but basically all of jataka before 
the introduction of tajika texts in the thirteenth century, and even most of 
jataka after that, can be traced back to the Yavanajataka and to the lost work 

1 D. PINGREE, "The Indian Iconography of the Decans and Horus," J,V"CI 26 
(1963), 223-254. 

2 Edited, translated, and commented on by D. PINGREE, The Yavanajataka of 
Sphujidhvaja, HOS 48, 2 vols., Cambridge, Mass. 1978. 
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of Satya, who had access to at least one other Sanskrit translation of a Greek 
text on genethlialogy besides the Y J. 

Sphujidhvaja's YJ contains seventy-nine adhyiiyas, which may be divided 
into five sections: on nativities (YJ 1-51), on prasna or interrogations 
(YJ 52-72), on yiitrii or military astrology (YJ 73-76), on muhurta or catarchic 
astrology (YJ 77-78), and on mathematical astronomy (YJ 79). We have 
already discussed the last section in the chapter on astronomy; here we shall 
only review the contents of the first, reserving sections two-four for the relevant 
chapters of this book. 

YJ 1 describes the fundamental elements of genethlialogy-the zodiacal signs 
(riisis) and their subdivisions (horiis [wpoc:], drekiirias [oe:x.oc:vol], saptiittisas, 
naviirµsas, 3 dviidasiirµsas [0(t)OE:XrlTIJ[L6pia ], trirµsiittisas [opioc: ], sauras, cu<!,apadas, 
and liptikas [Ae:1t't'cx.]); the astrological places (bhiivas), categorized as cardines 
(kendras; x.ev't'poc:), succeedent (piiriapharas; z1toc:voc:(f)opoc:l), and cadents (iipoklimas; 
,hox.Alµoc:'t'cx); the planets' exaltations (iiccas); their triplicities (trikorias; 
't'p(y(t)voc:); their aspects ( dr§ti); the various strengths of the zodiacal signs and 
planets; and the characteristics, spheres of influence, and interrelationships of 
the planets. The next two adhyiiyas (YJ 2-3) describe respectively the figures 
associated with each of the twenty-four horiis and thirty-six decans. And 
adhyiiya 4 lists the objects associated with the zodiacal signs and the planets. 
The next two chapters deal with conception and gestation (YJ 5), and the cir
cumstances of birth (YJ 6). In adhyaya 7 Sphujidhvaja describes the effects on 
the natives of the planets being in their exaltations or dejections, in their tri
plicities, in their own, their friends', or their enemies' houses. Adhyiiyas 8-9 are 
devoted to the astrological situations that lead to the birth of kings and other 
leaders. The four yogas of the Moon-sunaphii (cruvoc:q:>~), anapharii (&.voc:(f)opcx.), 
daurudhara (oopu(f)oploc:), and kemadruma (x.e:voopoµloc:)-are discussed in adhyiiya 
10, the two of the Sun-vesi and viisi (q:>&mc;) in adhyiiya 11. There follow seven 
chapters (YJ 12-18) on the native born when each of the planets (in the order 
Sun, Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn and Moon) is in each of the zo
diacal signs. Adhyiiya 19 is on the effect of each of the zodiacal signs in the 
ascendant, adhyaya 20 on that of each of the planets. There follows a section 
on conjunctions of planets: of two and three planets in Y J 21, of four planets 
(producing religious natives) inYJ 22, of five planets in YJ 23, and of six and 
seven planets in YJ 24. The next two chapters (YJ 25-26) enumerate the effects 
of each of the planets' being in each of the places except the ascendent. In 
adhyaya 27 Sphujidhvaja describes three melothesias: of planets, of horiis, and 
of decans. There follow four adhyiiyas (YJ 28-31) on the native born when each 
hora, decan, saptiittisa, and navarpsa is in the ascendent. Adhyiiyas 32 and 33 
are on the Moon's and all the other planets' being in each others' naviittisas, 
and adhyiiya 34 on each of the planets in a dviidasiittisa of each of the zodiacal 

3 On the Indian decans and navarrisas in Sasanian, Arabic, Byzantine, and Latin 
astrology see D. PINGREE, Viator 7 (1976), 146, 151, l 72-173, and 181-184. 
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signs. In YJ 35 Sphujidhvaja very obscurely deals with the theory of the pro. 
rogator (&:c:peTIJ~)-a topic ignored by subsequent Indian astrologers until it was 
reintroduced as the hillaja (Arabic haylaj) in tajika texts. There is then inserted 
a chapter (YJ 36) on the planetary configurations known as yogas. Adhyayas 
37-43 are concerned with the computation of the length of the native's life 
(ayurclaya; YJ 37), with fatal configurations (ari§fayoga; YJ 38), with the periods 
(dasas) and subperiods (antardasas) of the native's life (YJ 39-41), with the 
cause of his death (YJ 42), and with his next incarnation (YJ 43). There follows 
a long section (Y J 44-51) on a§{akavarga or the transits of each of the planets 
(in the order Sun, Saturn, Jupiter, Venus, Mars, Mercury, and Moon) through 
the astrological places counted from themselves, from each other, and from 
the ascendant; this is a fundamental method of continuous horoscopy. Sphu· 
jidhvaja's treatment of jataka ends with a description of the ideal astrologer 
(YJ 51, 13-20). 

In large measure based on the Y J, but also dependent on the lost work of 
Satya,4 is the Vrddhayavanajataka5 composed by the Yavanadhiraja Minaraja6 

in about 300-325 in the realm of the Western K~atrapas-that is, during the 
reign of Rudrasirµha II (ca. 305-317) or Yasodaman II (ca. 317-332). This is 
probably the work called Yavana referred to by al.Biruni (India 14). It is an 
immense text, twice as long as the YJ, divided into seventy.one adhyayas; the 
last eight, as we have already noted, are concerned with omens. The rest to a 
large extent repeat and expand upon the YJ. 7 The remainder deal with the 
effect of each planet (in the order of the week-days, as henceforth is normal in 
Sanskrit texts) in each zodiacal sign aspected by each other planet (VYJ 9-15); 
on the effects of the planets in each astrological place while in various of its 
vargas (VYJ 24-35); on the ascendant aspected by each of the planets (VYJ 36); 
on the lord of each astrological place in its own and every other place (VYJ 54); 
and on the "rays" ( rasmi) of the planets (VY J 56). Only once-in an astrological 
digvijaya (VYJ 2, 9-10)-does Minaraja mention Rahu as a graha; Sphujidhvaja 
never does. The inclusion of Rahu and Ketu among the planets to make them 
nine postdates the VY J. 

4 The details of the dependence of Indian astrologers on the Y J and on each 
other will be found in my edition of Sphujidhvaja. 

6 Edited by D. PINGREE as GOS 162-163, Baroda 1976; adhyayas 1-34 with 
a Hindi !ika were published by RAMASVARUPA SARMAN, New Delhi 1976. 

6 CESS A4. 

VYJ YJ VYJ YJ 

1-2 1 17-24 12-19 
3-4 5-6 37-39 10 
5-6 37-40 40-51 cf. 21-f4 
7 cf. 41 40, 52-53 36 
8 cf. 44-51 55 19 

16 20, 25-26 57 8-9 
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The following authors of jataka works seem to have written in the fourth or 
fifth century since they were quoted in the sixth by Varahamihira: Maya, s 

Yavana, l\fa:r:iittha9 (Mcxvz&(t)v), and Saktipiirva (Parasara)10 are cited on the 
maximum length of human life (BJ 7, 1); on the same subject of ayurdiiya he 
cites Devasvamin,11 Vi~:r:iugupta (Ca:r:iakya12), and Siddhasena (BJ 7, 7); and 
Jivasarman13 is mentioned concerning ayurdaya (BJ 7, 9) and rajayogas 
(BJ 11, 1 ). Also earlier than Varahamihira was a jiitaka work by Badaraya:r:ia, 14 

though it is not clear whether or not the extant Bhavadhyaya15 was a part of 
this, and another by Mar;iq..avya.16 

But the B:rhajjataka17 itself became the model for much of the subsequent 
Sanskrit literature on jataka, and remains the most authoritative text-book on 

8 CESS A4. 
9 CESS A4. 
1° CESS A4. See also BJ 12, 2. 
11 CESS A 3, 121 b. 
12 CESS A3, 46b. Vi~i;iugupta is also cited in BJ 21, 3. 
13 CESS A 3, 70a. 
14 CESS A4. 
15 CESS A4. 
16 CESS A4. 
17 Published Calcutta [1812 ?] ; with Bhattotpala's !ika, Kasi 1861, Bombay 

1863, and Bombay 1864; with a Telugu !ilea by S. T . .ACARYA and V. R . .AC.ARYA, 
Madras 1865, Madras 1872, and Madras 1885; with Bhattotpala's !ika, Madras 
1870, Madras 1873, and Bombay 1874; with Bhattotpala's !ika and a Marathi 
translation, Bombay 1874; with Mahidhara's pika, Lucknow 1879, Lucknow 1882, 
and Lucknow 1887; with Bhattotpala's fika, Bombay 1882; with a Kanna<;Ia !ika, 
Bangalore [1883]; with a Sirµhala !ika by V. P. BA::tf:J?ARA, Colombo 1888; with 
l\fahidhara's tika and a Hindi translation, Benares 1889; with the Hindi tika of 
.ADITYADASA,' Delhi 1890; adhyayas I-5 with a Malayalam translation and com
mentary, Trichur 1890; with Bhattotpala's fiki'i and a Bengali commentary, 
ArUI).odaya 1893; with a Sirµhala translation by A. J. WIKRAMASINHA, Colombo 
1896; adhyayas I-IO with Govinda Somayajin's commentary, Palghat 1905; with 
a Marathi translation, Belgaum 1910; with an English translation by H.P. CHAT
TERJEE, Allahabad 1912, reprinted New York 1974; adhyayas I-IO with the !ika, 
N auka, Bombay 1912; adhyayas I-20 with a Kanna<;Ia translation and commentary 
by B. V. SuBRAHMA::tfYA SARMAN, Bangalore 1913 ; with the Telugu version of 
A. VXsuDEVA SASTRI, Madras 1914; with the Kanna<;Ia translation of R. VENKA
+ARAMA SXsTRI, Bangalore 1915; with Bhattotpala's !ika, Madras 1916; with the 
Kanna<;la version of H. SURYA SXSTRI, Mysore 1917; with the Hindi !ika of MXT~
PRASADA PX:~rt?EYA, Benares 1922; with the Telugu commentary of B. VENKA
'.fARANGA KAVI, Madras 1923; edited with Bhattotpala's !ika by SiTARAMA JHX, 
Benares 1923, reprinted Benares 1934; with the Telugu !ika of A. VENKA'-fA~i:,
::tfAYYA, Madras 1926; edited with the vivara'(l,a of Rudra by K. SAMBA SIVA SXSTRi 
as TSS 91, Trivandrum 1926, 2nd ed. by S. K. PILLAI, Trivandrum 1957; edited 
with Bhattotpala's !ika by G. S. DEVASTHALi, Benares and Bombay 1926; with 
the Tamil version of VISVANATHARYA, Madras 1927; with an English translation 
by V. SuBRAHMANYA SASTRI, Mysore 1929, 2nd ed. Bangalore 1971; edited with a 
Hindi !ikti by SiTARAMA JR.A as MM 176, Benares 1944, 2nd ed. 1952; edited with 
a Hindi !ika by AcYUTANANDA JR.A as HSS 171, Benares 1945, 2nd ed. Benares 
1957; adhyayas I-IO edited with his own !ika by A. N. SRINIVASARAGIIAVA AIYAN-
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the subject today. Again, most of its contents correspond to those of the YJ 
dan VYJ: 

I. rasiprabheda. YJ 1; VYJ 1. 
2. grahayoniprabheda. YJ 1; VYJ 2. 
3. viyonijanma. Cf. YJ 62, but the births of animals and plants is not a 

special topic for Sphujidhvaja or Minaraja. 
4. ni§eka. YJ 5; VYJ 3. 
5. janmavidhi. YJ 6; VYJ 4. 
6. ari§{a. Y J 38. 
7. ayurdaya. YJ 37; VYJ 5. 
8. dasantardasa. YJ 39-41; VYJ 6-7. 
9. a§{akavarga. YJ 44-50; VYJ 8. 

10. karmajiva. Cf. Y J 25, 20-23, though again, the profession of the native is 
not a special topic for Sphujidhvaja or Minaraja. 

11. rajayoga. YJ 8-9; VYJ 57. 
12. nabhasayoga. YJ 36; VYJ 40 and 52-53. 
13. candrayoga. YJ 10; VYJ 37-39. 
14. dvigrahayoga. YJ 21. 
15. pravrajyayoga. YJ 22. 
16. rkfasila. Not in YJ; VYJ 63. 
17. candrariisisila. YJ 18; VYJ 18. 
18. riisisila. YJ 12-17; VYJ 17 and 19-23. 
19. dr§!iphala. YJ 32; cf. VYJ 9-15. 
20. bhiiva. YJ 20; VYJ 16. 
21. asrayayoga. YJ 8, 1-22; scattered in VYJ. 
22. pralcirria. Some of this miscellaneous material is in YJ 1. 
23. ani~fa. Congenital defects are not a separate topic for either Sphujidhvaja 

or Minaraja. 
24. strijtitaka. Not in YJ; VYJ 58-62. 
25. nairyiiriika. YJ 42---43. 
26. na~fajtitaka. YJ 52, 1-5. 
27. dre~kiiria. YJ 2-3. 

The best commentary on the BJ or any other jiitaka work is the J agaccandrika 
composed by BhaHotpala in Kasmira in ca. 967 /969. Other commentators 
include Rudra, who wrote the Nauka in Kerala in 1527; Mahidhara,18 who 

GAR as ALS 79, Madras 1951; and edited with the /ika of Paramesvara by K. 
RAG HA VAN PILLAI as TSS 198, Trivandrum 1962. In addition to the translations 
mentioned above there are a Pali version published with a Burmese translation, 
3 vols., Mandalay 1908-1909; an English translation by N. C. IYER, Madras 18&5, 
2nd ed. Madras 1905, 3rd ed. Madras 1926; and another English translation by 
B. SuRYANARAIN Row, Bangalore 1919, 3rd ed. 1948. 

18 CESS A4. 
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composed his vivararia at Varal).asi in 1599; K:p?I).a, 19 Gadadhara Misra, 20 and 
two Paramesvaras (Jatakacandrika21 and Horabhiprayanirl).aya). 22 Both Rudra 
and Mahidhara have copied out much of the Jagaccandrika. 

Varahamihira also wrote a summary of the BJ, the Laghujataka, 23 in sixteen 
adhyayas. There is the inevitable commentary, the Si~yahita, written by 
Bhattotpala in Kasmira in 966; there are also commentaries composed by 
Mahesvara, 24 the father of Bhaskara, in the Sahyadri in ca. llOO; by Ananta25 

in 1534; and by Isvaramisra26 (Dipika). 
At some time after 600 was written the purvakhariiJa of what was to become 

known as the B:rhatparasarahora27 ascribed to Parasara. 28 It computes the 
ayanarµsa or precession, due to a misunderstanding of Aryabhata, from 522 
(BPH purva 3, 31), and is deeply indebted to the BJ; it also has borrowed two 
verses from Sphujidhvaja (BPH purva 2, 47-48 equal YJ 1, 59-60). Moreover, 
it was used by Kalyal).avarman, who wrote in ca. 800 (BPH purva 2, 49-52 = 
S 5, 21-24; and BPH purva 21, 17-48 equal S 21, 21-52; cf. S 21, 6), and its 
existence is presupposed by the author of the uttarakhariiJa, which was com
mented on by Govindasvamin in ca. 850. Therefore, the purvakhariiJa must have 
been written between ca. 600 and 750, and the uttarakhariiJa after the purva
khariiJa but before ca. 800. The purvakhariiJa in fifty-one adhyiiyas is a rich but 
confused collection of material, much of which is unprecedented: the basic 

19 CESS A3, 22b. 
20 CESS A2, 114b. 
21 CESS A4. 
22 CESS A4. 
23 Published with Bhattotpala's fika, Ratnagiri 1867; adhyayas 3-12 edited by 

H. JACOBI, De Astrologiae Indicae "Hora" appellatae originibus, Bonn 1872, re
printed Bonn 1896; published with the Hindi fika of MATHUR.AN.ATHA, Lucknow 
1875; with BhaHotpala's fika, Bombay 1883; with the Sirp.halese translation of 
0. A. A. JAYASEKERE, Colombo 1886; with BhaHotpala's fika and the Bengali 
translation of RAJANiKANTA .Ac.ARYA, Calcutta 1910; with BhaHotpala's fika and 
the Hindi commentary of NARAYA~APRASADA, Bombay 1911; with BhaHotpala's 
fika and the Hindi commentary of CmANJiVA SARMAN, Benares 1921; with the 
Hindi fika of K.XsiRAMA PA'J'HAKA, Bombay 1936; with the Sanskrit and Hindi 
fikas of SiT.AR.AMA JR.A as MM 72, Kasi 1948; with the Gujarati fika of BH.ANUSAN
KARA NiLAKA~+HA .Ac.ARYA, Bhavanagara 1953; and with Bhattotpala's fika and 
the Hindi commentary of V.XsuDEVA, Vara:r:iasi 1968. 

24 CESS A4. 
25 CESS Al, 40b. 
26 CESS A 1, 56a-56b. 
27 Edited by GmrnHARA LALA SARMAN (purva) and GovINDA SARMAN (uttara 

with Sridhara's fika), Bombay 1905, 2nd ed. Bombay 1915, and 3rd ed. Bombay 
1951; with a Bengali version by ?'HAKURADASA CV-J?AMAl:II, Calcutta 1926; with a 
Hindi pika by SiTARAMA JHX as MM 189, 2nd ed. Kasi 1952, and 3rd ed. Vara:r:iasi 
1968; with a Hindi fika by GAl:IESADATTA PX+HAKA, Vara:r:iasi [1972]; and with a 
Hindi fika by DEVACANDRA JHA as KSS 220, Vara:r:iasi 1973. There is an English 
translation by N. N. KRISHNA RAU and V. B. CHOUDHARI, 2 vols., Bombay 1963. 

28 CESS A4. 
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elements of astrology (2-3); aspects (4); the nature of the neonate native 
(5-7); the planetary operators (karaka) (8-9); the astrological places (10); the 
mounted places (iiruijha) and their next places (upapada) (11-12); the killer 
(miiraka) planets (13); the astrological places and their lords (14-15); curses 
in previous incarnations (purvajanmasiipa) (16); a§[akavarga (15-20); nabhasa 
and other yogas (21-22); smashing the killer planet (miirakabheda) (23); 
ayurdiiya (24-25); death (26-27); riijayogas and yogas leading to wealth and 
poverty (28-31); rebirths (32); pleasure and sorrow (33); various conditions 
( avasthiis) of the planets (34); the varieties of dasiis, including virµsottari, 
'.c;oijasottari, dviidasottari, a§{ottari, pancottari, satabdikii, caturasityabdika, dvi
saptatika, §U1!ihiiyani, and §a{trirµsatkii (35) ;29 virµsottaridasiis (36); antardasiis 
and their subdivisions: upadasiis, silkJmadasiis, and priiri,adasiis (37-48); 
lcalacakradasiis ( 49) ; caradasas ( 50) ; and the sudar sanacakra ( 51). 

This congeries seems to consist of an original core, characterized by its being 
cast in the form of a dialogue between Maitreya and Parasara, and various 
accretions. These latter may include: adhyayas 5-6, 13-14, and 17-23, which 
are not dialogues and contain no vocatives; adhyaya 16, which is in the form 
of a dialogue between Parvati and Sankara; adhyiiya 33, which is in the form 
of a dialogue between Sujanma and Lomasa; adhyiiyas 36-48, which are spoken 
by Parasara for the benefit of Mahesvara; and adhyiiyas 49-51, which are 
attributed to Parvati. The elimination of at least adhyiiyas 16, 33, and 49-51 
would produce a more homogeneous text; but the precise extent of the purva
khari,ija must await a careful study of the manuscripts and of its relation to 
other texts-not only to the uttarakhari,ija and to Kalyar;ia varman, but also to 
Bhattotpala's fika on the BJ from which some of its verses seem to be derived. 

The uttarakhari,ija, which is also a dialogue between Maitreya and Parasara, 
is a much more unified composition, and its integrity is guaranteed by Govin
dasvamin's commentary. It deals with a§[akavarga (1; cf. purva 17-23), the 
six kinds of planetary strength ( Jaijbala) (2); computing planetary strength 
( i'.c;fakaJfavarri,ana) (3); rasmi ( 4; cf. VY J 56); the native's passage through this 
world (lokayiitrii) (5-9); iiyurdiiya (10-12; cf. pilrva 24-25); good fortune 
(bhiigya) (13); time units and the fruition of astrological indications (14-17); 
interrogations (prasna) (18); and, in conclusion, a table of contents (19) and a 
praise of the work (20). The uttarakhari,ija was commented on by Govindasvamin 
in Kerala in about 850 (Prakatarthadipika), while the whole BPH was com
mented on by Sridhara and HarikrSlr:ta at Jayapura in about 1875. Despite the 
questionability of the authenticity of some parts of the purvakhari,ija, the BPH 
represents some notable developments in the long process by which the original 
Hellenistic astrology that "was transmitted to India in the second century was 
made increasingly complex so as to generate predictions more closely approxi
mating reality; these developments are part_icularly noticeable in the theories 
of ayurdiiya.dasas, and the computation of planetary strength. ' 

29 See D. PINGREE, The Yavanajataka of Sphujidhvaja, vol. 2, p. 336. 
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A more traditional work, but one of great importance, is the Saravali30 

composed by Kalyal).avarman,31 the lord of Vyaghrapadi (Vyaghratati in 
Bengal), in about 800. Its fifty-four chapters are to a large extent based on the 
YJ, the VYJ, the BJ, and the BPH,32 though Kalyal).avarman also quotes (in 
addition to many astrologers whom we have already mentioned) Citragupta33 

(S 54, 12), Cii<;lama1;i34 (S 5, 20 and 39, 8), Devakirti35 (S 37, 1), Brahmasal).q.a36 

(S 10, 6), who had previously been cited by Varahamihira (BY 9, 1), and Hari 
(S 5, 2; 6, 1; and 6, 6). But most important for his date is his mention of 
Kanaka 37 (S 53, 1), who is probably identical with the Kanaka who served as 
an astrologer in the court of Hariin al-Rashid (786-809) in Baghdad and 
continued to work in Baghdad into the reign of al-Ma'miin (813-833) ;38 he was 
probably still in India till sometime in the 790's. Other Indian astrologers 
known to the Arabs during the 'Abbasid period include Aryakula,39 Indra, 40 

B,i;;i, 41 Jitari, 42 Jina, 43 Raja, Sanghadhara, and Singhala. The S itself was known 
to al-Biriini (India 14). 

If Kalyal).avarman's terminus post quern is given by his use of the BI>H and 
his reference to Kanaka, his terminus ante quern is established by the quotations 
from the S in Govindasvamin's Prakatarthadipika, which was written in Kerala 
in about 850. This commentary on the uttarakha1JiJa of the BPH is extra
ordinarily rich in quotations from early astrologers, astronomers, and mathe
maticians; aside from those astrologers already discussed, Govindasvamin cites 

30 Edited by K. SRiNIVASA TmuMALACARYA, 2 (3 ?) vols., Kalpatti and Palghat 
1906-1909; by V. SuBRAHMAJ;<YA SXsTRi, Bombay 1907, 2nd ed. Bombay 1914, 
and 3rd ed. Bombay 1928; with a Telugu translation, Madras 1923; and edited 
with the Hindi /ika of SiTARAMA JHX by PRAHL.ADA SvXMIN as MM 229, Benares 
1953. Adhyaya 45, the Strijataka, was published with a Telugu version at Madras 
in 1885 and 1926. The Saravali was translated into English by N. N. KRISHNA RAU 
and V. B. CHOUDHARI, [Bombay 1961]; the Strijataka was translated by R. K. 
AIYAR, "Stri Jathakam or Female Horoscopy," The Astrological Magazine 5-10 
(1901-1908). 

31 CESS A2, 26a-29a; A3, 19a; ans A4. 
32 Kalyal).avarman acknowledges his indebtedness to Varahamihira and Y ava

nanarendra (Sphujidhvaja) in S l, 2-3; further details will be found in the com
mentary to the YJ. 

3a CESS A 3, 47 a. 
34 CESS A3, 52b. 
36 CESS A3, 118a. 
36 CESS A4. 
37 CESS A2, 19a-19b. 
38 D. PINGREE in DSB 7, New York 1973, pp. 222-224. See also D. PINGREE, 

"The 'Liber Universus' of 'Umar ibn al-Farrukhan al-'fabari," JHAS 1 (1971), 
8-12. 

39 CESS A 1, 50b. 
40 CESS A I, 55a. 
u CESS A 1, 59a. 
u CESS A 3, 65a. 
43 CESS A3, 65a. 
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K:pg1a44 (who may be identical with the author of the K:pg1iya or Cintajfiana45 

which was extremely popular in Kerala), Bhagadatta,46 Cirantana Yavana, 
Yavanesvara (who is different from Sphujidhvaja, though the latter is also 
quoted by Govindasvamin), and Haridatta (the seventh century astronomer, 
who evidently also wrote on astrology). The names of and quotations from the 
works of a few more authorities on jataka from this early period can be found 
in Bhattotpala's Jagaccandrika; they are Yama (on BJ 8, 3), Vankalaka47 

(on BJ 15, 1), and Srutakirti (on BJ 1, 7; 8, 9; 13, 3; and 21, 3). 
At some time before Sripati (fl. 1039-1056) wrote his Jatakakarmapaddhati48 

in Rohi:r:iikha:r:iqa, Sridhara had written on jataka (see JKP 5, 36). There does 
exist in several manuscripts, some of which are associated with Mysore (the 
earliest dated example was copied in 1589), a Jatakapaddhati of Sridhara; and 
a Jaina priest named Sridhara from Narigunda in the Kar:r:iataka wrote, in 
Kannaqa, a Jatakatilaka49 in 1049 under the Western Calukya Somesvara I 
(1042-1068). What relation the two Sridharas might have to each other or to 
the astrologer cited by Sripati remains unclear. Sripati's own Jatakapaddhati 
or Jatakakarmapaddhati teaches in eight adhyayas how to calculate the 
astrological places, and how to compute the amount of aspects, the strengths of 
the planets, the length of life, the dasas and antarda,1as, and the a~takavarga; it 
is closely related to the purvakhar:,ija of the BPH. The JKP was immensely 
influential as is indicated by the numerous imitations of it and commentaries 
on it; the latter were composed by Siiryadeva at Gangapura in about 1250 
(Jatakalankara); by Paramesvara at Asvatthagrama in about 1425 (Balapra
bodhini); by Acyuta in about 1525 (Bhavarthamafijari); by Siiryadasa at 
Parthapura in about 1550 (Bodhasudhakara); by Raghunatha (the unique 
manuscript was copied in 1612); by Sumatihar!;la Ga:r:ii, presumably at Khaira
bad, in 1616 (Subodha); by Kr!;II).a in about 1625; by Dullaha50 in 1776; and by 
Kamabhatta51 (Sampradayaparisuddhi); by a Brahma:r:ia from Parakroq.a in 

44 CESS A2, 50a. 
45 CESS A2, 50a-51 a. 
46 CESS A4. 
47 Vankalaka was already quoted in the Kuvalayamala completed by Uddyo

tana Suri at Jalor in Rajasthan in 779; see A. N. UPADHYE, "Vamkalakacarya. 
A Forgotten Authority on Astrology," Professor P. K. Gode Commemoration 
Volume, POS 93, Poona 1960, pt. III, pp. 203-208, and "Works and Authors 
Referred to in the Kuvalayamala of Uddyotanasiiri," VIJ 3 (1965), 117-119. 

48 Edited with an English translation by V. SuBRAHMANYA SASTRI, Bangalore 
1903, 2nd ed. Bangalore 1919, 3rd ed. Bangalore 1937, and 4th ed. Bangalore 1957; 
and edited with the commentary of Kp;;I).a by J. B. CHAUDHURI, PST 19, Calcutta 
1955. 

49 Edited with a Kanna<;Iapika by S. N. K:i;t1?1:"A JYOTWA as PKG 22, Mysore 1959. 
0° CESS A3, 117a. 
s1 CESS A2, 31 b. 
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Kerala ;52 by Bhavesa ;53 by Bhaskara ;H by Bhiidhara ;55 by Madhava56 (Janabo
dhini) ; and by Sivadasa. 

In 1167, during the reign of the Caulukya Kumarapala (ca. 1143-1172), at 
Campavati (presumably Chatsu south of Jayapura in Rajasthan rather than 
Chaul south of Bombay in the Konkal).a), a Jaina of the K.asahradagaccha, 
Naracandropadhyaya57 wrote a Beq.ajataka,59 which is a vrtti in verse on his 
own Janmasamudra. In eight kallolas it treats the astrology of conception, 
birth, congenital faults, death, rcijayogas, other yogas, and strijataka. 

There circulates, primarily in South India, an extensive work on jatalca 
entitled Horasara, 59 which is sometimes attributed to Varahamihira's son, 
P:rthuyasas. However, the author has borrowed verses from Kalyal).avarman's 
Saravali60 and so must have written after ca. 850; and the H is cited by Vi~I).U
sarman61 (fl. ca. 1370), and so must have been written before ca. 1350. The His 
also closely related (as is the S) to the southern Candrabharal).ahora of Yavana, 62 

but unfortunately the date of that work is not yet precisely known. The H 
consists of thirty-two adhyayas covering basically the material in the BJ with 
the addition of one chapter (31) on ui}udasii, which computes the planetary 
dascis from the nakfatras, and one on omens (32). On uijudasa there also exists 
a popular UcJ.udayapradipa63 based on Parasara64 (cf. BPH purva 35, 71-74). 

62 CESS A4. 
53 CESS A4. 
54 CESS A4. 
66 CESS A4. 
56 CESS A4. 
57 CESS A3, 136o.-137a, and A4. 
58 Edited with a Hindifikd by G. K. OJHX, Triphala, Vara:r:iasi 1971, pp. 159-271. 
59 Edited with an English translation by V. SuBRAHMANYA SASTRI and M. R. 

BHAT, Bangalore 1949. 
60 I find the following coincidences : 

H s H s 
5, 38 10, 25 20, 16a-b 35, 107a-b 
8, 8a-b 40, 9a-b 20, 17a-h 35, 150a-b 
8, 9 40, 21 20, 19 35, 165 
8, 14-16 40, 12-14 20, 20 35, 168 
8, 17-18 40, 17-18 20, 24c-25b 35, 138 

20, 12a-13b 35, 145a-145b 27, 7c-8d 51, la-2b 
20, 14a-b 35, 114a-b 27, llo.-12b 51, 2c-3d 
20, 15 35, 110 

61 H I 7, 59 a on VM 8, 2 (vol. 2, p. 135) and 17, 94 b-97 a on VM 4, 28 (vol. 1, 
p. 293). 

62 D. PINGREE, The Yavanajataka, vol. 1, pp. 28-31. 
63 Published Calcutta [N n]; with the Hindi fika of GovrnDARAMA, [NP] 1859 

and 1868; Bombay 1870; with a Hindipikd Bombay 1870, Bonares 1872, Dolhi 1874, 
and Lucknow 1874; Bombay 1875; with the fika of BHAIRAVADATTA, Calcutta 1883; 
edited with a Si:rp.halese pika by D. FERNANDO, Colombo 1888; with a Hindi fiki'i, Agra 
1889 ;withBHAIRAVADATTA'sp;kainBrhaspati I (1891-97) ;edited with a Telugupika 
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On the same subject and called by the same title or by the title Jatakacandrika65 

is a short poem by Vei:tkatesvara, who was the grandson of Govinda Dik~ita,66 

the court astrologer of Acyutappa Nayaka (1560-1600) at Tanjore. Veilkates
vara has apparently borrowed several verses from the older Uq.udayapradipa. 

Possibly somewhat later than the H is the Horamakaranda67 written by 
GuI).akara68 at Kharjiira in Avanti. This work in thirty-one adhyayas closely 
follows the BJ. Since GuI).akara mentions the RM composed by Bhojaraja in 
1042 (HM l, 5), and since the HM itself is often quoted by Sivaraja (ca. 
1475/1500) in his Jyotirnibandha, he must have lived between ca. 1100 and 1450. 

Also quoted by Sivaraja is the Lomasasarµhita, 69 which is basica.Ily a dialogue 
between Lomasa and Sujanma, though some sections are dialogues between 
Siva and Parvati; BPH purva 33 is a dialogue between the first pair of inter
locutors. In general the Lomasa seems to belong to the tradition of the BPH. 

Vaidyanatha wrote in South India a Jatakaparijata70 in eighteen adhyayas 
largely based on the S of KalyaI).avarman, 71 though he has also taken many 

by K. SUBBARAYARYA, Madras 1898; with MADANAMOHANA PA'fHAKA'S Hindi 
translation, Lucknow 1906; with a /ika, Amalapuram 1907; edited with a tika and 
Oriya translation by C. PRAHARAJA, 3rd ed., Cuttack 1910; edited with a Mara~hi 
translation by V. G. NAVA.THE, Jatakasiromal).i 1, 7, Bombay 1914; edited with 
Sanskrit and Hindi !ikas by MATJ;tPRASADA PX:~n?EY A, Benares 1924; edited with 
a /ika and a Hindi translation by ACYUTANANDA JHA as HSS 135, Benares 1941, 
2nd ed. Bonares 1948; edited with a Hindi /ika by SiTARAMA JHA as MM 19, 3rd 
ed., Benares 1945; edited with a Hindi /ika by D. R. KA.PURA, Vara:r;iasi 1964; and 
edited with Sanskrit and Hindi /ikas by VXsunEVA GUPTA, Varaf.1-asi 1972. 

114 CESS A4. 
60 Published with a Telugu /ika, Madras 1863, 2nd ed. Madras 1873: published 

with an English translation and notes by B. SURYA.NARAIN RAO, Bellary 1898, 
2nd ed. Madras 1900, 3rd ed. (without Sanskrit text, as are the subsequent editions) 
Madras 1908, 6th ed. Bangalore [1976]; and with a Telugu Jika, Madras 1912 and 
1919. 

66 CESS A2, 137b. 
67 Published Lucknow 1879. 
68 CESS A2, 127b-128b; A3, 31 b; and A4. 
69 I have used G 8442 of the Asiatic Society of Bengal and transcripts of 9488, 

9489, and 9490 of the Scindia Oriental Institute, Ujjayini. 
70 Adhyayas 1-2 with an English translation by V. SuBRAHMANYA SASTRI, 

Bombay 1903; the whole by the same, Bangalore 1915, and in 2 vols. Bangalore 
1932-1933; with a Gujarati translation, Ahmedabad 1917; with a Tamil version, 
Madras 1919; and edited with KAPILESVARA 8.A.STRIN's !ika by MATJ;tPRASADA 
SASTRIN as KSS 10, Benares [1942], 3rd ed. Benares 1953. 

71 I have noted, e.g., the following borrowings: 

JPJ s JPJ s 
5, 72 46, 22 7, 37 35, 89 
5, 79 46, 19 7, 38 35, 117 
7, 32 35, 32 7, 39 35, 126, 
7, 33 35, 49 15, 24 20, 5 
7, 35 35, 83 15, 26-39 20, 6-19 
7, 36 35, 86 
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verses from the BJ72 and even from the H. 73 In general, his astrology seems 
more developed than that of Sripati; but a more exhaustive search of the 
relevant texts is necessary before one can establish a firm terminus post quern 
for the JPJ; the terminus ante, ca. 1450, is provided by the quotations in 
Sivaraja's Jyotirnibandha. At some time after Vaidyanatha, whose work he 
uses, 74 Mantresvara75 wrote a Phaladipika76 at Srisalivati (Tinnevelly). In 
twenty-eight adhyayas he covers the main topics of jataka; adhyaya 24 describes 
the a,J{akavarga of Horasara 17. 

In about 1500 atNandigrama inGujaratKesava, 77 thefather of the celebrated 
GaI).csa, composed an extremely concise (there are only forty-two verses) but 
very popular handbook on the principal mathematical calculations essential in 
jataka, the Jatakapaddhati. 78 Kesava's inspiration was apparently Sripati's 
JKP, of which his JP might be regarded as a condensation. Commentaries were 

72 E.g.: 

JPJ BJ JPJ 

3, 11 4, 1 5, 17-21 
3, 76-79 5, 23-26 7, 56 
4, 17 4, 16 7, 83-85 
4, 18 4, 10 7, 166-177 
4, 32-39 6, 3-6 and 9-12 15, 23 
4, 99 7, 14 15, 42 
5, 7 7, 2 18, 12 
5, 9 7, 3 18, 13 
5, 11 7, 4 18, 14 

7s E.g., JPJ 5, 80-81 equal H 26, 37-38. 
74 E.g.: 

PhD 

13, 3-4 and 6 
19, 9 
19, 16 

75 CESS A4. 

JPJ 

4, 1-3 
18, 84 
18, 107 

BJ 

7, 9-13 
21, 2 
13, 3 and 5-6 
12, 2-5, 7-11, and 13-15 
15, 4 
15, 2 

8, 20 
8, 22 
8, 10 

PhD 

19, 18 
19, 19 
19, 23 

JPJ 

18, 60 
18, 73 
18, 123 

76 Edited by K:i;t~~A S-0-RI, Kumbakonam [1898]; published Kalpatti [1905]; 
Madras 1914; with VrsvANATHACARYA's Tamil version, Madras 1928; edited by 
GA~APATI SARAKARA, Calcutta 1934; published with an English translation by 
V. SUBRAHMANYA SASTRI, Bangalore 1937, 2nd ed. Bangalore 1950; and with a 
Hindi !ika by G. K. 0JHA, VaraJ).asi 1969. Adhyayas 20-28 were published Palghat 
[1906]. 

77 CESS A2, 66b-70b; A3, 24a; and A4. 
78 Published with a Marathi version, Bombay 1872; with a Hindi !ika, Benares 

1877; with Divakara's tika, Benares 1882; with UM.A.SANKARA MrsRA's Sanskrit 
and Hindi fikas, Kasi 1890; with JAGADiSAPRASADA TRIPA'.J'HIN's Hindi fika, Bom
bay 1899, 2nd ed. Bombay 1924; ·with the Gujarati translation and fika of K. M. 
DvrvEDIN, Bombay 1909; with the .tika of GoPiKANTA SARMAN, Ayodhya 1924; 
and edited with the fikas of AP-0-CHA JHX, RAMADHiNA SARMAN, and himself by 
SiTARAMA JHX, Benares 1925, 2nd ed. as MM 3, Benares 1948. 
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composed by Kesava himself; by Visvanatha at Kasi in 1618; by Divakara at 
Kasi in 1626 (Prauqhamanorama79); by Dharmesvara80 in the first half of the 
seventeenth century in Malava (Vasanabhaf?ya); by Narayal).a at Kasi in 1678 
(Jatakakaustubha); and by Gurudasa81 at Jalandhara in 1824. 

Another extremely popular work on jiitaka, though this time a very full 
treatment of the subject in some forty-five adhyayas, is the Jatakabhara:r:ia82 

composed by J;)hu:r:iqhiraja, 83 the pupil and (probably) nephew of Jfianaraja, at 
Parthapura in about 1525. Another sixteenth century astrologer was Naraya:r:ia 
Bhatta. 84 He wrote another extremely popular work, the Camatkaracintamal}.i, 85 

which, in 115 verses, gives predictions based on the presence in each of the 
twelve astrological places of each of the nine planets. The earliest dated manu
script was copied in 1596. There is a commentary, Anvayarthadipika, composed 
by Dharmesvara in the first half of the seventeenth century. A similar work, 
also entitled Camatkaracintama:r:ii, was written by Rajar~i at Dadhicyapura in 
Gujarat in about 1630. 

The year before Divakara wrote his Prauqhamanorama on Kesava's Jata
kapaddhati-that is, in 1625-he composed a similar, but lengthier, treatise 
entitled Jatakamargapadma, 86 in which he claims to present the essence of the 
tantras of Sripati, Kesava, and Sundara. Divakara wrote his own commentary 
on this, the Ga:r:iitatattvacintama:r:ii, in 1627. 

79 T. AUFRECHT, "Ueber die Prau<;lhamanorama von Divakara," ZDMG 45 
(1891), 303-304. 

8° CESS A3, 126a-127a, and A4. 
8 1 CESS A3, 128b-129a. 
82 Published Bombay 1861 and 1888; Delhi 1875; Lucknow 1879 and 1889; 

Poona 1883; Calcutta 1884, 1885, and 1886/7; with the Hindi Jika of SURYA
NARAYANA SmnHANTIN, Lucknow 1900; with tho Hindi tika ofVANAMALi CATUR
VEDi, B~mbay 1903; with the Hindi Jika of SY.A.MALA.LA: Bombay 1905; with the 
Siiphala translation of M. KHEM.~NANDA, Colombo 1913; with the Marathi version 
of M. B. GOJ?ABOLE, Poona 1918; edited by V. TA.TAC.ARYA, Pemtapa<;lu 1929; with 
a Hindi /ika by AcYUTANANDA JHA as HSS 212, Benares 1951; and with a Hindi 
Jika by SiTARAMA JHA, Benares [ND]. 

83 CESS A3, 79b-84b, and A4. 
84 CESS A3, 152b-155b, and A4. 
85 Published with the Jika of Dharmesvara, Benares 1856, 1869, and 1870; with 

a Marathi version, 2nd ed., Poona 1869; with Dharmesvara's Jika, Delhi 1872 and 
1876 and Calcutta 1883; with the Siiphala translation of H. D. F. TAMBI-APPU 
GuRUNNANSE, [Colombo] 1891; with the Bengali translation of RAMAGOPALA 
JYOTIRVINODA, Calcutta 1895; with the Marathi version of M. B. GOJ?ABOLE, 
Poona 1915; with the Hindi version of MADANAMOHANA PA'!'HAKA, Benares 1916, 
Bombay 1919, and Benares 1924, and also with the Bengali translation of SuREN
DRANATHA BHA'-!-"-!-'ACARYA, 2nd ed., Calcutta 1936; edited with a Hindi Jika by 
GANAPATIDEVA SASTRIN as HSS 45, Benares 1935, 2nd ed. Benares 1948, and 3rd 
ed. 

0

Benares 1963; edited by GA~ESADATTA Pk-!-'HAKA, Benares 1966; and edited 
with Dharmesvara's Jika by BRAJAVIHARi LALA SARMA. Varal).asi 1975. English 
translation by K:i;t~~ANATHA RAGHUNATHAJi published Bombay 1894. 

86 I have used Smith Indic 104 at Columbia University. 
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In the early seventeenth century a popular treatise on selected topics of 
jiitalca was penned by Gar;iesa, 87 who wrote his Jatakalankara88 at Bradhnapura 
on the TapI in Gujarat in 1613; he states that he is following the Sukajataka. 
There are commentaries written by Haribhanu Sukla in 1809; and by Krpa
rama89 and Narmadagiri Avadhuta. 90 

In 1629 one HarajI or Harijit wrote a Y oginidasaphalaprakarar;ia describing 
the eight yoginidasiis in accordance with the Sivayamala. And in 1633 Rajar~i, 
the son of Kalyar;ia, wrote a Dasacintamar:ii at Dadhicyapura in Gujarat; he 
also was the author of a Yoginidasaphala. To a Kalya1.1a, 91 who may be 
Rajari;;i's father, is attributed a vast Janmapatrikapaddhati, which is sometimes 
also entitled ManasagarI; and to Manasagara92 is ascribed an identical-or at 
least very similar-ManasagarI, 93 in which is incorporated HarajI's Y oginidasa
phalaprakarar;ia (end of adhyiiya 5). The earliest dated manuscript of the 
Manasagara version ,vas copied in 1708. Manuscripts of Kalyar;ia's version seem 
to have quotations from the VYJ, the BJ, the LJ, and other works. The 
relations of the various Manasagaris and the various Y oginidasas to each other 
remain to be investigated. 

In about 1625 Nrsi:rpha94 put together a vast nibandha entitled Jatakasara-

87 CESS A2, 110a-114a; A3, 28b; and A4. 
88 Published Calcutta [1812 ?] ; with a /ika, Benares 1858; with Haribhanu's fika, 

Benares 1869 and Bombay 1871; with ATMARAMA KXsiNATHA SXSTRi's Marathi 
translation, Bombay 1873; with Haribhanu's fika, Bombay 1876, Lucknow 1879, 
and Bombay 1889; with a Sirphala fika, [Colombo?] 1882; with Haribhanu's fika 
and a Marathi translation, 2nd ed. Poona 1894; with a Bengali translation, Calcutta 
1901; with Haribhanu's tika and the Hindi translation of RAMAN.ATHA SARMAN, 
Bombay 1902; with the· Oriya translation of GoPiNATHAKARA SARMAN, 2nd ed. 
Cuttack 1908, reprinted Cuttack 1914 and 1920; with a Gujarati fika, Bombay 1909; 
with the Marathi translation of V1~~UGOPALA NAVA.THE Jatakasiromai:ii 5, Bombay 
1914; Madras 1915; with the Hindi fika of RXMASVARUPA SARMAN, Bombay 1916; 
with Haribhanu's fika and the Hindi fika of SiTARAMA SARMAN, Benares 1923; with 
A.DITYANAR.AYAJ'fA PX:r:_,n;>EYA'S Hindi fika, Benares [1925] and [1927]; with a 
Bengali translation, Calcutta 1929; with Haribhanu's fika and RXMESVARADATTA's 
Hindi fika, Benares 1930/31; with an English translation by V. SuBRAHMANYA 
SASTRI, Bangalore 1941; with Haribhanu's fika and DiNANATHA JHX's Hindi fika 
as KSS 141, Bonares 1950; edited by GA~ESADATTA PkfHAKA, Benares 1966; with 
a Marathi translation by R. P A'.f AVARDHANA, Poona [ND]; and with a Hindi pikii 
by H. S. DAT.A.RA, Vara-9-asi [ND]. 

89 CESS A2, 47b. 
9° CESS A3, 144a. 
91 CESS A2, 25a-25b. 
93 CESS A4. 
93 Published Bombay 1871, 1876, and 1903; with the Hindi translation of 

VANA:MALi CATURVEDA, Bombay 1904; with the Hindi fika of VA¥SiDHARA, 
Bombay 1904, reprinted Bombay 1919; with the Hindi fika of MADHUKANTA J HA, 
VSG 101, Vara9-asi 1963; edited with the Hindi fika of RuPANARAYA~A JHX by 
SiTARAM:A JnX, Vara-9-asi [NDl; and with SiTARAMA JnX's own {ilea as MM 261, 
Benares 1966. 

94 CESS A3, l98a-I98b, and A4. 
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dipa. 05 The earliest dated manuscript was copied in 1637, and the latest work 
to which the author refers is the Saurabhai;;ya composed by Nrsi:qiha at Vara.Q.asi 
in 1611; whether or not the two Nrsirpha's are identical cannot as yet be 
established. Other authorities utilized in the JSD include the YJ, the VYJ, the 
BJ, the LJ, the S, the HM, and, from a later period, Damodara, the Gaurijataka, 
the Suryarm:i.asarpvada, and works on tajika and hillaja. In 1654 Balabhadra96 

wrote another gigantic nibandh,et, the Horaratna, 97 at the court of Shah Shuja'. 
Though so late, this is an extremely full and valuable compilation deserving of 
a critical edition and careful study for its contributions to the histories of the 
texts from which it has borrowed. 

A far more original work is the Sarvarthacintama.Q.i, 98 composed by Venkatesa 
near Tirupati in Tamilnadu in about 1650. The core of its eighteen chapters 
deals in great detail ·with the possible influences of the twelve bhavas on the 
native's life (adhyayas 2-8). There is a commentary ascribed to Divananda99 

(or Divanacandra) Misra or to his son, Radhakri;;.Q.a; both lived at Lavapura 
(Lahore, Panjab). 

At Jambiisara in Gujarat Yajiiikanatha composed the Jatakacandrika,100 

which deals with technical aspects of jataka in six prabodhas. By this time 
Kasinatha101 had written his popular Lagnacandrika ;102 for the oldest dated 
manuscript was copied in 1670. If, however, this Kasinatha is identical with 
the author of the Prasnapradipa and the Sighrabodha, as seems likely, he 
flourished before 1550. A rather traditional treatise on jataka is the Sambhu
horaprakasa1o3 composed by Puiijaraja1o4 in about 1700 for Sambhudasa (born 
1662), the ruler of Nandidvarapura (Nander, Maharal;ltra ?). Several decades 
later Putumana Somayajin, the author of the Kara.Q.apaddhati, wrote the 
Jatakadesamarga105 in Kerala. 

96 Edited with his own pikii by LAKf;!MiNARAYA~A UPADHYAYA as TSMS 45 = 
Madras GOS 64, Tanjore 1951. 

98 CESS A4. 
97 I have used 1030 of 1886/92 at the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute 

in Poona. Adhyliyas 1-5 were published with his own Hindi pikli by M. CATURVEDi, 
Vara:r:rnsi 1979. 

9s Published Ratnagiri 1842; Bombay 1876; and with the Hindi pikii of MAHi
DHARA SARMAN, Bombay 1905, reprinted Bombay 1955. 

0e CESS A 3, 112a. 
100 Edited with a Gujarati translation by GAURiSANKARA MANCHA.SANKARA 

RAIKVA, 3rd ed., Surata 1924. 
101 CESS A2, 36b-39a; A3, 20a; and A4. 
102 Published Kasi 1867; Delhi 1876; with the Hindi pika of NXRXYA~APRASADA, 

Bombay 1916; with the Hindi /ika of RIMA VrnXRI SUK.ULA, 13th ed., Lucknow 
1968; and with the Hindi pika of VXsuoEVA GUPTA, Vara:r:iasi [ND]. 

103 Published Kasi 1869; and with a Hindi pikii by MAHiDHARA SARMAN, Bombay 
mm, reprinted Bombay 1937. , 

104 CESS A4. 
10s Published Madras 1918; Kunnamkulam 1930; with an English translation by 

V. StrBRAHMANYA SASTRI and M. M. BHAT, Bangalore 1942; with a Malayalam tikii 
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Before 1729 when the earliest dated manuscript was copied Jaiminitos (or 
rather someone using the sage's name) composed the Upadesasiitra, 107 a col
lection of 1031 sutras (there is also a set of verse kiirikas that summarize them) 
divided into four adhyayas, each of which has four padas. The only other 
jataka work composed in sutras seems to be the Jatakatattva108 completed 
by Uqumbara Mahadeva Pathaka109 at Ratnapura (Ratlam, Madhya Pradesa) 
in 1872. The earliest manuscript of the Upadesasiitra already contains the 
commentary of Kr::n;i.ananda Sarasvati, 110 who calls himself a Draviq.acarya; 
this commentary is also preserved in a manuscript dated 1721. Tentatively, 
then, one might surmise that the Upadesasiitras were composed in South 
India in, perhaps, the seventeenth century. Other commentaries were written 
by Nilaka1,1tha Regmi111 in 1754 at Bhatgaon, Nepala (Subodhini); by Aku
malla Nrsirp.ha112 in South India (Arthaprakasika); by Nrsirp.ha Kheqakara, 113 

probably in Mysore; by Paramesvara Yogindra, 114 apparently in Tamilnadu 
(Jyoti~ananda); by Premanidhim (Kasika); by Malayavarman,116 the ruler 
of Takumaparvata (Kasika); by Laksima1,1a in South India (Jyotihpradipika); 
and by Venkatesa in South India (Bhavakaumudi). 

It would not be possible to close this discussion of the literature on jatalca 
without reference to one of the most notorious texts of this genre, which has 
had numerous offshoots. This is the vast collection of thousands of potential 

by K. S. NAMPUTIRIPPA'f, Kunnamkulam 1960; and with a Hindi ,tika by GOPESA 
KUM.ARA 0JHA, Varalfasi 1971. 

10s CESS A 3, 71 a-74a, and A4. 
10 7 Published with Nilaka!ftha's fika, Kasi 1874, Kasi 1877, Calcutta 1884, 

Bombay 1888, and Allahabad 1888; with his own fika by VINAYAKA S.XsTRi VET.ALA, 
Kasi 1911; with a Marathi translation by V. G. NAVA.THE, Jatakasiromai:;ii 1, 8, 
Bombay 1914; with the pika of R.XMAYATNA 0JHA, 2nd ed., Benares 1925; with the 
tikas of DuRGAPRASADA Dv1vEDA and Madhava, Bombay 1925; with Nilakal).tha's 
pika and a Bengali translation by RADHAVALLABHA PkfHAKA, Calcutta 1926; with 
Sanskrit and Hindi fikas by AcYUTANANDA JHX as HSS 159, Ben.ares 1943, 2nd ed. 
Benares 1952; with an English translation by B. SURYANARAYANA RAO, Bangalore 
1932, rev. ed. by B. V. RAMAN, Bangalore 1944; with his own pika and an English 
translation of I-II by K. V. ABHYANKARA, Ahmedabad 1951; with the Hindi pilca 
of KXsiRAMA, Bombay 1958; and with the Sanskrit and Hindi pikas of SiTARAMA 
JHA, 4th ed., Varai;tasi 1970. 

1os Edited by VINDHYESVARiPRASADA DvIVEDIN, Benares 1879; with a Telugu 
fika by VENKA'fA SXSTRi, 2 vols., Rajahmundry-Gopalpur 1926; with the Hindi pikii 
of Srinivasa, 2nd ed. Ratlam 1929, 5th ed. Ratlam 1953; and with an English 
translation by V. SUBRAHMANYA SASTRI, Bangalore 1941, 2nd ed. Bangalore 1967. 

10 9 CESS A4. 
uo CESS A2, 61 b-62a; A3, 23b; and A4. 
ui CESS A3, 191 b-192b, and A4. 
112 CESS A3, 195a. 
rn CESS A3, 199b. 
rn CESS A4. 
m CESS A4. 
rn CESS A4. 
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horoscopes assembled under the name Bhrgusarp.hita, and presented in the 
form of a dialogue between Bhrgu 117 and Sukra. The work contains thirteen 
gigantic adhyiiyas: one for each zodiacal sign, and a Yogasagara. 118 The earliest 
dated manuscript was copied in 1645; I doubt that the work antedates the 
sixteenth century. The manuscript copies all originate in North India, where 
some extraordinarily diligent fellow compiled it. A similar collection found in 
South India is the mammoth Saptar~i naqi119 in Tamil. 

Tajika 

The word tajika is derived from the Pahlavi Tazig, a term which the Iranians 
applied to the Arabs; it in turn is derived from the name of the Arab tribe, 
1-'ayyi'. Since the early eighth century, the Arabs and Persians who encroached 
on the Western coast of India were called Tajikas. 120 As the name for a branch 
of genethlialogy the term ti'ifika refers to Indian adaptations of Arabic/Persian 
astrology, which was itself a combination of elements from Greek, Syriac, 
Sasanian, and Indian science.121 In tajika texts not only are a number of 
astrological techniques and concepts foreign to jiitaka found-including some 
like the &cpfTI)i; or haylaj (Sanskrit hillaja) that had been a part of the YJ but 
later forgotten in India-but also many technical terms-e.g., kabul,a (qabul), 
antiha ( intiha'), hadda (Ziadd), sahama ( sahm), and many others. 

The earliest author on tajika in Sanskrit was Samarasirpha of the Pragvata
kula, who wrote his Ga:r:iakabhu~al).a or Tajikatantrasara or Karmapraka
sika,122 in Gujarat in 1274; his great-great-grandfather, Ca:r:ic;lasirpha, had been 
a saciva of the Caulukya Miilaraja II (ca. 1177-1179). Samarasirpha names 
as his source the work of Khindika, 123 a name derived from the Arabic al
Hindi. There is a commentary, the Daivajfiasanto~il).i or Karmaprakasikavrtti, 
composed by Naraya:r:ia Samudrika124 in about 1725. 

117 CESS A4. 
118 Published Bombay 1898 and 1937. 
119 Only the material relating to the first six signs seems to have been published: 

vol. 1, edited by K. NATESAN as Madras GOS 82, Madras 1951; vol. 2, edited by 
S. TIIANGAREL N ADAll. as Madras GOS I 03, Madras 1953; vol. 3, edited by R. V. 
RAJAGOPALA AIYANGAR as Madras GOS 115, Madras 1954; vol. 4, edited by V. S. 
SESHADRIYACHARYAR and C. G. RAJAN as Madras GOS 123, Madras 1958; vol. 5, 
edited by R. V. RAJAGOPALA AIYANGAR and C. G. RAJAN as Madras GOS 144, 
Madras 1956; and vol. 6, edited by C. G. RAJAN and T. CHANDRASEKHAR as Madras 
GOS 168, Madras 1961. 

120 D. PINGREE, "Sanskrit Evidence for the Presence of Arabs, Jews, and 
Persians in Western India: ca. 700-1300", JOI Baroda. 

1 21 D. PINGREE, "Astrology," in The Cambridge History of Arabic Literature. 
12 2 Edited with Nilakary.tha's Tajikanilakar:ithi, Meratha 1866. 
12a CESS A 2, 80a. 
124 CESS A3, 166b-168a, and A4. 
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A relatively short text on tajika in seventy-three verses is the Var~aphalam 
attributed to Ma:r:iittha, 1 25 whose name, which is that of the ancient Greek 
authority on jataka (Mocve&wv), was inspired by the Arabic technical term 
muntahan, which occurs in Sanskrit as munthaha. The earliest dated manu
script was copied in 1475. To a large extent based on the Var~aphala is the 
Tajikama1;i127 completed in eighty-five verses by M:ahidhara at Vara1;asi in 
1585. Both these works are on the topic of anniversary horoscopes (hayana or 
var§aphala), which became a very prominent feature of tajika. 

In about 1500 the well knO\vn Kesava of Nandigrama wrote a Tajikapad
dhati128 on hayana in tw'enty-six verses. Commentaries were written by Vis
vanatha at Golagrama in 1610 and by l\fallari129 in 1612. A far fuller treatment 
of the subject is to be found in the Tajikasara composed by Hari in 1523. A 
commentary on this was written by Sumatihar~a Ga1.1i at Khairabad in 1620. 
That Siiryadasa who commented on Bhaskara's L and BG at Parthapura in 
1541 and 1538 respectively was also the author of a Tajikalankara. Perhaps 
in 1544 Govardhana130 wrote a Tajikapadmakosa131 on hayana. Before 1559, 
the date at which the earliest manuscript was copied, Vamana authored a 
Tajikasaroddhara; while in about 1575 NrsiI11ha, who was born at Nandigrama 
in 1548, wrote a Var~aphaladipika on hayana and a Hillajadipika on the haylaj. 

But the most noteworthy and popular book on tajika is the Tajikanila
ka:r:ithP32 composed by NilakaJ?-tha133 at Kasi in 1587. This is divided into two 
sections, which are often presented separately; the sarJijiiatantra on general 
tiijika, and the var§atantra on hayana. There exist commentaries composed by 

us Poorly edited with a Hindi translation by RXMAPRASADA BHA'!''!'A SARMAN, 
Solana 1943; I hope to publish soon a new edition based on Leipzig 1148; (3 2 and 
P. 37 a in the Wellcomc Institute for the History of Medicine; and IO 2529 C. 

126 CESS A4. 
121 I have used Baroda 3145 and 9557. 
m Published with Visvanatha's fika, Kasi 1869; and with a Telugu translation, 

Madras 1916. 
129 CESS A4. 
130 CESS A2, 134b-135b; A3, 34a; and A4. 
131 Published anonymously, [Benares 1877] and, with a Hindi translation, 

Lucknow 1905. Published as the work of BHAGAVANADATTA: with a Hindi transla
tion, Bombay 1916; with SiTARAMA JrrX's Hindi fika, Ben.ares 1923; with DiNX
NATHAJHX's Hindif,ika, HSS 210, Benares 1951; and with aHindif'ika byVXsunEvA 
GUPTA, Vara:r:iasi [ND]. 

m Published [NP] 1851; with the fika of Visvanatha, Bombay 1861 (only 
sarr1fi'i.iitantra) and Benares 1865; Mera~ha 1866; Delhi 1868; with Visvanatha's 
tika, Delhi 1871; l\foerut 1875; with Govinda's tika, Delhi 1877 and Benares 1879; 
~ith Visvanatha's fil;;a, Bombay 1879; Bombay 1893; with the Hindi fikii of 
SAKTIDHARA SuKULA, Lucknow 1894; with Visvanatha's fika, Bombay 1896 and 
Bombay 1900; with Visvanatha's and SiTARA:M:A JrrX's fikas, Kasi 1921, reprinted 
Benares 1930; with Visvanatha's t,ika, Bombay 1923; with a !ilea by SiTARAMA J HA, 
MM 69, Benares 1936, 5th ed. Benares 1961; with the Sanskrit and Hindi tikas of 
GANGADHARA MISRA, HSS 143, Benares 1941, reprinted Benares 1950; a~d with 
Visvanatha's fika and a Hindi commentary by VXsunEVA GUPTA, Vara:r:iasi 1972. 

133 CESS A3, 177b-189a, and A4. 
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:Nilakal}tha's son Govinda, 134 who was born in. 1569, at Kasi in 1622 (Rasala); 
by Visvanatha at Kasi in 1629; by Madhava,1as who was born in 1598 as the 
son of Nilakal).tha's son Govinda, at Kasi in 1633 {Sisubodhini}; and by 
Harf?adhara (Sriphala vardhini}. 

Towards the end of the sixteenth century the high-ranking Mughul official 
'Abd al-Rab.im, who was born at Lahore in 1556 (his horoscope is given in 
Krf?:r:ia's fikii on Sripati's JKP) as the son of Bairam Khan and who was given 
the title Khan-i Kha.nan (he is known as Nabbaba Khanakhana136 in Sanskrit), 
wrote a Khetakautuka137 on tajika in 124 verses. At about the same time 
Ga:r:iesa, 138 the son of J)hul}q.hiraja who wrote the Jatakabharal}a at Partha
pura in about 1525, composed a lengthy Tajikabhuf?aIJa139 in fourteen adhyayas; 
and Sankara wrote a Tajikacandrika or Samaphala at Naclur, in which he 
mentions the sixty-year cycle from 1567 to 1627 and of which the oldest dated 
manuscript was copied in 1607. 

In the early seventeenth century Yadava Suri, who belonged to a family 
dwelling at Prakasa in Gujarat, penned a Tajikayogasudhanidhi in sixteen 
adhyayas; its date is apparently 1616. Soon afterwards his son, Balakrf?:r:ia,140 

composed a popular Tajikakaustubha in twelve adhyayas, perhaps at Jambu
saras. Balakff?I).a's contemporary was the Divakara whom we have mentioned 
several times before; he wrote a Varf?agal}itabhuf?a:r:ia or Rathoddhata and a 
commentary on it entitled l\fa:fijubhaf?i!JL 

However, the tajika text best known to the scholarly world because of the 
studies of Weber141 is the immensely valuable nibandha, the Hayanaratna, 142 

composed by Balabhadra for Shah Shuja' at Rajamahala in 1629. Like the 
same author's Horaratna, it is a vast collection of excerpts from earlier writers' 
works. As well as most of the authorities that we have already mentioned 
Balabhadra cites from Tejahsiq1ha and Padmanabha. The former is probably 
the Tejahsirpha143 who composed a Daivajfialank:rti in Gujarat in 1336, the 
latter the Padmanabha144 who is the author of an Hillajayurdaya, of which 
the oldest dated manuscript was copied in 1699. 

134 CESS A2, 137b-14la; A3, 35a; and A4. 
13s CESS A4. 
13s CESS A2, 79b-80a; A3, 26a; and A4. 
131 Published with a Hindi translation, Lucknow 1899 and Bombay 1901; with 

a Hindi fika by SiTARAMA JHX, Benares 1928, reprinted as MM 120, Benares [ND]; 
with a Hindi fika by RA.MATEJA SXsTRi, Benares 1929; with a Hindi pika by 
DiNA:NATHA JHX, HSS 166, Benares 1944, 2nd ed. Benares 1956; and with an 
English translation and commentary in S. D. UDHRAIN, Star-lore, New Delhi 1973. 

1as CESS A2, 107a-110a; A3, 28b; and A4. 
1a9 Published with a Mara~hi translation by V. B. THOR.AT, Poona 1911. 
uo CESS A4. 
w A. WEBER, "Zur Geschichte der indische,n Astrologie," IS 2 (1853), 236-287 

and 412-418. 
142 Published Kasi 1867; Mera~ha 1875/76; and Bombay 1904. 
w CESS A 3, 89 a. 
144 CESS A4. 
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Tiijika continued to be discussed and described in the following centuries. 
Briefly, the literature includes: the Tajikaratna composed by Gangadhara at 
Kasi in 1653; the Tajikasara written by Venkatesa in 1654; the Tajikama:fijari 
composed by Jayadeva146 at Sripura in 1671; the Tajikakalpalata of Jaya
rama,146 of which the earliest dated manuscript was copied in 1711; the Taji
karatna written by Cira:fijiva147 of Navadvipa, Bengal, probably in about 1725; 
the Tajikasarasudhanidhi composed by Narayai:ia Samudrika, the commentator 
on Samarasirp.ha, in about 1725; and the Tajikalankara written by Sambhu
rama at Dhavalapura in 1730. 

m CESS A3, 60b. 
u.o CESS A3, 61 b. 
w CESS A3, 51 b. 



CHAPTER Vl 

CATARCHIC ASTROLOGY 

To regard the time when the Moon conjoins with a particular nak§atra as 
propitious or unpropitious for performing certain acts was an ancient custom 
in India.1 We have, indeed, encountered systematic expositions of such systems 
already in the Sardiilakarr.iavadana (pp. 81-99). In the YJ (77-78) actions 
to be taken on the planetary week-days, when the Moon is in each of the 
zodiacal signs, in the years ruled by each of the planets, and various other 
yogas are described. The Gargasa:rp.hita (anga 1) prescribes actions to be under
taken when the Moon is in each naksatra and in each tithi and karana; see also 
the BS (97-99) and the Sardiilakar~avadana (pp. 201-203). · 

Eventually a separate science developed that used this notion of auspicious 
and inauspicious time-units, in combination with omens and astrological yogas, 
to establish the correct time for initiating various kinds of actions; this is the 
science of muhurta, corresponding to Hellenistic catarchic astrology. In Indian 
treatises on catarchic astrology great importance is given to deciding the time 
for performing the saf{lskaras and other ritual acts; this aspect of muhurta 
strongly influenced dharmasastra, many treatises of which are entirely or 
partially devoted to this kind of prediction. 2 Also, a number of texts that will 
be discussed in this chapter represent conflations of muhurta with omens, but 
with the muhurtas as the more important component rather than the omens 
as in the GS and BS. 

The earliest work that we know to have been devoted to muhurta was the 
Ratnakosa composed by Lalla in, probably, the eighth century. Though a 
few fragmentary manuscripts of this work survive, and there are numerous 
quotations from it in later commentaries and nibandhas, its contents are not 
yet clear. However, Sripati, who wrote his Jyotil?aratnamala3 at RohiIJ.ikhar;i.9-a 
in about 1050, claims to base a large part of it on the Ratnakosa. The contents 
of Sripati's work are: saf{lvatsara (1) or the sixty-year cycle of Jupiter; the 
characteristics of tithis (2), week-days (3), yogas (4), kararias (5), nak§atras (6), 
and muhurtas (7); the upagrahas (8); the Sun's entry into the zodiacal signs 

1 See, for instance, the not always reliable account by P. V. KANE, History of 
Dharmasastra, vol. 5, part l, Poona 1958, pp. 523-536. 

2 The dharmasastra texts on muhurta will :q.ot be discussed here; information 
concerning them will be found in the appropriate entries in CESS. 

3 Published with Mahadeva's pika, Benares 1884, 2nd ed. Calcutta 1915; adhyayas 
1-6 were published by P. PouCHA, "La Jyoti1;1aratnamala ou Guirlande dos Joyaux 
d'Astrologie de Sripatibhatta," Arch. Or. 16 (1949), 277-309. 
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(sankranti; 9); planetary transits (gocara; IO; cf. BS 103); the influence of the 
Moon (11) and of the ascendant (12); the sa,µskiiras (13); laying the sacred 
fire (14); the consecration of the king (15); military expeditions (yiitrii; 16); 
marriage (viviiha; 17); building (vastu; 18); entering the house (19); wearing 
clothes (20); and installing images of the gods (21). This became the standard 
arrangement for a pure muhurta text; as usual, while the details of the inter
pretations of phenumena may vary, and while the methods employed tend to 
become increasingly elaborate, the basic structure of muhurta, like those of the 
other sciences we have investigated in this volume, tended to remain un
changed. Sripati wrote his own Marathi commentary on the JRM. 4 Of the 
Sanskrit commentaries the grandest is the vivrti completed by l\fahadeva, 
.Amaraja's nephew, in Gujarat in 1264; it is especially valuable for its numerous 
citations of jyotifa, dharma, purar,,a, and other types of texts. Other commen
taries were composed by Damodara5 (Balavabodha); Paramakarm;i.ika6 (Bala
bodhini in Gujarati or Rajasthani; the earliest dated manuscript was copied 
in 1636); and Vaija Pal).g.ita (the earliest dated manuscript was copied in 1493). 

Contemporaneously with ~ripati, Bhojaraja, the famous Paramara ruler of 
Dhara, wrote (or had written) the Rajamartal}.g.a. 7 This text, naturally 
uninfluenced by the arrangement of Sripati's, deals, among other topics, with 
the names and qualities of the planets, nak!;atras, and zodiacal signs; with 
many sarµskiiras in the order of their normal occurrences in life from conception 
till death; with military astrology; with building, installing images, digging 
wells, agriculture, planting trees, archery, mounting elephants, and a variety 
of other topics. Unfortunately, the printed edition includes material that does 
not belong to the original; for instance, it cites (p. 116) the opinion of the 
Kalamadhaviya, which was written by Madhava in the late fourteenth century. 
A critical edition is a necessity before this fascinating collection of material on 
ordinary life in medieval India can be properly exploited. 

In about 1100 Mahesvara, 8 the father of the great Bhaskara, wrote a brief 
but relatively popular Vrttasataka9 on muhurta. 

Two of the J aina scholars in the circle of Vastupala, the minister of the 
Vaghelas Laval}.aprasada and Viradhavala in Gujarat from 1220 till 1240, 
wrote popular works on muhurta. Udayaprabha Siiri10 composed an .Arambha
siddhi or Paficavimarsa11 in 412 verses, on which Hemahaiµsa wrote a varttika 
at .Asapalli (Ahmadabad, Gujarat 1) in 1457 (Sudhisrngara). And Naracandra 

4 Edited by M. G. PANSE, Poona 1957. 
6 CESS A 3, 100a. 
6 CESS A4. 
7 Published Bombay 1896; a selection of 286 verses (out of 1421 or 1462) on 

tithis, vratas, and utsavas was edited by P. V. KANE, "Passages from the Rajamar
tal).<;].a on Tithis, Vratas and Utsavas," ABORI 36 (1956), 306-339. 

8 CESS A4. 
9 I have used CS e. 147 (8) in the Bodleian Library, Oxford. 
1° CESS A 1, 57a-58a, and A4. 
n Published with Hemaharµsa's /ika, Bhavnagar [ND] and Bombay 1918. 
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Siiri12 was the author of a Jyotifjlasara or Naracandra13 in 4 prakarar:,,as, on 
which a tippa'J},aka was composed by Sagaracandra Siiri before 1468, when the 
earliest dated manuscript was copied. Neither author, of course, deals with 
the proper moments for performing saf(l,skiiras. 

Perhaps at about the same time (some scholars claim that the date is about 
1242, though the earliest dated manuscript was not copied till 1658), someone 
who claims to be Kalidasa14 and to have written at the court of Vikramaditya 
in 34 B. C. composed a Jyotirvidabhara:r;ia15 on muhilrta with some omen 
material interspersed. Bhavaratna16 wrote his commentary, the Sukhabodhika, 
at Pattana in 1711. 

At Alattiir in Kerala in the late thirteenth century GovindabhaHa, one of 
the commentators on Varahamihira's BJ, wrote a Muhiirtama:r;ii, whose 
contents need to be investigated. A vyiikhyii on this was composed by a fellow 
resident of .Alattiir (Asvatthagrama), the prolific Paramesvara, whose grand
father had been Govindabhatta's student, in the early fifteenth century. 

At sometime before about 1365 someone wrote a Naradasa:rµhita.17 ascribed 
to the sage Narada ;18 for it is extensively quoted by Vifj!:r;tusarman in his 
Muhfirtadipika. 19 The NS, as do several other muhurta saf(l,hitiis (cf. GS 4-11) 
ascribed to r.;::is, begins with planetary omens (2; grahaciira) similar to those 
in conventional omen saf(l,hitas; and appends to the usual muhilrta material 
(adhyayas 3-31) other omen chapters: e.g., sadyovr~ti (32; cf. BS 28), lcilrma
vibhaga (33; cf. GS 23), utpata (34; cf. GS 39), and various topics (35; cf. GS 
55-58; BS 31, 35-37). Vif;'l:r;tusarman also knew a Vasi~thasa:rµhita; this, how
ever, is different from the Vasif:!thasa:rµhita 20 that is current now. This latter 
text, however, is at least as old as the fifteenth century; the earliest dated 
manuscript was copied in 1443, and the earliest quotations are by Sivaraja in 
his JN. 21 The contents of the VSA are very similar to those of the NS, save 
that much of the omen material in NS 32-37 is omitted. Another mixed text 
of this nature is the second GS already referred to in the chapter on omen 
literature. 

12 CESS A3, 132a-136a, and A4. 
13 Published Surat 1913 and Bombay 1938. 
14 CESS A2, 32b-34a, and A4. 
15 Published with the pika of Bhavaratna, Benares 1869; edited by RASIKAMO

HANA CA'f'fOPADHYAYA, Calcutta 1876; and edited with Bhavaratna's pika by S. S. 
J.A.J\IBHEKARA, Bombay 1908. 

16 CESS A4. 
17 Published Varal).asi 1905; edited by RASIKAMOIIANA CA'f'fOP.A.DIIY.A.YA, 2nd ed., 

Calcutta 1915; with the Hindi pika of VASATIRAMA SARMAN, Bombay 1937, re
printed Bombay 1957. 

18 CESS A3, 148a-149b, and A4. 
19 E.g., NS 1, 4 on VM 1, l; NS 1, 5 on VM i, 2-4; and NS 1, 16 on VM 5, 36\ 
2o Published Bombay 1915. 
21 E.g., VSA 37, 39 in JN, p. UH; VSA 37, 94-95 and 97 in JN, p. 196; VSA 37, 

98-105 and 107-111 in JN, pp. 197-198; and VSA 37, 149 in JN, p. 199. 
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The most important authority on muhurta in the fourteenth century, how
ever, was Vidyamadhava, who wrote his Muhiirtadarsana or Vidyamadhaviya22 

in the Vijayanagara Empire in about 1360. Its fifteen adhyayas are concerned 
with terminology and definitions (1; sarrijnii); faults (2; do§a), exceptions (3; 
apaviida), and good qualities (4; guri,a) of muhurtas; strengths and weaknesses 
(5; baliibala); the sarriskiiras (6-9); agriculture (10; kr§ibijaviipa); installation 
of images of the gods (11; devaprati§thii); military expeditions (12; yatra); 
various other activities (13); on the nak§atras (14); and on gocara (15). There 
is an extremely valuable fikii on the VM, the Muhiirtadipika, written by 
Vidyamadhava's son, Vi1?i:iusarman, in about 1365; as has been noted several 
times above, this provides a rich store of citations from the antecedent litera
ture on several branches of jyoti"l}siistra. 

The other important source for quotations from earlier texts is the JN of 
Sivaraja. He does not, however, refer to the extraordinarily popular Balabodha 
or Jyotil?asarasangraha of Mufijaditya. 23 But since the earliest dated manu
script of this latter work was copied in 1479, Mufijaditya must have flourished 
in about 1450 or perhaps a bit before. It is probably the elementary nature of 
the Balabodha to which its popularity was due. A brief but also popular 
muhurta poem is the Brahmavyavahara or Trivikramasataka24 composed by 
Trivikrama25 before 1484, when the earliest dated manuscript was copied. 
That manuscript also contains the commentary, Budhavallabha, of Gopinatha. 26 

As in many other fields, so in muhurta Kesava of Nandigrama wrote an 
important work, the Muhiirtatattva. 27 His son, Gai:iesa, dutifully wrote a 
fikii, the Muhiirtadipika, at Nandigrama before 1554. Another fika was written 
by Visvanatha in the early seventeenth century; the oldest dated manuscript 
was copied in 1637. Probably also in the early sixteenth century Kasinatha28 

composed his very successful Sighrabodha, 29 of which the earliest dated manu-

22 Edited with Vi!;!I).USarman's /ikii by R. SHAMA SASTRY as MSS 63, 67, and 70, 
Mysore 1923-1926. 

23 CESS A4. 
24 I have used copies of 1651, 2617, and 5067 at the Visvesvarananda Vedic 

Research Institute. 
2 5 CESS A 3, 91 b-92 b, and A 4. 
2s CESS A2, 132a-132b, and A3, 33b. 
27 Published Benares 1856; and, with a Marathi translation, by V. V. Josi, 3rd 

ed., Poona 1927. ' 
2s CESS A 2, 39a-44a; A3, 20a-20b; and A4. 
29 Published Meerut [ND]; Bareilly 1851; Meerut 1852; [NP] 1853; Meerut 1854; 

Bombay 1858; Bombay 1863; Bombay 1864; Agra 1867; [Benares 1867]; Meerut 
1868; Agra 1869; Bombay 1869; [Lucknow 1869]; Delhi 1874; with CA::r:,:i;>iDATTA's 
Hindi pikii, Lucknow 1874; [Delhi?] 1876; Meerut 1877; [NP] 1877; Bombay 1878; 
Meerut [1878]; [NP] 1879; Bombay 1879; Meerut 1879; with the Brajbha~a /ikii 
of HARIPRASADA BHAGiRATHA, Bombay 1881 ; [Delhi J 1886; Bombay 1903; Kasi 
1903; with R.XMESV ARA BHA'f'f A's Hindi pika, Agra 1906, 3rd ed. Agra 1922, 4th ed. 
Allahabad 1927; Lucknow 1911; Benares [1921], [1922], [1926], and [1928]; with 
ANUPAMISRA's Hindi pikii as HSS 51, Benares 1936; with Si·.r.XRAMA JR.X's Hindi 
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script was copied in 1559. Probably also to be dated in the early sixteenth 
century is the brief Balavivekini or Pafi.cavirp.satika30 of Nahnidatta ;31 the 
earliest dated manuscript of it was copied in 1589. 

A far more impressive treatise is the MuhurtamartaI).q.a32 composed by 
NarayaI).a33 at rapara north of Devagiri in 1571. A year later he wrote a 

Table 6 

MM MC MG 
I. tyajya 1. SU bhasu bha I. sarp.va tsaradi 
2. nakljlatra 2. nakf?atra 2. tithi 
3. saipskara 3. sailkranti 3. vara 
4. vivaha 4. gocara 4. nakljlatra 
5. agnyadhana 5. sarp.skara 5. yoga 
6. g:rha 6. vivaha 6. karaI).a 
7. yatra 7. vadhupravesa 7. candratara bala 
8. misra 8. dviragamana 8. subhasubha 
9. anadhyaya 9. agnyadhana 9. tyajya 

10. gocara 10. rajabhiiimka 10. lagna 
11. sankranti 11. yatra 11. muhurta 

12. vastu 12. sankranti 
13. grhapravesa 13. gocara 

14. sarp.skara 
15. vivaha 
16. agnyadhanarajyabhif?eka 
17. yatra 
18. vastu 
19. grhapravesa 
20. pratil;ltha 
21. misra 

tika as MM 25, Benares 1950; with CANDRASEKHARA PXTHAKA's Hindi tika, Benares 
0

1966; and with KAILASAPATI M1sRA's Hindi pika, Vara~asi [ND]. · 
30 Published Benares 1902; Darabhariga 1910; with the Hindi fika of BAccu 

SARMAN, Darabhariga [1911]; Darabhariga [1924]; and edited by RA.MATEJA 
P.x.:~n;>EYA, Kasi [NnJ. 

31 CESS A3, 171 b-l 72b, and A4. 
32 Published [NP] 1836; Benares 1854; with Narayar;ia's /ika, Bombay 1861, 

Poona 1865, Kasi 1869, Madras 1871, Lucknow 1879, and Bombay 1894; with 
Narayar;ia's fika and the Marathi translation of V. V. SXsTRIN, Poona 1897, re
printed Bom,bay 1907, 2nd ed. [Bombay J 191 7 ; with the Telugu pika of NORI 
GURULINGA S.X.sTRi, Madras 1901; with Narayar;ia's fika, Bombay 1904; with the 
Gujarati translation of GrnIJASANKARA C. VYAS4-, Tintoi, Ahmadabad 1916; with 
the Gujarati translation of SoMESVARA DvARAKADASA, Bombay 1921; with' 
Narayar;ia's pika and RA.MATEJA Pki~n;>YA's Hindi commentary, Benares 1938; and 
with KAPILESVARA SASTRIN's Sanskrit and Hindi fikiis as KSS 145, Benares 1947. 

33 CESS A3, 157b-163a, and A4. 
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commentary, the Martal}.9-avallabha. A Laghumuhiirtamartal}.9-a was appar
ently composed by Narayal}.a himself; an abridgment of the Muhiirtamartal}.9-a 
was made by Nilakal}.t,ha34 in 1680. 

But within thirty years the pre-eminence of Narayal).a's great treatise was 
eclipsed by Rama, who completed the Muhiirtacintamal).i35 with its fika, the 
Pramitak~ara, at Kasi in 1600. Another commentary, the Piyii1?adhara, was 
composed by Rama's nephew, Govinda, at Kasi in 1603. For the sake of 
comparison the titles of the adhyiiyas in the works of Narayal}.a, Rama, and 
Gal}.apati are presented in Table 6; this shmvs clearly Narayal).a's new approach 
to the subject, Rama's dependence on him, and Gal}.apati's return (anticipated 
by VittJ1ala) to the old tradition of Sripati. 

But before Gal}.apati wrote toward the end of the seventeenth century, a 
large number of lesser authors tried their hand. These include: Bhanu,36 who 
wrote a Sajjanavallabha37 at Mandhatr in Gujarat (the earliest dated manu
script was copied in 1602); Nagesa, the author of the Grahaprabodha in 1619, 
who also composed a Muhiirtadipaka; ViHhala, the author of a Paddhatikal
pavalli in 1626, who wrote a Muhiirtakalpadruma38 at Kasi in 1627; Raghuvira, 
ViHhala's son, who composed a Muhiirtasarvasva in 1635; Mahadeva, 39 the 
author of a brief Muhiirtadipaka40 at Afijara in Kaccha in 1640 and of a 
vyakhya on the same at Bhuja in 1661; Nandikesvara, 0 who composed the 
Gal}.akamal}.9-ana at Sristhala in Gujarat in about 1640; Paramaharpsa Pari
vrajakacarya,42 who wrote a Muhiirtamuktavali, 43 of which the earliest dated 
manuscript was copied in 1645; Srikal}.tha, who wrote another Muhiirtamukta-

34 CESS A3, 191 b. 
35 Published with Rama's pika, Benares 1848; Lahore 1853; Benares 1853; with 

Rama's pika, Bombay 1859 and Lucknow 1869; with PRASANNAVADANA's Hindi 
pika, Allahabad 1869; with Govinda's pika, Bombay 1872; with CAKRAPA:r:n 
PkfHAKA's Hindi pika, Benares 1874; with Rama's pika, Bombay 1880; ,vith 
Govinda's pika [Bombay 1882]; with a Hindi pika, Calcutta 1896; with Govinda's 
fika, Bombay 1907; with NiLAKAlf:fHA's Hindi pika, Lucknow 1909, 3rd ed. [NP] 
HH5; with RAJANIKANTA's Bengali version, Calcutta 1910; with a Kanna~a pika, 
Bellary 1913; with MAHARAJADINA DiK1?ITA's Hindi pika, Benares 1914; with 
RrsALADATTA MrsRA's Hindi pika, Benares 1916 and 1920; with MAHIDHARA 
DHARMADHIKARi's Hindi pika, Bombay 1919; with Govinda's and ANUPA MrsRA's 
pikas, Benares 1923; with Rama's pika, Benares 1925; with a Hindi {ika, Benares 
[1926]; with Govinda's p,ika, Bombay 1933; with Govinda's fika, 5th ed., Bombay 
1945; with KAPILESVARA SXsTRi's Hindi pika as HSS 135, Benares 1948; with 
Govinda's fika, 2nd ed., Benares 1954; and with SiTARAMA JHX's Hindi pika, 
Vara:r:iasi 1969. 

36 CESS A4. 
37 Published in Grantharatnamiilii 5, 1892. 
38 Edited by K~~::;,ASANKARA KESAVARAMA, Bombay 1935. 
39 CESS A4. 
40 Published with his own vyakhya, Kasi 1867; Bombay 1877; and Bombay 1915. 
41 CESS A3, 131 a-131 b, and A4. 
u CESS A4. 
43 Published Benares 1875 and 1876. 
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vali, whose earliest dated manuscript was copied in 1656, for Vaq.ava.na at 
Naqapagrama; Raghunatha Ka:r:ithirava, who composed the Muhurtamala at 
Kasi in 1660; and Yadunandana, the author of a Muhurtamafijari in 1669. 
Clearly, the interest in muMlrta during the seventeenth century was concen
trated in Benares and Gujarat. This did not change when Gai:iapati Ravala0 

completed his gigantic 1\fohurtagal).apati45 at Kasi in 1686. 
In the eighteenth century the only notable treatises on muhurta were the 

Ratnadyota46 composed by Gangarama Dviveda47 in 1718 and the Jyotiscan
drarka48 composed by Rudradeva Sarman at Kasi in 1726. But the last such 
work to which reference should be made here is the Vyavahararatna49 written 
by Bhanunatha50 in Mithila in 1872. This tradition, like that of genethlialogy, 
is still very much alive. 

Yiitra 

Military "astrology," an aspect of catarchic astrology in which the Indian 
developments influenced the Syriac scholar, Theophilus of Edessa,51 in the 
eighth century and through him the later astrology of Islam, Byzantium, and 
Western Europe, began in India with the omens during the late first millen
nium B. C. It is found, then, in such texts as the GS (32-34) and in numerous 
other collections of omens, including the Narapatijayacarya and other texts 
on svara, and regularly in treatises on muhurta. Y iitra, which combines omens 
with real astrology, is also the subject of a section of the YJ (73-76); in the 
commentary thereon (vol. 2, pp. 389-393) a partial list of authorities on the 
subject, numbering fifty-six, was given. But here only the independent literature 
on the subject will be briefly considered. 

The earliest separate treatises on yfitra that we have are the three composed 
by Varahamihira in the sixth century: the likanikayatra, 52 the Yogayatra, 53 

44 CESS A2, 89b-92a; A3, 27a-27b; and A4. 
45 Published Bombay 1859 and 1863; Kasi 1864; Lucknow 1875; Bombay 1887; 

with SuRYANARAYAJfA SrnDHANTi's Hindi translation, Lucknow 1894; Bombay 
1897; withRXMASVARUPA SARMAN's Hindi fika, Bombay 1898, reprinted Bombay 
1910 and Bombay 1954. 

46 Published with a Hindi version, 2nd ed., Lucknow 1899; and with BHAGAVA
DATTA SXsTRi's Hindi pikii, Ayodhya [ND]. 

47 CESS A2, 86b-87a; A3, 27a; and A4. 
48 The first five of the eight chapters with Rudradeva's own !ika, the Kasika, 

were edited by KHUBACANDA SARMAN, Lucknow 1927. 
49 Published ""ith SiTARAMA JHX's Hindi tikii as MM 224, Bonares 1952. 
5° CESS A4. . 
51 D. PINGREE in Viator 7 (1976), 148-149., 
52 Edited by V. K. PANDIT, "1'ikanikayatra of Varahamihira," JUB 20 (Arts 26) 

(1951), 40-63. 
63 Adhyiiyas 1-9 with a German translation were edited by H. KERN, "Die 

Yogayatra des Varahamihira," IS 10 (1868), 161-212; 14 (1876), 312-358; and 15 
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and the Brhadyatra. 54 Verses from each of these works occur in the other two. 
In addition to the omens and astrology proper, the BY (18), following the lead 
of Sphujidhvaja (YJ 76, 66 and 77, 1), gives detailed instructions for the 
worship of the planets ( grahayajna). Commentaries on the YY and the BY 
were composed by Bhattotpala in Kasmira in about 970, and on the BY by 
Siiryadeva at Gangapura in the early thirteenth century; of the two com
mentaries on the BY all that now survives seems to be a miserable fragment 
of BhaHotpala's. Varahamihira refers to Badaraya:Q.a55 as one of his authorities, 
and Bhattotpala in his tikii on the YY cites many verses from a Badaraya_z:ii
yayatra, of which a few manuscript copies are known. 56 

After the tenth century, new literature on military astrology (aside from 
adhyiiyas in muhurta texts) seems to have followed the models of the Nara
pa tijayacarya and the Samarasara rather than Varahamihira; such seems to 
be the case, for example, with the Yuddhajayotsava of Gangarama,57 and it 
is also to a large extent true of Kumara Ga:r:iaka,58 who wrote his Ra:r:iadipika59 

in Kerala. As yet little is knmvn of the Rajavijaya of Ra:r:iahastin save that it 
was composed for a king named Mandana, the son of Hammira, the son of 
Siqihanadeva, and that the oldest dated manuscript was copied in 1600. 
Clearly 1\fandana is the Haihaya (Kalacuri) ruler of Ratnapura, Madana
brahman, the son of ];aqighira ( 1), the son of Singha:r:ia, who is mentioned in 
the first Kosgain (Kosailga) Stone Inscription of his (Madanabrahman's) 
great-grandson Vaharendra, 60 who ruled from about 1480 till about 1515. 
Ra:r:iahastin, therefore, flourished at Ratanpur north of Bilaspur in Madhya 
Pradesa in about 1400. 

Vivaha 

Varahamihira incorporated into his BS (102) a chapter on the astrology of 
marriage entitled vivahapatala, the "marriage chest;" this was attributed to 
Vindhyavasin by his commentator, Bhattotpala. But he also wrote a separate 
and more extensive treatise on the astrology of marriage, also entitled Viva
hapa~ala. 61 A commentary on this was written by the faithful Bhattotpala at 

(1878), 167-184, reprinted in his Verspreide Geschriften, vol. 1, 's-Gravenhage 1913, 
pp. 97-168; complete edition by JAGDISH LAL, Lahore 1944. 

64 Edited with a fragment of Bha~~otpala's commentary by D. PINGREE, Madras 
1972. 

55 CESS A4. 
r.s I have used PM 1313 in the Adyar Library and G 6412 in the Asiatic Society of 

Bengal. 
57 CESS A2, 86a-86b. 
11a CESS A2, 46b, and A4. 
69 Edited K. SXMBASIVA SXsTRi as TSS 95, Trivandrum 1928. 
0° CII IV, Ootacamund 1955, pp. 557-563. 
61 I have used manuscript 9316 of the Oriental Institute in Baroda, which also 

contains Bhattotpala's commentary. 
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Kasmira in about 970. Thereafter, when mukurta treatises became popular, 
they all included a section on viviiha-sometimes little else; and, of course, 
most works on jataka also included discussions of this topic. Thus, Vi~r.i.usarman, 
in commenting on VM 8 in about 1365, quotes not only from Varahamihira, 
but also from Atri, Kalya.r:iavarman, Gargya, Guru, Narapati, Narada, Brhas
pati, Bharadvaja, Bhagila, Bhrgu, Yavanesvara (not Sphujidhvaja or Mina
raja), Lalla, Vasi~tha, Vamadeva, Vamana, Saunaka, Sripati, and the Saptar~is. 

He quotes as well from a number of works whose titles but not authors he 
names. Among these is the Vivahavrndavana, 62 which is indeed the work of 
that title63 composed by Kesavarka.64 In seventeen adhyayas it deals in un
paralleled completeness with all aspects of the subject. A commentary, the 
Vivahadipika or Karapi~anadipika, was composed by Gal).esa at Nandigrama 
in 1554. Also ascribed to a Kesavarka65 is a Mau:fijipatala66 in but twelve 
verses. 

The other vivaha texts that we have include the Sarasamuccaya or Vivaha
patala67 of Sarangapal).i, a nibandha based largely on the Sarasamuccaya of 
Vaidyanatha (the earliest dated manuscript was copied in 1597); the Vivaha
patala68 of Brahmaditya69 (the earliest dated manuscript was copied in 1605); 
and the Vivahapatala70 composed by Pitambara71 at Stambhatirtha (Cambay, 
Gujarat) (the earliest dated manuscript was copied in 1615). 

62 Vivahavrndavana 3, 3-4 are quoted on VM 8, 18, and Vivahavrndavana 3, 10 
on VM 8, 20. 

63 Published with Ga:r;iesa's!ika, Kasi 1868; with KXsiRAMA's Hindi!ika, Bombay 
1907; with SIVADATTA TRIPA'.fHIN's Hindi !ika, Kasi 1909; and with Ga:r:iesa's !ika, 
Bombay 1909. 

64 CESS A2, 75a-77a; A3, 25a; and A4. 
65 CESS A2, 75a, and A4. 
66 Edited by K. K. RAIKVA, Vivahapatalam, Bombay 1935, pp. 63-65. 
67 Edited RAIKVA, ibid., pp. 1-62. 
68 I have used the fragmentary Harvard 405, which contains a commenta.rx 

attributed to Sumatihari;;a. 
6° CESS A4. 
70 Edited RAIKVA, ibid. pp. 66-79. 
n CESS A4. 



CllAPTEB VII 

INTERROGATIONS 

In catarchic astrology the jyoti~i determines for his client the moment 
(muhilrta) at which it is most propitious for him to undertake a specific act; 
in interrogations (prasna) he responds to a query about some aspect of the 
client's life on the basis of the horoscope of the moment of the query. Obviously, 
there is considerable overlapping of topics and methods between these two 
branches of astrology. Prasna is also related to omens since the latter arc of 
two kinds: spontaneous and induced. The second variety, in which the diviner 
requeAi;;;ts that the gods send him an omen, has clear similarities to rprasna. 
Even the ceremonies of ritual purification and supplication used for induced 
omens (see, e.g., BS 24 and 43) are reflected in prasna texts (e.g., PJ 3-4). 
But in general the techniques of prasna a.re derived from jataka. 

And it is in a jataka treatise, Sphujidhvaja's YJ, that prasna was introduced 
to India from the Hellenistic world. Sphujidhvaja begins (YJ 52, 1-5) with 
rules for reconstructing the lost horoscope of the nativity of the client from 
the horoscope of the time of his query; this topic, entitled n~/ajataka, was 
normally dealt with in later jataka texts. Thereafter he discusses methods of 
determining the subject of the querist's question before he puts it (YJ 52, 
7-10, and 53-62); in part he uses the pharmacological categories of ayurveda 
(YJ 62) associated with celestial bodies. The following adhyaya (YJ 63) answers 
the question of whether what the querist is thinking of will in fact occur; and 
then there come discussions of lost or stolen objects (YJ 64), of sickness and 
death (YJ 65), of the sex of unborn or unseen children (YJ 66), of dinner (YJ 
67), af various aspects of sleep (YJ 68), and of the subjects of dreams (YJ 
69-70). The final two adhyiiyas in this section (YJ 71-72) give elaborate 
rules for reconstructing names from astrological phenomena. 

Only parts of this treatment of prasna are found in the $atpaficasika1 

1 Published with NANDAKUMARA's Bengali translation, Calcutta 1824; with 
BhaHotpala's !ikii, [Calcutta 1834 ?] and [Calcutta?] 1834; with BADRiLALA's 
Hindi !ikii, Benares 1847; with BhaHotpala's !ikii, Benares [ca. 1851], and Bombay 
1858, 1864, and 1866; with BADRiLALA's Hindi!ikii, [Agra] 1868 and 1871; Bangalore 
1872; ·with BhaHotpala's fika [NP] 1873 with BADRiLALA's Hindi !ika, Lahore 187 4 
and l\foerut 1874; ·with BhaHotpala's !ilea, Bombay 1875; with BADRiNATHA's 
Hindi !ikii, Lucknow 1876; with Bhattotpala's !ikii, Calcutta 1876; with Knrr:ia's 
fikii, Bahrampore 1877; with BhaHotpala's !ika, Bombay 1881; with the English 
translation of N. C. IYER, [Madras?] 1887; with VERAGAMA PUNcm-BAl';-:J?ARA's 
Sirphala !ikii, [Colombo] 1888; with BhaHotpala's !ikii, Bombay 1888 and Dharvad 
1895; with BADRiNATHA's Hindi fikii, Lucknow 1901; with N. P. NAKHARE's 
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composed by Varahamihira's son, Prthuyasas, 2 in the second half of the sixth 
century. He is interested in travel, warfare, profit and loss, sickness and death, 
marriage, and pregnancy. The most important commentaries on these fifty-six 
verses were composed by Bhattotpala in Kasmira in about 970, by Paramesvara 
in Kerala in the early fifteenth century, and by Damodara Ral).abha3 at Kasi 
in about 1680 (Prakasika). Similar in content and in brevity are Badarayal).a's4 

Prasnavidya5 in seventy-six verses, on which Bhattotpala \\-Tote a commentary 
in about 970, and Bhattotpala's own Prasnajfiana or Aryasaptati6 in seventy 
verses, on which commentaries were composed by Ramakn:;J}.a at Amaravati 
and by Sridatta. 

The amount of detail in pra.sna texts, though not their scope, was enlarged 
in the Vid·rnjjanavallabha 7 written by (or for) the Paramara Bhojaraja of 
Dhara in the first half of the eleventh century. This poem contains 180 verses 
divided into eighteen a<lhyayas; nine verses are taken from Badarayal).a. 8 At 
about the same time, if the ascription to Sripati of Rohil}.ikhal}.q..a is valid (the 
work is also, more obviously falsely, associated with Varahamihira in 15, 43), 
there was composed a Daivajfiavallabha9 in 250 verses divided into fifteen 
adhyayas, of which the last is almost entirely derived from Varahamihira's 
yatrli works. 10 

The only rival to Prthuyasas' f$atpaficasika for popularity among prasna 
treatises is the Bhuvanadipaka11 that Padmaprabha Siiri, 12 a member of the 

MARA'.J:'Hi fika, Belgaum 1911; with Bhattotpala's fika and A. M. VXGHOLiKAR's 
Marathi translation, Bombay 1911; with Bhattotpala's fika and SiTARAMA JnX's 
Hindi fika, Benares 1924; with V. SuBRAHMANYA SASTRI's English translation, 
Bangalore 1941, 2nd ed. Bangalore 1966; and with Bhattotpala's fika and DiNA
NATHA JHX's fika as HSS 149, Benares 1947. 

2 CESS A4. 
3 CESS A3, 10la-102a, and A4. 
4 CESS A4. 
5 Edited with Bhattotpala's fika by J. S. PADE, Baroda 1972. 
6 Published with Mukundarama's pka, 2nd ed., Bombay 1930; with the English 

translation of V. SuBRAHMANYA SASTRI and M. R. BHAT, Bangalore 1949, 2nd ed. 
Bangalore 1971; and with V.XsunEVA GuPTA's Hindi fika, Kasi 1957. 

7 Edited by D. PINGREE, Baroda 1970. 
8 These are: 

VV PV VV 
3, 7 42 14, 5-6 

10, 6 30 17, 16-21 
9 Published with Narayal).a's Hindi fika, Bombay 1937. 

PV 
40-41 
24-28 

10 1-2 = YY 4, 1-2; 3-10 = TY 7, 1-8; 12-21 = BY 9, 8-17; 23 = BY 9, 18; 
24 = BY 2, 13; 25 = TY 1, 7; 26-27 = BY 8, 13-14; 28 = BY 8, 19; 29 = TY 5, 5; 
and 30-31 = BY 9, 3-4. · 

11 Edited with Narayal).a Bhatta's fika by RASIKAMOHANA CA'.f'.fOPADHYAYA, 
Calcutta 1884; with D. D. N. SILVA'S Sirµhala translation, [Colombo] 1888; with a 
fika, Bombay 1888; with BACCU SARMAN JR.X's Sanskrit and Hindi fikas, Bombay 
1914, reprinted Bombay 1953; and with SuKADEVA CATURVEDIN's Hindi bha~ya, 
Delhi 1976. 

1 2 CESS A4. 
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Nagapuriya Tapa Gaccha of Jainas, wrote in 1164. It gives the elements of 
astrology (1-42); lists the queries to be judged from each astrological place 
(42-54), and discusses, in addition to more common topics, prices (127-137), 
sailing (138-144), and sex (163-164). There are several commentaries; the most 
notable is that written by the Jaina Sirp.hatilaka Suri at Vijapura in 1269. 
Contemporary with Padmaprabha was another Jaina, Naracandropadhyaya 
of the Kasahrada Gaccha who composed the Beq.avrtti on his own Janmasa
mudra in Gujarat in 1167. A decade later, in 1177, he wrote a Prasnasata with 
accompanying avacilr1J.,i; he also is the author of the succinct Jiianacatur
virp.sika.13 A few years after this Ca:r:uJesvara, who is probably identical with 
the scholar who commented on the SS in Mithila in about 1185, produced an 
enormous Prasnavidya in thirty-five or forty adhyayas. Unfortunately I have 
as yet had access only to incomplete manuscripts of this work, 14 but from 
these the extreme importance of this treatise for a history of prasna in India 
is evident. 

Hemaprabha Suri, the pupil of Devendra Suri, is generally alleged to have 
written the Trailokyaprakasa15 in 1248; in any case, the earliest dated manu
script was copied in 1457. This invaluable treatise is a Sanskrit version of an 
Arabic (or Persian) work on interrogations (it is filled with tajika technical 
terms not recognized as such by the editor) arranged in the standard fashion 
of Arabic astrology-a fashion going back to Theophilus of Edessa-that is, 
by the queries appropriate to each astrological place. 

At sometime before 1569 (if that date for the copying of a manuscript of 
the work is correct; the next was copied in 1647) someone published a Loka
manorama16 in twenty-two verses under the name of Garga ;17 this gives a 
computation that determines substances in the three categories of animal, 
vegetable, and mineral, and some of their attributes. 

In the early sixteenth century-he was a leader of the Gosvamins ( of the 
followers of Caitanya ?), and the earliest dated manuscript of his work was 
copied in 1543-Narayal).adasa Siddha18 composed the Prasnavaiigmva or 
Prasnarl).avaplava19 in which again elements of tajika (i.e., Arabic-Persian) 
interrogational astrology enter into prasna. Also in the early sixteenth century 
Kasinatha20 composed his Prasnapradipa ;21 the earliest dated manuscript was 

13 Edited A. SARMAN, Hyderabad 1956. 
14 1835 and 1881 in the University of Pennsylvania. 
15 Edited with a Hindi version by R. S. SHARMA, New Delhi 1967. ' 
16 Published with a tika, Benares 1899; with BAccu SARMAN JHX's Hindi tikii, 

Bombay 1909, reprint~d Bombay 1938; and with V. TrMMA1:TA S.XsTRI's Teiugu 
translation, Bellari 191 7. 

17 CESS A2, 120b-122b; A3, 30a-30b; and A4. 
18 CESS A3, 168b-l 71 a, and A4. 
19 Published Kasi 1869; edited by NXRAYA1:7"A S.XsTRIN as CSS 2, Kasi 1896; wit,h 

BUDHAVASATI RXMA's Hindi fika, Bombay 1912; and with G. S. DESI~iGAKARA'S 
Marathi translation, Belgaum 1925. 

2° CESS A2, 35b-36b; A3, 19b; and A4. 
21 Published Varal).asi 1866. 
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copied in 1556. And perhaps from the same period is the Prasnamal).ikyamala 
of Paramananda Sarman ;22 one manuscript is said to have been copied in 
1560, but the author is also said to have flourished at the court of Bala
vantasirp.ha, the Maharaja of Kasi in about 1748. 

But we return to a secure chronology and to the renewed influence to tajika 
science with the Prasnatantra23 written by that Nilakal).tha who composed the 
Tajikanilakal).thi in 1587. In the course of this treatise he quotes many verses 
from earlier works, making it a sort of nibandka; his favorite authorities besides 
the Tajikas, are Prthuyasas and Padmaprabha Suri. 

In the seventeenth century prasna was the subject of a number of treatises, 
many of which cannot be securely dated. Among these are to be included the 
Prasnajfiana of Brahmarka, 24 of which the earliest dated manuscript was copied 
in 1622, and the Jfianamafijari of ~~isarman, 25 of which the earliest dated 
manuscript was copied in 1646. Probably to be included in this group is the 
Prasnatattva26 of Cakrapal).i, 27 whose fl.omit lies between 1514, the year in 
\vhich Vibhakara composed his Prasnakaumudi which Cakrapal).i cites (10, 18), 
and 1800, the year in which the earliest dated manuscript of the Prasnatattva 
was copied. Other texts on prasna written in the seventeenth century include: 
the Prasnabhairava28 composed by Gangadhara, the author also of works on 
jataka, kofthaka, muhurta, and tajika, at Kasi in 1629; the Prasnapradipa 
written by Mahadeva, the author of the Muhiirtadipaka, in Kaccha in 1647; 
the Prasnamarga29 composed by Natha, 30 a member of the Panakkattu31 

family of ltakkat in Kerala, in 1650 (the author wrote his own tika on this, the 
Durgamarthaprakasini); and the Prasnasiromai;1i32 composed by that Rudra
ma11i Tripathin who wrote the Ramalenduprakasa in 1682. 

As in the cases of the other astrological sciences in India, interest in prasna 
has continued into modern times. Here it is necessary only to mention the 
Prasnasara written by Govinda33 at Devagiri, probably in the second quarter 

22 CESS A4. 
23 Often published with the Tajikanilaka:r:i-thi. It was also translated into English 

by G. SRI RAMA MuRTHI, Hindu Horary Astrology, Tekkali 1960, and by B. V. 
RAMAN, Bangalore 1970. 

24 CESS A4. 
25 CESS Al, 59a-59b; A2, 17b; and A4. 
26 I have used University of Pennsylvania 698. 
27 CESS A 3, 38 a-38 b. 
28 Published with a Marathi version, Poona 1868, reprinted Poona 1875 and 1881. 
29 Adhyayas 1-16 (out of 32) edited by PuNNASSERI NAMPI NiLAKAl.{'J'HA 

SARMAN, Kalpathi-Palghat 1926; and adhyayas 1-12 published with an English 
translation and the Hindi /ika of SuKADEVA CATURVEDi, Delhi 1978. 

3° CESS A3, 147a. 
31 CESS A4. 
32 Published with the Hindi fikti of RA.MADAY.ALU, Bombay 1951, reprinted 

Bombay 1962. 
33 CESS A2, 141 a-141 b, and A4. 
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of the eighteenth century; the Prasnaratna3' composed by Nandarama Misra35 

at Kamyakavana in Rajasthan in 1767 (the author completed his fipparii on 
this in 1770); the Prasnacal)cJ.esvara36 of Ramak:pj!l)a; and, finally, the Prasna
yana37 composed by Purui;;ottama Miissatu38 at Sipradesa in Kerala in 1881 
(the author wrote his o-wn vyiikhyii on this). 

34 Published with SuNDARAL.iLA SARMAN's Hindi pika, Bombay 1923, reprinted 
Bombay 1953. 

3° CESS A3, 128b-130b, and A4. 
36 Published with VI1;,~UDATTA VAIDIKA's Sanskrit and Hindi pikas. Bombay 

1955, reprinted Bombay 1960. 
37 Edited with Puru~ottama's vyakhya by K. RAGHAVAN PILLAI as TSS 223, 

Trivandrum 1968. 
38 CESS A4. 



CIIAPTEB VIII 

ENCYCLOPAEDIAS AND DICTIONARIES 

Some early authors on jyoti§a, such as Varahamihira, Lalla, Sripati, and 
Bhojaraja, wrote works on several of this sastra's branches. In this chapter I 
wish to consider those who attempted to encompass the Rame diversity within 
one ·work. 

The earliest of such authors is a Buddhist Mahasthavira from Srilanka, 
Anavamadarsin Sangharaja1 of the Hastavanagalya Mahavihara, who wrote 
his Daivajfiakamadhenu2 during the reign of Parakramabahu II (1236-1271), 
apparently in 1241. This deals with omens, jiitaka, muhurta, and prasna. 
Anavamadarsin's sources include Varahamihira and Bhojaraja. 

In 1315 the Jaina scholar 'J.1hakkura Pherii3 composed in Prakrit at Kan
na!).apura a Jyotif;!asara4 on astronomy, jiitaka, and muhurta. To this is added a 
separate work on mathematics, the Gai;iitasara, 5 also in Prakrit. 

The next work that ought to be placed in this category combines jiitaka with 
rnuhurta; it is Srinivasa's Suddhidipika. 6 His date is a matter of great un
certainty, but he probably flourished in the fourteenth or fifteenth century. 
The earliest dated manuscript was copied in 1607; but a commentary, the 
Arthakaumudi, had been penned by Govindananda Kavikanka!).a7 nearly a 
century before. The Suddhidipika was popular primarily in Bengal and l\fithila, 
so that this Srinivasa probably lived in that area of India. 

Siiramahatha Sivadasa, (or Sivaraja), however, the author of the largest 
extant astrological nibandha, the J yotirnibandha, 8 probably lived in Maharaf;!tra 
or Madhya Pradesa. Though the edited text contains various additions from 

1 CESS A 1, 42b-43a, and A3, 13a. 
2 Edited by SiLASKANDHA as BSS 25, Benares 1906. 
3 CESS A3, 78a-78b, and A4. 
4 Edited by AGARACANDA and B. NXHA'fA, Ratnapariki;iadisaptagranthasaiigraha, 

as RPG 44, Jodhpur 1961, pt. 2, pp. 1-40. 
5 Ibid., pt. 2, pp. 41-74. 
6 Edited with Govindananda's fika and a Bengali translation, Calcutta 1883, 

2nd ed. Calcutta 1901; with the same fika, Calcutta 1901 and Calcutta 1927; with 
KANHAIYALALA M1SRA's Hindi fika, Bombay 1906, reprinted Bombay 1936; and 
with an Oriya translation, Cuttack 1964. , 

7 CESS A2, 144a-144b, and A3, 35b. 
8 Published Benares, 1878, and edited by RANGANATHA VAIDYA as ASS 85, 

Poona 1919. 
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the seventeenth century9 (its relation to the revision by Kp~J).a, 10 the Sa:rp.hita
sara, has not been investigated), the earliest dated manuscript was copied in 
1579 and the JN was cited by Pitambara and others earlier in the sixteenth 
century. Moreover, Sivadasa (p. 25) mentions 1440 as the first year of a sixty
year cycle, which it was in the Northern Cycle. One must conclude, therefore, 
that he wrote in the latter half of the fifteenth century. His work is an extra
ordinarily rich collection of excerpts on all branches of astrology and some 
branches of divination from a wide range of named sources, many of which are 
no longer extant. A thorough investigation of Sivadasa's manuscripts and his 
sources would do much to illuminate the rather obscure history of Indian 
astrology outside of Gujarat in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. 

The most extensive encyclopaedia of science conceived and executed in pre
modern India was the 'J.'oq.arananda11 in twenty-three saukhyas sponsored by 
'J.'oq.aramalla, 12 an official in Akbar's government from at least 1565 till his 
death in 1589. He entrusted the Jyauti~asaukhya, the third section, along with 
several sections on branches of dharmasastra to Nilakal}.tha, who later wrote 
the far more influential Tajikanilakal}.thi and Prasnakaumudi. Nilakal}.tha 
completed the Jyauti~asaukhya in 1572; it contains three skandhas-on sarJ7,hita 
(omens), on gar,,ita (astronomy; it is not known whether or not mathematics 
was included), and on hora (genethlialogy). There are also two saukhyas by 
Nilakal}.tha on muhurta, one of which does not appear as part of 'J.'oq.aramalla's 
plan as reconstructed; these are the Vivahasaukhya and the Vastusaukhya, 
which latter is saukhya 5. Judging from the quality of Nilakal}.tha's published 
works these encyclopedic opera would be well worth investigating. 

On a smaller scale Krpasankara13 composed a Jyoti~kedara14 in 1627. This 
work has four avalis: sarµhita (including muhurta) gar,,ita (astronomy only), hora 
(jiitaka and tajika), and prasna. There is a commentary by Cirafijiva Bhatta, 15 

who wrote a Ramaprakasa at IndurakhI, Gwalior, in 1647. 
At about the same time Suka composed a Jyotii;:iasara16 that is primarily on 

muhurta, but includes a substantial amount of jataka and prasna material. The 
earliest dated manuscript was copied in 1647. It was probably in the eighteenth 
century that someone claiming to be the great poet, Kalidasa, 17 wrote an 

9 S. L. KATRE, "Sivadasa's Jyotirnibandha: the Work and its Date," NIA 5 
(1942-43), 275-279. 

10 CESS A2, 52b. 
11 The first two saukhyas, entitled Sargasaukhya and Avatarasaukhya, were 

edited by P. L. VAIDYA, Ganga OS 5, Bikaner 1948. 
12 CESS A3, 77b-78a, and A4. 
13 CESS A2, 49b-50a. 
14 I have used an incomplete manuscript, 1869 in the University of Penn-

sylvania. 
15 CESS A3, 5la-51 b. 
16 Published with a Hindi pika, Bombay 1956. 
17 CESS A2, 34b, and A3, 19b. 
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Uttarakalamrta18 in South India as a supplement to Venkata Y ajvan's popular 
Kalamrta. Ps.-Kalidasa's work concerns jataka and muhurta. 

Kosa 

Though various normal Sanskrit dictionaries contain definitions of terms 
used in astronomy and astrology (e.g., a large part of the first kharJi!,a of 
Amarasirµha's Linganusasana), very few specialized dictionaries of such terms 
were produced. It appears that the only one describing the traditional Sanskrit 
vocabulary is Haridatta's Ga:i;iitanamamala,19 of which the earliest dated 
manuscript was copied in 1697. Kr~:i;iadasa, 20 a protege of Akbar, wrote a 
Parasiprakasa21 in about 1575. This work consists of two parts: a Persian
Sanskrit dictionary (including terms relating to the heavens, to the directions, 
and to time), and a Persian grammar in Sanskrit. This, however, was entirely 
insufficient for translators of Persian astronomical and astrological works into 
Sanskrit; so, in 1643, Malajit, 22 who received the title Vedaiigaraya from Shah 
Jahan, wrote his Parasiprakasa at ~risthala in Gujarat. In consideration of the 
numerous translations made from Persian and Arabic, both in the Mughal 
period and before, one must conclude that many other aids were available. The 
one that we are definitely informed of is the bilingual Muhammad Abidda who 
assisted Nayanasukhopadhyaya; and it should also be noted that many Persian 
technical terms used by al-Qiishji are given their Sanskrit equivalents in the 
Hayatagrantha. 

18 Published with a Telugu fika, Madras 1908; Cocanada 1926; with an English 
translation by V. SuBRAHMANYA SASTRI, Bangalore 1939, 2nd edition Bangalore 
1951; and with JAGANNATHA BHASiNA's Hindi tika, Delhi 1971. 

19 Published by MANN.AL.ALA PA~J;>ITA in his Dvadasakosanarµ sangraha, 
Varal).asi 1865. 

2° CESS A2, 57a-57b, and A4. 
21 Edited by A. WEBER, "Uber den Parasiprakac;a des Krishl).adasa," AA WB 

(1887), Phil.-hist. Kl. l, and "Uber den zweiten, grammatischen, Parasiprakac;a des 
Krishl).adasa," AAWB (1888), Phil.-hist. Kl. 3; and by V. BHA'!-''!-'ACARYA as SBG 95, 
Benares 1965. 

22 CESS A4. 



CHAPTER IX 

TRANSMISSION OF JYOTI}:fSASTRA 

At present there exist in India and outside of it some 100,000 manuscripts 
on the various aspects of jyotib,siistra. The great majority of these were copied 
within the seventeenth, eighteenth, and nineteenth centuries; for manuscripts 
cannot long survive in India except under exceptional circumstances. We have, 
therefore, essentially only those texts selected for study or com posed by the 
scholars of the Mughal and British rajyas. Since the practice of copying manu
scripts is virtually dead in modern India, many of these estimated 100,000 manu
scripts will soon disappear, and the possibilities of our achieving a reasonably 
accurate assessment of the continuity, development, and transformation of the 
astral and mathematical sciences in India will be correspondingly diminished. 
But even without this appalling prospect, we must constantly be aware of the 
arbitrary way in which was made the selection of texts and commentaries 
preserved in today's libraries. 

For manuscripts were preserved, with some exceptions, in India before the 
nineteenth century in family libraries. It is true that Aniipasi:rpha, 1 the 
Maharaja of Bikaner in Rajasthan from 1674 till 1698, formed a vast collection 
rich in jyotib,siistra manuscripts (many from the Deccan, where he campaigned 
with Aurangzib) that still survives intact in the Anup Sanskrit Library; that 
the core of the Sarasvati Mahal Library in Tanjore goes back to Tulajaraja, 2 

the Maharaja of Tanjore from 1728 till 1736, and his predecessors; that, at the 
same time, Savai Jayasirpha collected some of the manuscripts now in the 
Jayapura Museum; and that the incredible treasures of a number of the ancient 
Jaina Bha:q.q..aras of Gujarat and Rajasthan have been accumulating since the 
twelfth and thirteenth centuries. Still, most of our manuscripts were in small 
private collections till recently-or still are. And these small collections tend to 
preserve a few of the accepted astronomical works of the region (if the family 
produces paiiciingas) and the standard works on jataka, tajika, muMlrta, prasna, 
and saf(l,hita (if they are astrologers); beyond this they might contain locally 
popular works, or even manuscripts-sometimes unique-of treatises composed 
by members of their own families. Since education in the siistra was through a 
guru normally rather than through a pii{,hasala or ma{,ha, the enrichment of 
these family libraries was probably most common when a son was sent to study 
with an external guru; one of the most notable examples of this that we have js 

1 CESS A 1, 43b-44a. 
2 CESS A3, 87b-88b. 
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Divakara of Golagrama, whose family we shall soon discuss. In large cultural 
centers like Kasi, of course, intercourse was easier. And J aina monks in their 
ordained peregrinations spread both learning and manuscripts. It was a 
recognized pious act for a Jaina layman to bear the expense of the copying 
of manuscripts for these monks; and many of them, as we know from their 
colophons, occupied the rainy seasons with scribal work. 

It is clear, then, that chance has to a large extent determined what has 
survived of the truly immense body of material on jyotib,sastra that has existed 
in the past. As an example of this, let us examine the members of the Giri
narayal}.ajfiati3 of Gujarat, who are known primarily because much of their 
family library was included in the gift of manuscripts presented to the East 
India Company by the Gaikawar of Baroda in 1809.4 Many of them copied 
extant manuscripts (their names are followed by S), and some were authors of 
original works (see Table 7). Though there are several gaps at present in our 
knowledge of the precise relationship of several generations of this family, it 
is clea,r that they were active as scribes and authors from about 1500 till 1750; 
and that, if their library had not been preserved by the Gaikawar's gift, we 
would not know of the Gal}.itaciic;lamal}.i of Harihara or the Grahavidyadhara 
of Vidyadhara (there is just one other manuscript of his Pafi.cangavidyadhari 
besides that in the family collection), and a number of the rebtively rare works 
would be attested by an even smaller number of extant copies. 

Another case that it is instructive to examine is that of the family which 
produced the great Bhaskam in the twelfth century (see Table 85 ) and which 
lived in the Sahyadri range, though we possess no manuscripts from their 
family library. That library presumably was part of the endowment of the 
ma(ha established by Soideva under the Yadava Singhal}.a at Patl}.a in Khandesh 
in 1207 for the study of the works ofBhaskara; Bhaskara's grandson, Cangadeva, 
was one of Singhal).a's court astrologers, as was also Bhaskara's nephew's son, 
Anantadeva. It is regrettable, then, that ,ve no longer have either of Ananta
deva,'s works or his great grandfather, Mahesvara's, Karal}.asekhara. However, 
we do have one treatise that may well have been written by a student of the 
matha; this is the Laghukhecarasiddhi composed by Sridhara in 1227, a rare 
work of which one of the three available manuscripts was copied by Nilakal}.tha 
of the Girinarayal}.ajfi.ati at Jirl}.adurga in 1555. 

Whatever the fate of the ma{ka and its library after the fall of Devagiri 
in 1312, the region was particularly fertile in producing families of jyoti§is who 

3 SATE, pp. 186-188. 
4 D. PINGREE, Sridhara's Laghukhecarasiddhi, Baroda 1976, pp. 10-16. 
5 The earliest known member of the family, Trivikrama, is sometimes identified 

with the author of the Damayantikatha, who _was the son of Nemaditya, the son 
of Sridhara of the Sal).c;lilyagotra. However, this identification is unlikely sinee 
Trivikrama the son of Nemaditya composed the Navasari grant of Ra~trakuta 
Indra III in 915, while our Trivikrama's son Bhaskara was honored by Bhojaraja 
a century later. 
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were proud to preserve their lineages. One center of activity was Parthapura 
on the Godavari, which has been identified with Pathri in the Parbhani District 
some eighty miles southeast of Devagiri, whose Muslim lord ruled the area for 
much of the medieval period. In Parthapura flourished from about 13006 the 
family that produced Jfianaraja, Siiryadasa, and others (see Table 9). In keep
ing with the traditions of the region, several members of this family wrote 
works dependent on those of Bhaskara; their family library clearly contained 
copies of his opera. We are lucky to have a partial genealogy of the descendents 
of Siiryadasa provided by one of them in 1895. 7 Siiryadasa's great-grandson in 
this lineage was a Gopala, who lived from 1623 till 1668. He is not identical 
with the father of Viresvara (see Table 10), a fellow resident of Parthapura, 
since Viresvara was old enough to comment on Bhaskara's L in 1639; but he 
may be a cousin (perhaps once or several times removed). Some of the manu
scripts belonging to this family could be ascertained by a careful examination 
of their works; whether or not Viresvara had access to the same library might 
be then determined by reading his commentaries and other treatises. 

In a village in the district ( de/;a) of Parthapura named Golagrama another 
family of the Bharadvajagotra began its career in the middle of the fifteenth 
century (see Table 11); it is linked to the family we have just discussed by the 
fact that one of Viresvara's works is a commentary on one of Divakara's 
astrological treatises. However, its history is quite different; for in the early 
sixteenth century that Divakara's great-grandfather, also named Divakara, 
went to Nandigrama to study with the famous Gai;i.esa (see Table 12). From 
Gujarat he evidently travelled to Kasi, where his descendents became one of 
the two prominent families of jyoti~is in the seventeenth century. Divakara 
presumably brought with him copies of his guru's works and those of his guru's 
father, Kesava; and we find that a considerable portion of the scholarly energy 
of the family was devoted to explicating the various treatises of Kesava and 
Gai;i.esa. However, following the local preference in Kasi, they also expounded 
the Saurapak~a; and they were receptive to some elements ofislamic astronomy. 

The rival family in Kasi (see Table 13) in the seventeenth century originated 
at Dadhigrama on the Payo~i;i.i to the northwest of Parthapura; for Munisvara 
places it near Ga:rigabhaisilanagara near the Godavari (perhaps Gangapur in 
the Aurangabad District), in the district (samadesa) of Elavapura (Ellora). 
The Payo~i;i.i on whose bank Dadhigrama lies, then, must be the Puri;i.a that 
eventually flows into the Godavari some thirty miles to the east of Parthapura, 
though Daclhigrama would have been near the headwaters, just south of 
Bhaskara's Sahyadri range. This family traces its history back to the middle 
of the fifteenth century also, and moved to Kasi in the late sixteenth century. 
Its interests were divided between Bhaskara's works, the Saurapaksa, and 

6 GaI).esa puts the origin of his family under Rama the lord of Devagiri, who must 
be the Yadava Ramacandra, who ruled from 1271 till 1311. 

7 CESS A3, 75a-75b. 
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Gal).esa's works, while some of its members vehemently attacked members of 
the Golagrama family for their acceptance of Islamic astronomical theories. 
Another family (see Table 14) that flourished in the same area came originally 
from an unidentified place called Sasamal).ftra, but had settled in r_rapara to the 
north of Devagiri in the late sixteenth century. 

One last case may be considered to illustrate the influx of jyotiti,s from 
Vidarbha into Kasi in the sixteenth century. This family (see Table 15) origi
nated at Dharmapura on the Narmada in the early part of that century, but 
became prominent-primarily as astrologers-at Kasi toward the end of the 
century. 

This pattern of families of jyoti§iS equipped with their own libraries that we 
can trace in some instances over several centuries was not the norm in South 
India, though family connections there also obviously had a strong influence. 
The area that is best known is Kerala, where libraries were maintained at the 
family illarn, but where new members of the "school" were often recruited from 
outside the family. The most impressive line is that of Paramesvara8 (see 
Table 16); it can be continued from Acyuta to the middle of the nineteenth 
century.9 Other, lesser lines are known from Kerala; unfortunately, our in
formation from other Dravidian-speaking areas is not detailed enough to 
discern any such pattern (but see Table 17). 

However, the continuation of these traditions throughout India was, of 
course, due not only to the transmission of learning from father to son or from 
guru to si§ya; it was also actively cultivated by the patronage of the powerful
usually Maharaj as. Thus the court of Paramara Bhojaraja at Dhara produced a 
number of jyoti§a treatises under the Maharaja's name in the early eleventh 
century, and provided encouragement to Bhaskara's great-great-great-grand
father, and probably to Dasabala as well. Mughal patronage of Sanskrit works 
on jyoti§a in the sixteenth and seventeenth century was extremely generous. 10 

And, of course, various of the courts of Rajasthan in the same period-and into 
the nineteenth century in some cases-maintained jyoti§is, many of whom 
became authors. But a more interesting development occurred in Gujarat under 
the Caulukyas. A number of their leading state officials or members of their 
families, belonging primarily to the Pragvatava:rp.sa (see Tables 18, 19, and 20), 
though there are also some who belonged to the Janyalayakula (see Table 21), 
WTote on jyoti§a. The reasons for this phenomenon are not apparent. Naturally, 
other scholars worked in this field under the Caulukyas who were not members 
of ministerial families; such are the Jaina Naracandropadhyaya, who composed 
one of his works at Campavati in 1167 under Caulukya Kumarapala, and 

8 See K. V. SARMA, "Direct Lines of Astronomical Tradition in Kerala," Charu
deva Shastri Felicitation Volume, Delhi 197 4, p,p. 601-604. 

9 K. V. SARMA, A History of the Kerala School of Hindu Astronomy, VIS 55: 
Hoshiarpur 1972, pp. 5-6. 

10 M. M. PATKAR, "Moghul Patronage to Sanskrit Learning," PO 3 (1938), 
164-175. 
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Nara pa ti, the son of Naradeva of Dhara, who completed the Narapatijayacarya 
at AI).ahilanagara in 1177 under Caulukya Ajayapala. 

But there was another relationship that we can observe in Gujarat in this 
period. Jaina monks such as Naracandropadhyaya often became authors of 
jyoti§a texts; but we usually are ignorant of the intellectual climate and eco
nomic situation under which they labored. Vastupala, the minister of Caulukya 
[Vaghela] Viradhavala and Visaladeva at Dhavalakka (Dholka, Gujarat) from 
1220 till his death in 1240 and a Jaina member of the Pragvatavarpsa, was a 
great patron of Jaina scholars,11 among whom were numbered two jyotitis: 
Udayaprabha Suri and Narncandra Suri. The extent to which these men, or 
others, Jaina or Hindu, who received princely rewards for their scientific 
activities, were encouraged and assisted by the milieus provided by their patrons 
must have varied from individual to individual. But it must be recognized that 
this patronage of scholars by the powerful, sporadic as it was (it seems to have 
been more frequent and sustained over longer periods in Gujarat and Rajasthan 
than elsewhere in India), served as an alternative mode for the intermingling of 
traditions, the production of new works, and the copying and preservation of 
manuscripts to the more traditional family libraries and J aina bharyi!,aras. When 
CESS is completed, it will be possible to analyze the surviving evidence 
concerning who copied manuscripts (often we observe families of scribes func
tioning for as many generations as the families of jyotiti,s) and who owned them. 
Until then I leave the question at this point. 

11 B. J. SANDESARA, Literary Circle of Mahamatya Vastupala and its Contribu
tion to Sanskrit Literature, SJS 33, Bombay 1953. 
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Table 7 

Vasi~thagotra, Girinarayar;iajfiati; Gujarat 
Devaraja 

I 
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Vidyadhara S (1521) (at Jirr;iadurga) 

Nilakar;itha S (1555) 
( at Jirr;iadurga) 

I 
HARIHARAl1l 

I 
Narayar;ia Bhatta 

I 
Nilakar;itha S (1626; 1637) 

Mukundaji Bhatta 
I 

I 
Vi~r;iu Raghunatha 

I 
Mukunda Bhatta 

S (1649; 1650; 1665) 
(at Rajakota) 

I 
Visvanatha 

Prabhuji Bhata S (1740) (at Niitanapura) 

Narasimha 
I . 

Puru~ottama S (1599) 

VIDYADiIARA£1) s 

I 
Bhar;iaji 
S (1672) 

I 
Jivaraja 

I 
Vallabhaji 

I 
Moraraji S (1726) 

I 
Bhavani 

Na.nu Bhata 

[1] GaI).itacfu;lamal).i. 
[ 21 Grahavidyadhara (at Rajakot;a 1638); Pafica:rigavidyadhari (at Jirnagac;lha 

1643). 
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Table 8 

Sal).q.ilyagotra; Sahyidri 
Trivikrama 

I 
Bhiskara. (h9nored by Paramara Bhojaraja) 

I 
Govinda 

I 
Prabhakara 

I 
Manoratha 

I 
MAHESV ARA[11 

- I 
BHASKARA[2l (b. 1114) (at Vijjac:Javic:Ja) 

I 
Laki;;midhara 

(astrologer of Yadava Jaitrapala) 
I 

Caf:tgadeva 

Sripati 
I 

Gal).apati 

I 
ANANTADEV A[3l 

(astrologer of Yadava Sif:tghal).a) (astrologer of Yadava Sif:tghal).a) 

I1l Vrttasataka; Laghujatakatika; Kara:r:iasekhara. 
[zJ Lilavati; Bijaga:r:iita; Siddhantasiroma:r:ii (1150; with /ika, Mitak$ara); 

Xara:r:iakutuhala (1183); Si$yadhivrddhidavivara:r:ia. 
[ 31 Chandascittyuttaradhyayatika; Brhajjatakatika. 

Table 9 

Bharadvajagotra; Parthapura on the Godavari 
Rama 

I 
Nilakal).tha 

I 
Vi~I).U 

I 
Nilakal).tha 

I 
Naganatha 

I 

<JINTAM~I[2l SURYiDASA[3 l 

[11 Siddhantasundara (1503); Bijadhyaya. 
[zJ Grahaga:r:iitacintama:r:ii. 

Nrsimha 
. 1· -

.l)H~])HIRAJAl'1 
I 

G~ESA['l 

[ 31 SuryaprakMa (1538); Tajikalarikara; Ga:r:iitamrtakiipika (1541); Siddhanta
,sayµhitasarasamuccaya; Bhaskarabhii~a:r:ia. 

[ 41 Jatakabharana. 
[ 51 Tajikabhii$a~a; Ratnavalipaddhati; Ga:r:iitamaiijari. 
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Table 10 

Parthapura 
Vinayaka 

I 
Gopala 

I 
VIRE§V ARA£11 
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£11 LilavatyudAharaI}.a (1639); Bijavivar8J}.a?; Divakarapaddhatiprakasavi'7a
r&.I;te. ! ; Tithyavali ! ; TajikAbhar8J}.a ? 

Table 11 

Bharadva.jagotra; Golagrama on the Godavari 
Rama 

I 
Bhattacarya 

I 
Divakara (pupil of GaQesa of N andigrama; to Kasi) 

Kn~Qa 
I 

N~SI1'!{HA£•J (b. 1586) 

DIVAKARA[B) (b. 1606) 

I 
I I 

MALLARI£2l Kesava 

KAMALAKARA£1J 

£11 Brhaccintamal}.itika; Saurapaki;;aga:Qita? (1608). 

vr§v ANATHA131 
I 

TRYAMBAKAl5J 

£21 Grahalaghavatika; Parvadvayasadhana? (1588); Vari;;aphalapaddhatitika? 
[ 31 Siddhantarahasyodahara:Qa (1612); Brahmatulyodaharal}.a (1612); Ramavi-

nodadipika (1614); Kesavipaddhatyudahara:Qa (1618); Gahanarthaprakasika 
(1620); Nilaka:Qthyudahrti (1629); Patasara:Qitika (1631); Kara:Qaprakasodahara:Qa; 
J anmapatrilekhanakrama; Tithicintamal}.itika; Makarandodahara:Qa; Mitanka; 
Muhiirtatattvatika; Vari;;aphalapaddhatitika; Saurapaki;mga:Qitavyakhya. 

£41 Saurabhai;;ya (1611); Vasanavarttika (1621); Tithicintama:Qitika. 
[ 51 Vi~:Qukara:Qatika ( 1663) ; Paddhatikalpavalli ( 1673). 
[sJ Jatakamarga (1625; with pika in 1627); Prauc;Ihamanorama (1626); Makaran

davivara:Qa; Patasara:Qitika; Vari;;aga:Qitabhiii;;a:Qa (with pika). 
[ 71 Siddhantatattvaviveka (1658; with pika); Se~avasana; Sauravasana. 
[sJ Mitabhai;;i:Qi; Lohagolakha:Qc;lana; Palabhakha:Qc;lana; Bhangivibhangikar8J}.a. 
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Table 12 

Kausikagotra; N andigrima 
Kamalakara 

I 
KESAVAl1l 

Rama G~ESA[3l (b. 1507) 
I 

Ballala 
I 

Nl3,SI1\{HAl4l (b. 1548) 
I 

Kesava 
I 

G~ESAl5l 

[11 Grahakautuka ( 1496); Jatakapaddhati (with Jilcd); Tajikapaddhati; Muhurta
tattva; Sudhirafijana. 

l2l Laghujataka~ika. 
(31 Grahalaghava (1520); PatasaraJ).i (1522); Tithicintamal).i (1525); Buddhivila

sini (1545); Brhattithicintamal).i (1552); Vivahadipika (1554); Muhurtadipika; 
Cabukayantra; Pratodayantra (with /ilea) ; Sudhirafijanayantra. 

[ 41 Grahakaumudi (1588 and 1603); Khe~amuktavali (1566); Grahadasaphala; 
Grahadipika; Vari;iaphaladipika; Harf;!akaumudi; Hillajadipika. 

[Ii] Siromal).iprakasa. 

Table 13 

Devaratragotra ; Dadhigrama on the Payo!j!Qi 
Cintamal}.i 

I 
Rama = Videhaputri 

Trimalla GOPIR.AJAC1l 

Rama Kl3,$~Al2J 
(patronized 

by J ahangir) 

I 
Ballala = Goji (to Kasi) 

RANGAN~i\.THAl3l Mahadeva 

I 
MUN!sV ARAl4l 

- I 
GADADHARAl5l 

(b. 1603) 

Govinda 

NARAl~Al•l 

[11 Perhaps the resident of Dadhigrama who wrote the Vilasavati (1540). 
l2J Bijankura (1601 ?) ; JatakapaddhatyudaharaJ).a. 
[ 3 ] Giic;lharthaprakMaka (1603). 
[ 41 Marici (before 1638); Siddhantasarvabhauma (1646; with a /ika, .Asayapm

kasini, in 1650) ; Ekanathamukhabhafijana; Gal).itaprakasa; Cabukayantratika: 
Patisara; Nisri;itarthadilti. 

[ 51 Lohagolasamarthana. 
£61 Grahalaghavodahrti; Jatakakaustubha (1678). 
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Table 14 
Kausikagotra; SasamaQiira 

Ananta 
I 

Kr~J}.a 
I 

Hari 
I 

Ananta 
- - I NARAY~A[1l (at +apara) 

. - I 
GANGADHARA£2l 

l1l Muhflrtamarta:r;i<;la (1571; with Jika in 1572). 
r21 Manorama (1586). 

Table 15 

Gargyagotra; Dharmapura on the Narmada 
CintamaQi 

I 
ANANTA[1l = Padmamba 

NlLAK~'fHA[2
] (at Kasi) 

I 
GOVINDA[4l (b. 1569) 

CINT!M~£sJ 

[11 Kamadhenu~ika; J anipaddhati. 

R.AMAC3J (at Kasi) 
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C2l Jyoti!;!asaukhya (1572); Vivahasaukhya; Vastusaukhya; Vyavaharasaukhya; 
Sarµskarasaukhya; Samayasaukhya; Tajikanilaka:r;i~hi ( 1587); Prasnakaumudi; 
Bhavaprakasa. 

[ 3] Ramavinoda (1590; 2 versions); Muhfutacintama:r;ii (1600; with pika, Prami
taki;mra). 

£41 Piyii!;!adhara (1603); Rasala (1622); Bhavavivrti. 
[ 5] Sarµmaticintama:Q-i (1661). 
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Table l6[1J 

GOVINDABHA++Al2J 

(1236-1314; Talakkulam, Alattiir) 

Paramesvara 
I 

Rudra Narayal}.a 

NN 
I 

NN MADHA V A[aJ 

: ....................... : .. . I 
(IlafifiipaUi illam, Sangamagrama) 

··;~~~JES;~~~~~;····················································' 
(Vatasseri illam, Alattiir) 

I 
RAVIl0l Damodara Jatavedas 

.---.,.-··········_·········l·····················i 

NILAJA~'fHA[eJ San{ara JYE~'fH~DEVAl'l 
(b. 1444; KeJalliir illam, Kul}.9-apura) (Alattiir) 

CITRABHANU(S] 
(Sivapura) 

NARAY~A[U] 

SANKARAl9l ACYUTA(lO} 
(Kul}.9-apura) 

[1J Continuous lines represent the relation of father and son, dotted lines that of 
teacher and pupil. 

[ 2J Dasadhyayi; Muhurtaratna. 
[ 3J Sphutacandrapti; Vel}.varoha (1403); Agal}.itagrahacara (1418); Candra

vakyani; Madhyamanayanaprakara; Mahajyanayanaprakara; Lagnaprakaral}.a; 
Golavada? 

[ 4J Laghubhaskariyatika ( 1408); Laghumanasatika ( 1409); Grahal}.amal}.<).ana 
(1411); Drggal}.ita (1431); Siddhantadipika; Graha:r;ianyayadipika; Goladipika I 
(1443; with a /ika); Graha:r;iai;;taka; Vakyakaral}.a; Bhatadipika; Lilavativivara:r;ia; 
Mahabhaskariyatika; Siiryasiddhantavivara:r;ia ( 1432); Goladipika II (with an 
expanded version); Jatakapaddhati; Vyatipatai;itakavrtti; Acarasangraha; Muhiir
taratnavyakhya; Jatakakarmapaddhatitika; ~atpafi.casikatika; Candracchaya.ga
:r;iita; Vivahanukulya; ~a<J.vargaphala. 

[ 51 Acaradipika. 
[ 61 Golasara; Siddhantadarpal}.a (with /ika); Candracchayaga:r;iita (with /ika); 

Tantrasangraha (1501); Aryabhatiyabhai;,ya; Jyotirmimarµsa (1504); Grahai;ianir-
1).aya; Sundararajapra.snottara. 

[ 7J Yuktibhai;;a; Drkkara:r;ia? (1608). 
(sJ Karal}.amrta (1530). 
[ 9 ] Tantrasangrahatika (1556); Kriyakramakari (incomplete). 
[101 Karal).ottama (with /ika); Uparagakriyakrama (1593); Sphutanil"I}.aya; 

Chayai;;taka; Uparagavirµsati; Rasigolasphutaniti; Ve:r;ivarohavyakhya; Horasaroc
caya. 

l11l Pafi.cabodhatika (1529); Uparagakriyakrama; Karmapradipika; Kara:r;iasil
tratika; completion of Sankara's Kriyakramakari. 
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Table 17 

GOVINDA DIK~ITA 
(minister of Acyutappa Nayaka of Tanjore [1560-1600]) 
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Yajfianarayal).a Dik1?ita VENKA1-'ESV ARA DIK~ITAl11 

. I "' VENKA1-'EdV ARA[B] 

[ 11 Sulbamimarp.sa. 
[2J Jatakacandrika. 

Table 18 

Pragvatavaqisa; Gujarat 
Ahilla or Jahilla 

(minister of Caulukya Bhima I [ca. 1031-1065]) 
I 

Rajapala 
I 

Narasiqiha 
I -

DURLABHARAJA[1
] 

(mahattama under Caulukya Kumarapala [ca. 1143-1152]) 
I 

l1l Samudrikatilaka. 
l 2l Svapnacintama:r;ii. 

JAGADDEV Al2l 

Table 19 

Pragvatavaqisa; Gujarat 
Cal).9-asiqiha 

(minister of Caulukya Miilaraja II [ca. 1177-1179]) 
I 

Sobhanadeva 
I 

Samanta 
I 

Kumarasiqiha 
I 

SAMARASI~HAl11 

[1J Tajikatantrasara (1274). 
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Table 20 

Pragvatavarpsa; Gujarat 
Vikrama 

(minister of Caulukya [Vaghela] Sarangadeva [ca. 1276-1296]) 

TEJ A I;ISI1\1HA [1 l 

[ 11 Daivajfialankrti ( 1336). 

Table 21 

Janyalayakula; .Anandapura, Gujarat 
Bandhuka 

(minister of Caulukya Karr.ia [ ca. 1066-1093]) 

I 
Mahadeva 

I 
Vijayasirpha 

I 
.AMASARMANl1l 

I 
Lur.iiga Arjuna (minister of 

MAH.AJEV A[2l 

[1J Vasanabhai;;ya. 

Caulukya Bhima II 
[ca. 1178-1241]) 

[ 2 [ CintamaI).isaraI).ikavivrti (1258); Jyotiijaratnamala.vivrti (1264). 
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A. Books, Series, and Journals 

AAWB 
ABORI 
AfO 
AHES 
AIRS 
ALPS 
ALS 
AMM 
Arch Or 
ASI, NIS 
ASS 
BCM:S 
BI 
BM 
BNISI 
Bombay SS 
BSS 
BVKSGWL 

CESS 

css 
DSB 
EW 

Abhandlungen der Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Berlin 
Annals of the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute 
Archiv fur Orientforschung 
Archive for History of Exact Sciences 
Archives internationales d'histoire des sciences 
Adyar Library Paper Series 
Adyar Library Series 
American Mathematical Monthly 
Archiv Orientalnf 
Archaeological Survey of India, New Imperial Series 
Anandasrama Sanskrit Series 
Bulletin of the Calcutta Mathematical Society 
Bibliotheca Indica 
Bibliotheca Mathematica 
Bulletin of the National Institute of Sciences of India 
Bombay Sanskrit Series 
Benares Sanskrit Series 
Berichte ii.her die Verhandlungen der Koniglich Sachsischen Gesell
schaft der Wissenschaften zu Leipzig 
D. Pingree, Census of the Exact Sciences in Sanskrit, Series A, 
vol. 1-3, Philadelphia 1970-1976; vol. 4 is in press 
Chowkhamba Sanskrit Series 
Dictionary of Scientific Biography 
East and West 

Ganga OS Ganga Oriental Series 
GOS Gaekwad Oriental Series 
HM Historia Mathematica 
HNM Harikr~Q.anibandhamal).imala 
HOS Harvard Oriental Series 
HSS Haridas Sanskrit Series 
IC Islamic Culture 
IIJ Indo-Iranian Journal 
IJHS Indian Journal of the History of Science 
IS Indische Studien 
J AOS Journal of the American Oriental Society 
J AS Bengal Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal 
JBBRAS Journal of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society 
JBORS Journal of the Bihar and Orissa Research Society 
JDL/UC ,Journal of the Department of Letters, University of Calcutta 
JHA Journal for the History of Astronomy 
JHAS Journal for the History of Arabic Science 
JJG Jivarama Jaina Granthamala 
JMJSG Jfianapi~ha Miirtidevi Jaina Sar:iiskrta Granthamala 
JNES Journal of Near Eastern Studies 
JOI Baroda Journal of the Oriental Institute, Baroda 
JOR Madras Journal of Oriental Research, Madras 
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JRAS Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society 
JRASB/S Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal, Science 
JUB Journal of the University of Bombay 
JUPHS Journal of the United Provinces Historical Society 
JWCI Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes 
KSS Kasi Sanskrit Series 
KSVS Kendriya Sa:rµskrta Vidyapitha Series 
LG Laghu Granthamala 
Madras GOS Madras Government Oriental Series 
ME Mathematics Education 
MJG Mohanalalajijainagranthamala 
MM Master Mal).imala 
MP A WB Monatsberichte der Preuf3ischen Akademie der Wissenschaften zu 

Berlin 
MS 
MSS 
MSVG 
NIA 
PAIOC 
PAPhS 
PBMS 
PKG 
PO 
POS 
PST 
PTSS 
PUIS 
PWSBT 
RPG 
RSG 
RUMJ 
SATE 
SATIUS 

SBG 
SJS 
SM 
TRAS 
TSMS 
TSS 
VIJ 
VIS 
VSG 
vss 
ZDMG 

The Mathematics Student 
Mysore Sanskrit Series 
Mithila Sa:rµskrta Vidyapitha Granthamala 
New Indian Antiquary 
Proceedings of the All-India Oriental Conference 
Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society 
Proceedings of the Benares Mathematical Society 
Pracya vidyasa:rµsodhanalayakannac;lagranthamala 
Poona Orientalist 
Poona Oriental Series 
Pracyavani Sanskrit Texts 
Prakrit Text Society Series 
Panjab University Indological Series 
Princess of Wales Sarasvati Bhavana Texts 
Rajasthana Puratana Granthamala 
Ravi Varma Sanskrita Granthavali 
Ranchi University Mathematical Journal 
D. Pingree, Sanskrit Astronomical Tables in England, Madras 1973 
D. Pingree, Sanskrit Astronomical Tables in the United States, 
Philadelphia 1968 
Sarasvati Bhavana Granthamala 
Sing hi Jain Series 
Scripta Mathematica 
Transactions of the Royal Asiatic Society 
Tanjore Saraswathi Mahal Series 
Trivandrum Sanskrit Series 
Vishveshvaranand Indological Journal 
Vishveshvaranand Indological Series 
Vidyabha vanasa:rµskrtagranthamala 
Vizianagram Sanskrit Series 
Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenlandischen Gesellschaft 

B. Titles of Sanskrit texts 

A 
BBS 
BG 
BJ 
BPH 
BS 

Aryabhatiya 
Bhadra bahusa:rphita 
Bijagal).ita 
Brhajjataka 
Brhatparasarahora 
Brhatsa:rµhita 



BSS 
BY 
GCN 
GK 
GL 
GS 
GT 
H 
HM 
JKP 
JN 
JP 
JPJ 
JRM 
JSD 
JV 
Kh 
KK 
KKK 
KS 
L 
LB 
LJ 
LM 
MB 
MC 
MG 
MM 
MS 
NJ 
NS 
Pait. 
PhD 
PJ 
PS 
RM 
RV 
s 
SB 
SDV 
SR 
ss 
SSB 
SSBM 
SSJ 
sss 
STV 
TY 
VM 
vs 
VSA 
VYJ 
YJ 
YY 

Abbreviations 

Brahmasphu tasiddhanta 
Brhadyatra 
Grahacaranibandhana 
Gar:iitakaumudi 
Grahalaghava 
Gargasarp.hita 
Gar:iitatilaka 
Horasara 
Horamakaranda 
Jatakakarmapadd.hati 
J yotirnibandha 
Jatakapaddhati 
Jatakaparijata 
J yotif;!aratnamala 
Jatakasaradipa 
J yotii;;avedanga 
Khar:i<;lakhadyaka 
Kara.J).akutiihala 
Kara.J).akaustubha 
Kara.J).asara 

- Lilavati 
Laghubhaskariya 
Laghujataka 
Laghumanasa 
Mahabhaskariya 
Muhurtacintamar:ii 
Muhiirtagal).apati 
Muhiirtamartar:i<;Ia 
Mahasiddhanta 
N arapatijayacarya 
Naradasarp.hita 
Paitamahasiddhanta of the Vifp.i.ud.ha.rmotta.rapura.I].a 
Phaladipika 
Prasnajfiana 
Paficasiddhantika 
Rajamrgarika 
Ramavinoda 
Saravali 
Satapathabrahma:r;ia 
Si!;!yadhivrddhida 
Siddhantaraj a 
S ilryasiddhan ta 
Si.ddhantasiroma:r;ii 
Siddhantasarvabhauma 
Siddhantasundara 
Siddhantasekhara 
Siddhantatattvaviveka 
'_fikanikayatra 
Vidyamadhaviya 
Va tesvarasiddhanta 
V asii;;thasarp.hi ta 
Vrddhayavanajataka 
Yavanajataka 
Yogayatra 
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Kp?i:iananda Sarasvati 96 
Kevalarama Paficanana (1728) 44, 46 
Kesava (1496/1507) 36, 92, 93, 98, 104, 

120, 126 
Kesavarka (XII/XIII) 109 
Kautilya 10 
Kautsa 76 
Kraul;ltuki 69 

Khindika 97 

Garigadhara (1420) 62 
Garigadhara (1586) 37, 127 
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Gangadhara (1629/1653) 43, 46, 100, 113 
Ga:rigadhara (1685) 35 
Ga:rigarama 78, 108 
Ga:rigarama Dviveda ( 1 718) 107 
Ga:z:iapati (ca. 1500) 35 
Gal).apati Ravala (1686) 106, 107 
Gal).esa (b. 1507) 36, 37, 45, 53-55, 62, 

92, 104, 109, 120, 121, 126 
Gal).eSa (ca. 1575) 64, 99, 120n, 124 
Gal).esa (ca. 1600/1625) 26, 126 
Gal).esa (1613) 94 
Gadadhara (ca. 1650) 31, 126 
Gadadhara Misra 86 
Garutman 72 
Garga 1, 10, 69, 71, 72, 76, 79, 112 
Garga (905) 75 
Gargya 109 
Gul).akara 91 
Guru 76, 109 
Gurudasa ( 1824) 93 
Gopala 6 
Gopiraja (1540) 52, 126 
Gopinatha (bef. 1484) 104 
Govardhana (1544 ?) 98 
Govinda (on KP) 35 
Govinda (b. 1569) 98n, 99, 106, 127 
Govinda (ca. 1725/1750) 113 
Govinda Dik$ita (ca. 1560/1600) 91, 129 
Govinda Somayajin 84n 
Govindabhatta (1236/1314) 103, 128 
Govindasarman 7 8 n 
Govindasiin u ( 1773) 44 
Govindasvamin (ca. 850) 20, 21, 47, 49, 

58, 86-89 
Govindananda Kavika:n.kal).a (ca. 1510/ 

1535) 115 
Gau9a Bhattacarya 79 
Gautama 76 
Gautama Siddhartha 32 

Ghatigopa 19 

Cakradhara (ca. 1500) 53 
Cakrapal).i (XVII?) 113 
Cal).9idasa (bef. 1658) 36 
Cal).9esvara (ca. 1185) 23, 112 
Cal).akya 84 
Citragupta 88 
Citrabhanu (1530) 128 
Cintama:r:ii (ca. 1530) 30, 124 
Cintamal).i (1661) 127 
Cintama:z:ii (bef. 1709) 79 
Cirafi.jiva (ca. 1725) 100 
Cirafijiva Bhatta (1647) 116 

Cii9amal).i 88 
Cola Vipascit 24 
Cyavana 1 

Jagaddeva (ca. 1175) 76, 77, 129 
Jagannatha (1732) 31, 46, 54, 64 
Janardana (1618/1628) 44 
Jayadeva (ca. 1050) 61 
Jayadeva (1671) 100 
J ayarama (bef. 1711) 100 
Jayasirp.ha (b. 1686) 31, 46, 53, 64, 118 
Jitari 88 
Jina 88 
Jivasarman 84 
Jaimini 96 
Jfianaraja(l503) 30,55,64,93, 120,124 
Jyel?thadeva (1608 ?) 51, 66, 128 

'-!-'hakkura Pherii ( 1315) 115 

J;)hul).9hiraja (ca. 1525) 93, 99, 124 

Tamma Yajvan 19, 24 
Tejal}.sirp.ha 99, 130 
Trivikrama (bef. 1484) 104 
Trivikrama ( 1704) 43 
Tryambaka (1663/1673) 125 

Dasabala (1055) 54, 121 
Dadabhai (1719) 24 
Damodara (on JRM) 102 
Damodara (Sa:n.ketamafijari) 78 
Damodara (1417) 35 
Damodara (bef. 1600) 95 
Damodara Misra (1904) 62n 
Damodara Ral).abha (ca. 1680) 111 
Dinakara (1578/1583) 42-45 
Dinakara ( 1586) 45 
Dinakara ( 1608) 54 
Dinakara (1839) 55 
Divakara (b. 1606) 92n, 93, 99, 120, 125 
Divananda (Divanacandra) Misra 95 
Divyatattva 76 
Dik1?ita Sarp.vatsara 78 
Durlabha (932) 41 
Durlabharaja (ca. 1160) 76, 77, 129 
Dullaha (1776) 89 
Devakirti 88 
Devadatta (1662) 43 
Devaraja 64 
Devala 71, 72 
Devasvamin 84 
Daivajfiadasa 78 
Da.ivajfiavallabha 60 
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Dravyavardhana (ca. 500) 72 
Dvarakanatha Y ajvan 4 n, 6 

Dharmarakf;!a (ca. 300) 68 
Dharmesvara (ca. 1600/1650) 93 

Nandarama Misra (1763/1778) 38, 114 
Nandikesvara (ca. 1640) 106 
Nandin 76 
Nabbaba Khanakhana (b. 1556) 99 
Nayanasukhopadhyaya (ca. 1725) 64, 

117 
Naracandra Suri (ca. 1225) 102, 122 
Naracandropadhyaya ( 1167/1177) 90, 

112, 121, 122 
Narapati (1177) 77, 78, 109, 122 
Narahari (ca. 1500) 77 
Narmadagiri Avadhiita 94 
Nagesa (1619) 43, 106 
Natha (1650) 113 
Narada 1, 72, 76, 78, 103, 109 
Narayal).a (1356) 64 
Narayal).a (1529) 51, 62, 128 
Narayal).a (1571/1572) 37, 105, 106, 127 
Narayal).a (bef. 1635) 37 
Narayal).a (1678) 93, 126 
Narayal).aBhatta (onDaivajfiavallabha) 

llln 
Narayal).a Bhatta (XVI) 93 
Narayal).a Samudrika (ca. 1725) 97, 100 
Narayal).adasa Siddha (ca. 1525) 112 
Narmada 59 
Nahnidatta (ca. 1500/1550) 105 
Nijananda 64 
Nityananda (1628/1639) 30 
Nilakal).tha (b. 1444) 18, 19, 48, 50, 51, 

66, 128 
Nilakal).tha (1572/1587) 97n, 98, 99, 

116, 127 
Nilakal).tha (1680) 106 
Nilakal).tha Regmi (1754) 96 
Nilambara Jha (b. 1823) 63 
Nrsirµha, .Akumalla 96 
Nrsi111ha (ca. 1400) 26 
Nrsirµha (b. 1548) 37, 42, 98, 126 
Nrsirµha (b. 1586) 24, 25n, 26, 45, 55, 

95, 125 
Nrsirµha (ca. 1625) 94, 95 
Nrsirµha Khe9akara 96 
Nemaditya (915) 119n 

Padmanabha (bef. 1100) 58n 
Padmanabha (ca. 1400) 36, 53 
Padmanabha (bef. 1699) 99 

Padmaprabha Suri (1164) 61, 111-113 
Paramakarm:iika (bef. 1636) 102 
Paramasukha (1811) 79 
Paramaharµsa Parivrajakacarya 

(bef. 1645) 106 
Paramananda Sarman (bef. 1560 ?) 113 
Paramesvara (on BJ) 85n, 86 
Paramesvara (ca. 1380/1460) 18n, 19, 

20n, 21, 23n, 24, 34, 49-51, 62, 89, 
103, 111, 121, 128 

Paramesvara (XV) 2, 48 
Paramesvara Y ogindra 96 
Parasurama (bef. 1659) 63 
Parasara l, 24, 71, 72, 76, 84 
Parasara (ca. 600/750) 58n, 86, 87, 90 
Parvati 87, 91 
Pin.gala 10 
Pitamaha 17, 32 
Pitambara (bef. 1615) 109, 116 
Pufijaraja (ca. 1700) 95 
Putumana Somayajin (1733) 51, 66, 95 
Pulastya 30 
Puru~ottama Mfissatu (1881) 114 
Piitana 59 
Pural).a 59 
Prthuyasas (ca. 575) 90, 111, 113 
Prthudakasvamin (864) 21, 22, 33, 57 
Paulastya 1 
Paulisa 32 
Prajapatidasa (bef. 1625) 78, 79 
Prajarama ( 1738) 55 
Pradyumna 21 
Prasastadhara (Prasastidhara) (958) 34 
Premanidhi 96 
Premavallabha ( 1882) 31 

Balabhadra (Adbhutatarangil).i) 76 
Balabhadra (ca. 725/750) 22 
Balabhadra (bef. 1000) 76 
Balabhadra (1543) 35 
Balabhadra (1629/1654) 95, 99 
Ballalasena (ca. 1159/1178) 78 
Badarayal).a 72, 84,108,111 
Bapu Cal).9ika 45 
Baba (ca. 1600) 55 
Balakr~I).a (ca. 1625) 99 
Balakf~I).a Vedavrki;ia (ca. 1825) 79 
Brhadratha 72 
Brhaspati 70, 72, 76, 77, 109 
Baudhayana 4, 5n 
Brahmagupta (b. 598) 17, 21, 23-25, 32, 

33, 53, 55, 57-59, 61 
Brahmadeva ( 1092) 35 
Brahman 1, 17, 30, 76 
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BrahmasaI).9-a 88 
Brahmaditya (bef. 1605) 109 
Brahmarka (bef. 1622) 113 

Bhagadatta 89 
BhaHotpala (966/969) 21, 22, 33, 72, 

74-76, 84n, 85-87, 89,108, 110n, 111 
Bhadrabahu 75 
Bhayabhafijana Sarman (ca. 1700) 79 
Bharata (ca. 1450) 78 
Bharadvaja 109 
Bhagila 109 
Bhaguri 72 
Bhanu (bef. 1602) 106 
Bhanucandra GaI).i (ca. 1559) 76 
Bhanunatha (1872) 107 
Bhanubhatta 76 
Bhavaratna (1711) 103 
BhavasadMiva ( 1598) 37 
Bhavesa 90 
Bhaskara (on JKP) 90 
Bhaskara (629) 11, 18, 20, 21, 49, 57, 59, 

65n 
Bhaskara (b. 1114) 1, 23, 25n, 26, 30, 

35, 36, 49, 52, 53, 55, 58, 61, 63-65, 
86, 98, 102, 119-121, 124 

Bhaskara (1652) 63 
Bhaskara (1681) 46 
Bhaskararya Yogin (1235) 74 
Bhutivi~I).U 19, 24 
Bhudhara (on JKP) 90 
Bhudhara (1572) 24 
Bhrgu 1, 17, 72, 76, 97, 109 
Bhojaraja ( 1005/1055) 34, 54, 77, 91, 

102, 111, 115, 119n, 121, 124 

Makaranda (1478) 42, 44, 46 
Makkibhatta (1377) 25 
MaI).ittha 84, 98 
Mathuranatha (1609) 43 
Madanapala ( 1375/1400) 23 
Manu 1, 72 
Mantresvara 92 
Maya 72, 84 
Marici 1 
Malayavarman 96 
Malayendu Suri (ca. 1382) 52 
Mallana (ca. 1050) 60 
Mallari (ca. 1575/1600) 36, 37, 46, 55, 

125 
Mallari (1612) 98 
Mallikarjuna Suri (1178) 19, 23 
Maskari 59 
Mahadeva (Paiicapa~isakuna) 79 

Mahadeva ( 1258/ 1264) 54, 101 n, 102, 
130 

Mahadeva (1316) 42 
Mahadeva (1357) 44 
Mahadeva (1520) 77 
Mahadeva ( 1640/1661) 106, 113 
Mahadeva Pathaka (1872) 96 
Mahavira (ca. 850) 60, 61 
Mahidhara (1585/1599) 4n, 7, 61n, 62, 

84 n, 85, 86, 98 
Mahendra Suri (1370) 52, 53 
Mahesvara 8 7 
Mahesvara (ca. 1100) 86, 102, 119, 124 
MaI).ikya Suri ( 1281) 7 8 
MaI).9-avya 76, 84 
Madhava (AdbhutadarpaI).a) 78 
Madhava (on JKP) 90 
Madhava (ca. 1375) 102 
Madhava (1403/1418) 49-51, 65, 66n, 

128 
Madhava (1525) 35 
Madhava (b. 1598) 99 
Manasagara 94 
Malajit (1643) 117 
Minaraja (ca. 300/325) 71, 72, 77, 83, 85, 

109 
Mukundarama 111 n 
Mufijaditya (ca. 1450) 104 
Mufijala (932) 25, 30, 33, 34, 49, 50 
Mudgala 59 
Munisvara Visvarupa (b. 1603) 25n, 26, 

30, 31, 55, 62, 120, 126 
Murari (1665) 46 
Meghavijaya (1675/1680) 79 
Medinimalla (1663/1664) 62 
Maitreya 87 
Mo~adeva (bef. 1472) 62 

Y ajfiesvara 45 
Yadunandana (1669) 107 
Yama 89 
Yallaya (1472) 19, 24, 34 
Yavana 1, 30, 55, 84 
Yavana (Candrabhara:q.ahora) 90 
Yavana, Cirantana 89 
Y avanesvara 89, 109 
Yavanesvara (149/150) 11, 81 
Yajfiikanatha (ca. 1650) 95 
Yadava (1663) 43 
Yadava Suri (1616 ?) 99 
Yamata 33 
Yogindra (1742) 35 

Raghunatha (bef. 1612) 89 
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Raghunatha Ka:r;ithirava (1660) 107 
Raghunatha Raja (1597) 19 
Raghuvira (1635) 106 
Ranganatha ( 1603) 23 n, 24, 126 
Ranganatha (ca. 1650) 31, 55, 62, 125 
Ra:r;iahastin (ca. 1400) 108 
Raja 88 
Rajar$i (1633) 93, 94 
Rajaditya (ca. 1200) 62 
Radhakf$:r:ta 95 
Rama (rev. RM) 34 
Rama (Ramacandra) Vajapeyin 

(ca. 1450) 4n, 6, 7, 78 
Rama (Ramacandra) (1590/1600) 37, 

42, 106, 127 
Rama (1625) 53 
Rama (bef. 1657) 79 
Ramakr$:r;ia (on Prasnaj:fiana) 111 
Ramakr$:r;ia Aradhya (1472) 19, 24 
Ramakr$:r;ia (1687) 63 
Ramakri;;:r;ia ( 1739) 35 
Ramakr$:r;ia (ca. 1800) 114 
Ramacandra 64 
Rudra (1527) 84n, 85, 86 
Rudradeva Sarman (1726) 107 
Rudrama:r;ii Tripathin (1682) 79, 113 
Romaka 30, 32 
Romasa 1 

Lak$aka 77 
Lak$ma:r;ia 96 
Lak$ma:r;iasena (ca. 1178/1200) 78 
Lak$midasa (1501) 26, 55, 62 
Lak$midhara (1278) 44, 45 
Lagadha (ca. 400 B.C.) 8-10, 68 
Lalla (VIII/IX) 22-26, 30, 34, 59, 101, 

109, 115 
Latadeva (505) 11, 19, 21, 23, 32 
Lava:r;iyasarman (1344) 78 
Lomasa 87, 91 

Vankalaka 89 
Vajra 71 
Vatesvara (899/904) 22, 24, 33, 34 
Varadaraja 60 
Vararuci 4 7-49 
Vara.ha 4 
Varahamihira (ca. 550) 11, 18, 19, 21, 

32, 35, 48, 52, 71, 72, 73n, 74-76, 78, 
84, 86, 88, 90, 103, 107-109, lll, 115 

Varu:r;ia 33 
Vasantaraja (ca. 1090) 76 
Vasi$tha 1, 11, 30, 32, 72, 76, 78, 109 
Vagisa 72 

Vadhiila 4 
Vamadeva (on Paficapak1;1isa.kuna) 79n 
Vamadeva (bef. 1365) 109 
Vamana (bef. 1365) 109 
Vamana (bef. 1559) 98 
Vijayananda (Vijayanandin) (966) 34 
Vijayanandin (bef. 550) 21 
Vitthala (1626/1627) 106 
Vic;Ic;la:r;ia (Vidda:r;ia) (bef. 1370) 48 
Vidyadhara (1638/1643) 43-45, 119, 

123 
Vidyamadhava (ca. 1360) 104 
Vindhyavasin 74n, 108 
Vibhakara (1514) 113 
Visrama (1615) 53 
Visramasukla (1777) 46 
Visvanatha ( 1610/ 1631) 24, 36, 37, 45, 

55, 93, 98, 99, 104, 125 
Visvesvara (1927) 80 
Vi$1}-U (1608) 37, 45, 125 
Vi$:r;iugupta 84 
Vii;;9-ucandra (ca. 600) 21, 26 
Vi$:r;iusarman (ca. 1365) 90, 103, 104, 

109 
Vi$9-usirp.ha (1624) 55 
Virasirp.ha (1627/1628) 45, 49 
Viresvara (1639) 120, 125 
Venkata Yajvan 117 
Venkatesa ( on U padesasiitra) 96 
Venkatesa (1654) 95, 99 
Venkatesvara (ca. 1625) 91, 129 
Venkatesvara Diki;;ita (ca. 1600) 6, 129 
V edangaraya ( 1643) 11 7 
Vaija Pa:r;ic;Iita (bef. 1493) 102 
Vaidyanatha (JPJ) 91, 92 
Vaidyanatha (Sarasamuccaya) 109 
Vyasa 1, 76 
Vyenkata 45 

Saktipiirva 84 
Sakra 72 
Sankara 87 
Sankara (1556) 50, 62, 66, 128 
Sankara (ca. 1600) 99 
Sankara (1766) 38 
Sankaranaraya:r;i.a (869) 20n, 21 
Sankarabhatta 7 
Satananda (1099) 35 
Sambhurama (1730) 100 
Sakyaprabha (ca. 864) 68 
Salihotra 76 
Siva 71, 78, 79, 91 
Sivadasa (on JKP) 90 
Sivadasa (on Manavasulbasiitra) 7 
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Sivaraja (Sivadasa) (ca. 1475/1500) 78, 
91, 92, 103, 104, 115, 116 

Suka (bef. 1647) 116 
Sukra 72, 76, 97 
Suci (ca. 400 B.C.) 9 
Saunaka 1, 71, 109 
Sraddha ~!;Ii (ca. 1837) 78 
Srika:r:itha (bef. 1656) 106 
Sridatta (on Kh) 33 
Sridatta (on Prasnajiiana) 111 
Sridhara (Jatakapaddhati) 89 
Sridhara (ca. 750) 58, 59, 61 
Sridhara (1049) 89 
Sridhara (1227) 42, 119 
Sridhara (ca. 1875) 86n, 87 
Sridhara Mahapatra (1717) 63 
Srinatha 54 
Srinivasa (XIV/XV) 115 
Srinivasa Y ajvan 35 
Sripati (1039/1056) 22, 25, 54, 61, 89, 

92, 93, 99, 101, 102, 106, 109, 111, 
115 

Sripati (bef. 1718) 79 
Sri$e:Q.a (ca. 600) 21 
Srutakirti 89 

Sanghadhara 88 
Satya (III) 82, 83 
Saptar$iS I 09 
Samarasirp.ha (1274) 97, 100, 129 
Samudra 76 
Sampatkumara 35 
Sagaracandra Suri (bef. 1468) 103 
Sayal).a (ca. 1375) 67n 
SarangapaQ.i (bef. 1597) 109 
Sarasvata 72 
Sirp.ha 21 
Sirp.hatilaka Suri (1269) 61, 112 
Singhala 88 

Siddhasena 84 
Siddhicandra (ca. 1600) 76 
Sujanma 87, 91 
Sundara 93 
Sundararaja (ca. 1475/1500) 4n, 6, 48 
Sumatihar!;!a Gal).i (1616/1621) 35n, 36, 

89, 98, 109n 
Sumanta 77 
Sumisra (1447) 45 
Surya I, 30, 32 
Suryadasa (1538/1541) 62-64, 89, 98, 

120, 124 
Siiryadeva Yajvan (b. 1191) 18n, 19, 

34, 89, 108 
Soq.hala (bef. 1462) 36 
Soma 30 
Somanatha Vyasa (ca. 1825/1850) 31 
Somakara Se1;1anaga 9n, 10 
Somesvara (XI/XII) 18n, 19 
Skandasena 57n 
Sphujidhvaja (279/280) 1, 10, 11, 77n, 

81-83, 85, 86, 87n, 88n, 89, 108-110 
Svayambhu I 7 

Haraji (Harajit) (1629) 94 
Hari (bef. 800) 88 
Hari (1523) 98 
Harikf!;!I).a (ca. 1715) 54 
Harikf!;!I).a (ca. 1875) 87 
Haridatta (683) 22, 47, 89 
Haridatta ( 1638) 43 
Haridatta (bef. 1697) 117 
Haridasa (bef. 1725) 63 
Haribhanu Sukla (1809) 94 
Harivarp.sa Pathaka (ca. 1500) 77 
Harihara (ca. 1580) 42, 119, 123 
Har!;!adhara 99 
Hemaprabha Suri (1248) 78, 112 
Hemaharp.sa (1457) 102 

Non-Sanskrit 

'Abd al-'Aziz Dihlawi (ca. 1375) 74 
·Abd al-Ra}.iirn (b. 1556) 99 
Abu al-Fay9 Fayq.i (1587) 62 
Abu Ma'shar (787-886) 21 n 
An Shi-Kao (ca. 150) 68n 
Arjabhar (see Aryabhata) 19 
·Ata' Allah Rushdi (1634/1635) 63 
al-Biruni (b. 973) 19, 22, 33, 34, 41, 74, 

76, 83, 88 
Che K'ien (ca. 250) 68 

Chu Liih-yen (ca. 250) 68 
Ch'ii-t'an Hsi-ta (718) 32 
Euclid (ca. 300 B.C.) 57, 65 
al-Fazari (ca. 760/790) 21n 
Hipparchus (ca. 150 B.C.) 10, 11 
al-Kashi (d. 1429) 31, 65 
al-Khwarizmi (ca. 825) 21n, 60 
Manetho (see MaQ.ittha) 
Mul}.ammad Amin (1661/1678) 62 
Na1;1ir al-Din al-'fusi (1201/1274) 31, 53 
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Paulus 11 
Ptolemy (ca. 150) 12, 25, 30, 31, 34, 41, 

52 
Qa<;l.i Zadah (ca. 1364/1436) 30 
al-Qiishji (d. 1474/1475) 30, 117 
Theodosius (ca. 125 B.C.) 65 

Theophilus (d. 785) 107, 112 
Ulugh Beg (1394/1449) 30, 31, 54, 65 
'Umar ibn al-Farrukhan (762/812) 88n 
al-Uqlidisi (952/953) 60 
Ya:tiya ibn Abi Man$iir (828) 51 
Ya'qub ibn '.J.'ariq (ca. 775/800) 21n 

INDEX OF TITLES 

Sanskrit 

Agal).itagrahacara 49, 128 
Angavijja 75 
Atharvaveda 67 
Atharvavedaparisi1;1t,a 67, 71, 73, 75, 

77n 
Adbhutatarangil).i 7 6 
Adbhutadarpal).a 78 
Adbhutabrahmal).a 67 
Adbhutasanti 67 
Adbhutasagara 78 
Anvayarthadipika ( on Camatkaracinta-

mani) 93 
Arthakaumudi (on Suddhidipika) 115 
Arthaprakasika (on Upadesasiitra) 96 
Arthasastra 10 

Acaradipika 128 
Acarasangraha 128 
A.diyamala 7 7 
Apastambasulbasiitra 4-6 
A.rambhasiddhi 102 
Aryatulya 35 
Aryabhat,asiddhanta 19 
Aryabhat,iya 6, 17-20, 35, 50, 52, 56 
Aryabhat,iyabha..l;lya (Nilakal).t,ha) 18n, 

50, 128 
Aryabhat,iyabha..l;lya (Bhaskara) 11, 18, 

20, 21, 59n 
Aryasaptati 111 
Asayaprakasini (on SSBM) 31, 126 
Asvalayanagrhyaparisii;it,a 67 

Ukara 65 
U <;I.udayapradipa 90, 91 
Uttarakalamrta 117 
Uttarakhal).9-akhadyaka 33, 38 
Uttarabhasvati 35 
Utpalaparimala 74 
Upadesasutra 96 

Uparagakriyakrama (of Acyuta) 51,128 
Uparagakriyakrama (of Narayai;ia) 51, 

128 
Uparagavir:rsati 51, 128 

~gveda 67, 77 

Ekanathamukhabhaiijana 126 

Kat,ara 65 
Kapardibha$ya ( on .Apastambasulba-

sutra) 6 
Karal).akutuhala 35, 36, 39, 49, 124 
KaraJ).akesari 46 
KaraJ).akaustubha 37, 38, 40 
KaraJ).atilaka 34 
KaraJ).apaddhati 51, 65n, 95 
KaraJ).aprakasa 35, 38 
KaraJ).aprakasaprabha 35 
KaraJ).aprakasodaharaJ).a 125 
Kara1).avai$1).ava 38, 40 
KaraJ).asekhara 119, 124 
KaraJ).asara 33, 34 
KaraJ).asutrat,ika 128 
KaraJ).amrta 128 
KaraJ).ottama 51, 128 
Karapi<;lanadipika (on Vivahavrnda-

vana) 109 
Karkabha$ya ( on Katyayanasulbasutra) 

6, 7 
Karmadipika (on MB) 20n, 128 
Karmanibandha 20 
Karmaprakasika 97 
Karmaprakasikavrtti 97 
Karmapradipika (on L) 62, 128 
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